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OFFICIAL
Dear All,

Ahead of the AC /NM forum this afternoon and Item #2, please find attached the paper on Robodebt
(plus attachments) as presented to the Strategy and Performance Board earlier this week.

Look forward to answering any questions,

Regards
Alison

ALISON MACDONALD
ACTING CHIEF COUNSEL 
CHIEF COUNSEL PORTFOLIO
Tel:   Ext:
Mob

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging.
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OFFICIAL 


REPORT CATEGORY RECOMMENDATION GOVERNMENT 
RESPONSE 


Introductory section 


Goes to the lack of: 


• the provision of, frank and
fearless advice;


• adherence to obligations of
Public Servants (roles,
principals, values);


• designing services with
emphasis on people meant
to serve;


• separations of
responsibilities /
accountability; and


• independent legal services.


Commissioner’s observations 


• The Robodebt scheme failed the public interest in a myriad of ways.
• Remarkable how little interest there was in ensuring the Scheme’s legality,


o how rushed its implementation was,
o how little thought was given to how it would affect welfare recipients and;
o the lengths to which public servants were prepared to go to oblige ministers on a


quest for savings.
• Dismaying revelation of dishonesty and collusion to prevent the Scheme’s lack of legal


foundation coming to light.
• The ineffectiveness of institutional checks and balances – the Commonwealth


Ombudsman’s Office, the Office of Legal Services Coordination (OLSC), the Office of the
Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC) and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal
(AAT) – in presenting any hindrance to the Scheme’s continuance.


• Effectiveness of the recommended changes depends on:
• Whether a public service can be developed with sufficient robustness will depend on the


will of the government of the day, because culture is set from the top down.
• Politicians need to lead a change in social attitudes to people receiving welfare payments.


Effects of Robodebt on 
individuals 


Recommendations go to: 


• obligations of public
servants (roles, principals,
values);


• designing services with
emphasis on people meant
to serve.


Recommendation 10.1: Design policies and processes with emphasis on the people they are 
meant to serve 
Services Australia design its policies and processes with a primary emphasis on the recipients it is 
meant to serve. That should entail: 


• avoiding language and conduct which reinforces feelings of stigma and shame associated
with the receipt of government support when it is needed


• facilitating easy and efficient engagement with options of online, in person and telephone
communication which is sensitive to the particular circumstances of the customer cohort,
including itinerant lifestyles, lack of access to technology, lack of digital literacy and the
particular difficulties rural and remote living


• explaining processes in clear terms and plain language in communication to customers,
and acting with sensitivity to financial and other forms of stress experienced by the


ACCEPT 
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customer cohort and taking all practicable steps to avoid the possibility that interactions 
with the government might exacerbate those stresses or introduce new ones. 


 


The concept of vulnerability 
 


Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 
 


• guidance and training; 


 


• obligations of public 
servants (roles, principals, 
values); 
 


• record keeping.  


 


Recommendation 11.1: Clear documentation of exclusion criteria 
Services Australia should ensure that for any cohort of recipients that is intended to be excluded 
from a compliance process or activity, there is clear documentation of the exclusion criteria, and, 
unless there is a technical reason it cannot be, the mechanism by which that is to occur should be 
reflected in the relevant technical specification documents. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 11.2: Identification of circumstances affecting the capacity to engage with 
compliance activity 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the identification of 
potential vulnerabilities extend to the identification of circumstances affecting a recipient’s 
capacity to engage with any form of compliance activity. To this end, circumstances likely to affect 
a recipient’s capacity to engage with compliance activities should be recorded on their file 
regardless of whether they are in receipt of a payment that gives rise to mutual obligations. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 11.3: Engagement prior to removing a vulnerability indicator from a file 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the identification of 
potential vulnerabilities require staff to engage with a recipient prior to the removal of an indicator 
on their file. For this purpose, Services Australia should remove any feature that would allow for the 
automatic expiry of a vulnerability indicator (or equivalent flagging tool). An indicator should only be 
removed where a recipient, or evidence provided to the Agency in relation to the recipient, confirms 
that they are no longer suffering from the vulnerability to which the indicator relates. ACCEPT 
Recommendation 11.4: Consideration of vulnerabilities affected by each compliance program, 
including consultation with advocacy bodies 
Services Australia should incorporate a process in the design of compliance programs to consider 
and document the categories of vulnerable recipients who may be affected by the program, and 
how those recipients will be dealt with. Services Australia should consult stakeholders (including 
peak advocacy bodies) as part of this process to ensure that adequate provision is made to 
accommodate vulnerable recipients who may encounter particular difficulties engaging with the 
program. ACCEPT 
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The roles of advocacy groups 
and legal services 
 
 


Recommendations go to: 


• frank and fearless advice;  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 
 


• independent legal services. 


 


 


Recommendation 12.1: Easier engagement with Centrelink 
Options for easier engagement with Centrelink by advocacy groups – for example, through the 
creation of a national advocates line – should be considered. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 12.2: Customer experience reference group 
The government should consider establishing a customer experience reference group, which would 
provide streamlined insight to government regarding the experiences of people accessing income 
support.  
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Recommendation 12.3: Consultation 
Peak advocacy bodies should be consulted prior to the implementation of projects involving the 
modification of the social security system. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 12.4: Regard for funding for legal aid commissions and community legal 
centres 
When it next conducts a review of the National Legal Assistance Partnership, the Commonwealth 
should have regard, in considering funding for legal aid commissions and community legal centres, 
to the importance of the public interest role played by those services as exemplified in their work 
during the Scheme. 
 ACCEPT 


Experiences of Human 
Services employees 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


• adherence to obligations of 
Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 


 


Recommendation 13.1: Consultation process 
Services Australia should put in place processes for genuine and receptive consultation with 
frontline staff when new programs are being designed and implemented. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 13.2: Feedback processes 
Better feedback processes should be put in place so that frontline staff can communicate their 
feedback in an open and consultative environment. Management should have constructive 
processes in place to review and respond to staff feedback. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 13.3: ‘Face-to-face’ support 
More ‘face-to-face’ customer service support options should be available for vulnerable recipients 
needing support. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 
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• training and guidance; 
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve. 
 
 


Recommendation 13.4: Increased number of social workers 
Increased social worker support (for both recipients and staff), and better referral processes to 
enable this support, should be implemented. 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Failures in the Budget process 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 


 
• separations of 


responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• independent legal services; 


 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


• record keeping  
 
 


Recommendation 15.1: Legislative change better defined in New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that all New Policy Proposals 
contain a statement as to whether the proposal requires legislative change in order to be lawfully 
implemented, as distinct from legislative change to authorise expenditure. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 15.2: Include legal advices with New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that any legal advice (either 
internal or external) relating to whether the proposal requires legislative change in order to be 
implemented be included with the New Policy Proposal in any versions of the Portfolio Budget 
Submission circulated to other agencies or Cabinet ministers. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Recommendation 15.3: Australian Government Solicitor statement in the NPP 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that where legal advice has 
been given in relation to whether the proposal requires legislative change in order to be 
implemented, the New Policy Proposal includes a statement as to whether the Australian 
Government Solicitor has reviewed and agreed with the advice. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 15.4: Standard, specific language on legal risks in the NPP 
The standard language used in the NPP Checklist should be sufficiently specific to make it obvious 
on the face of the document what advice is being provided, in respect of what legal risks and by 
whom it is being provided. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 15.5: Documented assumptions for compliance Budget measures 
That in developing compliance Budget measures, Services Australia and DSS document the basis 
for the assumptions and inputs used, including the sources of the data relied on. ACCEPT 
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Recommendation 15.6: Documentation on the basis for assumptions provided to Finance 
That in seeking agreement from Finance for costings of compliance Budget measures, Services 
Australia and DSS provide Finance with documentation setting out the basis for the assumptions 
and inputs used, including related data sources, to allow Finance to properly investigate and test 
those assumptions and inputs. 
 ACCEPT 


Data-matching and exchanges 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 


 
• independent legal services; 


 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 


 
• training and guidance; 


 
• record keeping. 


 
 


Recommendation 16.1: Legal advice on end-to-end data exchanges 
The Commonwealth should seek legal advice on the end-to-end data exchange processes which 
are currently operating between Services Australia and the ATO to ensure they are lawful. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 16.2: Review and strengthen governance of data-matching programs 
The ATO and DHS should take immediate steps to review and strengthen their operational 
governance practices as applied to jointly conducted data-matching programs. This should include: 


• reviews to ensure that all steps and operations relating to existing or proposed data-
matching programs are properly documented 


• a review of all existing framework documents for existing or proposed data-matching 
programs 


• a review of the operations of the ATO/DHS Consultative Forum and the ATO/DHS Data 
Management Forum 


• a review of the existing Head Agreement/s, Memoranda of Understanding and Services 
Schedule 


• a joint review of any existing or proposed data-matching program protocols to ensure they 
are legally compliant in respect of their provision for the data exchanges contemplated for 
the relevant data-matching program. 


 ACCEPT 
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Automated decision making 
 


Recommendations go to: 
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 


 
 


• law reform and reform of 
process and decision 
making; 
 


• record keeping. 
 


 


Recommendation 17.1: Reform of legislation and implementation of regulation 
The Commonwealth should consider legislative reform to introduce a consistent legal framework in 
which automation in government services can operate. Where automated decision-making is 
implemented:  


• there should be a clear path for those affected by decisions to seek review 
• departmental websites should contain information advising that automated decision-


making is used and explaining in plain language how the process works 
• business rules and algorithms should be made available, to enable independent expert 


scrutiny. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 17.2: Establishment of a body to monitor and audit automated decision-making 
The Commonwealth should consider establishing a body, or expanding an existing body, with the 
power to monitor and audit automate decision-making processes with regard to their technical 
aspects and their impact in respect of fairness, the avoiding of bias, and client usability. 
 


ACCEPT 
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Debt recovery and debt 
collectors 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people meant 
to serve  
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• law reform 


 
• record keeping  


 
 


Recommendation 18.1: Comprehensive debt recovery policy for Services Australia 
Services Australia should develop a comprehensive debt recovery management policy which 
among other things should incorporate the Guideline for Collectors and Creditors’ issued by the 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) and the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC). Examples of such documents already exist at both federal and 
state levels. Any such policy should also prescribe how Services Australia undertakes to engage 
with debtors, including that staff must: 


• ensure any debt recovery action is always ethical, proportionate, consistent and transparent 
• treat all recipients fairly and with dignity, taking each person’s circumstances into account 


before commencing recovery action 
• subject to any express legal authority to do so, refrain from commencing or continuing 


recovery action while a debt is being reviewed or disputed, and 
• in accordance with legal authority, consider and respond appropriately and proportionately 


to cases of hardship. 
Services Australia should ensure that recipients are given ample and appropriate opportunities to 
challenge, review and seek guidance on any proposed debts before they are referred for debt 
recovery. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 18.2: Reinstate the limitation of six years on debt recovery 
The Commonwealth should repeal s 1234B of the Social Security Act and reinstate the effective 
limitation period of six years for the bringing of proceedings to recover debts under Part 5.2 of the 
Act formerly contained in s 1232 and s 1236 of that Act, before repeal of the relevant sub-sections 
by the Budget Savings (Omnibus) Act (No 55) 2016. There is no reason that current and former 
social security recipients should be on any different footing from other debtors. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 
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Lawyers and legal services 
 
Recommendations go to: 


 


• independent legal services; 
 


• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 


 
 


• adherence to obligations of 
Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 
 


• training and guidance; 
 


• law reform; 
 
 


• record keeping  


 


Recommendation 19.1: Selection of chief counsel 
The selection panel for the appointment of chief counsel of Services Australia or DSS (chief 
counsel being the head of the entity’s legal practice) should include as a member of the panel, the 
Australian Government Solicitor. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.2: Training for lawyers – Services Australia 
Services Australia should provide regular training to its in-house lawyers on the core duties and 
responsibilities set out in the Legal Practice Standards, including: 


• an emphasis on the duty to avoid any compromise to their integrity and professional 
independence and the challenges that may be presented to a government lawyer in fulfilling 
that obligation 


• appropriate statutory and case authority references in advice writing. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.3: Legal practice standards – Social Services 
DSS should develop Legal Practice Standards which set out the core duties and responsibilities of 
all legal officers working at DSS. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.4: Training for lawyers – Social Services 
DSS should provide regular training on the core duties and responsibilities to be set out in the Legal 
Practice Standards which should include: an emphasis on the duty to avoid any compromise to 
their integrity and professional independence and the challenges that may be presented to a 
government lawyer in fulfilling that obligation appropriate statutory and case authority references in 
advice writing. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.5: Draft advice – Social Services 
DSS should issue a further direction providing that, if the administering agency decides that a draft 
advice need not be provided in final form, that decision and the reasons for it must be documented.  
One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented decision against finalisation – should have been 
taken within three months of the receipt of the draft advice. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.6: Draft advice – Services Australia 
Services Australia should issue a direction that legal advice is to be left in draft form only to the 
extent that the administrative step of finalising it has not yet been undertaken by lawyers or there ACCEPT 
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are remaining questions to be answered in relation to the issues under consideration and that, if the 
administering agency decides that a draft advice need not be provided in final form, that decision 
and the reasons for it must be documented. One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented 
decision against finalisation – should have been taken within three months of the receipt of the 
draft advice. 
 
Recommendation 19.7: The Directions 1 
The Legal Services Directions 2017 should be reviewed and simplified. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.8: Office of Legal Services Coordination to assist agencies with significant 
issues reporting 
The OLSC should provide more extensive information and feedback to assist agencies with the 
significant legal issues process. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.9: Recording of reporting obligations 
The OLSC should ensure a documentary record is made of substantive inquiries made with and 
responses given by agencies concerning their obligations to report significant issues pursuant to 
para 3.1 of the Directions. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.10: The Directions 2 
The OLSC should issue guidance material on the obligations to consult on and disclose advice in 
clause 10 of the Legal Services Directions 2017. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.11: Resourcing the Office of Legal Services Coordination 
The OLSC should be properly resourced to deliver these functions. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.12: Chief counsel 
The Australian Government Legal Service’s General Counsel Charter be amended to place a positive 
obligation on chief counsel to ensure that the Legal Services Directions 2017 (Cth) are complied 
with and to document interactions with OLSC about inquiries made, and responses given, 
concerning reporting obligations under those Directions. 
 ACCEPT 
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Recommendation 19.13: Review of the Bilateral Management Agreement 
The revised Bilateral Management Agreement should set out the requirement to consult on and 
disclose legal advices between the two agencies where any intersection of work is identified. ACCEPT 


Administrative Appeals 
Tribunal 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• Training and guidance  


 
• Independent legal services  


 
• record keeping  


 
• law /judicial reform  
 


Recommendation 20.1: AAT cases with significant legal and policy issues 
Services Australia should put in place a system for identifying AAT1 cases which raise significant 
legal and policy issues and ensuring that they are brought to the attention of senior DSS and 
Services Australia officers. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.2: Training for DHS legal officers 
Services Australia legal officers whose duties involve the preparation of advices in relation to AAT 
decisions should receive training which emphasises the requirements of the Standing Operational 
Statements in relation to appeal recommendations and referral to DSS; Services Australia’s 
obligations as a model litigant; and the obligation to pay due regard to AAT decisions and 
directions. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.3: Identifying significant AAT decisions 
DSS should establish, or if it is established, maintain, a system for identifying all significant AAT 
decisions and bringing them to the attention of its secretary. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.4: Publication of first instance AAT decisions 
The federal administrative review body which replaces the AAT should devise a system for 
publication on a readily accessible platform of first instance social security decisions which involve 
significant conclusions of law or have implications for social security policy. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.5: Administrative Review Council 
Re-instate the Administrative Review Council or a body with similar membership and similar 
functions, with consideration given to a particular role in review of Commonwealth administrative 
decision-making processes. 
 ACCEPT 
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The Commonwealth 
Ombudsman 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• separations of 


responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 


• law reform  
 


• record keeping  
• independent legal services; 


 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


 
 


Recommendation 21.1: Statutory duty to assist 
A statutory duty be imposed on departmental secretaries and agency chief executive officers to 
ensure that their department or agency use its best endeavours to assist the Ombudsman in any 
investigation concerning it, with a corresponding statutory duty on the part of Commonwealth 
public servants within a department or agency being investigated to use their best endeavours to 
assist the Ombudsman in the investigation. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 21.2: Another power to obtain information 
The Ombudsman Act be amended to confer on the Ombudsman a power in equivalent terms to that 
in s 33(3) of the Auditor-General Act. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 21.3: Oversight of the legal services division 
Departmental and agency responses to own motion investigations by the Ombudsman should be 
overseen by the legal services division of the relevant department or agency. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Recommendation 21.4: Log of communications 
The Ombudsman maintain a log, recording communications with a department or agency for the 
purposes of an own motion investigation. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 21.5: Powers of referral 
The AAT is soon to be replaced by a new administrative review body. S 10A and s 11 of the 
Ombudsman Act should be amended so as to ensure the Ombudsman has the powers of referral 
and recommendation of referral in respect of that new administrative review body. 
 ACCEPT 


Improving the Australian 
Public Service 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 


 


• Structural reform, law 
reform  


Recommendation 23.1: Structure of government departments 
The Australian Government should undertake an immediate and full review to examine whether the 
existing structure of the social services portfolio, and the status of Services Australia as an entity, 
are optimal. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Recommendation 23.2: Obligations of public servants 
The APSC should, as recommended by the Thodey Review, deliver whole-of-service induction on 
essential knowledge required for public servants. 
 ACCEPT 
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• Training and guidance  


 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people meant 
to serve  
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• adherence to obligations of 


Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 


 
• record keeping  
 


Recommendation 23.3: Fresh focus on ‘customer service’ 
Services Australia and DSS should introduce mechanisms to ensure that all new programs and 
schemes are developed with a customer centric focus, and that specific testing is done to ensure 
that recipients are at the forefront of each new initiative. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.4: Administrative Review Council 
The reinstated Administrative Review Council (or similar body) should provide training and develop 
resources to inform APS members about the Commonwealth administrative law system. (see 
Automated Decision-Making and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal chapters). 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.5: ‘Knowledge College’ 
The Commonwealth should explore the feasibility of establishing an internal college within Services 
Australia to provide training and development to staff linked to the skills and knowledge required to 
undertake their duties. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.6: Front-line Service 
SES staff at Services Australia should spend some time in a front-line service delivery role and with 
other community partnerships. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.7: Agency heads being held to account 
The Public Service Act should be amended to make it clear that the Australian Public Service 
Commissioner can inquire into the conduct of former Agency Heads. Also, the Public Service Act 
should be amended to allow for a disciplinary declaration to be made against former APS 
employees and former Agency Heads. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.8: Documenting decisions and discussions 
The Australian Public Service Commission should develop standards for documenting important 
decisions and discussions, and the delivery of training on those standards. 
 ACCEPT 
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		Recommendation 23.6: Front-line Service
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		Recommendation 23.7: Agency heads being held to account
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		Recommendation 23.8: Documenting decisions and discussions
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Report category Recommendation Actions being undertaken by Chief Counsel 
Portfolio 


Introductory section 


Goes to the lack of: 


• the provision of, frank and
fearless advice;


• adherence to obligations
of Public Servants (roles,
principals, values);


• designing services with
emphasis on people
meant to serve;


• separations of
responsibilities /
accountability; and


• independent legal
services.


Commissioner’s observations 


• The Robodebt scheme failed the public interest in a myriad of ways.


• Remarkable how little interest there was in ensuring the Scheme’s legality,
o how rushed its implementation was,
o how little thought was given to how it would affect welfare


recipients and;
o the lengths to which public servants were prepared to go to oblige


ministers on a quest for savings.


• Dismaying revelation of dishonesty and collusion to prevent the Scheme’s
lack of legal foundation coming to light.


• The ineffectiveness of institutional checks and balances – the
Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office, the Office of Legal Services
Coordination (OLSC), the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner (OAIC) and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) – in
presenting any hindrance to the Scheme’s continuance.


• Effectiveness of the recommended changes depends on:


• Whether a public service can be developed with sufficient robustness will
depend on the will of the government of the day, because culture is set
from the top down.


• Politicians need to lead a change in social attitudes to people receiving
welfare payments.


Effects of Robodebt on 
individuals 


Recommendations go to: 


• obligations of public
servants (roles, principals,
values);


• designing services with
emphasis on people
meant to serve.


Recommendation 10.1: Design policies and processes with emphasis on the 
people they are meant to serve 
Services Australia design its policies and processes with a primary emphasis on the 
recipients it is meant to serve. That should entail: 


• avoiding language and conduct which reinforces feelings of stigma and
shame associated with the receipt of government support when it is
needed


• facilitating easy and efficient engagement with options of online, in person
and telephone communication which is sensitive to the particular
circumstances of the customer cohort, including itinerant lifestyles, lack of
access to technology, lack of digital literacy and the particular difficulties
rural and remote living


• explaining processes in clear terms and plain language in communication
to customers, and acting with sensitivity to financial and other forms of







 
 


stress experienced by the customer cohort and taking all practicable steps 
to avoid the possibility that interactions with the government might 
exacerbate those stresses or introduce new ones. 


 
The concept of vulnerability 
 


Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 
 


• guidance and training; 


 


• obligations of public 
servants (roles, principals, 
values); 
 


• record keeping.  


 


Recommendation 11.1: Clear documentation of exclusion criteria 
Services Australia should ensure that for any cohort of recipients that is intended to 
be excluded from a compliance process or activity, there is clear documentation of 
the exclusion criteria, and, unless there is a technical reason it cannot be, the 
mechanism by which that is to occur should be reflected in the relevant technical 
specification documents. 
 


 


Recommendation 11.2: Identification of circumstances affecting the capacity to 
engage with compliance activity 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the 
identification of potential vulnerabilities extend to the identification of 
circumstances affecting a recipient’s capacity to engage with any form of 
compliance activity. To this end, circumstances likely to affect a recipient’s capacity 
to engage with compliance activities should be recorded on their file regardless of 
whether they are in receipt of a payment that gives rise to mutual obligations. 
 


 


Recommendation 11.3: Engagement prior to removing a vulnerability indicator 
from a file 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the 
identification of potential vulnerabilities require staff to engage with a recipient prior 
to the removal of an indicator on their file. For this purpose, Services Australia 
should remove any feature that would allow for the automatic expiry of a 
vulnerability indicator (or equivalent flagging tool). An indicator should only be 
removed where a recipient, or evidence provided to the Agency in relation to the 
recipient, confirms that they are no longer suffering from the vulnerability to which 
the indicator relates. 


 


Recommendation 11.4: Consideration of vulnerabilities affected by each 
compliance program, including consultation with advocacy bodies 
Services Australia should incorporate a process in the design of compliance 
programs to consider and document the categories of vulnerable recipients who 
may be affected by the program, and how those recipients will be dealt with. 
Services Australia should consult stakeholders (including peak advocacy bodies) as 
part of this process to ensure that adequate provision is made to accommodate 
vulnerable recipients who may encounter particular difficulties engaging with the 
program. 
 


 







The roles of advocacy groups 
and legal services 
 
 


Recommendations go to: 


• frank and fearless advice;  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 
 


• independent legal 
services. 


 


 


Recommendation 12.1: Easier engagement with Centrelink 
Options for easier engagement with Centrelink by advocacy groups – for example, 
through the creation of a national advocates line – should be considered. 
 


 


Recommendation 12.2: Customer experience reference group 
The government should consider establishing a customer experience reference 
group, which would provide streamlined insight to government regarding the 
experiences of people accessing income support.  
 


 


Recommendation 12.3: Consultation 
Peak advocacy bodies should be consulted prior to the implementation of projects 
involving the modification of the social security system. 
 


 


Recommendation 12.4: Regard for funding for legal aid commissions and 
community legal centres 
When it next conducts a review of the National Legal Assistance Partnership, the 
Commonwealth should have regard, in considering funding for legal aid 
commissions and community legal centres, to the importance of the public interest 
role played by those services as exemplified in their work during the Scheme. 
 


 


Experiences of Human 
Services employees 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


• adherence to obligations 
of Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 


 
• training and guidance; 


 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people 
meant to serve. 
 
 


Recommendation 13.1: Consultation process 
Services Australia should put in place processes for genuine and receptive 
consultation with frontline staff when new programs are being designed and 
implemented. 
 


 


Recommendation 13.2: Feedback processes 
Better feedback processes should be put in place so that frontline staff can 
communicate their feedback in an open and consultative environment. Management 
should have constructive processes in place to review and respond to staff 
feedback. 
 


 


Recommendation 13.3: ‘Face-to-face’ support 
More ‘face-to-face’ customer service support options should be available for 
vulnerable recipients needing support. 
 


 


Recommendation 13.4: Increased number of social workers 
Increased social worker support (for both recipients and staff), and better referral 
processes to enable this support, should be implemented. 


 







Failures in the Budget process 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 


 
• separations of 


responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• independent legal 


services; 
 


• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 


 
• record keeping  


 
 


Recommendation 15.1: Legislative change better defined in New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that all New 
Policy Proposals contain a statement as to whether the proposal requires legislative 
change in order to be lawfully implemented, as distinct from legislative change to 
authorise expenditure. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.2: Include legal advices with New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that any legal 
advice (either internal or external) relating to whether the proposal requires 
legislative change in order to be implemented be included with the New Policy 
Proposal in any versions of the Portfolio Budget Submission circulated to other 
agencies or Cabinet ministers. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.3: Australian Government Solicitor statement in the NPP 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that where 
legal advice has been given in relation to whether the proposal requires legislative 
change in order to be implemented, the New Policy Proposal includes a statement 
as to whether the Australian Government Solicitor has reviewed and agreed with the 
advice. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.4: Standard, specific language on legal risks in the NPP 
The standard language used in the NPP Checklist should be sufficiently specific to 
make it obvious on the face of the document what advice is being provided, in 
respect of what legal risks and by whom it is being provided. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.5: Documented assumptions for compliance Budget 
measures 
That in developing compliance Budget measures, Services Australia and DSS 
document the basis for the assumptions and inputs used, including the sources of 
the data relied on. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.6: Documentation on the basis for assumptions provided to 
Finance 
That in seeking agreement from Finance for costings of compliance Budget 
measures, Services Australia and DSS provide Finance with documentation setting 
out the basis for the assumptions and inputs used, including related data sources, to 
allow Finance to properly investigate and test those assumptions and inputs. 
 


 







Data-matching and exchanges 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 


 
• independent legal 


services; 
 


• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 


 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 


 
• training and guidance; 


 
• record keeping. 


 
 


Recommendation 16.1: Legal advice on end-to-end data exchanges 
The Commonwealth should seek legal advice on the end-to-end data exchange 
processes which are currently operating between Services Australia and the ATO to 
ensure they are lawful. 
 


 


Recommendation 16.2: Review and strengthen governance of data-matching 
programs 
The ATO and DHS should take immediate steps to review and strengthen their 
operational governance practices as applied to jointly conducted data-matching 
programs. This should include: 


• reviews to ensure that all steps and operations relating to existing or 
proposed data-matching programs are properly documented 


• a review of all existing framework documents for existing or proposed 
data-matching programs 


• a review of the operations of the ATO/DHS Consultative Forum and the 
ATO/DHS Data Management Forum 


• a review of the existing Head Agreement/s, Memoranda of Understanding 
and Services Schedule 


• a joint review of any existing or proposed data-matching program protocols 
to ensure they are legally compliant in respect of their provision for the 
data exchanges contemplated for the relevant data-matching program. 


 


 


Automated decision making 
 


Recommendations go to: 
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 


 
 


• law reform and reform of 
process and decision 
making; 
 


• record keeping. 
 


 


Recommendation 17.1: Reform of legislation and implementation of regulation 
The Commonwealth should consider legislative reform to introduce a consistent 
legal framework in which automation in government services can operate. Where 
automated decision-making is implemented:  


• there should be a clear path for those affected by decisions to seek review 
• departmental websites should contain information advising that 


automated decision-making is used and explaining in plain language how 
the process works 


• business rules and algorithms should be made available, to enable 
independent expert scrutiny. 


 


 


Recommendation 17.2: Establishment of a body to monitor and audit automated 
decision-making 
The Commonwealth should consider establishing a body, or expanding an existing 
body, with the power to monitor and audit automate decision-making processes 
with regard to their technical aspects and their impact in respect of fairness, the 
avoiding of bias, and client usability. 
 


 







Debt recovery and debt 
collectors 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people 
meant to serve  
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• law reform 


 
• record keeping  


 
 


Recommendation 18.1: Comprehensive debt recovery policy for Services Australia 
Services Australia should develop a comprehensive debt recovery management 
policy which among other things should incorporate the Guideline for Collectors and 
Creditors’ issued by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC). Examples of 
such documents already exist at both federal and state levels. Any such policy 
should also prescribe how Services Australia undertakes to engage with debtors, 
including that staff must: 


• ensure any debt recovery action is always ethical, proportionate, consistent 
and transparent 


• treat all recipients fairly and with dignity, taking each person’s 
circumstances into account before commencing recovery action 


• subject to any express legal authority to do so, refrain from commencing or 
continuing recovery action while a debt is being reviewed or disputed, and 


• in accordance with legal authority, consider and respond appropriately and 
proportionately to cases of hardship. 


Services Australia should ensure that recipients are given ample and appropriate 
opportunities to challenge, review and seek guidance on any proposed debts before 
they are referred for debt recovery. 
 


 


Recommendation 18.2: Reinstate the limitation of six years on debt recovery 
The Commonwealth should repeal s 1234B of the Social Security Act and reinstate 
the effective limitation period of six years for the bringing of proceedings to recover 
debts under Part 5.2 of the Act formerly contained in s 1232 and s 1236 of that Act, 
before repeal of the relevant sub-sections by the Budget Savings (Omnibus) Act (No 
55) 2016. There is no reason that current and former social security recipients 
should be on any different footing from other debtors. 
 


 


Lawyers and legal services 
 
Recommendations go to: 


 


• independent legal 
services; 


 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


 


Recommendation 19.1: Selection of chief counsel 
The selection panel for the appointment of chief counsel of Services Australia or 
DSS (chief counsel being the head of the entity’s legal practice) should include as a 
member of the panel, the Australian Government Solicitor. 
 


 


Recommendation 19.2: Training for lawyers – Services Australia 
Services Australia should provide regular training to its in-house lawyers on the core 
duties and responsibilities set out in the Legal Practice Standards, including: 


• an emphasis on the duty to avoid any compromise to their integrity and 
professional independence and the challenges that may be presented to a 
government lawyer in fulfilling that obligation 


• appropriate statutory and case authority references in advice writing. 


• CCP is working on developing a set of legal 
practice standards which will incorporate 
guidance provided by the Attorney-General’s 
Department.  


• The Legal Practice Standards will deal with a 
range of topics including legal matter 
management, management of legal advices 







• adherence to obligations 
of Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 
 


• training and guidance; 
 


• law reform; 
 
 


• record keeping  


 


 (and dealing with draft advices), the Charter of 
Independence and professional obligations.  


• All lawyers within the CCP hold a practising 
certificate in the jurisdiction in which they 
practice, thus have additional training, 
professional development and integrity 
obligations by virtue of holding the certificate. 
This is in addition to the AFP’s integrity 
standards and framework.  


• Practising certificate holders are required to 
complete at least 10 hours of Continuous 
Professional Development (CPD) each year, 
being a mix of ethics, professional skills and 
practice management.  


• CCP conducts internal Continuous Legal 
Education (CLE) programs, with presentations 
on the topic of ethics and professional 
responsibilities being conducted annually.  


• Both AFP Legal and Criminal Assets Litigation 
(CAL) hold annual conferences focussed on 
training and professional development for the 
internal lawyers and ensure that there are 
sessions on ethics and professional skills.   
 


Recommendation 19.3: Legal practice standards – Social Services 
DSS should develop Legal Practice Standards which set out the core duties and 
responsibilities of all legal officers working at DSS. 
 
Recommendation 19.4: Training for lawyers – Social Services 
DSS should provide regular training on the core duties and responsibilities to be set 
out in the Legal Practice Standards which should include: an emphasis on the duty 
to avoid any compromise to their integrity and professional independence and the 
challenges that may be presented to a government lawyer in fulfilling that obligation 
appropriate statutory and case authority references in advice writing. 
 


Recommendation 19.5: Draft advice – Social Services 
DSS should issue a further direction providing that, if the administering agency 
decides that a draft advice need not be provided in final form, that decision and the 
reasons for it must be documented.  
One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented decision against finalisation – 
should have been taken within three months of the receipt of the draft advice. 
 


• Prior to the Attorney-General’s Department 
issuing guidance on the treatment of legal 
advices in draft format, the CCP undertook an 
audit of advices and found that less than 20 
advices had not been finalised and were still 
draft. Since the audit, CCP has either finalised 
the advices or included a file note explaining 
why the advice was not finalised (eg. litigation 
strategy changed and draft advice no longer 
relevant). 


• The Attorney-General’s initial guidance on ‘use 
of draft legal advice within government’ has 
been distributed to everyone within the CCP 
and will form part of the legal practice 
standards that the portfolio is working on.  


 


Recommendation 19.6: Draft advice – Services Australia 
Services Australia should issue a direction that legal advice is to be left in draft form 
only to the extent that the administrative step of finalising it has not yet been 
undertaken by lawyers or there are remaining questions to be answered in relation 
to the issues under consideration and that, if the administering agency decides that 
a draft advice need not be provided in final form, that decision and the reasons for it 
must be documented. One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented decision 
against finalisation – should have been taken within three months of the receipt of 
the draft advice. 
 







Recommendation 19.7: The Directions 1 
The Legal Services Directions 2017 should be reviewed and simplified. 
 


 


Recommendation 19.8: Office of Legal Services Coordination to assist agencies 
with significant issues reporting 
The OLSC should provide more extensive information and feedback to assist 
agencies with the significant legal issues process. 
 


• The CCP complies with the Legal Services 
Directions and liaises with the Office of Legal 
Services Coordination (OLSC) within the 
Attorney-General’s Department in relation to 
any queries about significant issues reporting 
or potential legal risk.  


• Where OLSC provides significant advice on 
reporting obligations, the advice will be shared 
with the CCP executive and disseminated 
within teams as required.  


• The Chief Counsel is a member of the 
Australian Government Legal Services Legal 
Risk Committee (coordinated by the Attorney-
General’s Department) which meets each 
quarter and ensures that relevant information 
from the meetings is disseminated to the CCP 
executive team. 


Recommendation 19.9: Recording of reporting obligations 
The OLSC should ensure a documentary record is made of substantive inquiries 
made with and responses given by agencies concerning their obligations to report 
significant issues pursuant to para 3.1 of the Directions. 
 


Recommendation 19.10: The Directions 2 
The OLSC should issue guidance material on the obligations to consult on and 
disclose advice in clause 10 of the Legal Services Directions 2017. 
 


 


Recommendation 19.11: Resourcing the Office of Legal Services Coordination 
The OLSC should be properly resourced to deliver these functions. 
 


 


Recommendation 19.12: Chief counsel 
The Australian Government Legal Service’s General Counsel Charter be amended to 
place a positive obligation on chief counsel to ensure that the Legal Services 
Directions 2017 (Cth) are complied with and to document interactions with OLSC 
about inquiries made, and responses given, concerning reporting obligations under 
those Directions. 
 


• The CCP complies with the Legal Services 
Directions and liaises with the Office of Legal 
Services Coordination (OLSC) within the 
Attorney-General’s Department in relation to 
any queries about significant issues reporting 
or potential legal risk.  


• Where OLSC provides significant advice on 
reporting obligations, the advice will be shared 
with the CCP executive and disseminated 
within teams as required.  


 
 


Recommendation 19.13: Review of the Bilateral Management Agreement 
The revised Bilateral Management Agreement should set out the requirement to 
consult on and disclose legal advices between the two agencies where any 
intersection of work is identified. 


 







Administrative Appeals 
Tribunal 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• Training and guidance  


 
• Independent legal services  


 
• record keeping  


 
• law /judicial reform  
 


Recommendation 20.1: AAT cases with significant legal and policy issues 
Services Australia should put in place a system for identifying AAT1 cases which 
raise significant legal and policy issues and ensuring that they are brought to the 
attention of senior DSS and Services Australia officers. 
 


 


Recommendation 20.2: Training for DHS legal officers 
Services Australia legal officers whose duties involve the preparation of advices in 
relation to AAT decisions should receive training which emphasises the 
requirements of the Standing Operational Statements in relation to appeal 
recommendations and referral to DSS; Services Australia’s obligations as a model 
litigant; and the obligation to pay due regard to AAT decisions and directions. 
 


 


Recommendation 20.3: Identifying significant AAT decisions 
DSS should establish, or if it is established, maintain, a system for identifying all 
significant AAT decisions and bringing them to the attention of its secretary. 
 


 


Recommendation 20.4: Publication of first instance AAT decisions 
The federal administrative review body which replaces the AAT should devise a 
system for publication on a readily accessible platform of first instance social 
security decisions which involve significant conclusions of law or have implications 
for social security policy. 
 


 


Recommendation 20.5: Administrative Review Council 
Re-instate the Administrative Review Council or a body with similar membership and 
similar functions, with consideration given to a particular role in review of 
Commonwealth administrative decision-making processes. 
 


 


The Commonwealth 
Ombudsman 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• separations of 


responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 


• law reform  
 


Recommendation 21.1: Statutory duty to assist 
A statutory duty be imposed on departmental secretaries and agency chief 
executive officers to ensure that their department or agency use its best endeavours 
to assist the Ombudsman in any investigation concerning it, with a corresponding 
statutory duty on the part of Commonwealth public servants within a department or 
agency being investigated to use their best endeavours to assist the Ombudsman in 
the investigation. 
 


• The Commonwealth Ombudsman already has 
oversight of the AFP, and the AFP has always 
cooperated fully with any Ombudsman 
investigations, including by providing access to 
relevant systems and sharing of legal advices.  
 


Recommendation 21.2: Another power to obtain information 
The Ombudsman Act be amended to confer on the Ombudsman a power in 
equivalent terms to that in s 33(3) of the Auditor-General Act. 
 


 







• record keeping  
• independent legal 


services; 
 


• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 


 
 


 


Recommendation 21.3: Oversight of the legal services division 
Departmental and agency responses to own motion investigations by the 
Ombudsman should be overseen by the legal services division of the relevant 
department or agency. 
 


 


Recommendation 21.4: Log of communications 
The Ombudsman maintain a log, recording communications with a department or 
agency for the purposes of an own motion investigation. 
 


 


Recommendation 21.5: Powers of referral 
The AAT is soon to be replaced by a new administrative review body. S 10A and s 11 
of the Ombudsman Act should be amended so as to ensure the Ombudsman has 
the powers of referral and recommendation of referral in respect of that new 
administrative review body. 
 


 


Improving the Australian 
Public Service 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 


 


• Structural reform, law 
reform  
 


• Training and guidance  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people 
meant to serve  
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• adherence to obligations 


of Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 


 
• record keeping  
 


Recommendation 23.1: Structure of government departments 
The Australian Government should undertake an immediate and full review to 
examine whether the existing structure of the social services portfolio, and the 
status of Services Australia as an entity, are optimal. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.2: Obligations of public servants 
The APSC should, as recommended by the Thodey Review, deliver whole-of-service 
induction on essential knowledge required for public servants. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.3: Fresh focus on ‘customer service’ 
Services Australia and DSS should introduce mechanisms to ensure that all new 
programs and schemes are developed with a customer centric focus, and that 
specific testing is done to ensure that recipients are at the forefront of each new 
initiative. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.4: Administrative Review Council 
The reinstated Administrative Review Council (or similar body) should provide 
training and develop resources to inform APS members about the Commonwealth 
administrative law system. (see Automated Decision-Making and the Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal chapters). 
 


 


Recommendation 23.5: ‘Knowledge College’ 
The Commonwealth should explore the feasibility of establishing an internal college 
within Services Australia to provide training and development to staff linked to the 
skills and knowledge required to undertake their duties. 
 


 







Recommendation 23.6: Front-line Service 
SES staff at Services Australia should spend some time in a front-line service 
delivery role and with other community partnerships. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.7: Agency heads being held to account 
The Public Service Act should be amended to make it clear that the Australian 
Public Service Commissioner can inquire into the conduct of former Agency Heads. 
Also, the Public Service Act should be amended to allow for a disciplinary 
declaration to be made against former APS employees and former Agency Heads. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.8: Documenting decisions and discussions 
The Australian Public Service Commission should develop standards for 
documenting important decisions and discussions, and the delivery of training on 
those standards. 
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OFFICIAL 


Chief Counsel Portfolio – Charter of Independence and 
Ethical Responsibilities  
The Chief Counsel Portfolio reports to the Chief Counsel (National Manager) and comprises 2 
distinct functions: 


1. AFP Legal (comprised of the Corporate and Operations branches)
2. Criminal Assets Litigation (CAL) (comprised of CAL North and CAL South branches)


AFP Legal is made up of in-house lawyers, established to provide professional legal advice and 
manage the engagement and delivery of external legal services to the AFP.  


Criminal Assets Litigation is a legal function tasked with the conduct of proceeds of crime 
litigation under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002, the Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act 
1987, the International Criminal Court Act 2002 and the International War Crimes Tribunals Act 
1995 and for the provision of legal advice concerning all proceeds of crime related matters 
under these and other laws.  


This Charter affirms that all AFP lawyers, whether working in AFP Legal or in Criminal Assets 
Litigation, have the same ethical obligations and will provide independent legal advice and 
representation to the AFP.  


Statement of Ethical and Professional Responsibilities 


The AFP acknowledges that all AFP lawyers will: 


• Provide professional independent legal advice and assistance, having regard to the law
and legal ethical obligations;


• Ensure that legal advices are finalised in accordance with the guidance issued by the
Office of Legal Services Coordination within the Attorney-General’s Department;


• Maintain integrity, objectivity and confidentiality;
• Avoid conflicts of interest; and
• Develop and maintain excellence in professional skills and legal knowledge particularly


by engaging in Continuing Legal Education and involvement in professional associations.


Independence of Chief Counsel Portfolio 


All AFP lawyers are required to uphold professional and ethical duties to the courts and clients. 
AFP lawyers must maintain independence and objectivity at all times when providing legal 
advice. In particular, AFP lawyers must not be subject to direction or influence from any person 
outside the Chief Counsel Portfolio in relation to the content or substance of legal advice.  


Legal Services Directions and Model Litigant Principles 


The AFP and Chief Counsel Portfolio are bound by the Legal Services Directions 2017 which are 
issued by the Attorney-General under the Judiciary Act 1903 to govern the provision of legal 
services and conduct of litigation by the Commonwealth. In particular, the Commissioner 
requires the Chief Counsel Portfolio to ensure the AFP upholds the model litigant obligations to 
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act honestly and fairly in handling claims and litigation involving the AFP and the 
Commonwealth.  


In this respect, I note that the Attorney-General has approved the use of in-house lawyers to 
conduct court litigation and appear as solicitor on the record in proceeds of crime litigation.  


I expect all AFP personnel to observe this Charter in the performance of their duties and 
functions.  


 


 


………………………………………………………………….. 


Reece Kershaw APM 


Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police 


           November 2023 
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Agenda item number: 2.2 


Agenda topic:  Robodebt Recommendations and application to AFP  


Sponsor and presenter: Sponsor: Chief Operating Officer (COO), Charlotte Tressler 


Presenter: a/Chief Counsel, National Manger Legal (a/CC), Alison Macdonald 


 


DESIRED OUTCOME 


It is recommended the board: 


1. Note the key findings and recommendations of the Report of the Royal Commission into the Robodebt 
Scheme (the Report) published 7 July 2023 (Attachment A contains the full list of recommendations and 
the government response). 


2. Note and discuss the recommendations relevant to the AFP and how the AFP is placed with respect to 
these recommendations or is otherwise addressing these recommendations. 


3. Endorse the draft updated Legal Services Charter of Independence and Ethical Responsibilities 
(Attachment C) for progressing to the Commissioner. 


KEY ISSUES 


1. The Royal Commission into the Robodebt Scheme (the Scheme) found “Robodebt was a crude and cruel 
mechanism, neither fair nor legal, and it made many people feel like criminals. In essence, people were 
traumatised on the off-chance they might owe money. It was a costly failure of public administration, in 
both human and economic terms”. 


2. The Commission made a total of 56 recommendations1, which speak to a range of actions from 
strengthening the public service, obtaining legal advice, undertaking data matching and creating policies 
with “emphasis on the people they are meant to serve”. 


3. While many of the recommendations are specific to the subject matter underlying the Scheme and/or 
the Department of Social Services and Human Services, the findings and recommendations from the 
Report provides some valuable lessons learned for Commonwealth government agencies, including the 
AFP.  


 


CULTURE AND LEADERSHIP  


4. The Report identified significant leadership failures within the public service, particularly in relation to the 
design, implementation and oversight of the Scheme. It criticised the lack of accountability and 
responsibility taken by senior officials for the Scheme’s flaws and the harm caused to individuals.  


                                                           
1 General reporting refers to 57 recommendations. However, the Government considers the Commissioner made 56 recommendations 


and one closing observation. 
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5. The Report highlighted a culture within the public service that prioritised compliance and cost recovery 
over fairness and the rights of the individuals. It noted this culture contributed to the flawed design and 
implementation of the Scheme.  


6. The Report criticised the lack of empathy and understanding displayed by leaders towards the impact of 
the Scheme on vulnerable individuals. It emphasised the need for a more compassionate and human 
centric approach in delivering services to the public.  


7. The Report identified a failure in risk management practices, with insufficient consideration given to the 
potential harm and legal implications of the Scheme.   


8. The Report called for cultural changes, emphasising the importance of ethical decision making, 
accountability, transparency and the development of a strong ethical framework and the establishment 
of a culture that encourages open and honest communication.  


9. The Report found there was a failure to provide frank and fearless advice to government ministers and 
senior officials, highlighting a culture that discouraged the provision of frank and fearless advice 
regarding the legal and ethical issues associated with the Scheme and how the lack of this advice 
contributed to the flawed design and implementation.  


10. Ultimately, the Report concluded the effectiveness of the recommended changes and whether a public 
service can be developed with sufficient robustness, will depend on the government of the day, because 
culture is set from the top down.  


AFP Culture and leadership 


11. The AFP has previously recognised improvements to better address key people risks and support us to 
meet our future workforce aspirations (as articulated in the Blue Paper and Strategic Workforce Plan) are 
key drivers and influences in a positive AFP culture.  


12. In July 2023 the Strategy and Performance Board (SPB) endorsed phase one of work to articulate the 
desired AFP culture, which included a framework for areas of focus. Articulated by the Commissioner 
and Executive, it will provide a clear and consistent statement that captures what positive culture looks 
like and also enables us to identify the levers we have available to support behavioural shifts. This work 
is ongoing with further SPB engagement planned in mid-2024. 


13. Recognising the key role leaders play in driving the desired AFP culture, and to support our SES 
Performance Framework to mature, People Command and the Leadership Centre have partnered to 
refresh AFP’s SES Leadership Capability Framework (LCF). A clearly defined and embedded SES LCF 
supports us to set and measure the leadership standards and expected behaviours.  


14. The Leadership Centre is also partnering with external contractor Yellow Edge, who will deliver a 
360- degree assessment tool that aligns to the six capabilities in the APS-wide Leadership Capability 
Framework. This will provide our SES Band 2 and 3 cohorts the opportunity to understand and identify 
their leadership strengths and target areas for development. 


15. There is an opportunity for AFP to explicitly address and highlight the outcomes of the Report and the 
lessons learned from the failure of the Scheme, in the work on culture and leadership referenced above 
and currently being done by the AFP and, to note and align with the broader reform program of work 
underway across the APS. 


16. The AFP has recently reviewed and updated the SES Performance Framework to emphasise the 
importance of modelling and promoting values–driven, ethical leadership. All SES are required to 
complete a Statement of Commitment with one of the three goals aligned to demonstrating leadership 
behaviours, aligned to the core skills and behaviours in the SES performance and leadership models, 
focusing on courage, collaboration and a ‘people first approach’. Lessons learnt from the Scheme and 
the Report may be best fed into the accountability aspects of the SES Performance and Remuneration 
Framework as it is currently being reviewed. 


17. While recent deliverables have focused on the SES cohort, the AFP leadership model encourages 
‘leadership at all levels’ and a commitment to modelling and demonstrating positive values-driven 
behaviour is a key component of AFP performance development agreements across the agency.  
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OBLIGATIONS OF PUBLIC SERVANTS (ROLES, PRINCIPLES, VALUES) 


18. The Report emphasises the fundamental duty of public servants to act in the best interests of the public 
and to uphold the principles of integrity, accountability and transparency. It highlighted the need for 
public servants to prioritise the wellbeing and rights of the individual over compliance and cost recovery.  


19. The Report called for a stronger focus on ethical decision making. The Report recommended the 
development of a strong ethical framework that guides the actions and behaviours of public servants, 
ensuring decisions are made with integrity, fairness and respect for human rights.  


20. The Report highlighted the importance of public servants taking responsibility for the consequences of 
their actions. The Report criticised the lack of accountability and responsibility taken by senior officials 
for the flaws in, and the harm caused by, the Scheme.  


21. The Report emphasised the importance of establishing clear professional standards for public servants 
and providing ongoing training to ensure they have the necessary skills and knowledge to fulfil their 
obligations. The Report recommended investing in professional development programs that promote 
ethical conduct, legal compliance and a human-centred approach.  


22. The Report called for establishing a culture of integrity, within the public service, where public servants 
are encouraged and supported to act ethically and in the public interest. It recommends leaders promote 
a culture that values honesty, transparency and accountability and encourages open communication.  


23. Of particular concern for the senior executive service is the Report’s overview of the role of departmental 
secretaries and deputy secretaries and their impartiality. The Report stated evidence from secretaries 
and other senior leaders were “excessively responsive to government, undermining the concept of 
impartiality and frank and fearless advice”. 


24. A core skill for senior public servants is managing the balance between serving the demands of elected 
governments and those of the public, while maintaining personal and organisational integrity. 


Roles, Principles and Values in the AFP 


25. The AFP is a values-driven organisation and the AFP Core Values of integrity, commitment, excellence, 
accountability, fairness, trust and respect, represent the organisations’ principles and standards.  


26. These values must be must be demonstrated every day, discussed with colleagues, modelled, 
championed and recognised. These values are, and should be, the basis on which our performance as 
public servants is assessed and rewarded. 


Serving the Public – how we treat the people we serve  


27. In a scathing overview of the scheme, the Commissioner stated Robodebt exemplifies a view of welfare 
recipients “as a drag on the national economy, an entry on the debit side of the Budget to be reduced by 
any means available”. The Report states “the environment in which the development of what would 
become the Scheme occurred was fraught,” and “It was not an environment which was conducive to 
instances of careful consideration, well-reasoned decision making, and proper scrutiny and supervision.” 


28. Recommendations in the Report propose greater consideration of individual circumstances when 
developing policy, along with the strengthening of advocacy groups and legal services for vulnerable 
groups.  


29. The AFP mission and values statement ‘policing for a safer Australia’ clearly defines and aligns our 
purpose and our effort with the public interest and the people we serve. This is used to guide behaviours 
and decision making. Our mission and values drive a culture of public service, integrity and 
accountability.  


30. One of the AFPs key operating principles is a clear and focused effort on enhancing partnerships 
through collaboration with other Commonwealth entities, state and territory police, international 
partners, non-government partners, universities and the especially the community. Strong and 
meaningful partnerships with the community and people we serve enhances the AFPs ability to 
successfully access, build and sustain trust and capabilities. Within the AFP community partner network, 
the AFP works with community to provide crime prevention and victim support services including 
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information sessions, the ThinkUKnow online safety education program and community liaison for 
vulnerable groups.   


31. The AFP has taken steps to enhance engagement and build trust with the community. In 2023, the AFP 
launched our Integrated Complaints Management Model to provide a victim-centred and trauma-
informed avenue for members of the public to provide feedback (both complaints and compliments). 
ACT Policing has also recently progressed a pilot cultural awareness training for its members, to support 
the provision of culturally competent policing services to the community.  


 


32. ACCOUNTABILITY, OVERSIGHT AND INDEPENDENCE 


33. The Report concluded the institutional checks and balances – the Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office, 
the Office of Legal Services Coordination (OLSC), the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner 
(OAIC) and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) – were ineffective in presenting any hindrance to 
the Scheme’s continuance. 


34. The Report highlighted the need for stronger oversight mechanisms to prevent similar failures in the 
future. The Report makes a number of recommendations in relation to the Commonwealth Ombudsman 
and imposing a statutory obligation on agencies to assist the Ombudsman.  


35. The Report recommended the establishment of clearer lines of accountability within the public service to 
ensure individuals and agencies are held responsible for their decisions and actions and for failure to 
provide frank and fearless advice.  


36. The Report emphasised the importance of independence in decision making. It recommended decisions 
regarding the design and implementation of government programs be made based on evidence, expert 
advice and the best interests of the public, rather than political considerations. 


Accountability and Independence of the AFP 


37. As an independent statutory agency the functions and duties of the AFP, and the obligations of the 
Commissioner and Deputy Commissioners, are set out in Australian Federal Police Act 1979 (the AFP 
Act). The powers and duties of AFP members, the agency’s broader law enforcement roles and 
responsibilities, and the overarching accountability of the AFP Commissioner are also contained in the 
AFP Act. 


38. The AFP has a well-developed and robust Governance Framework, outlining AFP appointees’ obligations 
and responsibility for compliance with relevant laws, policies and procedures, as well as the 
accountability framework for ethical and transparent decision making and conduct.  


39. These measures are supported by a strong Professional Standards regime in the AFP Act and supported 
by the Commissioner’s Order on Professional Standards (CO2), which outlines the AFP Code of Conduct 
and imposes mandatory reporting obligations on AFP Appointees.  


40. The AFP organisational structure allocates responsibility and accountability for AFP performance, 
strategic, corporate and operational results across key portfolios aligned with AFP budget outcomes. 


Oversight in the AFP 


41. A robust oversight framework is critical to supporting public trust and confidence in police. Oversight 
bodies also play an important role in identifying and bringing to light deficiencies and risks in agency 
operating systems and legal frameworks. 


42. The Commonwealth Ombudsman already has oversight of the AFP, and the AFP has always cooperated 
fully with any Ombudsman investigations, including by providing access to relevant systems and sharing 
of legal advices.  


43. Further, the AFP has an extensive oversight framework. There is an abundance of external oversight 
agencies, independent reviewers and parliamentary bodies with various (and sometimes overlapping) 
responsibility for the AFP and its appointees, including: 


a) The courts review the legality and propriety of AFP’s operations and powers in criminal prosecutions.  
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b) The Commonwealth Ombudsman oversees the AFP’s use of certain statutory powers including, 
coercive and intrusive powers as well as a general complaints function. 


c) The National Anti-Corruption Commission monitors and investigates alleged corruption within the 
AFP. 


d) The OAIC investigates issues relating to privacy, conducts privacy assessments and oversights the 
operation of the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (FOI Act) in relation to the AFP. 


e) The Parliamentary Joint Committee on Law Enforcement monitors the performance by the AFP of its 
functions, including the AFP’s powers and procedures. 


f) The Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security monitors the AFP’s performance of 
its functions under Part 5.3 of the Criminal Code and Division 3A of Part IAA of the Crimes Act 1914 
(terrorism powers and offences). 


g) The AFP appears before the Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee at Senate Estimates to 
account for its performance and expenditure against the AFP’s functions and budget.  


h) The Attorney-General is responsible for the administration of the AFP as a portfolio agency and 
accountable to Parliament for its overall operation.  


 


RECORD KEEPING  


44. The Report found there were significant deficiencies in the record keeping practices of the relevant 
agencies. The Commission found important information and documentation were not properly recorded 
or retained making it difficult to understand the decision making process and/or hold individuals 
accountable.  


45. The Report emphasised the importance of accurate and complete record keeping in the public service. 
Comprehensive records are essential for transparency and accountability and the ability to review and 
evaluate government programs. 


Record Keeping in the AFP  


46. The AFP is required to comply with Archives Act 1983 (Cth) and National Archives of Australia’s 
guidelines in relation to record keeping. This includes: requirements to describe records properly; 
correctly managing retention requirements; applying the appropriate security classifications; and not 
deleting, destroying or otherwise removing records without following proper process. 


47. The AFP’s Archives Act compliant record keeping is still paper based. While the AFP is largely compliant 
and has a substantial and effective records management unit, record keeping practices vary widely 
across the AFP.   


48. In the ANAO Statutory Powers Audit in 2021 (the Audit), the ANAO criticised the AFP’s record keeping 
practices. They expressed concerns regarding: the absence of an EDRMS; our reliance on unsecure 
network drives; and, our inability to be able to access information. The ANAO found ‘the AFP’s poor 
digital record keeping is a risk to the integrity of AFP operations’. 2  The Audit recommended (and the AFP 
agreed)3, the AFP implement (as a matter of urgency) an Electronic Data and Records Management 
System (EDRMS).  


49. AFP Appointees must comply with the AFP National Guideline on Information Management. The AFP 
Information Management Handbook provides practical guidance on information management for 
functional areas across the AFP and complements the National Guideline.    


 
  


                                                           
2 Appendix 3 – AFP record keeping processes and practices – ANAO AUDIT: AFP’S Use of Statutory Powers No 43 


2020- 2021. 
3 Recommendation 2 – paragraph 2.92 - ANAO AUDIT: AFP’S Use of Statutory Powers No 43 2020-2021. 
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LEGAL SERVICES AND ADVICE  
50. The Report found there was a failure to seek and follow appropriate legal advice in the design and 


implementation of the Scheme. The lack of legal advice and expertise contributed to the scheme’s flaws 
and the harm caused to individuals. The Commissioner found there was a “dismaying revelation of 
dishonesty and collusion to prevent the Scheme’s lack of legal foundation coming to light.” 


51. The Report emphasised the importance of seeking legal advice at all stages of policy development and 
implementation. The Report called for the establishment of clear legal frameworks to guide the design 
and implementation of government programs.  


52. In relation to lawyers and legal services, the Report includes recommendations about training for 
lawyers, legal practice standards, treatment of draft advices, the Legal Services Directions 2017 (Cth) and 
associated reporting obligations.  


53. The Report recommends the Legal Services Directions should be reviewed and simplified and further, the 
Australian Government Legal Service’s General Counsel Charter be amended to place a positive 
obligation on Chief Counsels to ensure compliance with the Legal Services Directions. 


Legal Services in the AFP  


54. All legal services in the AFP are delivered independently through the Chief Counsel Portfolio. All lawyers 
within the portfolio are hold relevant and current practicing certificates and have overarching 
professional obligations and duties they owe the Court.  


55. Attachment B contains the list of Report recommendations relating to Commonwealth government legal 
services and how the Chief Counsel Portfolio is addressing those recommendations within the AFP.  


56. The Chief Counsel Portfolio operates under a Charter of Independence, the Legal Services Charter of 
Independence and Ethical Responsibilities (the Charter) issued by the Commissioner of the AFP. The 
current Charter was last signed by Commissioner Colvin in August 2016.  


57. The principles underpinning the Charter remain current and fit for purpose. However, the release of the 
Report presents an opportunity for the AFP to update the Charter to include specific directions from the 
OLSC in the Attorney General’s Department. 


58. Attachment C contains an updated Legal Services Charter of Independence and Ethical Responsibilities 
Charter for endorsement by the Strategy and Performance Board.  


 


GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO THE REPORT  


59. The Government published its response to the Report on 13 November 2023 and has accepted or 
accepted in principle all 56 recommendations.   


60. A full list of the recommendations and the Government response is at Attachment A.  


61. In the response, the Government notes the series of reforms already commenced to restore the public’s 
trust and faith in government and its institutions. The Government states these reforms put people at the 
centre and promote integrity.  


BACKGROUND 


1. The Royal Commission into the Scheme was established on 18 August 2022 under the Royal 
Commissions Act 1902 (Cth) to inquire into the Scheme. 


2. The Scheme was a proposal developed by the Department of Human Services (DHS), put forward as a 
budget measure by the Minister for Social Services in 2015. The Scheme begun initially as a pilot in 2015 
and was subsequent expanded. 


3. The Scheme was designed to recover supposed overpayments from welfare recipients going back to the 
financial year 2010-11 and relied heavily on a process known as ‘income averaging’ to assess income 
and entitlement to benefit. Results were not accurate and it did not comply with the income calculation 
provisions of the Social Security Act 1991 (Cth).  
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4. By the end of 2016, the scheme was the subject of heavy public criticism but the Scheme continued until 
November 2019, when it was announced debts would no longer be raised solely on the basis of averaged 
income.  


5. The Report into the Scheme included 56 recommendations and was published 7 July 2023.  


6. The Government formally responded to the Report on 13 November 2023, accepting or accepting in 
principle all 56 recommendations as part of the ongoing work to restore faith, integrity and trust in 
government.  


FINANCIAL AND STAFFING IMPLICATIONS 


Nil. The AFP is able to support and implement any improvements to current AFP process and practices 
within current resources.  


CONSULTATION 


 Strategy and Performance Office and People Strategies Command have been consulted.  


COMMUNICATION APPROACH 


Chief Counsel Portfolio will engage with Strategic Comms to develop a communication strategy on the 
update to the Charter and relevant recommendations and Government response to the Report.  


ENTERPRISE RISK 


1. Enterprise Risk 2 – Culture Standards and Integrity – A risk of failure to comply with the AFP’s 
standards, values regulatory framework and statutory requirements.  A risk the AFP fails to uphold 
standards of accountability, integrity and independence. 


2. Enterprise Risk 8 – Information – A risk the AFP fails to ethically, lawfully and effectively collect use, 
manage and protect information.   


ATTACHMENTS 


The following are attachments to the paper: 


Attachment A – Report recommendations and the government response. 


Attachment B – Report recommendations relating to Commonwealth government legal services  
  including AFP actions in response.  


Attachment C – Updated Legal Services Charter of Independence and Ethical Responsibilities. 


 


Contact (author) Name: Alison Macdonald – Acting Chief Counsel 


 Command: Chief Counsel Portfolio  


 Phone: +61 (0)2 51274077   


 Email: Alison.Macdonald@afp.gov.au 
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Robodebt Royal Commission 
 

Key Points 
 The Report of the Royal Commission into the Robodebt Scheme (the Report) included 561 

recommendations and 1 observation, of which 24 related to legal services.  

 As a Commonwealth Agency we take these recommendations very seriously and are proactively reviewing 
the recommendations and findings to identify any improvements the AFP can make.  

 Our Chief Counsel Portfolio has undertaken number of steps in anticipation of, or in response to the 
Report including: 

o an audit of legal advices and taken steps to finalise the small number (less than 20 over three 
years) of advices that were still in draft form.  

o Developing a revised and updated set of legal practice standards, which incorporates the 
Attorney-General’s Department’s guidance on the use of draft legal advice within government. 

 Chief Counsel Portfolio have a Charter of Independence, and will review the Charter this year, to be signed 
by the current Commissioner, to reinforce the importance of this document to the AFP more broadly. 

 We are also reviewing the AFP’s record keeping and processes for documenting decisions and discussions. 
Once the APSC updates their recommended standards, we will ensure the AFP’s procedures align with 
those recommendations.  

AFP current practices and position in relation to Recommendations  
Recommendations relating to lawyers and legal services  

 The Report includes recommendations about training for lawyers, legal practice standards, treatment of 
draft advices, the Legal Services Directions 2017 and associated reporting obligations. 

 While none of the recommendations were targeted at the AFP, the AFP considers there are some valuable 
recommendations for all Commonwealth government legal practices. 

AFP Charter of Independence 

 The AFP implemented a Charter of Independence in relation to the provision of legal services in 2004.  

 The Charter was signed by the then Commissioner (Mick Keelty) and has been adopted by subsequent 
Commissioners.  The current Charter was signed by (then) Commissioner (Andrew Colvin) in 2016.  

 The Charter outlines the ethical and professional responsibilities of AFP lawyers, and confirms the 
independence of AFP lawyers and the legal services they provide the AFP.  

 The principles underpinning the Charter remain current and fit for purpose. However, the release of the 
Report presents an opportunity for the AFP to update the Charter to include specific directions from the 
OLSC in the Attorney General’s Department. 

1 General reporting refers to 57 recommendations. However, the Government considers the Commissioner made 56 recommendations 
and one closing observation. 
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Draft Advices  

 The Attorney-General’s initial guidance on ‘use of draft legal advice within government’ has been 
distributed to everyone within the Chief Counsel Portfolio (CCP) and will form part of the AFP CCP legal 
practice standards. 

 Prior to the Attorney-General’s Department issuing guidance on the treatment of legal advices in draft 
format, the CCP (within the AFP) undertook an audit of legal advices and found that less than 20 legal 
advices (over a three-year period) had not been finalised and/or were still draft form.  

 Since this audit, the CCP has either finalised these legal advices or included a file note explaining why the 
advice was not finalised (e.g. matter settled or proceedings not commenced and advice no longer 
relevant).  

 The CCP is developing a revised and updated set of legal practice standards which will incorporate any 
additional guidance provided by the Attorney-General’s Department.  

 

Practising Certificates and training  

 All lawyers within the CCP hold a practising certificate in the jurisdiction in which they practice. As such, 
they have additional training, professional development and integrity obligations in accordance with the 
rules imposed by the law society in the relevant jurisdiction.   

 The AFP conducts internal Continuous Legal Education (CLE) programs, with presentations on the topic of 
ethics and professional responsibilities conducted (at least) annually. Both AFP Legal and Criminal Assets 
Litigation (CAL) hold annual conferences focussed on training and professional development for the 
internal lawyers and ensure there are sessions on ethics and professional skills.   

 AFP and the CCP comply with the Legal Services Directions and liaise with the Office of Legal Services 
Coordination (OLSC) within the Attorney-General’s Department in relation to any queries about significant 
issues reporting or potential legal risk.  

 The Chief Counsel is a member of the Australian Government Legal Services Legal Risk Committee 
(coordinated by the Attorney-General’s Department) which meets each quarter.  The Chief Counsel 
ensures relevant information from the meetings is disseminated to lawyers within the AFP. 

 

Recommendations relating to the Commonwealth Ombudsman  

 The Report makes a number of recommendations in relation to the Commonwealth Ombudsman and 
imposing a statutory obligation on agencies to assist the Ombudsman.  

 The Commonwealth Ombudsman has oversight of the AFP and the AFP has always cooperated fully with 
any Ombudsman investigations, including by providing access to relevant systems and sharing of legal 
advices.  
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Recommendations relating to documenting decisions and discussions, and record keeping 

 The Report makes a recommendation the Australian Public Service Commission develop standards for 
documenting important decisions and discussions, and the delivery of training on those standards, and the 
government has indicated this recommendation will be accepted and implemented. The AFP will look to 
implement any changes to align with these standards. 

 The Royal Commission noted, amongst other things, that there were issues with record-keeping. This 
related both to record-keeping of the basis on which decisions were made, as well as the absence of file 
notes from OLSC when they enquired and raised concerns with, Services Australia. Ombudsman record-
keeping was also criticised. Accordingly, recommendations were made that records of communications 
and decisions be made and maintained. 

Background 

 The Report of the Royal Commission into the Robodebt Scheme (the Report) included 56 
recommendations.  

 A taskforce led by the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, the Attorney-General's 
Department, and the Australian Public Service Commission was established to inform and support the 
Government's response to the Report. In November 2023, the government announced that it was 
either accepting, or accepting in principle, all 56 recommendations of the Royal Commission (while not 
accepting the Commissioner’s observations regarding section 34 of the Freedom of Information Act, 
which relates to cabinet documents). 

 

2 The ANAO Statutory Powers Audit. 
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Attachments: 2.2a SPB_20231204_ATTACH A_ Robodebt Report and Government Response_OFFICIAL.pdf

2.2b SPB_20231204_ATTACH B_Robodebt Report - Recommendations Legal.pdf
2.2c SPB_20231204_ATTACH C_DRAFT - revised Charter of Independence_OFFICIAL.pdf
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OFFICIAL
a/CC
 
Good Morning Alison,
 
Following yesterday’s Strategy and Performance Board Meeting, please find attached the Final (PDF’d)
version of the Robodebt Recommendations Paper you presented to the Board.
 
As agreed by the Board, the Secretariat would be most grateful if you could circulate the attached paper
to the SES Band 2 (ACNM cohort) for their visibility and information – noting the key matters and
learnings for the AFP leadership to consider.
 
We would appreciate our team inbox being copied on this email for visibility and to enable us to maintain
a record of the completion of the Action Item.
 
Please do not hesitate to contact the CSU should you have queries.
Kind regards
 

A/COORDINATOR | CENTRAL SECRETARIAT UNIT
STRATEGY & PERFORMANCE OFFICE
AUSTRALIAN FEDERAL POLICE
Tel: 
www.afp.gov.au

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging.
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OFFICIAL 


REPORT CATEGORY RECOMMENDATION GOVERNMENT 
RESPONSE 


Introductory section 


Goes to the lack of: 


• the provision of, frank and
fearless advice;


• adherence to obligations of
Public Servants (roles,
principals, values);


• designing services with
emphasis on people meant
to serve;


• separations of
responsibilities /
accountability; and


• independent legal services.


Commissioner’s observations 


• The Robodebt scheme failed the public interest in a myriad of ways.
• Remarkable how little interest there was in ensuring the Scheme’s legality,


o how rushed its implementation was,
o how little thought was given to how it would affect welfare recipients and;
o the lengths to which public servants were prepared to go to oblige ministers on a


quest for savings.
• Dismaying revelation of dishonesty and collusion to prevent the Scheme’s lack of legal


foundation coming to light.
• The ineffectiveness of institutional checks and balances – the Commonwealth


Ombudsman’s Office, the Office of Legal Services Coordination (OLSC), the Office of the
Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC) and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal
(AAT) – in presenting any hindrance to the Scheme’s continuance.


• Effectiveness of the recommended changes depends on:
• Whether a public service can be developed with sufficient robustness will depend on the


will of the government of the day, because culture is set from the top down.
• Politicians need to lead a change in social attitudes to people receiving welfare payments.


Effects of Robodebt on 
individuals 


Recommendations go to: 


• obligations of public
servants (roles, principals,
values);


• designing services with
emphasis on people meant
to serve.


Recommendation 10.1: Design policies and processes with emphasis on the people they are 
meant to serve 
Services Australia design its policies and processes with a primary emphasis on the recipients it is 
meant to serve. That should entail: 


• avoiding language and conduct which reinforces feelings of stigma and shame associated
with the receipt of government support when it is needed


• facilitating easy and efficient engagement with options of online, in person and telephone
communication which is sensitive to the particular circumstances of the customer cohort,
including itinerant lifestyles, lack of access to technology, lack of digital literacy and the
particular difficulties rural and remote living


• explaining processes in clear terms and plain language in communication to customers,
and acting with sensitivity to financial and other forms of stress experienced by the


ACCEPT 
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customer cohort and taking all practicable steps to avoid the possibility that interactions 
with the government might exacerbate those stresses or introduce new ones. 


 


The concept of vulnerability 
 


Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 
 


• guidance and training; 


 


• obligations of public 
servants (roles, principals, 
values); 
 


• record keeping.  


 


Recommendation 11.1: Clear documentation of exclusion criteria 
Services Australia should ensure that for any cohort of recipients that is intended to be excluded 
from a compliance process or activity, there is clear documentation of the exclusion criteria, and, 
unless there is a technical reason it cannot be, the mechanism by which that is to occur should be 
reflected in the relevant technical specification documents. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 11.2: Identification of circumstances affecting the capacity to engage with 
compliance activity 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the identification of 
potential vulnerabilities extend to the identification of circumstances affecting a recipient’s 
capacity to engage with any form of compliance activity. To this end, circumstances likely to affect 
a recipient’s capacity to engage with compliance activities should be recorded on their file 
regardless of whether they are in receipt of a payment that gives rise to mutual obligations. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 11.3: Engagement prior to removing a vulnerability indicator from a file 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the identification of 
potential vulnerabilities require staff to engage with a recipient prior to the removal of an indicator 
on their file. For this purpose, Services Australia should remove any feature that would allow for the 
automatic expiry of a vulnerability indicator (or equivalent flagging tool). An indicator should only be 
removed where a recipient, or evidence provided to the Agency in relation to the recipient, confirms 
that they are no longer suffering from the vulnerability to which the indicator relates. ACCEPT 
Recommendation 11.4: Consideration of vulnerabilities affected by each compliance program, 
including consultation with advocacy bodies 
Services Australia should incorporate a process in the design of compliance programs to consider 
and document the categories of vulnerable recipients who may be affected by the program, and 
how those recipients will be dealt with. Services Australia should consult stakeholders (including 
peak advocacy bodies) as part of this process to ensure that adequate provision is made to 
accommodate vulnerable recipients who may encounter particular difficulties engaging with the 
program. ACCEPT 
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The roles of advocacy groups 
and legal services 
 
 


Recommendations go to: 


• frank and fearless advice;  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 
 


• independent legal services. 


 


 


Recommendation 12.1: Easier engagement with Centrelink 
Options for easier engagement with Centrelink by advocacy groups – for example, through the 
creation of a national advocates line – should be considered. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 12.2: Customer experience reference group 
The government should consider establishing a customer experience reference group, which would 
provide streamlined insight to government regarding the experiences of people accessing income 
support.  
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Recommendation 12.3: Consultation 
Peak advocacy bodies should be consulted prior to the implementation of projects involving the 
modification of the social security system. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 12.4: Regard for funding for legal aid commissions and community legal 
centres 
When it next conducts a review of the National Legal Assistance Partnership, the Commonwealth 
should have regard, in considering funding for legal aid commissions and community legal centres, 
to the importance of the public interest role played by those services as exemplified in their work 
during the Scheme. 
 ACCEPT 


Experiences of Human 
Services employees 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


• adherence to obligations of 
Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 


 


Recommendation 13.1: Consultation process 
Services Australia should put in place processes for genuine and receptive consultation with 
frontline staff when new programs are being designed and implemented. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 13.2: Feedback processes 
Better feedback processes should be put in place so that frontline staff can communicate their 
feedback in an open and consultative environment. Management should have constructive 
processes in place to review and respond to staff feedback. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 13.3: ‘Face-to-face’ support 
More ‘face-to-face’ customer service support options should be available for vulnerable recipients 
needing support. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 
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• training and guidance; 
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve. 
 
 


Recommendation 13.4: Increased number of social workers 
Increased social worker support (for both recipients and staff), and better referral processes to 
enable this support, should be implemented. 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Failures in the Budget process 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 


 
• separations of 


responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• independent legal services; 


 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


• record keeping  
 
 


Recommendation 15.1: Legislative change better defined in New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that all New Policy Proposals 
contain a statement as to whether the proposal requires legislative change in order to be lawfully 
implemented, as distinct from legislative change to authorise expenditure. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 15.2: Include legal advices with New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that any legal advice (either 
internal or external) relating to whether the proposal requires legislative change in order to be 
implemented be included with the New Policy Proposal in any versions of the Portfolio Budget 
Submission circulated to other agencies or Cabinet ministers. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Recommendation 15.3: Australian Government Solicitor statement in the NPP 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that where legal advice has 
been given in relation to whether the proposal requires legislative change in order to be 
implemented, the New Policy Proposal includes a statement as to whether the Australian 
Government Solicitor has reviewed and agreed with the advice. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 15.4: Standard, specific language on legal risks in the NPP 
The standard language used in the NPP Checklist should be sufficiently specific to make it obvious 
on the face of the document what advice is being provided, in respect of what legal risks and by 
whom it is being provided. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 15.5: Documented assumptions for compliance Budget measures 
That in developing compliance Budget measures, Services Australia and DSS document the basis 
for the assumptions and inputs used, including the sources of the data relied on. ACCEPT 
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Recommendation 15.6: Documentation on the basis for assumptions provided to Finance 
That in seeking agreement from Finance for costings of compliance Budget measures, Services 
Australia and DSS provide Finance with documentation setting out the basis for the assumptions 
and inputs used, including related data sources, to allow Finance to properly investigate and test 
those assumptions and inputs. 
 ACCEPT 


Data-matching and exchanges 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 


 
• independent legal services; 


 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 


 
• training and guidance; 


 
• record keeping. 


 
 


Recommendation 16.1: Legal advice on end-to-end data exchanges 
The Commonwealth should seek legal advice on the end-to-end data exchange processes which 
are currently operating between Services Australia and the ATO to ensure they are lawful. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 16.2: Review and strengthen governance of data-matching programs 
The ATO and DHS should take immediate steps to review and strengthen their operational 
governance practices as applied to jointly conducted data-matching programs. This should include: 


• reviews to ensure that all steps and operations relating to existing or proposed data-
matching programs are properly documented 


• a review of all existing framework documents for existing or proposed data-matching 
programs 


• a review of the operations of the ATO/DHS Consultative Forum and the ATO/DHS Data 
Management Forum 


• a review of the existing Head Agreement/s, Memoranda of Understanding and Services 
Schedule 


• a joint review of any existing or proposed data-matching program protocols to ensure they 
are legally compliant in respect of their provision for the data exchanges contemplated for 
the relevant data-matching program. 


 ACCEPT 
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Automated decision making 
 


Recommendations go to: 
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 


 
 


• law reform and reform of 
process and decision 
making; 
 


• record keeping. 
 


 


Recommendation 17.1: Reform of legislation and implementation of regulation 
The Commonwealth should consider legislative reform to introduce a consistent legal framework in 
which automation in government services can operate. Where automated decision-making is 
implemented:  


• there should be a clear path for those affected by decisions to seek review 
• departmental websites should contain information advising that automated decision-


making is used and explaining in plain language how the process works 
• business rules and algorithms should be made available, to enable independent expert 


scrutiny. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 17.2: Establishment of a body to monitor and audit automated decision-making 
The Commonwealth should consider establishing a body, or expanding an existing body, with the 
power to monitor and audit automate decision-making processes with regard to their technical 
aspects and their impact in respect of fairness, the avoiding of bias, and client usability. 
 


ACCEPT 
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Debt recovery and debt 
collectors 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people meant 
to serve  
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• law reform 


 
• record keeping  


 
 


Recommendation 18.1: Comprehensive debt recovery policy for Services Australia 
Services Australia should develop a comprehensive debt recovery management policy which 
among other things should incorporate the Guideline for Collectors and Creditors’ issued by the 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) and the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC). Examples of such documents already exist at both federal and 
state levels. Any such policy should also prescribe how Services Australia undertakes to engage 
with debtors, including that staff must: 


• ensure any debt recovery action is always ethical, proportionate, consistent and transparent 
• treat all recipients fairly and with dignity, taking each person’s circumstances into account 


before commencing recovery action 
• subject to any express legal authority to do so, refrain from commencing or continuing 


recovery action while a debt is being reviewed or disputed, and 
• in accordance with legal authority, consider and respond appropriately and proportionately 


to cases of hardship. 
Services Australia should ensure that recipients are given ample and appropriate opportunities to 
challenge, review and seek guidance on any proposed debts before they are referred for debt 
recovery. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 18.2: Reinstate the limitation of six years on debt recovery 
The Commonwealth should repeal s 1234B of the Social Security Act and reinstate the effective 
limitation period of six years for the bringing of proceedings to recover debts under Part 5.2 of the 
Act formerly contained in s 1232 and s 1236 of that Act, before repeal of the relevant sub-sections 
by the Budget Savings (Omnibus) Act (No 55) 2016. There is no reason that current and former 
social security recipients should be on any different footing from other debtors. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 
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Lawyers and legal services 
 
Recommendations go to: 


 


• independent legal services; 
 


• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 


 
 


• adherence to obligations of 
Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 
 


• training and guidance; 
 


• law reform; 
 
 


• record keeping  


 


Recommendation 19.1: Selection of chief counsel 
The selection panel for the appointment of chief counsel of Services Australia or DSS (chief 
counsel being the head of the entity’s legal practice) should include as a member of the panel, the 
Australian Government Solicitor. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.2: Training for lawyers – Services Australia 
Services Australia should provide regular training to its in-house lawyers on the core duties and 
responsibilities set out in the Legal Practice Standards, including: 


• an emphasis on the duty to avoid any compromise to their integrity and professional 
independence and the challenges that may be presented to a government lawyer in fulfilling 
that obligation 


• appropriate statutory and case authority references in advice writing. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.3: Legal practice standards – Social Services 
DSS should develop Legal Practice Standards which set out the core duties and responsibilities of 
all legal officers working at DSS. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.4: Training for lawyers – Social Services 
DSS should provide regular training on the core duties and responsibilities to be set out in the Legal 
Practice Standards which should include: an emphasis on the duty to avoid any compromise to 
their integrity and professional independence and the challenges that may be presented to a 
government lawyer in fulfilling that obligation appropriate statutory and case authority references in 
advice writing. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.5: Draft advice – Social Services 
DSS should issue a further direction providing that, if the administering agency decides that a draft 
advice need not be provided in final form, that decision and the reasons for it must be documented.  
One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented decision against finalisation – should have been 
taken within three months of the receipt of the draft advice. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.6: Draft advice – Services Australia 
Services Australia should issue a direction that legal advice is to be left in draft form only to the 
extent that the administrative step of finalising it has not yet been undertaken by lawyers or there ACCEPT 
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are remaining questions to be answered in relation to the issues under consideration and that, if the 
administering agency decides that a draft advice need not be provided in final form, that decision 
and the reasons for it must be documented. One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented 
decision against finalisation – should have been taken within three months of the receipt of the 
draft advice. 
 
Recommendation 19.7: The Directions 1 
The Legal Services Directions 2017 should be reviewed and simplified. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.8: Office of Legal Services Coordination to assist agencies with significant 
issues reporting 
The OLSC should provide more extensive information and feedback to assist agencies with the 
significant legal issues process. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.9: Recording of reporting obligations 
The OLSC should ensure a documentary record is made of substantive inquiries made with and 
responses given by agencies concerning their obligations to report significant issues pursuant to 
para 3.1 of the Directions. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.10: The Directions 2 
The OLSC should issue guidance material on the obligations to consult on and disclose advice in 
clause 10 of the Legal Services Directions 2017. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.11: Resourcing the Office of Legal Services Coordination 
The OLSC should be properly resourced to deliver these functions. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.12: Chief counsel 
The Australian Government Legal Service’s General Counsel Charter be amended to place a positive 
obligation on chief counsel to ensure that the Legal Services Directions 2017 (Cth) are complied 
with and to document interactions with OLSC about inquiries made, and responses given, 
concerning reporting obligations under those Directions. 
 ACCEPT 
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Recommendation 19.13: Review of the Bilateral Management Agreement 
The revised Bilateral Management Agreement should set out the requirement to consult on and 
disclose legal advices between the two agencies where any intersection of work is identified. ACCEPT 


Administrative Appeals 
Tribunal 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• Training and guidance  


 
• Independent legal services  


 
• record keeping  


 
• law /judicial reform  
 


Recommendation 20.1: AAT cases with significant legal and policy issues 
Services Australia should put in place a system for identifying AAT1 cases which raise significant 
legal and policy issues and ensuring that they are brought to the attention of senior DSS and 
Services Australia officers. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.2: Training for DHS legal officers 
Services Australia legal officers whose duties involve the preparation of advices in relation to AAT 
decisions should receive training which emphasises the requirements of the Standing Operational 
Statements in relation to appeal recommendations and referral to DSS; Services Australia’s 
obligations as a model litigant; and the obligation to pay due regard to AAT decisions and 
directions. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.3: Identifying significant AAT decisions 
DSS should establish, or if it is established, maintain, a system for identifying all significant AAT 
decisions and bringing them to the attention of its secretary. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.4: Publication of first instance AAT decisions 
The federal administrative review body which replaces the AAT should devise a system for 
publication on a readily accessible platform of first instance social security decisions which involve 
significant conclusions of law or have implications for social security policy. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.5: Administrative Review Council 
Re-instate the Administrative Review Council or a body with similar membership and similar 
functions, with consideration given to a particular role in review of Commonwealth administrative 
decision-making processes. 
 ACCEPT 
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The Commonwealth 
Ombudsman 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• separations of 


responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 


• law reform  
 


• record keeping  
• independent legal services; 


 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


 
 


Recommendation 21.1: Statutory duty to assist 
A statutory duty be imposed on departmental secretaries and agency chief executive officers to 
ensure that their department or agency use its best endeavours to assist the Ombudsman in any 
investigation concerning it, with a corresponding statutory duty on the part of Commonwealth 
public servants within a department or agency being investigated to use their best endeavours to 
assist the Ombudsman in the investigation. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 21.2: Another power to obtain information 
The Ombudsman Act be amended to confer on the Ombudsman a power in equivalent terms to that 
in s 33(3) of the Auditor-General Act. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 21.3: Oversight of the legal services division 
Departmental and agency responses to own motion investigations by the Ombudsman should be 
overseen by the legal services division of the relevant department or agency. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Recommendation 21.4: Log of communications 
The Ombudsman maintain a log, recording communications with a department or agency for the 
purposes of an own motion investigation. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 21.5: Powers of referral 
The AAT is soon to be replaced by a new administrative review body. S 10A and s 11 of the 
Ombudsman Act should be amended so as to ensure the Ombudsman has the powers of referral 
and recommendation of referral in respect of that new administrative review body. 
 ACCEPT 


Improving the Australian 
Public Service 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 


 


• Structural reform, law 
reform  


Recommendation 23.1: Structure of government departments 
The Australian Government should undertake an immediate and full review to examine whether the 
existing structure of the social services portfolio, and the status of Services Australia as an entity, 
are optimal. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Recommendation 23.2: Obligations of public servants 
The APSC should, as recommended by the Thodey Review, deliver whole-of-service induction on 
essential knowledge required for public servants. 
 ACCEPT 
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• Training and guidance  


 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people meant 
to serve  
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• adherence to obligations of 


Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 


 
• record keeping  
 


Recommendation 23.3: Fresh focus on ‘customer service’ 
Services Australia and DSS should introduce mechanisms to ensure that all new programs and 
schemes are developed with a customer centric focus, and that specific testing is done to ensure 
that recipients are at the forefront of each new initiative. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.4: Administrative Review Council 
The reinstated Administrative Review Council (or similar body) should provide training and develop 
resources to inform APS members about the Commonwealth administrative law system. (see 
Automated Decision-Making and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal chapters). 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.5: ‘Knowledge College’ 
The Commonwealth should explore the feasibility of establishing an internal college within Services 
Australia to provide training and development to staff linked to the skills and knowledge required to 
undertake their duties. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.6: Front-line Service 
SES staff at Services Australia should spend some time in a front-line service delivery role and with 
other community partnerships. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.7: Agency heads being held to account 
The Public Service Act should be amended to make it clear that the Australian Public Service 
Commissioner can inquire into the conduct of former Agency Heads. Also, the Public Service Act 
should be amended to allow for a disciplinary declaration to be made against former APS 
employees and former Agency Heads. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.8: Documenting decisions and discussions 
The Australian Public Service Commission should develop standards for documenting important 
decisions and discussions, and the delivery of training on those standards. 
 ACCEPT 
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Report category Recommendation Actions being undertaken by Chief Counsel 
Portfolio 


Introductory section 


Goes to the lack of: 


• the provision of, frank and
fearless advice;


• adherence to obligations
of Public Servants (roles,
principals, values);


• designing services with
emphasis on people
meant to serve;


• separations of
responsibilities /
accountability; and


• independent legal
services.


Commissioner’s observations 


• The Robodebt scheme failed the public interest in a myriad of ways.


• Remarkable how little interest there was in ensuring the Scheme’s legality,
o how rushed its implementation was,
o how little thought was given to how it would affect welfare


recipients and;
o the lengths to which public servants were prepared to go to oblige


ministers on a quest for savings.


• Dismaying revelation of dishonesty and collusion to prevent the Scheme’s
lack of legal foundation coming to light.


• The ineffectiveness of institutional checks and balances – the
Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office, the Office of Legal Services
Coordination (OLSC), the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner (OAIC) and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) – in
presenting any hindrance to the Scheme’s continuance.


• Effectiveness of the recommended changes depends on:


• Whether a public service can be developed with sufficient robustness will
depend on the will of the government of the day, because culture is set
from the top down.


• Politicians need to lead a change in social attitudes to people receiving
welfare payments.


Effects of Robodebt on 
individuals 


Recommendations go to: 


• obligations of public
servants (roles, principals,
values);


• designing services with
emphasis on people
meant to serve.


Recommendation 10.1: Design policies and processes with emphasis on the 
people they are meant to serve 
Services Australia design its policies and processes with a primary emphasis on the 
recipients it is meant to serve. That should entail: 


• avoiding language and conduct which reinforces feelings of stigma and
shame associated with the receipt of government support when it is
needed


• facilitating easy and efficient engagement with options of online, in person
and telephone communication which is sensitive to the particular
circumstances of the customer cohort, including itinerant lifestyles, lack of
access to technology, lack of digital literacy and the particular difficulties
rural and remote living


• explaining processes in clear terms and plain language in communication
to customers, and acting with sensitivity to financial and other forms of







 
 


stress experienced by the customer cohort and taking all practicable steps 
to avoid the possibility that interactions with the government might 
exacerbate those stresses or introduce new ones. 


 
The concept of vulnerability 
 


Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 
 


• guidance and training; 


 


• obligations of public 
servants (roles, principals, 
values); 
 


• record keeping.  


 


Recommendation 11.1: Clear documentation of exclusion criteria 
Services Australia should ensure that for any cohort of recipients that is intended to 
be excluded from a compliance process or activity, there is clear documentation of 
the exclusion criteria, and, unless there is a technical reason it cannot be, the 
mechanism by which that is to occur should be reflected in the relevant technical 
specification documents. 
 


 


Recommendation 11.2: Identification of circumstances affecting the capacity to 
engage with compliance activity 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the 
identification of potential vulnerabilities extend to the identification of 
circumstances affecting a recipient’s capacity to engage with any form of 
compliance activity. To this end, circumstances likely to affect a recipient’s capacity 
to engage with compliance activities should be recorded on their file regardless of 
whether they are in receipt of a payment that gives rise to mutual obligations. 
 


 


Recommendation 11.3: Engagement prior to removing a vulnerability indicator 
from a file 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the 
identification of potential vulnerabilities require staff to engage with a recipient prior 
to the removal of an indicator on their file. For this purpose, Services Australia 
should remove any feature that would allow for the automatic expiry of a 
vulnerability indicator (or equivalent flagging tool). An indicator should only be 
removed where a recipient, or evidence provided to the Agency in relation to the 
recipient, confirms that they are no longer suffering from the vulnerability to which 
the indicator relates. 


 


Recommendation 11.4: Consideration of vulnerabilities affected by each 
compliance program, including consultation with advocacy bodies 
Services Australia should incorporate a process in the design of compliance 
programs to consider and document the categories of vulnerable recipients who 
may be affected by the program, and how those recipients will be dealt with. 
Services Australia should consult stakeholders (including peak advocacy bodies) as 
part of this process to ensure that adequate provision is made to accommodate 
vulnerable recipients who may encounter particular difficulties engaging with the 
program. 
 


 







The roles of advocacy groups 
and legal services 
 
 


Recommendations go to: 


• frank and fearless advice;  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 
 


• independent legal 
services. 


 


 


Recommendation 12.1: Easier engagement with Centrelink 
Options for easier engagement with Centrelink by advocacy groups – for example, 
through the creation of a national advocates line – should be considered. 
 


 


Recommendation 12.2: Customer experience reference group 
The government should consider establishing a customer experience reference 
group, which would provide streamlined insight to government regarding the 
experiences of people accessing income support.  
 


 


Recommendation 12.3: Consultation 
Peak advocacy bodies should be consulted prior to the implementation of projects 
involving the modification of the social security system. 
 


 


Recommendation 12.4: Regard for funding for legal aid commissions and 
community legal centres 
When it next conducts a review of the National Legal Assistance Partnership, the 
Commonwealth should have regard, in considering funding for legal aid 
commissions and community legal centres, to the importance of the public interest 
role played by those services as exemplified in their work during the Scheme. 
 


 


Experiences of Human 
Services employees 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


• adherence to obligations 
of Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 


 
• training and guidance; 


 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people 
meant to serve. 
 
 


Recommendation 13.1: Consultation process 
Services Australia should put in place processes for genuine and receptive 
consultation with frontline staff when new programs are being designed and 
implemented. 
 


 


Recommendation 13.2: Feedback processes 
Better feedback processes should be put in place so that frontline staff can 
communicate their feedback in an open and consultative environment. Management 
should have constructive processes in place to review and respond to staff 
feedback. 
 


 


Recommendation 13.3: ‘Face-to-face’ support 
More ‘face-to-face’ customer service support options should be available for 
vulnerable recipients needing support. 
 


 


Recommendation 13.4: Increased number of social workers 
Increased social worker support (for both recipients and staff), and better referral 
processes to enable this support, should be implemented. 


 







Failures in the Budget process 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 


 
• separations of 


responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• independent legal 


services; 
 


• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 


 
• record keeping  


 
 


Recommendation 15.1: Legislative change better defined in New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that all New 
Policy Proposals contain a statement as to whether the proposal requires legislative 
change in order to be lawfully implemented, as distinct from legislative change to 
authorise expenditure. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.2: Include legal advices with New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that any legal 
advice (either internal or external) relating to whether the proposal requires 
legislative change in order to be implemented be included with the New Policy 
Proposal in any versions of the Portfolio Budget Submission circulated to other 
agencies or Cabinet ministers. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.3: Australian Government Solicitor statement in the NPP 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that where 
legal advice has been given in relation to whether the proposal requires legislative 
change in order to be implemented, the New Policy Proposal includes a statement 
as to whether the Australian Government Solicitor has reviewed and agreed with the 
advice. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.4: Standard, specific language on legal risks in the NPP 
The standard language used in the NPP Checklist should be sufficiently specific to 
make it obvious on the face of the document what advice is being provided, in 
respect of what legal risks and by whom it is being provided. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.5: Documented assumptions for compliance Budget 
measures 
That in developing compliance Budget measures, Services Australia and DSS 
document the basis for the assumptions and inputs used, including the sources of 
the data relied on. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.6: Documentation on the basis for assumptions provided to 
Finance 
That in seeking agreement from Finance for costings of compliance Budget 
measures, Services Australia and DSS provide Finance with documentation setting 
out the basis for the assumptions and inputs used, including related data sources, to 
allow Finance to properly investigate and test those assumptions and inputs. 
 


 







Data-matching and exchanges 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 


 
• independent legal 


services; 
 


• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 


 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 


 
• training and guidance; 


 
• record keeping. 


 
 


Recommendation 16.1: Legal advice on end-to-end data exchanges 
The Commonwealth should seek legal advice on the end-to-end data exchange 
processes which are currently operating between Services Australia and the ATO to 
ensure they are lawful. 
 


 


Recommendation 16.2: Review and strengthen governance of data-matching 
programs 
The ATO and DHS should take immediate steps to review and strengthen their 
operational governance practices as applied to jointly conducted data-matching 
programs. This should include: 


• reviews to ensure that all steps and operations relating to existing or 
proposed data-matching programs are properly documented 


• a review of all existing framework documents for existing or proposed 
data-matching programs 


• a review of the operations of the ATO/DHS Consultative Forum and the 
ATO/DHS Data Management Forum 


• a review of the existing Head Agreement/s, Memoranda of Understanding 
and Services Schedule 


• a joint review of any existing or proposed data-matching program protocols 
to ensure they are legally compliant in respect of their provision for the 
data exchanges contemplated for the relevant data-matching program. 


 


 


Automated decision making 
 


Recommendations go to: 
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 


 
 


• law reform and reform of 
process and decision 
making; 
 


• record keeping. 
 


 


Recommendation 17.1: Reform of legislation and implementation of regulation 
The Commonwealth should consider legislative reform to introduce a consistent 
legal framework in which automation in government services can operate. Where 
automated decision-making is implemented:  


• there should be a clear path for those affected by decisions to seek review 
• departmental websites should contain information advising that 


automated decision-making is used and explaining in plain language how 
the process works 


• business rules and algorithms should be made available, to enable 
independent expert scrutiny. 


 


 


Recommendation 17.2: Establishment of a body to monitor and audit automated 
decision-making 
The Commonwealth should consider establishing a body, or expanding an existing 
body, with the power to monitor and audit automate decision-making processes 
with regard to their technical aspects and their impact in respect of fairness, the 
avoiding of bias, and client usability. 
 


 







Debt recovery and debt 
collectors 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people 
meant to serve  
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• law reform 


 
• record keeping  


 
 


Recommendation 18.1: Comprehensive debt recovery policy for Services Australia 
Services Australia should develop a comprehensive debt recovery management 
policy which among other things should incorporate the Guideline for Collectors and 
Creditors’ issued by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC). Examples of 
such documents already exist at both federal and state levels. Any such policy 
should also prescribe how Services Australia undertakes to engage with debtors, 
including that staff must: 


• ensure any debt recovery action is always ethical, proportionate, consistent 
and transparent 


• treat all recipients fairly and with dignity, taking each person’s 
circumstances into account before commencing recovery action 


• subject to any express legal authority to do so, refrain from commencing or 
continuing recovery action while a debt is being reviewed or disputed, and 


• in accordance with legal authority, consider and respond appropriately and 
proportionately to cases of hardship. 


Services Australia should ensure that recipients are given ample and appropriate 
opportunities to challenge, review and seek guidance on any proposed debts before 
they are referred for debt recovery. 
 


 


Recommendation 18.2: Reinstate the limitation of six years on debt recovery 
The Commonwealth should repeal s 1234B of the Social Security Act and reinstate 
the effective limitation period of six years for the bringing of proceedings to recover 
debts under Part 5.2 of the Act formerly contained in s 1232 and s 1236 of that Act, 
before repeal of the relevant sub-sections by the Budget Savings (Omnibus) Act (No 
55) 2016. There is no reason that current and former social security recipients 
should be on any different footing from other debtors. 
 


 


Lawyers and legal services 
 
Recommendations go to: 


 


• independent legal 
services; 


 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


 


Recommendation 19.1: Selection of chief counsel 
The selection panel for the appointment of chief counsel of Services Australia or 
DSS (chief counsel being the head of the entity’s legal practice) should include as a 
member of the panel, the Australian Government Solicitor. 
 


 


Recommendation 19.2: Training for lawyers – Services Australia 
Services Australia should provide regular training to its in-house lawyers on the core 
duties and responsibilities set out in the Legal Practice Standards, including: 


• an emphasis on the duty to avoid any compromise to their integrity and 
professional independence and the challenges that may be presented to a 
government lawyer in fulfilling that obligation 


• appropriate statutory and case authority references in advice writing. 


• CCP is working on developing a set of legal 
practice standards which will incorporate 
guidance provided by the Attorney-General’s 
Department.  


• The Legal Practice Standards will deal with a 
range of topics including legal matter 
management, management of legal advices 







• adherence to obligations 
of Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 
 


• training and guidance; 
 


• law reform; 
 
 


• record keeping  


 


 (and dealing with draft advices), the Charter of 
Independence and professional obligations.  


• All lawyers within the CCP hold a practising 
certificate in the jurisdiction in which they 
practice, thus have additional training, 
professional development and integrity 
obligations by virtue of holding the certificate. 
This is in addition to the AFP’s integrity 
standards and framework.  


• Practising certificate holders are required to 
complete at least 10 hours of Continuous 
Professional Development (CPD) each year, 
being a mix of ethics, professional skills and 
practice management.  


• CCP conducts internal Continuous Legal 
Education (CLE) programs, with presentations 
on the topic of ethics and professional 
responsibilities being conducted annually.  


• Both AFP Legal and Criminal Assets Litigation 
(CAL) hold annual conferences focussed on 
training and professional development for the 
internal lawyers and ensure that there are 
sessions on ethics and professional skills.   
 


Recommendation 19.3: Legal practice standards – Social Services 
DSS should develop Legal Practice Standards which set out the core duties and 
responsibilities of all legal officers working at DSS. 
 
Recommendation 19.4: Training for lawyers – Social Services 
DSS should provide regular training on the core duties and responsibilities to be set 
out in the Legal Practice Standards which should include: an emphasis on the duty 
to avoid any compromise to their integrity and professional independence and the 
challenges that may be presented to a government lawyer in fulfilling that obligation 
appropriate statutory and case authority references in advice writing. 
 


Recommendation 19.5: Draft advice – Social Services 
DSS should issue a further direction providing that, if the administering agency 
decides that a draft advice need not be provided in final form, that decision and the 
reasons for it must be documented.  
One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented decision against finalisation – 
should have been taken within three months of the receipt of the draft advice. 
 


• Prior to the Attorney-General’s Department 
issuing guidance on the treatment of legal 
advices in draft format, the CCP undertook an 
audit of advices and found that less than 20 
advices had not been finalised and were still 
draft. Since the audit, CCP has either finalised 
the advices or included a file note explaining 
why the advice was not finalised (eg. litigation 
strategy changed and draft advice no longer 
relevant). 


• The Attorney-General’s initial guidance on ‘use 
of draft legal advice within government’ has 
been distributed to everyone within the CCP 
and will form part of the legal practice 
standards that the portfolio is working on.  


 


Recommendation 19.6: Draft advice – Services Australia 
Services Australia should issue a direction that legal advice is to be left in draft form 
only to the extent that the administrative step of finalising it has not yet been 
undertaken by lawyers or there are remaining questions to be answered in relation 
to the issues under consideration and that, if the administering agency decides that 
a draft advice need not be provided in final form, that decision and the reasons for it 
must be documented. One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented decision 
against finalisation – should have been taken within three months of the receipt of 
the draft advice. 
 







Recommendation 19.7: The Directions 1 
The Legal Services Directions 2017 should be reviewed and simplified. 
 


 


Recommendation 19.8: Office of Legal Services Coordination to assist agencies 
with significant issues reporting 
The OLSC should provide more extensive information and feedback to assist 
agencies with the significant legal issues process. 
 


• The CCP complies with the Legal Services 
Directions and liaises with the Office of Legal 
Services Coordination (OLSC) within the 
Attorney-General’s Department in relation to 
any queries about significant issues reporting 
or potential legal risk.  


• Where OLSC provides significant advice on 
reporting obligations, the advice will be shared 
with the CCP executive and disseminated 
within teams as required.  


• The Chief Counsel is a member of the 
Australian Government Legal Services Legal 
Risk Committee (coordinated by the Attorney-
General’s Department) which meets each 
quarter and ensures that relevant information 
from the meetings is disseminated to the CCP 
executive team. 


Recommendation 19.9: Recording of reporting obligations 
The OLSC should ensure a documentary record is made of substantive inquiries 
made with and responses given by agencies concerning their obligations to report 
significant issues pursuant to para 3.1 of the Directions. 
 


Recommendation 19.10: The Directions 2 
The OLSC should issue guidance material on the obligations to consult on and 
disclose advice in clause 10 of the Legal Services Directions 2017. 
 


 


Recommendation 19.11: Resourcing the Office of Legal Services Coordination 
The OLSC should be properly resourced to deliver these functions. 
 


 


Recommendation 19.12: Chief counsel 
The Australian Government Legal Service’s General Counsel Charter be amended to 
place a positive obligation on chief counsel to ensure that the Legal Services 
Directions 2017 (Cth) are complied with and to document interactions with OLSC 
about inquiries made, and responses given, concerning reporting obligations under 
those Directions. 
 


• The CCP complies with the Legal Services 
Directions and liaises with the Office of Legal 
Services Coordination (OLSC) within the 
Attorney-General’s Department in relation to 
any queries about significant issues reporting 
or potential legal risk.  


• Where OLSC provides significant advice on 
reporting obligations, the advice will be shared 
with the CCP executive and disseminated 
within teams as required.  


 
 


Recommendation 19.13: Review of the Bilateral Management Agreement 
The revised Bilateral Management Agreement should set out the requirement to 
consult on and disclose legal advices between the two agencies where any 
intersection of work is identified. 


 







Administrative Appeals 
Tribunal 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• Training and guidance  


 
• Independent legal services  


 
• record keeping  


 
• law /judicial reform  
 


Recommendation 20.1: AAT cases with significant legal and policy issues 
Services Australia should put in place a system for identifying AAT1 cases which 
raise significant legal and policy issues and ensuring that they are brought to the 
attention of senior DSS and Services Australia officers. 
 


 


Recommendation 20.2: Training for DHS legal officers 
Services Australia legal officers whose duties involve the preparation of advices in 
relation to AAT decisions should receive training which emphasises the 
requirements of the Standing Operational Statements in relation to appeal 
recommendations and referral to DSS; Services Australia’s obligations as a model 
litigant; and the obligation to pay due regard to AAT decisions and directions. 
 


 


Recommendation 20.3: Identifying significant AAT decisions 
DSS should establish, or if it is established, maintain, a system for identifying all 
significant AAT decisions and bringing them to the attention of its secretary. 
 


 


Recommendation 20.4: Publication of first instance AAT decisions 
The federal administrative review body which replaces the AAT should devise a 
system for publication on a readily accessible platform of first instance social 
security decisions which involve significant conclusions of law or have implications 
for social security policy. 
 


 


Recommendation 20.5: Administrative Review Council 
Re-instate the Administrative Review Council or a body with similar membership and 
similar functions, with consideration given to a particular role in review of 
Commonwealth administrative decision-making processes. 
 


 


The Commonwealth 
Ombudsman 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• separations of 


responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 


• law reform  
 


Recommendation 21.1: Statutory duty to assist 
A statutory duty be imposed on departmental secretaries and agency chief 
executive officers to ensure that their department or agency use its best endeavours 
to assist the Ombudsman in any investigation concerning it, with a corresponding 
statutory duty on the part of Commonwealth public servants within a department or 
agency being investigated to use their best endeavours to assist the Ombudsman in 
the investigation. 
 


• The Commonwealth Ombudsman already has 
oversight of the AFP, and the AFP has always 
cooperated fully with any Ombudsman 
investigations, including by providing access to 
relevant systems and sharing of legal advices.  
 


Recommendation 21.2: Another power to obtain information 
The Ombudsman Act be amended to confer on the Ombudsman a power in 
equivalent terms to that in s 33(3) of the Auditor-General Act. 
 


 







• record keeping  
• independent legal 


services; 
 


• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 


 
 


 


Recommendation 21.3: Oversight of the legal services division 
Departmental and agency responses to own motion investigations by the 
Ombudsman should be overseen by the legal services division of the relevant 
department or agency. 
 


 


Recommendation 21.4: Log of communications 
The Ombudsman maintain a log, recording communications with a department or 
agency for the purposes of an own motion investigation. 
 


 


Recommendation 21.5: Powers of referral 
The AAT is soon to be replaced by a new administrative review body. S 10A and s 11 
of the Ombudsman Act should be amended so as to ensure the Ombudsman has 
the powers of referral and recommendation of referral in respect of that new 
administrative review body. 
 


 


Improving the Australian 
Public Service 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 


 


• Structural reform, law 
reform  
 


• Training and guidance  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people 
meant to serve  
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• adherence to obligations 


of Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 


 
• record keeping  
 


Recommendation 23.1: Structure of government departments 
The Australian Government should undertake an immediate and full review to 
examine whether the existing structure of the social services portfolio, and the 
status of Services Australia as an entity, are optimal. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.2: Obligations of public servants 
The APSC should, as recommended by the Thodey Review, deliver whole-of-service 
induction on essential knowledge required for public servants. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.3: Fresh focus on ‘customer service’ 
Services Australia and DSS should introduce mechanisms to ensure that all new 
programs and schemes are developed with a customer centric focus, and that 
specific testing is done to ensure that recipients are at the forefront of each new 
initiative. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.4: Administrative Review Council 
The reinstated Administrative Review Council (or similar body) should provide 
training and develop resources to inform APS members about the Commonwealth 
administrative law system. (see Automated Decision-Making and the Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal chapters). 
 


 


Recommendation 23.5: ‘Knowledge College’ 
The Commonwealth should explore the feasibility of establishing an internal college 
within Services Australia to provide training and development to staff linked to the 
skills and knowledge required to undertake their duties. 
 


 







Recommendation 23.6: Front-line Service 
SES staff at Services Australia should spend some time in a front-line service 
delivery role and with other community partnerships. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.7: Agency heads being held to account 
The Public Service Act should be amended to make it clear that the Australian 
Public Service Commissioner can inquire into the conduct of former Agency Heads. 
Also, the Public Service Act should be amended to allow for a disciplinary 
declaration to be made against former APS employees and former Agency Heads. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.8: Documenting decisions and discussions 
The Australian Public Service Commission should develop standards for 
documenting important decisions and discussions, and the delivery of training on 
those standards. 
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OFFICIAL 


Chief Counsel Portfolio – Charter of Independence and 
Ethical Responsibilities  
The Chief Counsel Portfolio reports to the Chief Counsel (National Manager) and comprises 2 
distinct functions: 


1. AFP Legal (comprised of the Corporate and Operations branches)
2. Criminal Assets Litigation (CAL) (comprised of CAL North and CAL South branches)


AFP Legal is made up of in-house lawyers, established to provide professional legal advice and 
manage the engagement and delivery of external legal services to the AFP.  


Criminal Assets Litigation is a legal function tasked with the conduct of proceeds of crime 
litigation under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002, the Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act 
1987, the International Criminal Court Act 2002 and the International War Crimes Tribunals Act 
1995 and for the provision of legal advice concerning all proceeds of crime related matters 
under these and other laws.  


This Charter affirms that all AFP lawyers, whether working in AFP Legal or in Criminal Assets 
Litigation, have the same ethical obligations and will provide independent legal advice and 
representation to the AFP.  


Statement of Ethical and Professional Responsibilities 


The AFP acknowledges that all AFP lawyers will: 


• Provide professional independent legal advice and assistance, having regard to the law
and legal ethical obligations;


• Ensure that legal advices are finalised in accordance with the guidance issued by the
Office of Legal Services Coordination within the Attorney-General’s Department;


• Maintain integrity, objectivity and confidentiality;
• Avoid conflicts of interest; and
• Develop and maintain excellence in professional skills and legal knowledge particularly


by engaging in Continuing Legal Education and involvement in professional associations.


Independence of Chief Counsel Portfolio 


All AFP lawyers are required to uphold professional and ethical duties to the courts and clients. 
AFP lawyers must maintain independence and objectivity at all times when providing legal 
advice. In particular, AFP lawyers must not be subject to direction or influence from any person 
outside the Chief Counsel Portfolio in relation to the content or substance of legal advice.  


Legal Services Directions and Model Litigant Principles 


The AFP and Chief Counsel Portfolio are bound by the Legal Services Directions 2017 which are 
issued by the Attorney-General under the Judiciary Act 1903 to govern the provision of legal 
services and conduct of litigation by the Commonwealth. In particular, the Commissioner 
requires the Chief Counsel Portfolio to ensure the AFP upholds the model litigant obligations to 
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act honestly and fairly in handling claims and litigation involving the AFP and the 
Commonwealth.  


In this respect, I note that the Attorney-General has approved the use of in-house lawyers to 
conduct court litigation and appear as solicitor on the record in proceeds of crime litigation.  


I expect all AFP personnel to observe this Charter in the performance of their duties and 
functions.  


 


 


………………………………………………………………….. 


Reece Kershaw APM 


Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police 


           November 2023 
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Agenda item number: 2.2 


Agenda topic:  Robodebt Recommendations and application to AFP  


Sponsor and presenter: Sponsor: Chief Operating Officer (COO), Charlotte Tressler 


Presenter: a/Chief Counsel, National Manger Legal (a/CC), Alison Macdonald 


 


DESIRED OUTCOME 


It is recommended the board: 


1. Note the key findings and recommendations of the Report of the Royal Commission into the Robodebt 
Scheme (the Report) published 7 July 2023 (Attachment A contains the full list of recommendations and 
the government response). 


2. Note and discuss the recommendations relevant to the AFP and how the AFP is placed with respect to 
these recommendations or is otherwise addressing these recommendations. 


3. Endorse the draft updated Legal Services Charter of Independence and Ethical Responsibilities 
(Attachment C) for progressing to the Commissioner. 


KEY ISSUES 


1. The Royal Commission into the Robodebt Scheme (the Scheme) found “Robodebt was a crude and cruel 
mechanism, neither fair nor legal, and it made many people feel like criminals. In essence, people were 
traumatised on the off-chance they might owe money. It was a costly failure of public administration, in 
both human and economic terms”. 


2. The Commission made a total of 56 recommendations1, which speak to a range of actions from 
strengthening the public service, obtaining legal advice, undertaking data matching and creating policies 
with “emphasis on the people they are meant to serve”. 


3. While many of the recommendations are specific to the subject matter underlying the Scheme and/or 
the Department of Social Services and Human Services, the findings and recommendations from the 
Report provides some valuable lessons learned for Commonwealth government agencies, including the 
AFP.  


 


CULTURE AND LEADERSHIP  


4. The Report identified significant leadership failures within the public service, particularly in relation to the 
design, implementation and oversight of the Scheme. It criticised the lack of accountability and 
responsibility taken by senior officials for the Scheme’s flaws and the harm caused to individuals.  


                                                           
1 General reporting refers to 57 recommendations. However, the Government considers the Commissioner made 56 recommendations 


and one closing observation. 
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5. The Report highlighted a culture within the public service that prioritised compliance and cost recovery 
over fairness and the rights of the individuals. It noted this culture contributed to the flawed design and 
implementation of the Scheme.  


6. The Report criticised the lack of empathy and understanding displayed by leaders towards the impact of 
the Scheme on vulnerable individuals. It emphasised the need for a more compassionate and human 
centric approach in delivering services to the public.  


7. The Report identified a failure in risk management practices, with insufficient consideration given to the 
potential harm and legal implications of the Scheme.   


8. The Report called for cultural changes, emphasising the importance of ethical decision making, 
accountability, transparency and the development of a strong ethical framework and the establishment 
of a culture that encourages open and honest communication.  


9. The Report found there was a failure to provide frank and fearless advice to government ministers and 
senior officials, highlighting a culture that discouraged the provision of frank and fearless advice 
regarding the legal and ethical issues associated with the Scheme and how the lack of this advice 
contributed to the flawed design and implementation.  


10. Ultimately, the Report concluded the effectiveness of the recommended changes and whether a public 
service can be developed with sufficient robustness, will depend on the government of the day, because 
culture is set from the top down.  


AFP Culture and leadership 


11. The AFP has previously recognised improvements to better address key people risks and support us to 
meet our future workforce aspirations (as articulated in the Blue Paper and Strategic Workforce Plan) are 
key drivers and influences in a positive AFP culture.  


12. In July 2023 the Strategy and Performance Board (SPB) endorsed phase one of work to articulate the 
desired AFP culture, which included a framework for areas of focus. Articulated by the Commissioner 
and Executive, it will provide a clear and consistent statement that captures what positive culture looks 
like and also enables us to identify the levers we have available to support behavioural shifts. This work 
is ongoing with further SPB engagement planned in mid-2024. 


13. Recognising the key role leaders play in driving the desired AFP culture, and to support our SES 
Performance Framework to mature, People Command and the Leadership Centre have partnered to 
refresh AFP’s SES Leadership Capability Framework (LCF). A clearly defined and embedded SES LCF 
supports us to set and measure the leadership standards and expected behaviours.  


14. The Leadership Centre is also partnering with external contractor Yellow Edge, who will deliver a 
360- degree assessment tool that aligns to the six capabilities in the APS-wide Leadership Capability 
Framework. This will provide our SES Band 2 and 3 cohorts the opportunity to understand and identify 
their leadership strengths and target areas for development. 


15. There is an opportunity for AFP to explicitly address and highlight the outcomes of the Report and the 
lessons learned from the failure of the Scheme, in the work on culture and leadership referenced above 
and currently being done by the AFP and, to note and align with the broader reform program of work 
underway across the APS. 


16. The AFP has recently reviewed and updated the SES Performance Framework to emphasise the 
importance of modelling and promoting values–driven, ethical leadership. All SES are required to 
complete a Statement of Commitment with one of the three goals aligned to demonstrating leadership 
behaviours, aligned to the core skills and behaviours in the SES performance and leadership models, 
focusing on courage, collaboration and a ‘people first approach’. Lessons learnt from the Scheme and 
the Report may be best fed into the accountability aspects of the SES Performance and Remuneration 
Framework as it is currently being reviewed. 


17. While recent deliverables have focused on the SES cohort, the AFP leadership model encourages 
‘leadership at all levels’ and a commitment to modelling and demonstrating positive values-driven 
behaviour is a key component of AFP performance development agreements across the agency.  
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OBLIGATIONS OF PUBLIC SERVANTS (ROLES, PRINCIPLES, VALUES) 


18. The Report emphasises the fundamental duty of public servants to act in the best interests of the public 
and to uphold the principles of integrity, accountability and transparency. It highlighted the need for 
public servants to prioritise the wellbeing and rights of the individual over compliance and cost recovery.  


19. The Report called for a stronger focus on ethical decision making. The Report recommended the 
development of a strong ethical framework that guides the actions and behaviours of public servants, 
ensuring decisions are made with integrity, fairness and respect for human rights.  


20. The Report highlighted the importance of public servants taking responsibility for the consequences of 
their actions. The Report criticised the lack of accountability and responsibility taken by senior officials 
for the flaws in, and the harm caused by, the Scheme.  


21. The Report emphasised the importance of establishing clear professional standards for public servants 
and providing ongoing training to ensure they have the necessary skills and knowledge to fulfil their 
obligations. The Report recommended investing in professional development programs that promote 
ethical conduct, legal compliance and a human-centred approach.  


22. The Report called for establishing a culture of integrity, within the public service, where public servants 
are encouraged and supported to act ethically and in the public interest. It recommends leaders promote 
a culture that values honesty, transparency and accountability and encourages open communication.  


23. Of particular concern for the senior executive service is the Report’s overview of the role of departmental 
secretaries and deputy secretaries and their impartiality. The Report stated evidence from secretaries 
and other senior leaders were “excessively responsive to government, undermining the concept of 
impartiality and frank and fearless advice”. 


24. A core skill for senior public servants is managing the balance between serving the demands of elected 
governments and those of the public, while maintaining personal and organisational integrity. 


Roles, Principles and Values in the AFP 


25. The AFP is a values-driven organisation and the AFP Core Values of integrity, commitment, excellence, 
accountability, fairness, trust and respect, represent the organisations’ principles and standards.  


26. These values must be must be demonstrated every day, discussed with colleagues, modelled, 
championed and recognised. These values are, and should be, the basis on which our performance as 
public servants is assessed and rewarded. 


Serving the Public – how we treat the people we serve  


27. In a scathing overview of the scheme, the Commissioner stated Robodebt exemplifies a view of welfare 
recipients “as a drag on the national economy, an entry on the debit side of the Budget to be reduced by 
any means available”. The Report states “the environment in which the development of what would 
become the Scheme occurred was fraught,” and “It was not an environment which was conducive to 
instances of careful consideration, well-reasoned decision making, and proper scrutiny and supervision.” 


28. Recommendations in the Report propose greater consideration of individual circumstances when 
developing policy, along with the strengthening of advocacy groups and legal services for vulnerable 
groups.  


29. The AFP mission and values statement ‘policing for a safer Australia’ clearly defines and aligns our 
purpose and our effort with the public interest and the people we serve. This is used to guide behaviours 
and decision making. Our mission and values drive a culture of public service, integrity and 
accountability.  


30. One of the AFPs key operating principles is a clear and focused effort on enhancing partnerships 
through collaboration with other Commonwealth entities, state and territory police, international 
partners, non-government partners, universities and the especially the community. Strong and 
meaningful partnerships with the community and people we serve enhances the AFPs ability to 
successfully access, build and sustain trust and capabilities. Within the AFP community partner network, 
the AFP works with community to provide crime prevention and victim support services including 
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information sessions, the ThinkUKnow online safety education program and community liaison for 
vulnerable groups.   


31. The AFP has taken steps to enhance engagement and build trust with the community. In 2023, the AFP 
launched our Integrated Complaints Management Model to provide a victim-centred and trauma-
informed avenue for members of the public to provide feedback (both complaints and compliments). 
ACT Policing has also recently progressed a pilot cultural awareness training for its members, to support 
the provision of culturally competent policing services to the community.  


 


32. ACCOUNTABILITY, OVERSIGHT AND INDEPENDENCE 


33. The Report concluded the institutional checks and balances – the Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office, 
the Office of Legal Services Coordination (OLSC), the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner 
(OAIC) and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) – were ineffective in presenting any hindrance to 
the Scheme’s continuance. 


34. The Report highlighted the need for stronger oversight mechanisms to prevent similar failures in the 
future. The Report makes a number of recommendations in relation to the Commonwealth Ombudsman 
and imposing a statutory obligation on agencies to assist the Ombudsman.  


35. The Report recommended the establishment of clearer lines of accountability within the public service to 
ensure individuals and agencies are held responsible for their decisions and actions and for failure to 
provide frank and fearless advice.  


36. The Report emphasised the importance of independence in decision making. It recommended decisions 
regarding the design and implementation of government programs be made based on evidence, expert 
advice and the best interests of the public, rather than political considerations. 


Accountability and Independence of the AFP 


37. As an independent statutory agency the functions and duties of the AFP, and the obligations of the 
Commissioner and Deputy Commissioners, are set out in Australian Federal Police Act 1979 (the AFP 
Act). The powers and duties of AFP members, the agency’s broader law enforcement roles and 
responsibilities, and the overarching accountability of the AFP Commissioner are also contained in the 
AFP Act. 


38. The AFP has a well-developed and robust Governance Framework, outlining AFP appointees’ obligations 
and responsibility for compliance with relevant laws, policies and procedures, as well as the 
accountability framework for ethical and transparent decision making and conduct.  


39. These measures are supported by a strong Professional Standards regime in the AFP Act and supported 
by the Commissioner’s Order on Professional Standards (CO2), which outlines the AFP Code of Conduct 
and imposes mandatory reporting obligations on AFP Appointees.  


40. The AFP organisational structure allocates responsibility and accountability for AFP performance, 
strategic, corporate and operational results across key portfolios aligned with AFP budget outcomes. 


Oversight in the AFP 


41. A robust oversight framework is critical to supporting public trust and confidence in police. Oversight 
bodies also play an important role in identifying and bringing to light deficiencies and risks in agency 
operating systems and legal frameworks. 


42. The Commonwealth Ombudsman already has oversight of the AFP, and the AFP has always cooperated 
fully with any Ombudsman investigations, including by providing access to relevant systems and sharing 
of legal advices.  


43. Further, the AFP has an extensive oversight framework. There is an abundance of external oversight 
agencies, independent reviewers and parliamentary bodies with various (and sometimes overlapping) 
responsibility for the AFP and its appointees, including: 


a) The courts review the legality and propriety of AFP’s operations and powers in criminal prosecutions.  
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b) The Commonwealth Ombudsman oversees the AFP’s use of certain statutory powers including, 
coercive and intrusive powers as well as a general complaints function. 


c) The National Anti-Corruption Commission monitors and investigates alleged corruption within the 
AFP. 


d) The OAIC investigates issues relating to privacy, conducts privacy assessments and oversights the 
operation of the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (FOI Act) in relation to the AFP. 


e) The Parliamentary Joint Committee on Law Enforcement monitors the performance by the AFP of its 
functions, including the AFP’s powers and procedures. 


f) The Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security monitors the AFP’s performance of 
its functions under Part 5.3 of the Criminal Code and Division 3A of Part IAA of the Crimes Act 1914 
(terrorism powers and offences). 


g) The AFP appears before the Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee at Senate Estimates to 
account for its performance and expenditure against the AFP’s functions and budget.  


h) The Attorney-General is responsible for the administration of the AFP as a portfolio agency and 
accountable to Parliament for its overall operation.  


 


RECORD KEEPING  


44. The Report found there were significant deficiencies in the record keeping practices of the relevant 
agencies. The Commission found important information and documentation were not properly recorded 
or retained making it difficult to understand the decision making process and/or hold individuals 
accountable.  


45. The Report emphasised the importance of accurate and complete record keeping in the public service. 
Comprehensive records are essential for transparency and accountability and the ability to review and 
evaluate government programs. 


Record Keeping in the AFP  


46. The AFP is required to comply with Archives Act 1983 (Cth) and National Archives of Australia’s 
guidelines in relation to record keeping. This includes: requirements to describe records properly; 
correctly managing retention requirements; applying the appropriate security classifications; and not 
deleting, destroying or otherwise removing records without following proper process. 


47. The AFP’s Archives Act compliant record keeping is still paper based. While the AFP is largely compliant 
and has a substantial and effective records management unit, record keeping practices vary widely 
across the AFP.   


48. In the ANAO Statutory Powers Audit in 2021 (the Audit), the ANAO criticised the AFP’s record keeping 
practices. They expressed concerns regarding: the absence of an EDRMS; our reliance on unsecure 
network drives; and, our inability to be able to access information. The ANAO found ‘the AFP’s poor 
digital record keeping is a risk to the integrity of AFP operations’. 2  The Audit recommended (and the AFP 
agreed)3, the AFP implement (as a matter of urgency) an Electronic Data and Records Management 
System (EDRMS).  


49. AFP Appointees must comply with the AFP National Guideline on Information Management. The AFP 
Information Management Handbook provides practical guidance on information management for 
functional areas across the AFP and complements the National Guideline.    


 
  


                                                           
2 Appendix 3 – AFP record keeping processes and practices – ANAO AUDIT: AFP’S Use of Statutory Powers No 43 


2020- 2021. 
3 Recommendation 2 – paragraph 2.92 - ANAO AUDIT: AFP’S Use of Statutory Powers No 43 2020-2021. 
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LEGAL SERVICES AND ADVICE  
50. The Report found there was a failure to seek and follow appropriate legal advice in the design and 


implementation of the Scheme. The lack of legal advice and expertise contributed to the scheme’s flaws 
and the harm caused to individuals. The Commissioner found there was a “dismaying revelation of 
dishonesty and collusion to prevent the Scheme’s lack of legal foundation coming to light.” 


51. The Report emphasised the importance of seeking legal advice at all stages of policy development and 
implementation. The Report called for the establishment of clear legal frameworks to guide the design 
and implementation of government programs.  


52. In relation to lawyers and legal services, the Report includes recommendations about training for 
lawyers, legal practice standards, treatment of draft advices, the Legal Services Directions 2017 (Cth) and 
associated reporting obligations.  


53. The Report recommends the Legal Services Directions should be reviewed and simplified and further, the 
Australian Government Legal Service’s General Counsel Charter be amended to place a positive 
obligation on Chief Counsels to ensure compliance with the Legal Services Directions. 


Legal Services in the AFP  


54. All legal services in the AFP are delivered independently through the Chief Counsel Portfolio. All lawyers 
within the portfolio are hold relevant and current practicing certificates and have overarching 
professional obligations and duties they owe the Court.  


55. Attachment B contains the list of Report recommendations relating to Commonwealth government legal 
services and how the Chief Counsel Portfolio is addressing those recommendations within the AFP.  


56. The Chief Counsel Portfolio operates under a Charter of Independence, the Legal Services Charter of 
Independence and Ethical Responsibilities (the Charter) issued by the Commissioner of the AFP. The 
current Charter was last signed by Commissioner Colvin in August 2016.  


57. The principles underpinning the Charter remain current and fit for purpose. However, the release of the 
Report presents an opportunity for the AFP to update the Charter to include specific directions from the 
OLSC in the Attorney General’s Department. 


58. Attachment C contains an updated Legal Services Charter of Independence and Ethical Responsibilities 
Charter for endorsement by the Strategy and Performance Board.  


 


GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO THE REPORT  


59. The Government published its response to the Report on 13 November 2023 and has accepted or 
accepted in principle all 56 recommendations.   


60. A full list of the recommendations and the Government response is at Attachment A.  


61. In the response, the Government notes the series of reforms already commenced to restore the public’s 
trust and faith in government and its institutions. The Government states these reforms put people at the 
centre and promote integrity.  


BACKGROUND 


1. The Royal Commission into the Scheme was established on 18 August 2022 under the Royal 
Commissions Act 1902 (Cth) to inquire into the Scheme. 


2. The Scheme was a proposal developed by the Department of Human Services (DHS), put forward as a 
budget measure by the Minister for Social Services in 2015. The Scheme begun initially as a pilot in 2015 
and was subsequent expanded. 


3. The Scheme was designed to recover supposed overpayments from welfare recipients going back to the 
financial year 2010-11 and relied heavily on a process known as ‘income averaging’ to assess income 
and entitlement to benefit. Results were not accurate and it did not comply with the income calculation 
provisions of the Social Security Act 1991 (Cth).  
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4. By the end of 2016, the scheme was the subject of heavy public criticism but the Scheme continued until 
November 2019, when it was announced debts would no longer be raised solely on the basis of averaged 
income.  


5. The Report into the Scheme included 56 recommendations and was published 7 July 2023.  


6. The Government formally responded to the Report on 13 November 2023, accepting or accepting in 
principle all 56 recommendations as part of the ongoing work to restore faith, integrity and trust in 
government.  


FINANCIAL AND STAFFING IMPLICATIONS 


Nil. The AFP is able to support and implement any improvements to current AFP process and practices 
within current resources.  


CONSULTATION 


 Strategy and Performance Office and People Strategies Command have been consulted.  


COMMUNICATION APPROACH 


Chief Counsel Portfolio will engage with Strategic Comms to develop a communication strategy on the 
update to the Charter and relevant recommendations and Government response to the Report.  


ENTERPRISE RISK 


1. Enterprise Risk 2 – Culture Standards and Integrity – A risk of failure to comply with the AFP’s 
standards, values regulatory framework and statutory requirements.  A risk the AFP fails to uphold 
standards of accountability, integrity and independence. 


2. Enterprise Risk 8 – Information – A risk the AFP fails to ethically, lawfully and effectively collect use, 
manage and protect information.   


ATTACHMENTS 


The following are attachments to the paper: 


Attachment A – Report recommendations and the government response. 


Attachment B – Report recommendations relating to Commonwealth government legal services  
  including AFP actions in response.  


Attachment C – Updated Legal Services Charter of Independence and Ethical Responsibilities. 


 


Contact (author) Name: Alison Macdonald – Acting Chief Counsel 


 Command: Chief Counsel Portfolio  


 Phone: +61 (0)2 51274077   


 Email: Alison.Macdonald@afp.gov.au 
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WELCOME AND APOLOGIES 

Item 1 – Welcome and Apologies 

The Chair:  

• Opened the meeting and noted formal apologies. 

Item 2  

Strategy and Performance Board paper Robodebt (aCC) 

• a/CC MacDonald gave a high level overview of the Strategy and Performance Board paper on 
Robodebt. Of interest, there were 56 recommendations coming out of the royal commission. 
A number of the recommendations relate directly to Social Services / Health Services, with 27 
recommendations will impact the provision of legal services.  

A S S I S T A N T  C O M M I S S I O N E R  &  N A T I O N A L  M A N A G E R  F O R U M  

Record  of  Meet ing  

Date / time 7 December 2023 

Location MS Teams Online  

Chair NMSP 
Invitees 
 
 
Attendees 
 

Members: All AC / NMs 
 
a/NM Rak (a/Chair), CoS Black, NM Jerga, AC Harvey, NM Heeney AC Crozier, AC Lee, AC 
Wegg, CS Walsh, AC Dametto, AC Sirec, a/CC MacDonald, a/NM Duffy and a/CoS Cameron. 

Apologies NM Van Gurp, AC Boudry, AC Ryan, NM Everett, CFO Wood, AC Barrett, AC Pannett, AC 
Schofield, AC Koenderink, AC Gough and  aNM Robinson. 

Secretariat Office of NMSP 

Next meeting 4 January 2024 
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Item 8 – Confirm next strategic Item 

• Next meeting will be in January 2024. 
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From:
To:
Cc: Macdonald, Alison; Caldwell, Emily
Subject: FW: FOR URGENT INPUT | Due by 12pm Wed 6 Dec - Robodebt update at NDC [SEC=PROTECTED]
Date: Wednesday, 6 December 2023 12:00:45 PM
Attachments: NDC 7 December 2023 - Robodebt.docx

image001.gif
Importance: High

PROTECTED
Good morning
 
Please find attached the Robodebt paper, with one comment from AFP Legal (on page three).  This
comment has been reviewed and cleared by a/Chief Counsel, Alison Macdonald.
 
Kind regards

 
 

EA TO GENERAL COUNSEL – CORPORATE & A/GENERAL COUNSEL - OPERATIONS
CHIEF COUNSEL PORTFOLIO
Tel: 
www.afp.gov.au

cid:image001.gif@01D987FC.E957BD10

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging.

 
 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 5 December 2023 12:52 PM
To: @afp.gov.au>;
Cc:
Subject: FOR URGENT INPUT | Due by 12pm Wed 6 Dec - Robodebt update at NDC
[SEC=PROTECTED]
Importance: High
 

PROTECTED
Good afternoon Office of NMPCC and Office of Chief Counsel,
 
For input: NDC Agenda Item – Robodebt verbal update
Due to IC&C by 1200hrs Wednesday 6 December 2023
 
Deputy Commissioner Gale will be attending the NIC Deputies Committee (NDC) on Thursday 7
December. Included on the agenda is a verbal update on Robodebt.
 
The attached paper was prepared in consultation with your areas when this was discussed at the
September NDC. We’d be very grateful for your review and provision of any updates for inclusion.
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		Date/Time

		Thursday 7 December 2023, 1400 – 1600h 



		Location

		ONI	



		Deputy Commissioner International & Specialist Capabilities’ Role

		Attendee 



		Attendees

		Equivalents from other NIC agencies







		DESIRED OUTCOME



		Note updates and recommendations from other agencies. 



		AFP POSITION



		The Chief Counsel Portfolio (CCP) in AFP have been considering the Robodebt recommendations and are undertaking work to improve practices in line with the recommendations. The main focus for CCP has and will be in relation to the recommendations around “lawyers and legal services” and in this context (Recommendations 19.2 to 19.12).  The below sets out the work being undertaken. 

Other NIC agencies are welcome to request further information or copies of documents which may be of assistance. 

The AFP is a non-APS PGPA agency but our approaches are overall consistent with and informed by the APS Reform (and broader APSC) agendas and directions. 

Many of the influences on our landscape are shared (albeit to differing degrees) with the broader APS, and we have been on our own reform journey that is consistent with and informed by the APS Reform agenda’s focus on: 

· integrity (including the new Integrated Complaint Management Model - ICMM) 

· culture (including setting our cultural aspiration, uplifting our Leadership capability in driving cultural change, AHRC taskforce, D&I Strategy, and SHIELD) 





		KEY ISSUES



		Nil.



		BACKGROUND



		Charter of Independence

The AFP implemented a Charter of Independence in relation to the provision of legal services in 2004. The Charter was signed by the then Commissioner (Mick Keelty) and has been adopted by subsequent Commissioners.  The current Charter was signed by (then) Commissioner (Andrew Colvin) in 2016. 

The Charter outlines the ethical and professional responsibilities of AFP lawyers, and confirms the independence of AFP lawyers and the legal services they provide the AFP. 

The AFP is reviewing the Charter of Independence to ensure it remains fit for purpose and relevant in the current environment.

Draft Advices

The Chief Counsel Portfolio is developing a revised and updated set of legal practice standards which will incorporate relevant guidance provided by the Attorney-General’s Department. 

The Attorney-General’s Department initial guidance on ‘use of draft legal advice within government’ has been distributed to everyone within the CCP and when finalised will form part of the abovementioned CCP legal practice standards.

Prior to the Attorney-General’s Department issuing guidance on the treatment of legal advices in draft format, the CCP undertook an audit of legal advices and found that less than 20 legal advices (over a three-year period) had not been finalised and/or were still draft form. 

Since this audit, the CCP has either finalised these legal advices or included a file note explaining why the advice was not finalised (eg. matter settled or proceedings not commenced and advice no longer relevant). 

Practising Certificates and training 

All lawyers within the CCP hold a practising certificate in the jurisdiction in which they practice and as such, have additional training, professional development and integrity obligations in accordance with the rules imposed by the law society in the relevant jurisdiction.  

The AFP conducts internal Continuous Legal Education (CLE) programs, with the presentations on the topic of ethics and professional responsibilities conducted (at least) annually. Both AFP Legal and Criminal Assets Litigation (CAL) hold annual conferences focussed on training and professional development for the internal lawyers and ensure there are sessions on ethics and professional obligations.  

Legal risk

CCP complies with the Legal Services Directions (the Directions) and liaises with OLSC in relation to any queries about significant issues reporting or potential legal risk. The CCP have the following steps in place to ensure the AFP comply with the Directions:

· Notification to the Office of Legal Services Coordination (OLSC) for any reported non-compliance.

· There is a standing written instruction which is provided to all CAL members, instructing that a copy of the Model Litigant Policy (Policy) must be provided to each counsel on initial brief and that counsel is to comply with the Policy throughout their briefing, including in respect of any future issues arising in the matter.

· Implementation of an internal better practice guide for the management of possible, actual and perceived allegations of non-compliance with the Model Litigant obligations under Appendix B of the Directions. 

· To mitigate the risk of non-compliance, refresher training on compliance with the Legal Services Directions is scheduled across CCP throughout the each legal year.



Culture 

· When considering the findings and recommendations of the Robodebt Royal Commission, a key lesson is the importance of psychosocial safety in the workplace – more specifically, ensuring our people feel safe in sharing their ideas and concerns.  

· The AFP is ahead of many of the recommendations focused on the experience of employees (refer to Recommendation 13.1 - 13.4). For example: 

· Our next staff survey is focused on employee wellbeing.  	Comment by Myrtle, Patrick: I believe that this was our most recent staff survey, not our next survey, unless the next is also intended to have that focus?

· The survey is intended to provide us with insights into the relationship between wellbeing and other factors (such as administrative processes, reform and innovation, and leadership).  

· [bookmark: _GoBack]The survey will provide us with a deeper understanding of how employees perceive and respond to psychosocial hazards in the workplace.  

· To better understand psychosocial safety and new psychosocial regulations, the AFP is participating in Comcare’s psychosocial proactive inspection program.  

· The AFP will use the outcomes of this inspection to develop and implement a psychosocial readiness action plan that encompasses the core pillars of governance, education, communication and technology.   

· This plan will address any immediate opportunities to improve current processes and practices and also inform and align with more holistic changes in the next iteration of the Health and Wellbeing Strategy. 

· The AFP, as the only policing agency within the NIC, has a comprehensive and mature integrity framework enshrined in policy, governance and legislation. 

· We have recently strengthened this further with the ICMM to address inappropriate workplace behaviour.  

· The ICMM provides a holistic approach and single-entry point for all employees to raise workplace issues, grievances and complaints management. 

· The ICMM includes the Confidant Network which is a peer support network providing information, options and support to appointees dealing with concerns around harmful, unethical or inappropriate behaviour in their work environment. 

· Diversity and inclusion are operational priorities for the AFP. The primary focus of our 2023—2026 D&I Strategy is to build a psychologically and culturally safe workplace. 

· We are developing a Leadership Capability Framework to set;

· A consistent minimum standard for leadership at all levels and support; 

· Support our leadership development, performance and promotion process. 

· We are progressing the SHIELD Psychological Services Projects to understand and conceptualise the underlying causes of operational trauma and organisational risk factors will help strengthen the preventative measures to manage and mitigate impacts of this type of trauma. 



















		Contact:

		Intelligence Capability & Coordination



		Consultation:

		Chief Counsel Portfolio

People Command



		Content approved by:

		a/Chief Counsel, Alison MacDonald

Commander Intelligence Operations, Donna Parsons



		Clearing Officer:

		Oren Kulawiec



		Position:

		A/Coordinator Intelligence Capability



		Date:

		6 September 2023
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Apologies for the tight turnaround, but would be grateful for your input by 1200hrs tomorrow,
Wednesday 6 December 2023.
 
Many thanks,

 

Writing to you from Ngunnawal Country
INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITY AND COORDINATION
INTELLIGENCE & COVERT SERVICES
Tel: 

Australian Federal Police

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging.
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Date/Time Thursday 7 December 2023, 1400 – 1600h  

Location  

Deputy Commissioner International 
& Specialist Capabilities’ Role 

Attendee  

Attendees Equivalents from other NIC agencies 

 
DESIRED OUTCOME 

• Note updates and recommendations from other agencies.  

AFP POSITION 

• The Chief Counsel Portfolio (CCP) in AFP have been considering the Robodebt 
recommendations and are undertaking work to improve practices in line with the 
recommendations. The main focus for CCP has and will be in relation to the 
recommendations around “lawyers and legal services” and in this context 
(Recommendations 19.2 to 19.12).  The below sets out the work being undertaken.  

• Other NIC agencies are welcome to request further information or copies of 
documents which may be of assistance.  

• The AFP is a non-APS PGPA agency but our approaches are overall consistent with 
and informed by the APS Reform (and broader APSC) agendas and directions.  

 
ISSUES 

• Nil. 

BACKGROUND 
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Charter of Independence 

• The AFP implemented a Charter of Independence in relation to the provision of legal 
services in 2004. The Charter was signed by the then Commissioner (Mick Keelty) and 
has been adopted by subsequent Commissioners.  The current Charter was signed by 
(then) Commissioner (Andrew Colvin) in 2016.  

• The Charter outlines the ethical and professional responsibilities of AFP lawyers, and 
confirms the independence of AFP lawyers and the legal services they provide the 
AFP.  

• The AFP is reviewing the Charter of Independence to ensure it remains fit for purpose 
and relevant in the current environment. 

Draft Advices 

• The Chief Counsel Portfolio is developing a revised and updated set of legal practice 
standards which will incorporate relevant guidance provided by the Attorney-
General’s Department.  

• The Attorney-General’s Department initial guidance on ‘use of draft legal advice 
within government’ has been distributed to everyone within the CCP and when 
finalised will form part of the abovementioned CCP legal practice standards. 

• Prior to the Attorney-General’s Department issuing guidance on the treatment of 
legal advices in draft format, the CCP undertook an audit of legal advices and found 
that less than 20 legal advices (over a three-year period) had not been finalised 
and/or were still draft form.  

• Since this audit, the CCP has either finalised these legal advices or included a file note 
explaining why the advice was not finalised (eg. matter settled or proceedings not 
commenced and advice no longer relevant).  

Practising Certificates and training  

• All lawyers within the CCP hold a practising certificate in the jurisdiction in which they 
practice and as such, have additional training, professional development and integrity 
obligations in accordance with the rules imposed by the law society in the relevant 
jurisdiction.   

• The AFP conducts internal Continuous Legal Education (CLE) programs, with the 
presentations on the topic of ethics and professional responsibilities conducted (at 
least) annually. Both AFP Legal and Criminal Assets Litigation (CAL) hold annual 
conferences focussed on training and professional development for the internal 
lawyers and ensure there are sessions on ethics and professional obligations.   
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Legal risk 

• CCP complies with the Legal Services Directions (the Directions) and liaises with OLSC 
in relation to any queries about significant issues reporting or potential legal risk. The 
CCP have the following steps in place to ensure the AFP comply with the Directions: 

• Notification to the Office of Legal Services Coordination (OLSC) for any 
reported non-compliance. 

• There is a standing written instruction which is provided to all CAL 
members, instructing that a copy of the Model Litigant Policy (Policy) must 
be provided to each counsel on initial brief and that counsel is to comply 
with the Policy throughout their briefing, including in respect of any future 
issues arising in the matter. 

• Implementation of an internal better practice guide for the management of 
possible, actual and perceived allegations of non-compliance with the 
Model Litigant obligations under Appendix B of the Directions.  

• To mitigate the risk of non-compliance, refresher training on compliance 
with the Legal Services Directions is scheduled across CCP throughout each 
legal year. 

 
Culture  

• When considering the findings and recommendations of the Robodebt Royal 
Commission, a key lesson is the importance of psychosocial safety in the workplace – 
more specifically, ensuring our people feel safe in sharing their ideas and concerns.   
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Contact: Intelligence Capability & Coordination 

Consultation: Chief Counsel Portfolio 
People Command 

Content approved by: a/Chief Counsel, Alison MacDonald 
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Commander Intelligence Operations, Donna Parsons 

Clearing Officer: 

Position: A/Coordinator Intelligence Capability 

Date: 6 September 2023 
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From:
To: Wood, Paul; Macdonald, Alison; Heeney, Nathan; Everett, Brooke; Crozier, Peter
Cc:
Subject: FW: SPB | Combined Agenda and Papers | 4 December 2023 [SEC=PROTECTED, CAVEAT=SH:CABINET]
Date: Tuesday, 28 November 2023 10:44:09 AM
Attachments: 000. SPB_20231204_Combined Papers and Agenda_Protected Cabinet.pdf

image001.gif

PROTECTED//CABINET
Hi All,
 
Please find attached combined meeting papers and agenda for the Strategy and Performance Board
meeting scheduled for Monday, 4 December 2023 for your awareness.
 
Kind regards,
 

Writing to you from Ngunnawal Country
ACTING EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT TO KATHERINE VAN GURP
ACTING CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
Tel: 
Australian Federal Police

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging.

 
 

From: @afp.gov.au> 
Sent: Monday, November 27, 2023 3:28 PM
To: Van Gurp, Katherine @afp.gov.au>; Tressler, Charlotte

@afp.gov.au>; Gale, Lesa @afp.gov.au>; Boudry, Doug
@afp.gov.au>; Nicholls, Grant @afp.gov.au>; Lee, Scott

@afp.gov.au>; Black, Chris @afp.gov.au>; Rak, Michelle
afp.gov.au>; McCartney, Ian afp.gov.au>; Barrett, Krissy

@afp.gov.au>
Cc @afp.gov.au>; 

@afp.gov.au>;
@afp.gov.au> afp.gov.au>;

@afp.gov.au>;
@afp.le>; afp.gov.au>;

@afp.gov.au>; @afp.gov.au>; 
@afp.gov.au>; @afp.gov.au>; 

@afp.gov.au>; @afp.gov.au>
Subject: SPB | Combined Agenda and Papers | 4 December 2023 [SEC=PROTECTED,
CAVEAT=SH:CABINET]
 

PROTECTED//CABINET
Dear Commissioner, Strategy and Performance Board Members and Advisers,
 
Please find attached combined meeting papers and agenda for the Strategy and Performance Board
meeting scheduled for Monday, 4 December 2023, 1000-1200hrs.
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STRATEGY AND PERFORMANCE BOARD 


Agenda 


AFP  /  Strategy and Performance Board  /  Agenda 1 


COVERING PROTECTED // CABINET 


COVERING PROTECTED // CABINET


Date/time Monday, 4 December 2023, 1000-1200HRS. 


Location Commissioner’s Conference Room Level 5 AFP National Headquarters Barton, ACT. 


Chair a/Commissioner, Lesa Gale. 


Facilitator a/NMSP, Michelle Rak. 


Invitees 


Members: a/COO, Katherine Van Gurp; DCNS, Ian McCartney; a/CPO, Doug Boudry; 


a/DCI&SC, Scott Lee; a/DCC, Grant Nicholls. 


Adviser: CoS, Dr Chris Black. 


Presenters: CFO, Paul Wood; NMPC, Brooke Everett; a/CC, Alison McDonald. 


Secretariat: Central Secretariat Unit. 


No. Time Agenda item Paper Action Sponsor Presenter 


1.1 1000 Welcome No Note Chair Chair 


1.2 1000 Previous Minutes Yes Endorse Chair Chair 


1.3 1000 Action items Yes Discuss Chair Chair 


STRATEGIC MATTERS 


2.1 1005 Enterprise Reform Update Yes Endorse Chair NMSP 


2.2 1015 Robodebt Yes Discuss a/COO a/CC 


2.3 1025 
Outlook into 2024 - Government 
engagement and legislative reform 
priorities [PROTECTED] 


Yes Discuss a/COO a/NMSP 


FINANCE MATTERS 


3.1 1035 Executive Finance Report Yes Discuss a/COO CFO 


3.2 1045 External Budget / NPP Update 
[PROTECTED] 


Yes Discuss a/COO a/NMSP 


PERFORMANCE AND RISK MATTERS 


4.1 1105 Cyber Security Update Yes Discuss COO CIO 


OTHER MATTERS 


5.1 1115 Summary of action items No Note CSU NMSP 
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COVERI
 


NG PROTECTED // CABINET 


Next meeting : February 2024 







STRATEGY AND PERFORMANCE BOARD 
Minutes 
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Date/time Wednesday 1 November 2023, 1000-1200HRS 


Location Commissioner’s Conference Room Level 5 AFP National Headquarters Barton, ACT 


Chair Commissioner, Reece Kershaw 


Deputy Chair NMSP, Katherine Van Gurp 


Invitees 


Members: COO, Charlotte Tressler; a/DCC, Grant Nicholls; DCNS, Ian McCartney;  


DCI&SC, Lesa Gale; CPO, Neil Gaughan.  


Adviser/s: a/CoS, Joanne Cameron 


Presenters:  MRIO, Steve Heskett; CFO, Paul Wood; NMPC, Brooke Everett; 


Secretariat: Central Secretariat Unit 


Apologies 


Next meeting Wednesday 4 December 2023 


1.0 Welcome 


ADMINISTRATION 


The Chair: 


 Opened the meeting with an Acknowledgement of Country and welcomed the Strategy and Performance
Board (SPB) members and advisers.


1.1 Conflicts of Interest  


The Chair sought declarations of any perceived or actual conflicts of interest. Nil conflicts were raised in 
relation to this meeting.  


1.2 Minutes  


The Board formally endorsed the minutes from the meeting on 12 October 2023.  


1.3 Action Items   


 SPB_20230404_A61–The Board agreed MRIO to prepare a proposal for Canberra CCSU(s) to be brought
back to the Board pending further EOB discussions.  The Board agreed this item will remain in progress
pending EOB consideration.


 SPB_20230503_A65 – The Board agreed NMSP to continue to explore opportunities for the
Commissioner to brief National Security Committee of Cabinet (NSC) on the impact of new or additional
responsibilities on existing AFP’s activities and resources until advice is provided otherwise this is not
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achievable.  The Board noted that the NSC agendas are reported as currently full, however agreed this 
item will remain in progress until definitive advice is received.    


 SPB_20230606_A70 – The Board agreed the strategy for addressing cultural issues beyond recruitment, 
raised in the AHRC report to be scheduled in the 2024 forward plan.  The Board agreed this item to be 
marked as complete. 


 SPB_20230712_A71 – The Board agreed due to scheduling of new Sex Discrimination Commissioner 
and AFP priorities (Gender Pay Gap Launch Event) a meeting with the SPB will be scheduled for early 
2024 in the forward work plan. The Board agreed this item to be marked as complete. 


 SPB_20230712_A75 – The Board agreed CIO to arrange a briefing with Australian Cyber Security Centre 
regarding the results of their remediation and testing activity for the SPB at the first meeting of 2024 and is 
scheduled in the 2024 forward work plan. This will align with the Cyber Security update which will be 
presented to Capability Board in December 2023. The Board agreed this item to be marked as complete. 


 SPB_20230906_A83 – The Board agreed a/CoS to develop a communication plan to include measures 
and metrics from reform initiatives and deep dives over the next few months.  The communication plan will be 
scheduled for early 2024 in the forward work plan. The Board agreed this item to be marked as complete. 


 SPB_20230906_A85 – The Board agreed Innovation Command to assess the existing core leadership 
continuum specific to middle managers and brief SPB on the strategy to address capability gaps in our 
existing and emerging middle manager cohort. The strategy will be scheduled for quarter 2 in the 2024 
forward workplan. The Board agreed this item to be marked as complete. 


 SPB_20231012_A88 – The Board agreed NMSP and ACSPC to conduct a deep dive on Enterprise Risk 1: 
Health, Safety and Wellbeing following collation of in-focus outcome data to identify targeted actions 
and interventions to be presented to the Board at the December meeting. The Board agreed this item to 
be marked as complete. 


 SPB_20231012_A89 – The Board noted the Overtime and Penalties Working Group terms of reference 
were disseminated to the Board on 23 October 2023.  The Board agreed this item to be marked as 
complete. 


 SPB_20231012_A90 – The Board noted CFO presented the EOB Executive Finance Paper to the AC/NM 
forum on 26 October and highlighted the views of the Commissioner of the critical need to maintain a 
strong focus on budget management.   The Board agreed this item to be marked as complete. 


 SPB_20231012_A91 – The Board agreed A/DCC and NMSP to develop a paper for SPB consideration in 
December regarding the AFP supply and demand picture, and prioritisation options, following 
consideration by IOB.  The Board noted this matter will progress to IOB prior to SPB consideration and 
agreed this item will remain in progress. 


 SPB_20231012_A92 – The Board noted NMPC briefed the AC/NM forum at the October meeting and will 
share high level details of the workforce reform placemat post meeting discussion. The Board noted the 
ELC and SLF will meet in December 2023 and this matter would be considered by the executive at that 
time. The Board agreed this item to be marked as complete. 


 SPB_20231012_A93 – The Board agreed Office of the Commissioner to arrange a strategy session of 
the ELC in November to discuss the AFP’s further workforce landscape.  The Board noted an ELC will be 
scheduled for December 2023 and agreed this item to be marked as complete. 
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2.0 AVIATION OPERATIONAL MODEL  


DCNS Ian McCartney presented the Aviation Operating Model to the Strategy and Performance Board, as 
per the Executive Paper. 


The Strategy and Performance Board: 


 Observed that changes within the operating and geopolitical environment highlights key areas of 
significant risk to the AFP through a counter terrorism incident or a major incident at an airport. 


 Acknowledged the standard of work delivered by Commander McClure and the team responsible for 
preparing the Aviation Operating Model (AOM).  


 Discussed the need to baseline aviation capability requirements within the AFP’s national security 
function.  The model presents a nationally consistent structure, common standards and resourcing 
model for designated airports. 


 Discussed the financial impact of the implementation of the Aviation Resource Model (ARM) to be 
briefed to and agreed by, the SPB at the appropriate time.  


 Discussed risk and threat assessments at airports and the development of an alert level system with risk 
mitigation strategies which reflect the current airport operating environment. 


 Discussed the need to implement an operational exercise regime to ensure operational readiness and 
testing of processes and standards. 


 Discussed the need to enhance communication to staff highlighting the critical role Aviation members 
and PSOs have in working collaboratively to deliver AFP outcomes within the National Security portfolio.   


 Discussed opportunities to engage with Government and airport owners to enhance the shared 
understanding of the operating environment and resourcing requirement at airports to adequately 
prevent, disrupt and respond to protect designated airports.  


 


2.0 Decisions and action items  


The Strategy and Performance Board: 


 Endorsed the Aviation Operating Model (AOM), which: 


 Prioritises Counter-Terrorist First Response as the primary function of the AFP at the nation’s designated 
airports; 


 Defines core capabilities and command structure for each designated airport; 
 Enhances integration between policing and protection roles; 
 Establishes an Aviation Strategic Command construct, within the SPC Command; and 
 Establishes an Aviation Resourcing Model (ARM), a risk-based approach to determine the resourcing 


footprint at all the designated airports. [SPB_20231101_D373] 


 Endorsed that the planned implementation of the AOM, with resourcing and budgetary implications, will 
be reported back to SPB. [SPB_20231101_D374] 


 Endorsed the initial establishment of a Commander Aviation role and National Superintendent Aviation 
role on higher duties for a period of 12 months. [SPB_20231101_D375] 


 Agreed to the renaming from Commander Operations, in the Regional Commands, to Commander 
National Security to align to the National Security Command intent. [SPB_20231101_D376] 
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 Agreed DCNS to consider how the threat environment specifically at airports is assessed and 
communicated. [SPB_20231101_A94] 


 Agreed DCNS and COO to consider out of session how the AFP can influence government and airport 
owners to enhance understanding of the threat environment as part of the implementation of the 
Aviation Operating Model. [SPB_20231101_A95] 


 Agreed DCNS will communicate the agreed Aviation Operating Model to Aviation / affected members. 
[SPB_20231101_A96] 


2.1 ENTERPRISE REFORM UPDATE 


NMSP Katherine Van Gurp presented Enterprise Reform Update to the Strategy and Performance Board, as 
per the Executive Paper. 


The Strategy and Performance Board: 


 Noted the Strategy and Performance Command has commenced the review of personnel security 
vetting.  


 Discussed how to enhance communications efforts to ensure staff and key external partners have 
visibility of the positive reform improvements being delivered noting the volume of effort to deliver 136 
enterprise-wide business improvement and reform initiatives across 17 Commands.  


 


2.1 Decisions and action items  


The Strategy and Performance Board: 


 Noted the Enterprise Reform Update for November 2023. [SPB_20231101_D377] 


 Agreed NMSP to consider the timing of all staff communication in line with HUB Page publishing (i.e. via 
the Pulse) to enhance internal messaging on Enterprise Reform and share positive changes being 
delivered as part of these efforts. [SPB_20231101_A97] 


 Agreed NMSP and MRIO to consider how the breadth of enterprise reform efforts and activities can be 
shared with key external partners, such as the Ombudsman, Auditor General, and the Integrity Agencies 
Board. [SPB_20231101_A98] 


2.2 LEARNING REFORM – RECRUIT TRAINING REVIEW 


NMSP Katherine Van Gurp presented Learning Reform, Recruit Training Review to the Strategy and 
Performance Board, as per the Executive Paper. 


The Strategy and Performance Board: 


 Noted the findings of the recruit training review and the 29 recommendations made to ensure that the 
recruit experience is aligned to strategic vision, delivered to a high standard, cost efficient and maintains 
the AFP as a competitive employer. 


 Discussed challenges faced in delivering a standardised and consistent approach to recruit training and 
identifying innovative approaches to training delivery, including adopting a modular approach and 
delivery by a mix of sworn and unsworn trainers as required. 
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 Noted the need to maintain the position of the AFP as a competitive and attractive employer. State and 
Territory jurisdictions are also adapting their recruitment campaigns and incentives to make them more 
attractive in a competitive employment market. 


 Noted the AFP will need to be nimble and adapt to ensure we continue to attract and retain employees.  
Cultural change and the implementation of innovative approaches, leveraging opportunities such as the 
Commonwealth facility in Pinkenba. 


 Noted the Enterprise Agreement will be a critical factor in attracting and retaining people resources. 


 Agreed that the proposed establishment of a people-focussed committee reporting to the Enterprise 
Operations Board will enhance governance and oversight of training programs including curriculum, 
workforce, budget, risk and compliance. 


 


2.2 Decisions and action items  


The Strategy and Performance Board: 


 Noted the Recruit Training Review undertaken by the Reform and Improvement Office and full report. 
[SPB_20231101_D378] 


 Discussed the 29 Recruit Training Review recommendations. [SPB_20231101_D379] 


 Noted Learning & Development Command (LDC) will establish a Reform Team to drive the 
implementation of reform, the cost of which will be offset by savings and efficiencies generated within 
the Command. [SPB_20231101_D380] 


 Noted as part of the development of the LDC Reform Program, LDC will further consider the feasibility of 
recommendations presented in the Review, and report back to SPB. [SPB_20231101_D381] 


 Noted that this is the first phase of wider LDC reform with LDC providing updates to the SPB on a 
quarterly basis. [SPB_20231101_D382] 


 Agreed the implementation of the Recruit Training Review will be oversighted and monitored by the 
proposed EOB people sub-committee to ensure strategic governance oversight is maintained across this 
critical body of work. [SPB_20231101_D283] 


3.1 EXECUTIVE FINANCE REPORT 


CFO Paul Wood presented Executive Finance Report to the Strategy and Performance Board, as per the 
Executive Paper. 


The Strategy and Performance Board: 


 Noted the technical adjustment to the bond rate has positioned the AFP with a small technical surplus 
however a strong budget management focus must remain to ensure the AFP operates within budget. 


 Noted the AFPs cash position and the engagement with AGD and the Department of Finance to progress 
a submission to the Minister to address the shortfall.  


 Noted the Budget Management Taskforce efforts to reduce consultant and contractor expenditure and 
the continued assessment of proposals to shift the focus to uplifting current workforce capabilities 
particularly in areas of project management.   
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 Discussed progress with overtime and penalties with further analysis of Quintiq data to be undertaken to 
review hours and rest period patterns. 


 Discussed communications to be disseminated through the Office of the Commissioner to all staff 
highlighting key messages discussed within the Board including the positive growth within the workforce 
to achieve the highest level of staffing on record at over 8000 employees at the last pay-run.   


 


3.1 Decisions and action items  


The Strategy and Performance Board: 


 Noted at the end of September 2023, Commands have overspent their year-to-date budgets by $5.4m. 
Following a technical adjustment for the movement in the 10-year bond rate, the AFP reported a small 
surplus of $3.6m. [SPB_20231101_D284] 


 Noted Commands are forecasting a full year forecast overspend of $12m, which will need to be 
addressed to operate within cash limits. [SPB_20231101_D385] 


 Noted CFO will be enforcing the available funds requirement of the Commissioner’s Financial 
Instructions, by restricting Command’s ability to make commitments beyond the limit of their available 
funds and require evidence that any recruitment action is affordable. [SPB_20231101_D386] 


 Noted the September 2023 capital spend of $36.5m for the Investment Plan. [SPB_20231101_D387] 


 Noted the actual FTE at the end of September 2023 was 7,476, an increase of 38 since September and 
66 since 30 June 2023. [SPB_20231101_D388] 


 Agreed a/COS to consider communication to all staff of key messages covered by the Board, with an 
immediate focus on AFP growth and other key messages from the Commissioner. [SPB_20231101_A99] 


 Agreed CFO to provide AC/NM cohort with key talking points to support effective and consistent 
communication to staff on the AFP budget position and key finance messaging. [SPB_20231101_A100] 


3.2 EXTERNAL BUDGET UPDATE 


NMSP Katherine Van Gurp presented the External Budget Update to the Strategy and Performance Board, as 
per the Executive Paper. 


The Strategy and Performance Board: 


 Noted the progression of Joint Capability Fund (JCF) Agency Bids to the Prime Minister for finalisation.  


 Discussed opportunities to innovate to target recruitment markets to boost the AFP’s FTE with suitable 
candidates. Innovative approaches and a targeted strategy will be required to uplift capability and deliver 
against the submissions under Government consideration.  


 Discussed the need to fast-track work underway in People Command to deliver a capability research 
review to identify workforce requirements and recommendations to inform the possible development of 
a multi workforce plan.  


 Discussed the importance of the Enterprise Agreement in the AFP remaining competitive within the 
marketplace and the requirement to deliver further messaging to the Australian Public Service 
Commission to articulate the allowance structure and highlight the unique operational agency 
employment framework required to enable the AFP to deliver effectively.  
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3.2 Decisions and action items  


The Strategy and Performance Board: 


 Noted the key proposals for consideration by Government at either 2023-24 MYEFO or 
Budget 2024-25. [SPB_20231101_D389] 


 Noted the progress of the Joint Capability Fund (JCF) Agency Bids. [SPB_20231101_D390] 


4.1 CHIEF RISK OFFICER REPORT 


NMSP Katherine Van Gurp presented the Chief Risk Officer Report to the Strategy and Performance Board, 
as per the Executive Paper. 


The Strategy and Performance Board: 


 Noted the results of the Comcover Risk Management Benchmarking Survey have increased the AFP’s 
rating to ‘advanced’ which has increased in recent years.  


 Noted continued efforts to digitise risk information to enable risk leads and Commands to readily access 
relevant information when assessing and managing risk.  


 Noted a deep dive on Enterprise Risk 1: Health, Safety and Wellbeing will be presented to the SPB to 
identify acceptable risk, and risks which need to be mitigated and driven down.  Consideration will be 
given to the impact of legislative changes around psychosocial hazards, presumptive legislation, AUKUS 
workload pressures and business as usual workforce pressures. 


 


4.1 Decisions and action items  


The Strategy and Performance Board: 


 Noted the Chief Risk Officer Quarterly Update including the overview of AFP Enterprise Risk Control and 
Treatment Review. [SPB_20231101_D391] 


 Noted the impact on the risk environment of cross cutting issues such as Compliance Culture, ICT and 
Cyber Security, Business Continuity, Property and Exhibits and Controlled Items. [SPB_20231101_D392] 


5.1 PEOPLE DASHBOARD 


NMPC Brooke Everett presented the People Dashboard to the Strategy and Performance Board, as per the 
Executive Paper. 


The Strategy and Performance Board: 


 Noted People Command will provide the Deputies early advice and visibility of notifiable incidents within 
their portfolio to ensure early intervention strategies and action plans can be developed with the relevant 
business leader.   


 Discussed the increase in notifiable incidents related to psychosocial work stress and using the ‘In 
Focus’ data analysis to inform preventative measures, early intervention, and a proactive environment as 
opposed to a correction approach. 
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 Discussed the value of undertaking a deep dive on leave management with a focus on unscheduled 
absences to better understand the risks and options for ‘fit for purpose’ interventions and mitigations.  


 Discussed attrition patterns within State and Territory law enforcement agencies and the effectiveness 
of marketing and recruitment campaigns to maintain staffing levels. 


 


5.1 Decisions and action items  


The Strategy and Performance Board: 


 Noted the October People Metrics at the portfolio level. [SPB_20231101_D393] 


SUMMARY OF DECISIONS AND ACTIONS 


Decisions The Board: 


SPB_20231101_D373 Endorsed the Aviation Operating Model (AOM), which: 


-Prioritises Counter-Terrorist First Response as the primary function 
of the AFP at the nation’s designated airports; 


-Defines core capabilities and command structure for each 
designated airport; 


-Enhances integration between policing and protection roles; 


-Establishes an Aviation Strategic Command construct, within the 
SPC Command; and 


-Establishes an Aviation Resourcing Model (ARM), a risk-based 
approach to determine the resourcing footprint at all the designated 
airports.  


SPB_20231101_D374 
Endorsed that the planned implementation of the AOM, with 
resourcing and budgetary implications, will be reported back to SPB.  


SPB_20231101_D375 


Endorsed the initial establishment of a Commander Aviation role and 
National Superintendent Aviation role on higher duties for a period of 
12 months.  


SPB_20231101_D376 


Agreed to the renaming from Commander Operations, in the Regional 
Commands, to Commander National Security to align to the National 
Security Command intent.  


SPB_20231101_D377 Noted the Enterprise Reform Update for November 2023.  


SPB_20231101_D378 
Noted the Recruit Training Review undertaken by the Reform and 
Improvement Office and full report.  


SPB_20231101_D379 Discussed the 29 Recruit Training Review recommendations.  


SPB_20231101_D380 


Noted Learning & Development Command (LDC) will establish a 
Reform Team to drive the implementation of reform, the cost of which 
will be offset by savings and efficiencies generated within the 
Command. 
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SPB_20231101_D381 


Noted as part of the development of the LDC Reform Program, LDC 
will further consider the feasibility of recommendations presented in 
the Review, and report back to SPB 


SPB_20231101_D382 
Noted that this is the first phase of wider LDC reform with LDC 
providing updates to the SPB on a quarterly basis.  


SPB_20231101_D383 


Agreed the implementation of the Recruit Training Review will be 
oversighted and monitored by the proposed EOB people sub-
committee to ensure strategic governance oversight is maintained 
across this critical body of work.  


SPB_20231101_D384 


Noted at the end of September 2023, Commands have overspent their 
year-to-date budgets by $5.4m. Following a technical adjustment for 
the movement in the 10-year bond rate, the AFP reported a small 
surplus of $3.6m.  


SPB_20231101_D385 
Noted Commands are forecasting a full year forecast overspend of 
$12m, which will need to be addressed to operate within cash limits.  


SPB_20231101_D386 


Noted CFO will be enforcing the available funds requirement of the 
Commissioner’s Financial Instructions, by restricting Command’s 
ability to make commitments beyond the limit of their available funds 
and require evidence that any recruitment action is affordable.  


SPB_20231101_D387 
Noted the September 2023 capital spend of $36.5m for the 
Investment Plan.  


SPB_20231101_D388 
Noted the actual FTE at the end of September 2023 was 7,476, an 
increase of 38 since September and 66 since 30 June 2023 


SPB_20231101_D389 
Noted the key proposals for consideration by Government at either 
2023-24 MYEFO or Budget 2024-25. 


SPB_20231101_D390  Noted the progress of the Joint Capability Fund (JCF) Agency Bids.  


SPB_20231101_D391 
Noted the Chief Risk Officer Quarterly Update including the overview 
of AFP Enterprise Risk Control and Treatment Review.  


SPB_20231101_D392 


Noted the impact on the risk environment of cross cutting issues 
such as Compliance Culture, ICT and Cyber Security, Business 
Continuity, Property and Exhibits and Controlled Items.  


SPB_20231101_D393  Noted the October People Metrics at the portfolio level.  


Action items The Board: 


SPB_20231101_A94 


 


Agreed DCNS to consider how the threat environment specifically at 
airports is assessed and communicated.  


SPB_20231101_A95 


Agreed DCNS and COO to consider out of session how the AFP can 
influence government and airport owners to enhance understanding 
of the threat environment as part of the implementation of the 
Aviation Operating Model 
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SPB_20231101_A96 
Agreed DCNS will communicate the agreed Aviation Operating Model 
to Aviation / affected members.  


SPB_20231101_A97 


Agreed NMSP to consider the timing of all staff communication in 
line with HUB Page publishing (i.e. via the Pulse) to enhance internal 
messaging on Enterprise Reform and share positive changes being 
delivered as part of these efforts. 


SPB_20231101_A98 


Agreed NMSP and MRIO to consider how the breadth of enterprise 
reform efforts and activities can be shared with key external partners, 
such as the Ombudsman, Auditor General, and the Integrity Agencies 
Board.  


SPB_20231101_A99 
Agreed a/COS to consider communication to all staff of key 
messages covered by the Board, with an immediate focus on AFP 
growth and other key messages from the Commissioner. 


SPB_20231101_A100 
Agreed CFO to provide AC/NM cohort with key talking points to 
support effective and consistent communication to staff on the AFP 
budget position and key finance messaging.  
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ACTION ITEM NO. DATE RAISED ITEM LEAD DUE DATE UPDATE STATUS 


SPB_20230404_A61 04 April 2023 
Agreed MRIO to prepare a proposal for Canberra CCSU(s) to be 
brought back to the Board by its June 2023 meeting and possible 
incorporation into 2023-24 budget allocations. 


NMSP 
August  


2023 


This action item has been tabled for consideration by EOB. 
Further work has progressed with the Canberra SES Band 2 
cohort on options to establish strengthened corporate support 
to Canberra-based Commands. EOB will further consider the 
outcomes of these engagements, and provide 
recommendations to SPB.  


IN PROGRESS 


SPB_20230503_A65 03 May 2023 


Agreed NMSP will explore opportunities for the Commissioner to 
brief National Security Committee of Cabinet on the impact of new 
or additional responsibilities on existing AFP’s activities and 
resources. 


NMSP May 2024 


NMSP and MSPC have considered opportunities and will 
present to the centrals on AUKUS and the broader budget 
environment. Following that, SPO will seek to have this included 
at a Cabinet meeting in the near future. 


IN PROGRESS 


SPB_20231012_A91 12 October 
2023 


Agreed A/DCC and NMSP to develop a paper for SPB 
consideration regarding the AFP supply and demand picture, and 
prioritisation options, following consideration by IOB. 


NMSP / 
a/DCC 


December 
2023 


The AFP supply and demand picture, and prioritisation options 
will be presented to the SPB following consideration by IOB in 
early 2024. The Secretariat has included this item on the 
Forward Work Plan.   


PROPOSE 
COMPLETE 


SPB_20231101_A94 1 November 
2023 


Agreed DCNS to consider how the threat environment specifically 
at airports is assessed and communicated. DCNS Early 2024 


DCNS and ACSPC will discuss in December 2023 how the 
threat environment specifically at airports is assessed and 
communicated. Outcomes will be briefed to the Board in early-
2024. 


IN PROGRESS 


SPB_20231101_A95 1 November 
2023 


Agreed DCNS and COO to consider out of session how the AFP 
can influence government and airport owners to enhance the 
understanding of the threat environment as part of the 
implementation of the Aviation Operating Model. 


DCNS Early 2024 


DCNS and COO will discuss in December 2023 how the AFP 
can influence government and airport owners to enhance the 
understanding of the threat environment as part of the 
implementation of the Aviation Operating Model. Outcomes will 
be briefed to the Board in early-2024. 


IN PROGRESS 


SPB_20231101_A96 1 November 
2023 


Agreed DCNS will communicate the agreed Aviation Operating 
Model to Aviation/affected members. DCNS 


November 
2023 


In November 2023, a/DCNS held discussions with regional ACs 
to ensure complete consultation. It was agreed that a/DCNS 
would release an all-staff email to announce the 
implementation of the AOM. ACs will then follow-up with their 
Aviation members to implement the strategy. The all-staff 
email will be sent by end of November 2023.  


PROPOSE 
COMPLETE 


SPB_20231101_A97 1 November 
2023 


Agreed NMSP to consider the timing of all staff communication in 
line with HUB Page publishing (i.e. via the Pulse) to enhance 
internal messaging on Enterprise Reform and share positive 
changes being delivered as part of these efforts. 


NMSP May 2024 


Engagement is underway with AFP Strategic Communications 
to develop a new Enterprise Reform Hub Page to be launched 
by the Commissioner in early 2024. This hub page will provide a 
range of information, including an outline of current initiatives, 
outcomes to date and an automated form that staff can use to 
put forward ideas for future reform and improvement 
opportunities 


IN PROGRESS 


SPB_20231101_A98 1 November 
2023 


Agreed NMSP and MRIO to consider how the breadth of enterprise 
efforts and activities can be shared with key external partners, 
such as the Ombudsman, Auditor General, and the Integrity 
Agencies Board. 


NMSP / 
MRIO 


December 
2023 


Work is ongoing to enhance and streamline reporting. Part of 
this work includes the development of an external reporting 
template and classification of initiatives more definitively (e.g. 
as reforms, business improvement initiatives or reviews). 


IN PROGRESS 
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SPB_20231101_A99 1 November 
2023 


Agreed a/COS to consider communication to all staff of key 
messages covered by the Board, with an immediate focus on AFP 
growth and other key messages from the Commissioner.   


a/COS November 
2023 


Discussed by CoS, DCoS and MCC. MCC is liaising with MGaS 
regarding the outcomes of Boards and Committees. 


Other communications capture strategic messaging such as 
AFP growth and other key Commissioner messages including 
the Commissioner’s Christmas message, as well as via broader 
Board/Committee communications. 


IN PROGRESS 


SPB_20231101_A100 1 November 
2023 


Agreed CFO to provide AC/NM cohort with key talking points to 
communicate to staff on the budget position and key finance 
messaging. 


CFO November 
2023 


CFO provided key talking points to the AC/NM Forum on 23 
November 2023 to communicate to staff on the budget 
position and key finance messaging.  


PROPOSE 
COMPLETE 
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Agenda Item Number: 2.1 


Agenda Topic: Enterprise Business Improvement and Reform Update 


Sponsor and Presenter: Sponsor: National Manager Strategy & Performance (NMSP), Katherine Van Gurp  


DESIRED OUTCOME 


It is recommended the board: 


1. Note the enterprise business improvement and reform initiative update; and


2. Approve the proposed changes in reporting.


KEY ISSUES 


Enterprise reform update 


As at November 2023, Strategy and Performance Office (SPO) are tracking 134 business improvement, reform 
initiatives and reviews, being delivered across 18 Commands. There have been seven (7) new initiatives added 
and three (3) completed since the last report to the Board. A number of initiatives (12) are reporting elevated 
delivery risks. SPO are tracking seven (7) future initiatives that have not yet started.  


Further detail on each of the reform initiatives can be found at Attachment A. 


Classifying initiatives: business improvement, reform initiatives and reviews 


Although business improvement, reform initiatives and reviews share a common goal of enhancing 
organisational performance, they do have fundamental differences in scope and focus. Clear differentiation 
facilitates strategic decision-making and enables Commands to choose the most appropriate approach based 
on their unique context and goals.  


To assist the Board in understanding the types of initiatives being progressed, for this reporting period 59 have 
been classified as business improvements, 59 reform initiatives and 16 reviews. SPO will continue to refine 
these reporting categories for future reports. 


New initiatives 


During the reporting period seven (7) new initiatives were added, with key highlights including:  


• Sworn entry level testing (NMPC) – the AFP has approached the market for the procurement of sworn
entry level testing for utilisation in our recruitment processes. The market assessment will seek a supplier
to provide a wide range of online, on-demand and contemporary testing services across the AFP.
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• Public Private Partnership Strategy (ACCCE) - ACCCE to be profiled by the Australian Catholic University 
in an academic book about online safety for young children. Interviewing schedule commencing in 
December 2023.  


• Development of an ACT Policing Strategy (ACTP) – to support the delivery of the Minister’s direction and 
the Chief Police Officer’s statement of intent.  


• Review of Incident Response Operating Model (ACTP) – examining how we respond to serious incidents 
in the ACT, ensuring there is a fit for purpose operating model to support police.  
 


Completed reform initiatives 


During the reporting period three (3) initiatives were closed including: 


• Criminal Assets Financial Investigator (CAFI) recruitment - the financial investigator capability across the 
AFP has been boosted through a nation-wide CAFI recruitment process funded under the TSOC Fighting 
Crime NPI. With CAFI TSOC commitments being met, the merit pool was opened to fill vacancies across 
other Commands. Of the 52 candidates found suitable, 24 offers of employment have been made.  


• Drugs of dependence decriminalisation - legislative reform to reduce penalties for small quantity personal 
drug possession came into effect in the ACT on 28 October 2023.  


• Presumptive legislation (NMPC & SPO) – the introduction of presumptive legislation , through the Closing 
the Loopholes Bill 2023, provides better assistance to AFP employees who suffer a Post-Traumatic Stress 
Disorder (PTSD) injury arising from exposure to work traumatic events. 
 


Other key milestones 


Other key milestones since the last update to the Board in November include: 


• The 2023-24 Innovation Fund (Innovation/CoS) - 28 applications from 14 Commands were received for 
round two of 2023-24 Innovation Fund. This brings the total number of applications received across both 
rounds to 59. The assessment panel will be meeting in November to enable Commissioner’s approval 
ahead of projects commencing in January 2024.  


• The 2023 ‘In Focus’ staff survey - gathered valuable insights and an evidence base on our peoples overall 
wellbeing, identified areas for improvement and measured employee engagement.  


• Implementation of regional Command Corporate Support Units (CCSUs) (CoRE) - four of the five regional 
CCSUs were officially launched during 2023, with the final regional CCSU in Northern Command scheduled 
to go-live in early 2024. Positive feedback continues to be forthcoming, as corporate services are co-
located with the Command Executives and frontline staff, reducing the administrative burden from the 
frontline.  


• Rapid Asset Bulk Identification through Data (RABID) project (CAC) - a tool to assist CACT to identify 
assets through interrogation of lawfully acquired data sets. A staged rollout of RABID across the AFP 
commenced in November 2023, supported by a communication and training strategy.  
 


All staff communications 


At the November 2023 SPB meeting, SPO was tasked with building an effective communication channel to 
inform staff of the work progressing on reform and improvement. SPO have since engaged with the Strategic 
Communications Team to develop an Enterprise Reform Hub page which provides a range of information 
including an outline of current initiatives, outcomes to date and an automated form that staff can use to put 
forward ideas for future reform and improvement opportunities. SPO is working with Strategic 
Communications team and it is proposed to have the Commissioner launch the Enterprise Reform Hub page 
in early 2024. 


Ongoing reform and improvement reporting 


To date, there have been a number of challenges associated with the existing monthly reporting schedule to 
the Board. The main challenges has been receiving timely updates from Commands, and measuring progress 
across such short reporting periods. To address these challenges SPO would like to propose a revised 
approach for future reporting to the Board. 


The preferred approach includes moving to a quarterly update for ALL initiatives to provide more structured 
and meaningful updates to the Board. During the non-reporting months, SPO will provide supplementary 
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reporting/deep dives to the AFP Executive on key enterprise initiatives that are in progress or have been 
achieved. It is intended that this approach will continue the focus on ongoing reform and improvement, while 
reducing the reporting burden on Commands.  


BACKGROUND 


In line with the Commissioner’s priorities to consistently improve, develop, and innovate, regular reporting 
through the Board on broader enterprise initiatives has been established. Efforts towards continuous 
improvement play a big part in how the AFP is staying agile, responsive and adapting to changes in our internal 
and external operating environment. Using the Commissioners’ Operating Principles as a guide, RIO 
consolidates business improvement, reform initiatives and reviews occurring across the AFP to demonstrate 
that we are seeking better ways of working, in order to stay head and continue to evolve.   


FINANCIAL AND STAFFING IMPLICATIONS 


Business improvement, reform initiatives and reviews are funded (where required) by each leading Command. 


CONSULTATION 


Consultation for enterprise reform is conducted via the AC/NM Forum. The SES Band 2 cohort is continuously 
informed of projects through this forum.  


COMMUNICATION APPROACH 


The progression of the Enterprise Reform Communications Strategy will see targeted internal communications 
(including Executive messaging from the Commissioner) and promotion of enterprise reform through the 
commissioning of an Enterprise Reform Hub page.  


ENTERPRISE RISK 


• Enterprise Risk 5: Effectiveness of AFP Capabilities – Possibility of AFP's capabilities and infrastructure 
fail to adjust to a change in operating dynamics. 


• Enterprise Risk 7: Resourcing – Possibility of mismanagement or misuse of resourcing.  


• Enterprise Risk 8: Information – Possibility of a failure to effectively access/collect, use, manage or 
protect information. 


ATTACHMENTS 


Attachment A – AFP Enterprise-wide Reform Report 
 


Contact (author) Name: Katherine Van Gurp 


 Portfolio: Strategy & Performance  


 Phone: x260155 


 Email: Katherine.VanGurp@afp.gov.au 











Enterprise-wide Reform Reporting | Summary 


Breakdown of Enterprise Initiatives by the Commissioner’s Operating Principles


52% of enterprise initiatives


contribute to better supporting
the frontline


87.3% of enterprise


initiatives directly impact the 
operational frontline


60% of enterprise initiatives


aim to streamline and improve 
our processes


Less than 5% of our reforms


are currently off track


Number of Enterprise Initiatives
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Device
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Program
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Reform 


Tech 
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Plan


Technology 
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Framework


Fotoware: 
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Management 


System 
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Services used 
by 


Infrastructure 
Projects 


Project 
CYCAD


Online 
Managed 


Attribution 
Solution 
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StatisticsCommissioner’s Operating Principles


Status


Agenda 2.1 | Attachment A











AFP Enterprise-Wide Reform Reporting | November – December 2023


Supporting the Frontline


Status Reform Description Benefit


Business
Improv.


AFP Chaplain 
Network 
Review


Finalisation of AFP Chaplaincy 
Network (ACN) Review 
recommendations and Better 
Practice Guide. 


Process


Business
Improv.


AFP Strategic 
Workforce Plan


The Workforce Plan contextualises 
the eight potential strategic 
workforce risks and presents 17 
recommended strategies.


People


Business
Improv.


EL and SES 
Leadership 
Program 


An updated process and framework 
to support EL LDC and LDC 
development placement decisions.


People


Business
Improv.


Clinical 
Governance 
Mapping


Addressing disconnect between 
different levels of clinical 
governance in SHIELD.


Process
Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Health Doctrine
Development of stated principles of 
AFP's health capability and health 
services.


People
Process


Review


Forensics 
Professional 
Development 
Continuum 
(PDC) Review


The PDC provides a formal 
framework and pathway for 
development and advancement of 
Forensics members. 


People
Process


Business
Improv.


Criminal Assets 
Financial 
Investigator 
(CAFI) 
recruitment 


CAFI recruitment process to on-
board unsworn Bands 3, 4 and 5 
CAFIs. 


People


Business
Improv.


AFP Reserve 
and Former 
Member Portal


The Portal will provide Former 
Members with the mechanism for 
streamlined communications and 
engagement opportunities.


Efficiency


Reform


Monitoring and 
Evaluation 
Framework


M&E Framework is being developed 
to ascertain the effectiveness of the 
Workplace Issues & Complaints 
Resolution process and identify 
future improvements.


Process
Efficiency


Reform


Confidant 
network refresh 
and upskill


Undertaking a reinvigoration project 
for the Confidant Network.


Efficiency
People


Reform


Diversity & 
Inclusion 
Strategy 2023-
26


Our diversity and inclusion priorities 
and outcomes to 2026 and delivery 
of agile and adaptive capabilities 
that meet our future needs.


People


Review


Detective 
Training 
Program (DTP) 
Review


The review focuses on delivery of 
training and work that is being done 
to identify additional resources with 
a background in education and 
assessment.


Process
Efficiency
People


Review


Detective 
Training Needs 
Analysis 
(Learning & 
Development 
Command)


A review of how the DTP integrates 
with recruit training will also be 
considered.  


Process
Efficiency
People


Review


Training Needs 
Analysis (Cyber 
Command)


Uplift investigative capability and 
enhancing training and 
development in Cyber Command. 


Efficiency


Reform


Learning 
Facilities at 
Majura (Barton 
College 
replacement) 


Replacement of the Barton College 
Training Facilities at Majura.  


People


Reform Project CYCAD 
Training facilities at the Pinkenba 
site in Brisbane.


Process
Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Respect@Work 
Framework


Aims to assist the AFP meet its 
obligations under the recently 
passed positive duty amendment to 
the Sex Discrimination Act 1984.


People


Supporting the Frontline


Status Reform Description Benefit


Business
Improv.


Establishment of a 
Remote Localities 
Working Group


Addresses key workforce 
challenges unique to remote 
and regional locations.


People


Reform
Employee 
Legislation Reform


Ensuring we have a holistic 
employment framework that is 
fit for purpose and supports the 
current and future workforce.


People


Reform


Work Health and 
Safety 
Management 
System (WHSMS) 


AFP WHS management system 
and associated Strategy to 
influence AFP Safety Culture.


People
Process


Business
Improv.


Transition Project
To assist employees with 
transitioning within or external 
to the organisation.


People
Process


Reform
Psychological 
Projects 


SHIELD’s psychological 
projects follow a 5-year 
enterprise-wide design to 
understand and conceptualise 
underlying causes.


People
Process


Reform
Safety Committee 
Reform


Elevate profile of safety and 
risk issues to support improved 
AFP Safety Culture and risk 
management.


Process


Review


Physical 
Employments 
Standards Review


Review of AFP Physical 
Employments Standards.


People
Process


Review


Pre-deployment 
Health Screening 
Review


To apply a risk stratification 
process to the short-term travel 
clearance processes.


People
Process


Business
Improv.


Role Based 
Psychological 
Assessments


Establishing formal process for 
identifying high risk roles for 
psychological hazards


Process


Review


Health and Well-
being Strategy 
Refresh


Refresh of AFP's Health and 
Wellbeing Strategy.


People


Review
SHIELD Cost 
Modelling


Economic appraisal and future 
cost modelling of SHIELD.


Financial


Reform


Investigations and 
Operations 
Support 
Unit (IOSU)


Establish a centralised unit of 
support staff.


People


Business
Improv.


National 
Intelligence 
Postdoctoral 
Grants 


AFP to submit two further 
applications for research 
funding.


Financial


Business
Improv.


Inaugural 
Research 
Innovation 
Challenge -
Alternative 
Methods for Drug 
Destruction


Innovation Command is 
continuing to support the 
delivery of the inaugural 
Research and Innovation 
Challenge.  


Process


Reform


Leadership 
Development 
Strategy - Catalyst 
Mentor Program


The CATALYST Series of 
leadership development 
programs have been developed 
and delivered.


People


Reform


Southern 
Command (SC) 
Aspirational 
Tenure 
Framework and 
Career 
Development 
Pathway


SC is developing a Framework 
to encourage the rotation of 
sworn police members across 
different crime types and 
functional areas.


People


Reform


SC Investigative 
Assistant (IA) 
Development 
Strategy 


CCSU Southern has developed 
the Investigative Assistant 
Development Strategy, 


People


Supporting the Frontline


Status Reform Description Benefit


Business 
Improv.


Open-Ended 
Transfer 
Preferences Survey 


CCSU Southern is developing 
an Open-Ended Transfer 
Preferences Survey.


People


Business 
Improv.


‘You Can Be’ 
Initiative


An informal means for female 
members to hold a 
conversation about a female 
leader’s leadership journey.


People


Business 
Improv.


Maintaining and 
Developing 
Regional Capacity 
in Protecting 
Defence 
Establishments


Maintaining regional PSO 
capacity by PSO leadership 
development and attraction of 
non-residents to WA remote 
stations.


People
Process


Reform
SES Transition 
Program


Continue to progress SES 
Transition Program’s Phase 2 
and Phase 3.


People


Business
Improv.


Public Safety 
programs for all 
Watch floor 
members


NOSSC Operational Readiness 
Team delivers training to new 
and existing members 
internally.


People


Review


NOSSC Roles and 
Responsibilities 
Review


To ensure the role of the 
NOSSC is well-defined, 
understood across the AFP 
and fit-for purpose.


Process


Review


Review of NOSSC 
Psychological 
Frameworks


Psychological frameworks are 
under review in the NOSSC to 
ensure they support our teams. 


People
Process
Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Emerging female 
leadership in 
intelligence


An opportunity for female 
members of Intelligence to 
come together and to hear 
from various presenters about 
their careers. 


People


Reform Majura Master Plan
Updating the vision of possible 
long-term developments at the 
AFP's Majura Site. 


Efficiency
Process
People


Reform CoRE Program


Boosting the AFP’s corporate 
operating model to complete 
the Commissioner’s vision and 
reinforce his regional 
Command operating model.


Financial
Efficiency
Process
People


Reform


Commonwealth 
School of 
Investigations (SOI)


To bring together, under one 
recognisable identity, the 
training and support available 
to agencies.


People
Efficiency


Reform
Consolidated Taser 
Capability


Rolling out new Taser 7’s to 
replace expired Tasers.


Efficiency
Process


Business
Improv.


SC Target 
Development Team 
(TDT)


Ensures resources are 
allocated to high harm 
organisational priorities for 
maximum impact.


Efficiency
Process


Reform


Technology 
Innovation 
Framework


Permissive environment to 
amplify ability for our 
members to innovate 
appropriately on technology. 


Efficiency
Process


Reform


Rapid Asset Bulk 
Identification 
through Data 
(RABID) Project


Will greatly assist CACT to 
identify assets through 
interrogation of lawfully 
acquired data sets.


Process


Business
Improv.


CACT Bank 
Statement 
Conversion Tool


Converting PDF bank 
statements into an excel 
output to create efficiencies.


Efficiency
Process


Business
Improv.


AFP Hub 
Redevelopment


Additional digital platforms to 
deliver coordinated, consistent 
and efficient messages to the 
workforce.


Efficiency


Supporting the Frontline


Status Reform Description Benefit


Reform
Innovation Fund 
2023-24


Innovation Command are working 
to open a second round call for 
projects for the 2023 - 24 
Innovation Fund.


Process


Business
Improv.


Software Defined 
Wide Area Network 
(SDWAN) 


SDWAN approach works to route 
traffic over the shortest and most 
efficient pathway.


Efficiency


Review


Redefining the Risk 
Management 
Maturity Action 
Plan and Risk 
Culture Strategy 


On the back of the 2023 
Commonwealth Bench Marking 
Survey results and into a Risk 
Management and Culture Model


Process


Business
Improv.


Cloud Operating 
and Adoption 
Model


Delivers business ready-cloud 
platforms and business value, 
positioning IT.


Process


Business
Improv.


Lapidary
A sensitive platform that allows 
investigators to collect information 
anywhere anytime. 


Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Livescan refresh 
Delivery of new Livescan 
capabilities for fingerprint & image 
capture.


Efficiency
Process


Business
Improv.


Reinvigorating 
Western Command 
(WC) Diversity & 
Inclusion


WC Diversity and Inclusion Plan 
has been drafted and endorsed, 
and a committee is to be formed.


People


Reform


Laptop Leasing and 
Device 
Consolidation 
Project


This initiative reduces the total 
cost of ownership of laptops and 
desktops, through leasing 
arrangements. 


Efficiency
Process


Reform
Tech Integration 
Plan


To ensure that structure, 
workforce capability, and ways of 
working are designed to sustain 
growth and success.


Efficiency
Process


Business 
Improv..


Secure Modern 
Workplace


AFP’s need to work anywhere 
anytime securely and efficiently. 


Efficiency


Review


Review of Incident 
Response 
Operating Model 
(IROM)


Examining how we respond to 
serious incidents in the ACT and 
ensure we have a fit for purpose 
operating model to support police.


People
Process


Reform
Development of an 
ACTP Strategy


Strategy to support the delivery of 
the Ministerial Direction and CPO’s 
Statement of Intent.


People
Process


Reform


National Strategy 
to Prevent and 
Respond to Child 
Sexual Abuse


Continue to recruit and restructure 
resources to deliver against the NS 
– Prevent and Respond to Child 
Sexual Abuse.


People


Reform
Sworn Entry Level 
Testing 


The procurement of our Sworn 
Entry Level Testing within the 
Recruitment Process to streamline 
and enhance user experience.


People
Efficiency


Reform


Drugs of 
Dependence 
decriminalisation


Legislative Reform to reduce the 
penalties for small quantity 
personal drug possession.


Reputation
Process


Review


Integrated data 
reporting across 
behavioural 
categories


Explore options to draw on data 
sets currently available across 
People Command via ICMM.


Efficiency
Process


Reform
Organisational 
Health Solution


A multi-phase project that aims to 
provide insight into strategic and 
operational health and wellbeing 
requirements.


People
Process


Reform
Command Health 
Risk Tool


Health data to provide visual and 
comparative analysis.


Process


Reform
Centre for 
Excellence 


Develop an inter-disciplinary 
foundation of research to support 
evidence-based approach.


People
Process
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In Progress
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Status Reform Description Benefit


Reform
Museum of Australian 
Policing (MoAP)


Commemorate the work of Australia’s 
police agencies.


Reputation
People


Reform


Data Literacy - Partnership 
with Monash University, 
AiLECS Lab 


To develop foundational data literacy 
training for investigators.


Efficiency
Process


Business
Improv.


Modernisation of AFP 
Museum Collection 
Management System


To meet requirements of the National 
Archives of Australia.


Process


Reform


Public-Private Partnership 
Strategy (Crime 
Command)


To raise awareness of Think U Know & 
embed representative into ACCCE 
Intelligence Fusion Cell.


Reputation


Reform Gender Action Plan
AFP Gender Pay Gap and Equity Project 
– coupled how to improve the 
experiences of women in the workplace. 


Reputation
People


Business
Improv.


ANZ Police Health & 
Wellbeing Advisory Group 
(ANZPHWAG)


Identify and discuss shared problems in 
the context of Health and Wellbeing with 
our State and Territory partners. 


People
Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Future Games Re-design 
The delivery of an enhanced AFP Futures 
Games. 


Reputation


Business
Improv.


GPX Leadership Program
This program aims to create a cohort of 
global policing leaders. 


Reputation
People


Business
Improv.


SC RMIT Internship 
Program


The RMIT Internship Program is a joint 
initiative between the AFP and RMIT 
University to expose students to a wide 
range of business areas within the 
Command.


People


Review Western Sydney Airport 
Develop AFP requirements for: Terminal, 
Admin building, Cargo and K9 facilities.


Process


Reform
Australian War Memorial 
(AWM) CCTV Project


ACTP are working with the AWM to find a 
cost effective solution to feed the AWM 
CCTV into the POC. 


Process


Reform
Public Private Partnership 
Strategy (ACCCE)


Partnering with ACU and Bunnings for 
inclusion in an academic book and
national book reading event about online 
safety for young children. 


Reputation


Reform
Public Private Partnership 
Strategy (ACCCE)


Engagement with ANZ to embed 
representative into the AFP led ACCCE 
Intelligence Fusion Cell. 


Reputation


Reducing Red Tape


Status Reform Description Benefit


Business
Improv.


AFP Panel for Goods and 
Services used by 
Infrastructure Projects 


AFP Panel for all goods and services required to 
deliver Infrastructure Projects (e.g. acquiring of 
goods and services, construction services, project 
management services)


Efficiency


Business
Improv.


PGPA for Vehicle Ordering


An opportunity exists for the creation of a fleet-
specific template to be generated for PGPA 
reporting, specifically highlighting the commitment 
of lease funds over the term of the vehicle/lease. 


Financial
Efficiency


Reform
Personal Security Vetting 
(PSV) Reform


To review the current end-to-end process PSV 
utilises for NV1 and NV2 security clearances. 


Process
Efficiency
Financial


Reform
Employee Suitability Quiz 
(ESQ) Reform 


Review of the ESQ to identify suitability against the 
current employment market.


People
Process


Review
Refreshed Organisational 
Suitability Framework 


To refresh the Organisational Suitability Framework 
across gateways managed by recruitment, PRS and 
PSV. 


People
Process


Reform
Development of AFP Legal 
Practice Standards 


Development of AFP Legal Practice Standards to 
provide guidance and promote consistency.


Process


Business
Improv.


Streamlining Staff Survey 
Process


The 2023 ‘In Focus’ survey will gather valuable 
insights and support decision making using 
evidence-based insights.


Process
Efficiency


Reform


Recruitment Processing 
Reform (People and 
Culture)


Efforts to reduce recruitment timeframes and drive 
enhancements to the candidate and user 
experiences.


Process
Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Legal Reporting 
Dashboards


Creating a unified location to offer a 
comprehensive overview of demand and supply of 
AFP Legal services, performance and areas of risk. 


Process
Efficiency


Reform
NOSSC Tasking and 
Coordination Project


Uplifting tasking and coordination processes and 
governance across the agency.


Process


Reform


HiMs (Human Source 
Information Management 
System) 


The project will deliver a bespoke replacement for 
the National Human Source Database (NHSD).


Process


Reform
AiMS (Assumed Identity 
Management System) 


The project will deliver a platform providing 
comprehensive AI and covert persona 
management.


Process


Business
Improv.


HUMINT Operations 
Coordination Cell 


Coordinated operational deployment, resource and 
risk management.


Process


Business
Improv.


Universal Tracking 
Platform (UTP)


The new platform will centralise tracking from 
various sources on one screen – including live 
tracking of team members, devices and location 
points. 


Process
Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Implementation of a 
Telecommunications 
Interception and 
Surveillance Device (TISD) 
Platform 


Improvements and further updates to the current 
platform offer an enhanced system and user 
experience for processing, analysing and 
presenting TI and SD data. 


Process
Efficiency


Reform


Implementation of a Data 
Management Analysis 
Platform (DMAP) 


The CTO will integrate disparate systems as part of 
the DMAP to build an interoperable system to build 
efficiencies for covert collection and analysis. 


Process
Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Upgrade to the AFP’s 
discreet Online Managed 
Attribution Solution (OMAS)


OMAS will enhance operational online security for 
members with secure online browsing without 
attribution to AFP or geolocation tracking. 


Process


Business
Improv.


Update of AFP Intelligence 
Collection Priorities (ICP)


Update of AFP Intelligence Collection Priorities, 
gaps and opportunities for 2023-24.


Process


Business
Improv.


Streamlining Command 
Assessment Reviews 
(CAR) 


The Spring 2023 CARs will be streamlined to 
assess the strategic alignment of AFP portfolios to 
organisational objectives, priorities and enterprise 
strategies.


Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Legal Workflow 
Automation


Enhance workflow processes, information 
exchange and increase collaboration within CCP. 


Process


Business
Improv.


Development of a Litigation 
Report


This report provides a more accurate and 
immediate way to provide updates to the Executive 
on the emergence or progress of significant 
litigation in which the AFP is a party to. 


Process


Reform
Fotoware: Digital Asset 
Management System


Creating a centralised, secure and effective Digital 
Asset Management System for the AFP. 


Process


Business
Improv.


Magistrates Court 
connectivity with Jervis Bay


ACTP are engaging with ACT Courts to streamline 
the AVL system as well as the administration of the 
application for, and hearing of, orders


Process


Enhancing Partnerships


Status Reform Description Benefit


Business
Improv.


Detective Training Program 
(DTP) LEAN Review


To find efficiencies, with a focus on reducing 
duplication and by directing resources efficiently. 


Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Using SAS Firefly to assist 
Commands in 
Establishment & Budget 
management


SAP enhancements in order to track funding 
sources more effectively.


Financial


Reform EBB Flexible Workplace Pilot 
To assist in understanding and demonstrating 
the benefits of a flexible working environment.


People


Reform Interactive Privacy Tool
A working group has been established to build an 
interactive Privacy Threshold and Impact 
Assessment tool (PTA and PIA). 


Process


Reform
Evolution of AFP 
Performance Measures 


Refinements to the measures are being 
proposed to AFP Boards ahead of inclusion in 
the 2024-25 Portfolio Budget Statements.


Process


Business
Improv.


Application of Digiflow to 
Annual Report development 
process 


Transitioning some of Annual Report’s 
information collection processes to Digi, reduce 
information handling overheads.


Efficiency


Reform


Legal and Forensics 
Redaction Automation 
Program


Automation would significantly reduce time and 
resources, improve consistency and timeframes.


Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Changes to Procurement 
Planning Processes


The introduction of specific procurement 
approach checklists and procurement planning 
templates to improve planning documentation 
and consistency in approach. 


Process


Business
Improv.


Reinvigorated Design 
Process – Infrastructure 
Projects


Introducing greater consistency and 
transparency with stakeholder engagement 
during the projects' requirements gathering, 
design phases and value management 
processes.


Process


Business
Improv.


Property Cost Calculator 
A surveying company (RLB) was engaged to 
develop a cost estimating program (Cost 
Calculator) for use by the AFP's MIL Branch. 


Financial
Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Templates for Construction 
Services


Introducing a fit for purpose Construction 
Services Suite of templates to help address 
current inconsistencies. 


Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Fleet Standardisation & 
Ordering Process


Creating contemporary fleet documentation to 
support the needs of the frontline.


Efficiency
Process


Reform Fleet 'Turn-Key' Solution
Creating standardised vehicle equipment fitment 
guides to ensure greater consistency in the 
vehicle builds.


Efficiency
Process


Business
Improv.


Demand Management 
Planning - New Uniform 
Contract 


Addressing historical demand management 
shortfalls.


Efficiency
Process


Reform
Aviation Operating Model 
(AOM)


The AOM will establish nationally consistent 
structure, systems, process and governance.


Process


Reform Business Continuity Reform
Review of current Business Continuity 
management to simplify and streamline the 
process in the AFP.


Process
Efficiency


Reform


Intelligence System 
Environment (ISE) ongoing 
development


Providing greater tools and capabilities for 
managing and maintaining intelligence. 


Process
Efficiency


Reform
Electronic Surveillance-
WAMS Project 


The digitisation required for mandatory legal, 
compliance and provisioning purposes.


Process
Efficiency


Reform Presumptive Legislation


AFP employees will not be required to prove that 
their employment significantly contributed to 
their PTSD for the purpose of their workers’ 
compensation claim.


People


Business
Improv.


Overseas Property Approval 
approach


Removing excessive paperwork for every 
transaction for International residential 
accommodation, for deployed members.


Process
Efficiency


Reform
External Facing FOI 
Digitisation


Collaborating with NOSSC in their investment 
proposal for an external facing FOI digital Service 
Now form. 


Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Service Now for all regional 
NOSSC’s


Extension of Service Now requests to NOSSC 
regional Offices. 


Process


Status Reform Description Benefit


Review
Governance Instrument 
Framework (GIF) Review


To assess whether the GIF, and its 
practical implementation, remains fit for 
purpose.


Process


Business
Improv.


IMS integration to Forensic 
Management System (FMS)


Workflows to be enabled between core 
case management systems.


Process
Efficiency


Business
Improv.


Interactive Disclosure Tool


To be used when applying relevant 
provisions of the Australian Federal Police 
Act 1979 and the Privacy Act 1988 to 
common external disclosure scenarios. 


Process
Efficiency


Reform S.26 Legislative Reform


Would introduce a framework to permit 
voluntary movement between AFP and 
APS agencies (and vice versa) without 
having to resign from AFP employment.


People
Process


Business
Improv.


Innovation Command 
Regional Engagement


Innovation Command is scoping 
opportunities to deliver leadership 
training, LEAN continuous improvement 
workshops, futures thinking session and 
innovation workshops regionally.


People
Process


Reform


Upgrade to the AFP’s Covert 
Online Managed Attribution 
Solution (COMAS)


For covert online members, a new Covert 
Online Managed Attribution System 
(COMAS) will replace the existing covert 
online collection platform (Castro).


Efficiency


Reducing Red Tape


Reducing Red Tape
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Agenda item number: 2.2 


Agenda topic:  Robodebt Recommendations and application to AFP  


Sponsor and presenter: Sponsor: Chief Operating Officer (COO), Charlotte Tressler 


Presenter: a/Chief Counsel, National Manger Legal (a/CC), Alison Macdonald 


 


DESIRED OUTCOME 


It is recommended the board: 


1. Note the key findings and recommendations of the Report of the Royal Commission into the Robodebt 
Scheme (the Report) published 7 July 2023 (Attachment A contains the full list of recommendations and 
the government response). 


2. Note and discuss the recommendations relevant to the AFP and how the AFP is placed with respect to 
these recommendations or is otherwise addressing these recommendations. 


3. Endorse the draft updated Legal Services Charter of Independence and Ethical Responsibilities 
(Attachment C) for progressing to the Commissioner. 


KEY ISSUES 


1. The Royal Commission into the Robodebt Scheme (the Scheme) found “Robodebt was a crude and cruel 
mechanism, neither fair nor legal, and it made many people feel like criminals. In essence, people were 
traumatised on the off-chance they might owe money. It was a costly failure of public administration, in 
both human and economic terms”. 


2. The Commission made a total of 56 recommendations1, which speak to a range of actions from 
strengthening the public service, obtaining legal advice, undertaking data matching and creating policies 
with “emphasis on the people they are meant to serve”. 


3. While many of the recommendations are specific to the subject matter underlying the Scheme and/or 
the Department of Social Services and Human Services, the findings and recommendations from the 
Report provides some valuable lessons learned for Commonwealth government agencies, including the 
AFP.  


 


CULTURE AND LEADERSHIP  


4. The Report identified significant leadership failures within the public service, particularly in relation to the 
design, implementation and oversight of the Scheme. It criticised the lack of accountability and 
responsibility taken by senior officials for the Scheme’s flaws and the harm caused to individuals.  


                                                           
1 General reporting refers to 57 recommendations. However, the Government considers the Commissioner made 56 recommendations 


and one closing observation. 
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5. The Report highlighted a culture within the public service that prioritised compliance and cost recovery 
over fairness and the rights of the individuals. It noted this culture contributed to the flawed design and 
implementation of the Scheme.  


6. The Report criticised the lack of empathy and understanding displayed by leaders towards the impact of 
the Scheme on vulnerable individuals. It emphasised the need for a more compassionate and human 
centric approach in delivering services to the public.  


7. The Report identified a failure in risk management practices, with insufficient consideration given to the 
potential harm and legal implications of the Scheme.   


8. The Report called for cultural changes, emphasising the importance of ethical decision making, 
accountability, transparency and the development of a strong ethical framework and the establishment 
of a culture that encourages open and honest communication.  


9. The Report found there was a failure to provide frank and fearless advice to government ministers and 
senior officials, highlighting a culture that discouraged the provision of frank and fearless advice 
regarding the legal and ethical issues associated with the Scheme and how the lack of this advice 
contributed to the flawed design and implementation.  


10. Ultimately, the Report concluded the effectiveness of the recommended changes and whether a public 
service can be developed with sufficient robustness, will depend on the government of the day, because 
culture is set from the top down.  


AFP Culture and leadership 


11. The AFP has previously recognised improvements to better address key people risks and support us to 
meet our future workforce aspirations (as articulated in the Blue Paper and Strategic Workforce Plan) are 
key drivers and influences in a positive AFP culture.  


12. In July 2023 the Strategy and Performance Board (SPB) endorsed phase one of work to articulate the 
desired AFP culture, which included a framework for areas of focus. Articulated by the Commissioner 
and Executive, it will provide a clear and consistent statement that captures what positive culture looks 
like and also enables us to identify the levers we have available to support behavioural shifts. This work 
is ongoing with further SPB engagement planned in mid-2024. 


13. Recognising the key role leaders play in driving the desired AFP culture, and to support our SES 
Performance Framework to mature, People Command and the Leadership Centre have partnered to 
refresh AFP’s SES Leadership Capability Framework (LCF). A clearly defined and embedded SES LCF 
supports us to set and measure the leadership standards and expected behaviours.  


14. The Leadership Centre is also partnering with external contractor Yellow Edge, who will deliver a 
360- degree assessment tool that aligns to the six capabilities in the APS-wide Leadership Capability 
Framework. This will provide our SES Band 2 and 3 cohorts the opportunity to understand and identify 
their leadership strengths and target areas for development. 


15. There is an opportunity for AFP to explicitly address and highlight the outcomes of the Report and the 
lessons learned from the failure of the Scheme, in the work on culture and leadership referenced above 
and currently being done by the AFP and, to note and align with the broader reform program of work 
underway across the APS. 


16. The AFP has recently reviewed and updated the SES Performance Framework to emphasise the 
importance of modelling and promoting values–driven, ethical leadership. All SES are required to 
complete a Statement of Commitment with one of the three goals aligned to demonstrating leadership 
behaviours, aligned to the core skills and behaviours in the SES performance and leadership models, 
focusing on courage, collaboration and a ‘people first approach’. Lessons learnt from the Scheme and 
the Report may be best fed into the accountability aspects of the SES Performance and Remuneration 
Framework as it is currently being reviewed. 


17. While recent deliverables have focused on the SES cohort, the AFP leadership model encourages 
‘leadership at all levels’ and a commitment to modelling and demonstrating positive values-driven 
behaviour is a key component of AFP performance development agreements across the agency.  
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OBLIGATIONS OF PUBLIC SERVANTS (ROLES, PRINCIPLES, VALUES) 


18. The Report emphasises the fundamental duty of public servants to act in the best interests of the public 
and to uphold the principles of integrity, accountability and transparency. It highlighted the need for 
public servants to prioritise the wellbeing and rights of the individual over compliance and cost recovery.  


19. The Report called for a stronger focus on ethical decision making. The Report recommended the 
development of a strong ethical framework that guides the actions and behaviours of public servants, 
ensuring decisions are made with integrity, fairness and respect for human rights.  


20. The Report highlighted the importance of public servants taking responsibility for the consequences of 
their actions. The Report criticised the lack of accountability and responsibility taken by senior officials 
for the flaws in, and the harm caused by, the Scheme.  


21. The Report emphasised the importance of establishing clear professional standards for public servants 
and providing ongoing training to ensure they have the necessary skills and knowledge to fulfil their 
obligations. The Report recommended investing in professional development programs that promote 
ethical conduct, legal compliance and a human-centred approach.  


22. The Report called for establishing a culture of integrity, within the public service, where public servants 
are encouraged and supported to act ethically and in the public interest. It recommends leaders promote 
a culture that values honesty, transparency and accountability and encourages open communication.  


23. Of particular concern for the senior executive service is the Report’s overview of the role of departmental 
secretaries and deputy secretaries and their impartiality. The Report stated evidence from secretaries 
and other senior leaders were “excessively responsive to government, undermining the concept of 
impartiality and frank and fearless advice”. 


24. A core skill for senior public servants is managing the balance between serving the demands of elected 
governments and those of the public, while maintaining personal and organisational integrity. 


Roles, Principles and Values in the AFP 


25. The AFP is a values-driven organisation and the AFP Core Values of integrity, commitment, excellence, 
accountability, fairness, trust and respect, represent the organisations’ principles and standards.  


26. These values must be must be demonstrated every day, discussed with colleagues, modelled, 
championed and recognised. These values are, and should be, the basis on which our performance as 
public servants is assessed and rewarded. 


Serving the Public – how we treat the people we serve  


27. In a scathing overview of the scheme, the Commissioner stated Robodebt exemplifies a view of welfare 
recipients “as a drag on the national economy, an entry on the debit side of the Budget to be reduced by 
any means available”. The Report states “the environment in which the development of what would 
become the Scheme occurred was fraught,” and “It was not an environment which was conducive to 
instances of careful consideration, well-reasoned decision making, and proper scrutiny and supervision.” 


28. Recommendations in the Report propose greater consideration of individual circumstances when 
developing policy, along with the strengthening of advocacy groups and legal services for vulnerable 
groups.  


29. The AFP mission and values statement ‘policing for a safer Australia’ clearly defines and aligns our 
purpose and our effort with the public interest and the people we serve. This is used to guide behaviours 
and decision making. Our mission and values drive a culture of public service, integrity and 
accountability.  


30. One of the AFPs key operating principles is a clear and focused effort on enhancing partnerships 
through collaboration with other Commonwealth entities, state and territory police, international 
partners, non-government partners, universities and the especially the community. Strong and 
meaningful partnerships with the community and people we serve enhances the AFPs ability to 
successfully access, build and sustain trust and capabilities. Within the AFP community partner network, 
the AFP works with community to provide crime prevention and victim support services including 
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information sessions, the ThinkUKnow online safety education program and community liaison for 
vulnerable groups.   


31. The AFP has taken steps to enhance engagement and build trust with the community. In 2023, the AFP 
launched our Integrated Complaints Management Model to provide a victim-centred and trauma-
informed avenue for members of the public to provide feedback (both complaints and compliments). 
ACT Policing has also recently progressed a pilot cultural awareness training for its members, to support 
the provision of culturally competent policing services to the community.  


 


32. ACCOUNTABILITY, OVERSIGHT AND INDEPENDENCE 


33. The Report concluded the institutional checks and balances – the Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office, 
the Office of Legal Services Coordination (OLSC), the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner 
(OAIC) and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) – were ineffective in presenting any hindrance to 
the Scheme’s continuance. 


34. The Report highlighted the need for stronger oversight mechanisms to prevent similar failures in the 
future. The Report makes a number of recommendations in relation to the Commonwealth Ombudsman 
and imposing a statutory obligation on agencies to assist the Ombudsman.  


35. The Report recommended the establishment of clearer lines of accountability within the public service to 
ensure individuals and agencies are held responsible for their decisions and actions and for failure to 
provide frank and fearless advice.  


36. The Report emphasised the importance of independence in decision making. It recommended decisions 
regarding the design and implementation of government programs be made based on evidence, expert 
advice and the best interests of the public, rather than political considerations. 


Accountability and Independence of the AFP 


37. As an independent statutory agency the functions and duties of the AFP, and the obligations of the 
Commissioner and Deputy Commissioners, are set out in Australian Federal Police Act 1979 (the AFP 
Act). The powers and duties of AFP members, the agency’s broader law enforcement roles and 
responsibilities, and the overarching accountability of the AFP Commissioner are also contained in the 
AFP Act. 


38. The AFP has a well-developed and robust Governance Framework, outlining AFP appointees’ obligations 
and responsibility for compliance with relevant laws, policies and procedures, as well as the 
accountability framework for ethical and transparent decision making and conduct.  


39. These measures are supported by a strong Professional Standards regime in the AFP Act and supported 
by the Commissioner’s Order on Professional Standards (CO2), which outlines the AFP Code of Conduct 
and imposes mandatory reporting obligations on AFP Appointees.  


40. The AFP organisational structure allocates responsibility and accountability for AFP performance, 
strategic, corporate and operational results across key portfolios aligned with AFP budget outcomes. 


Oversight in the AFP 


41. A robust oversight framework is critical to supporting public trust and confidence in police. Oversight 
bodies also play an important role in identifying and bringing to light deficiencies and risks in agency 
operating systems and legal frameworks. 


42. The Commonwealth Ombudsman already has oversight of the AFP, and the AFP has always cooperated 
fully with any Ombudsman investigations, including by providing access to relevant systems and sharing 
of legal advices.  


43. Further, the AFP has an extensive oversight framework. There is an abundance of external oversight 
agencies, independent reviewers and parliamentary bodies with various (and sometimes overlapping) 
responsibility for the AFP and its appointees, including: 


a) The courts review the legality and propriety of AFP’s operations and powers in criminal prosecutions.  
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b) The Commonwealth Ombudsman oversees the AFP’s use of certain statutory powers including, 
coercive and intrusive powers as well as a general complaints function. 


c) The National Anti-Corruption Commission monitors and investigates alleged corruption within the 
AFP. 


d) The OAIC investigates issues relating to privacy, conducts privacy assessments and oversights the 
operation of the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (FOI Act) in relation to the AFP. 


e) The Parliamentary Joint Committee on Law Enforcement monitors the performance by the AFP of its 
functions, including the AFP’s powers and procedures. 


f) The Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security monitors the AFP’s performance of 
its functions under Part 5.3 of the Criminal Code and Division 3A of Part IAA of the Crimes Act 1914 
(terrorism powers and offences). 


g) The AFP appears before the Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee at Senate Estimates to 
account for its performance and expenditure against the AFP’s functions and budget.  


h) The Attorney-General is responsible for the administration of the AFP as a portfolio agency and 
accountable to Parliament for its overall operation.  


 


RECORD KEEPING  


44. The Report found there were significant deficiencies in the record keeping practices of the relevant 
agencies. The Commission found important information and documentation were not properly recorded 
or retained making it difficult to understand the decision making process and/or hold individuals 
accountable.  


45. The Report emphasised the importance of accurate and complete record keeping in the public service. 
Comprehensive records are essential for transparency and accountability and the ability to review and 
evaluate government programs. 


Record Keeping in the AFP  


46. The AFP is required to comply with Archives Act 1983 (Cth) and National Archives of Australia’s 
guidelines in relation to record keeping. This includes: requirements to describe records properly; 
correctly managing retention requirements; applying the appropriate security classifications; and not 
deleting, destroying or otherwise removing records without following proper process. 


47. The AFP’s Archives Act compliant record keeping is still paper based. While the AFP is largely compliant 
and has a substantial and effective records management unit, record keeping practices vary widely 
across the AFP.   


48. In the ANAO Statutory Powers Audit in 2021 (the Audit), the ANAO criticised the AFP’s record keeping 
practices. They expressed concerns regarding: the absence of an EDRMS; our reliance on unsecure 
network drives; and, our inability to be able to access information. The ANAO found ‘the AFP’s poor 
digital record keeping is a risk to the integrity of AFP operations’. 2  The Audit recommended (and the AFP 
agreed)3, the AFP implement (as a matter of urgency) an Electronic Data and Records Management 
System (EDRMS).  


49. AFP Appointees must comply with the AFP National Guideline on Information Management. The AFP 
Information Management Handbook provides practical guidance on information management for 
functional areas across the AFP and complements the National Guideline.    


 
  


                                                           
2 Appendix 3 – AFP record keeping processes and practices – ANAO AUDIT: AFP’S Use of Statutory Powers No 43 


2020- 2021. 
3 Recommendation 2 – paragraph 2.92 - ANAO AUDIT: AFP’S Use of Statutory Powers No 43 2020-2021. 
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LEGAL SERVICES AND ADVICE  
50. The Report found there was a failure to seek and follow appropriate legal advice in the design and 


implementation of the Scheme. The lack of legal advice and expertise contributed to the scheme’s flaws 
and the harm caused to individuals. The Commissioner found there was a “dismaying revelation of 
dishonesty and collusion to prevent the Scheme’s lack of legal foundation coming to light.” 


51. The Report emphasised the importance of seeking legal advice at all stages of policy development and 
implementation. The Report called for the establishment of clear legal frameworks to guide the design 
and implementation of government programs.  


52. In relation to lawyers and legal services, the Report includes recommendations about training for 
lawyers, legal practice standards, treatment of draft advices, the Legal Services Directions 2017 (Cth) and 
associated reporting obligations.  


53. The Report recommends the Legal Services Directions should be reviewed and simplified and further, the 
Australian Government Legal Service’s General Counsel Charter be amended to place a positive 
obligation on Chief Counsels to ensure compliance with the Legal Services Directions. 


Legal Services in the AFP  


54. All legal services in the AFP are delivered independently through the Chief Counsel Portfolio. All lawyers 
within the portfolio are hold relevant and current practicing certificates and have overarching 
professional obligations and duties they owe the Court.  


55. Attachment B contains the list of Report recommendations relating to Commonwealth government legal 
services and how the Chief Counsel Portfolio is addressing those recommendations within the AFP.  


56. The Chief Counsel Portfolio operates under a Charter of Independence, the Legal Services Charter of 
Independence and Ethical Responsibilities (the Charter) issued by the Commissioner of the AFP. The 
current Charter was last signed by Commissioner Colvin in August 2016.  


57. The principles underpinning the Charter remain current and fit for purpose. However, the release of the 
Report presents an opportunity for the AFP to update the Charter to include specific directions from the 
OLSC in the Attorney General’s Department. 


58. Attachment C contains an updated Legal Services Charter of Independence and Ethical Responsibilities 
Charter for endorsement by the Strategy and Performance Board.  


 


GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO THE REPORT  


59. The Government published its response to the Report on 13 November 2023 and has accepted or 
accepted in principle all 56 recommendations.   


60. A full list of the recommendations and the Government response is at Attachment A.  


61. In the response, the Government notes the series of reforms already commenced to restore the public’s 
trust and faith in government and its institutions. The Government states these reforms put people at the 
centre and promote integrity.  


BACKGROUND 


1. The Royal Commission into the Scheme was established on 18 August 2022 under the Royal 
Commissions Act 1902 (Cth) to inquire into the Scheme. 


2. The Scheme was a proposal developed by the Department of Human Services (DHS), put forward as a 
budget measure by the Minister for Social Services in 2015. The Scheme begun initially as a pilot in 2015 
and was subsequent expanded. 


3. The Scheme was designed to recover supposed overpayments from welfare recipients going back to the 
financial year 2010-11 and relied heavily on a process known as ‘income averaging’ to assess income 
and entitlement to benefit. Results were not accurate and it did not comply with the income calculation 
provisions of the Social Security Act 1991 (Cth).  
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4. By the end of 2016, the scheme was the subject of heavy public criticism but the Scheme continued until 
November 2019, when it was announced debts would no longer be raised solely on the basis of averaged 
income.  


5. The Report into the Scheme included 56 recommendations and was published 7 July 2023.  


6. The Government formally responded to the Report on 13 November 2023, accepting or accepting in 
principle all 56 recommendations as part of the ongoing work to restore faith, integrity and trust in 
government.  


FINANCIAL AND STAFFING IMPLICATIONS 


Nil. The AFP is able to support and implement any improvements to current AFP process and practices 
within current resources.  


CONSULTATION 


 Strategy and Performance Office and People Strategies Command have been consulted.  


COMMUNICATION APPROACH 


Chief Counsel Portfolio will engage with Strategic Comms to develop a communication strategy on the 
update to the Charter and relevant recommendations and Government response to the Report.  


ENTERPRISE RISK 


1. Enterprise Risk 2 – Culture Standards and Integrity – A risk of failure to comply with the AFP’s 
standards, values regulatory framework and statutory requirements.  A risk the AFP fails to uphold 
standards of accountability, integrity and independence. 


2. Enterprise Risk 8 – Information – A risk the AFP fails to ethically, lawfully and effectively collect use, 
manage and protect information.   


ATTACHMENTS 


The following are attachments to the paper: 


Attachment A – Report recommendations and the government response. 


Attachment B – Report recommendations relating to Commonwealth government legal services  
  including AFP actions in response.  


Attachment C – Updated Legal Services Charter of Independence and Ethical Responsibilities. 


 


Contact (author) Name: Alison Macdonald – Acting Chief Counsel 


 Command: Chief Counsel Portfolio  


 Phone: +61 (0)2 51274077   


 Email: Alison.Macdonald@afp.gov.au 
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REPORT CATEGORY RECOMMENDATION GOVERNMENT 
RESPONSE 


Introductory section 


Goes to the lack of: 


• the provision of, frank and
fearless advice;


• adherence to obligations of
Public Servants (roles,
principals, values);


• designing services with
emphasis on people meant
to serve;


• separations of
responsibilities /
accountability; and


• independent legal services.


Commissioner’s observations 


• The Robodebt scheme failed the public interest in a myriad of ways.
• Remarkable how little interest there was in ensuring the Scheme’s legality,


o how rushed its implementation was,
o how little thought was given to how it would affect welfare recipients and;
o the lengths to which public servants were prepared to go to oblige ministers on a


quest for savings.
• Dismaying revelation of dishonesty and collusion to prevent the Scheme’s lack of legal


foundation coming to light.
• The ineffectiveness of institutional checks and balances – the Commonwealth


Ombudsman’s Office, the Office of Legal Services Coordination (OLSC), the Office of the
Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC) and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal
(AAT) – in presenting any hindrance to the Scheme’s continuance.


• Effectiveness of the recommended changes depends on:
• Whether a public service can be developed with sufficient robustness will depend on the


will of the government of the day, because culture is set from the top down.
• Politicians need to lead a change in social attitudes to people receiving welfare payments.


Effects of Robodebt on 
individuals 


Recommendations go to: 


• obligations of public
servants (roles, principals,
values);


• designing services with
emphasis on people meant
to serve.


Recommendation 10.1: Design policies and processes with emphasis on the people they are 
meant to serve 
Services Australia design its policies and processes with a primary emphasis on the recipients it is 
meant to serve. That should entail: 


• avoiding language and conduct which reinforces feelings of stigma and shame associated
with the receipt of government support when it is needed


• facilitating easy and efficient engagement with options of online, in person and telephone
communication which is sensitive to the particular circumstances of the customer cohort,
including itinerant lifestyles, lack of access to technology, lack of digital literacy and the
particular difficulties rural and remote living


• explaining processes in clear terms and plain language in communication to customers,
and acting with sensitivity to financial and other forms of stress experienced by the


ACCEPT 
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customer cohort and taking all practicable steps to avoid the possibility that interactions 
with the government might exacerbate those stresses or introduce new ones. 


 


The concept of vulnerability 
 


Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 
 


• guidance and training; 


 


• obligations of public 
servants (roles, principals, 
values); 
 


• record keeping.  


 


Recommendation 11.1: Clear documentation of exclusion criteria 
Services Australia should ensure that for any cohort of recipients that is intended to be excluded 
from a compliance process or activity, there is clear documentation of the exclusion criteria, and, 
unless there is a technical reason it cannot be, the mechanism by which that is to occur should be 
reflected in the relevant technical specification documents. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 11.2: Identification of circumstances affecting the capacity to engage with 
compliance activity 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the identification of 
potential vulnerabilities extend to the identification of circumstances affecting a recipient’s 
capacity to engage with any form of compliance activity. To this end, circumstances likely to affect 
a recipient’s capacity to engage with compliance activities should be recorded on their file 
regardless of whether they are in receipt of a payment that gives rise to mutual obligations. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 11.3: Engagement prior to removing a vulnerability indicator from a file 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the identification of 
potential vulnerabilities require staff to engage with a recipient prior to the removal of an indicator 
on their file. For this purpose, Services Australia should remove any feature that would allow for the 
automatic expiry of a vulnerability indicator (or equivalent flagging tool). An indicator should only be 
removed where a recipient, or evidence provided to the Agency in relation to the recipient, confirms 
that they are no longer suffering from the vulnerability to which the indicator relates. ACCEPT 
Recommendation 11.4: Consideration of vulnerabilities affected by each compliance program, 
including consultation with advocacy bodies 
Services Australia should incorporate a process in the design of compliance programs to consider 
and document the categories of vulnerable recipients who may be affected by the program, and 
how those recipients will be dealt with. Services Australia should consult stakeholders (including 
peak advocacy bodies) as part of this process to ensure that adequate provision is made to 
accommodate vulnerable recipients who may encounter particular difficulties engaging with the 
program. ACCEPT 
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The roles of advocacy groups 
and legal services 
 
 


Recommendations go to: 


• frank and fearless advice;  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 
 


• independent legal services. 


 


 


Recommendation 12.1: Easier engagement with Centrelink 
Options for easier engagement with Centrelink by advocacy groups – for example, through the 
creation of a national advocates line – should be considered. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 12.2: Customer experience reference group 
The government should consider establishing a customer experience reference group, which would 
provide streamlined insight to government regarding the experiences of people accessing income 
support.  
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Recommendation 12.3: Consultation 
Peak advocacy bodies should be consulted prior to the implementation of projects involving the 
modification of the social security system. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 12.4: Regard for funding for legal aid commissions and community legal 
centres 
When it next conducts a review of the National Legal Assistance Partnership, the Commonwealth 
should have regard, in considering funding for legal aid commissions and community legal centres, 
to the importance of the public interest role played by those services as exemplified in their work 
during the Scheme. 
 ACCEPT 


Experiences of Human 
Services employees 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


• adherence to obligations of 
Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 


 


Recommendation 13.1: Consultation process 
Services Australia should put in place processes for genuine and receptive consultation with 
frontline staff when new programs are being designed and implemented. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 13.2: Feedback processes 
Better feedback processes should be put in place so that frontline staff can communicate their 
feedback in an open and consultative environment. Management should have constructive 
processes in place to review and respond to staff feedback. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 13.3: ‘Face-to-face’ support 
More ‘face-to-face’ customer service support options should be available for vulnerable recipients 
needing support. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 
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• training and guidance; 
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve. 
 
 


Recommendation 13.4: Increased number of social workers 
Increased social worker support (for both recipients and staff), and better referral processes to 
enable this support, should be implemented. 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Failures in the Budget process 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 


 
• separations of 


responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• independent legal services; 


 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


• record keeping  
 
 


Recommendation 15.1: Legislative change better defined in New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that all New Policy Proposals 
contain a statement as to whether the proposal requires legislative change in order to be lawfully 
implemented, as distinct from legislative change to authorise expenditure. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 15.2: Include legal advices with New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that any legal advice (either 
internal or external) relating to whether the proposal requires legislative change in order to be 
implemented be included with the New Policy Proposal in any versions of the Portfolio Budget 
Submission circulated to other agencies or Cabinet ministers. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Recommendation 15.3: Australian Government Solicitor statement in the NPP 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that where legal advice has 
been given in relation to whether the proposal requires legislative change in order to be 
implemented, the New Policy Proposal includes a statement as to whether the Australian 
Government Solicitor has reviewed and agreed with the advice. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 15.4: Standard, specific language on legal risks in the NPP 
The standard language used in the NPP Checklist should be sufficiently specific to make it obvious 
on the face of the document what advice is being provided, in respect of what legal risks and by 
whom it is being provided. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 15.5: Documented assumptions for compliance Budget measures 
That in developing compliance Budget measures, Services Australia and DSS document the basis 
for the assumptions and inputs used, including the sources of the data relied on. ACCEPT 
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Recommendation 15.6: Documentation on the basis for assumptions provided to Finance 
That in seeking agreement from Finance for costings of compliance Budget measures, Services 
Australia and DSS provide Finance with documentation setting out the basis for the assumptions 
and inputs used, including related data sources, to allow Finance to properly investigate and test 
those assumptions and inputs. 
 ACCEPT 


Data-matching and exchanges 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 


 
• independent legal services; 


 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 


 
• training and guidance; 


 
• record keeping. 


 
 


Recommendation 16.1: Legal advice on end-to-end data exchanges 
The Commonwealth should seek legal advice on the end-to-end data exchange processes which 
are currently operating between Services Australia and the ATO to ensure they are lawful. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 16.2: Review and strengthen governance of data-matching programs 
The ATO and DHS should take immediate steps to review and strengthen their operational 
governance practices as applied to jointly conducted data-matching programs. This should include: 


• reviews to ensure that all steps and operations relating to existing or proposed data-
matching programs are properly documented 


• a review of all existing framework documents for existing or proposed data-matching 
programs 


• a review of the operations of the ATO/DHS Consultative Forum and the ATO/DHS Data 
Management Forum 


• a review of the existing Head Agreement/s, Memoranda of Understanding and Services 
Schedule 


• a joint review of any existing or proposed data-matching program protocols to ensure they 
are legally compliant in respect of their provision for the data exchanges contemplated for 
the relevant data-matching program. 


 ACCEPT 
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Automated decision making 
 


Recommendations go to: 
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 


 
 


• law reform and reform of 
process and decision 
making; 
 


• record keeping. 
 


 


Recommendation 17.1: Reform of legislation and implementation of regulation 
The Commonwealth should consider legislative reform to introduce a consistent legal framework in 
which automation in government services can operate. Where automated decision-making is 
implemented:  


• there should be a clear path for those affected by decisions to seek review 
• departmental websites should contain information advising that automated decision-


making is used and explaining in plain language how the process works 
• business rules and algorithms should be made available, to enable independent expert 


scrutiny. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 17.2: Establishment of a body to monitor and audit automated decision-making 
The Commonwealth should consider establishing a body, or expanding an existing body, with the 
power to monitor and audit automate decision-making processes with regard to their technical 
aspects and their impact in respect of fairness, the avoiding of bias, and client usability. 
 


ACCEPT 
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Debt recovery and debt 
collectors 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people meant 
to serve  
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• law reform 


 
• record keeping  


 
 


Recommendation 18.1: Comprehensive debt recovery policy for Services Australia 
Services Australia should develop a comprehensive debt recovery management policy which 
among other things should incorporate the Guideline for Collectors and Creditors’ issued by the 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) and the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC). Examples of such documents already exist at both federal and 
state levels. Any such policy should also prescribe how Services Australia undertakes to engage 
with debtors, including that staff must: 


• ensure any debt recovery action is always ethical, proportionate, consistent and transparent 
• treat all recipients fairly and with dignity, taking each person’s circumstances into account 


before commencing recovery action 
• subject to any express legal authority to do so, refrain from commencing or continuing 


recovery action while a debt is being reviewed or disputed, and 
• in accordance with legal authority, consider and respond appropriately and proportionately 


to cases of hardship. 
Services Australia should ensure that recipients are given ample and appropriate opportunities to 
challenge, review and seek guidance on any proposed debts before they are referred for debt 
recovery. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 18.2: Reinstate the limitation of six years on debt recovery 
The Commonwealth should repeal s 1234B of the Social Security Act and reinstate the effective 
limitation period of six years for the bringing of proceedings to recover debts under Part 5.2 of the 
Act formerly contained in s 1232 and s 1236 of that Act, before repeal of the relevant sub-sections 
by the Budget Savings (Omnibus) Act (No 55) 2016. There is no reason that current and former 
social security recipients should be on any different footing from other debtors. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 
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Lawyers and legal services 
 
Recommendations go to: 


 


• independent legal services; 
 


• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 


 
 


• adherence to obligations of 
Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 
 


• training and guidance; 
 


• law reform; 
 
 


• record keeping  


 


Recommendation 19.1: Selection of chief counsel 
The selection panel for the appointment of chief counsel of Services Australia or DSS (chief 
counsel being the head of the entity’s legal practice) should include as a member of the panel, the 
Australian Government Solicitor. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.2: Training for lawyers – Services Australia 
Services Australia should provide regular training to its in-house lawyers on the core duties and 
responsibilities set out in the Legal Practice Standards, including: 


• an emphasis on the duty to avoid any compromise to their integrity and professional 
independence and the challenges that may be presented to a government lawyer in fulfilling 
that obligation 


• appropriate statutory and case authority references in advice writing. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.3: Legal practice standards – Social Services 
DSS should develop Legal Practice Standards which set out the core duties and responsibilities of 
all legal officers working at DSS. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.4: Training for lawyers – Social Services 
DSS should provide regular training on the core duties and responsibilities to be set out in the Legal 
Practice Standards which should include: an emphasis on the duty to avoid any compromise to 
their integrity and professional independence and the challenges that may be presented to a 
government lawyer in fulfilling that obligation appropriate statutory and case authority references in 
advice writing. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.5: Draft advice – Social Services 
DSS should issue a further direction providing that, if the administering agency decides that a draft 
advice need not be provided in final form, that decision and the reasons for it must be documented.  
One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented decision against finalisation – should have been 
taken within three months of the receipt of the draft advice. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.6: Draft advice – Services Australia 
Services Australia should issue a direction that legal advice is to be left in draft form only to the 
extent that the administrative step of finalising it has not yet been undertaken by lawyers or there ACCEPT 
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are remaining questions to be answered in relation to the issues under consideration and that, if the 
administering agency decides that a draft advice need not be provided in final form, that decision 
and the reasons for it must be documented. One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented 
decision against finalisation – should have been taken within three months of the receipt of the 
draft advice. 
 
Recommendation 19.7: The Directions 1 
The Legal Services Directions 2017 should be reviewed and simplified. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.8: Office of Legal Services Coordination to assist agencies with significant 
issues reporting 
The OLSC should provide more extensive information and feedback to assist agencies with the 
significant legal issues process. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.9: Recording of reporting obligations 
The OLSC should ensure a documentary record is made of substantive inquiries made with and 
responses given by agencies concerning their obligations to report significant issues pursuant to 
para 3.1 of the Directions. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.10: The Directions 2 
The OLSC should issue guidance material on the obligations to consult on and disclose advice in 
clause 10 of the Legal Services Directions 2017. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.11: Resourcing the Office of Legal Services Coordination 
The OLSC should be properly resourced to deliver these functions. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.12: Chief counsel 
The Australian Government Legal Service’s General Counsel Charter be amended to place a positive 
obligation on chief counsel to ensure that the Legal Services Directions 2017 (Cth) are complied 
with and to document interactions with OLSC about inquiries made, and responses given, 
concerning reporting obligations under those Directions. 
 ACCEPT 
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Recommendation 19.13: Review of the Bilateral Management Agreement 
The revised Bilateral Management Agreement should set out the requirement to consult on and 
disclose legal advices between the two agencies where any intersection of work is identified. ACCEPT 


Administrative Appeals 
Tribunal 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• Training and guidance  


 
• Independent legal services  


 
• record keeping  


 
• law /judicial reform  
 


Recommendation 20.1: AAT cases with significant legal and policy issues 
Services Australia should put in place a system for identifying AAT1 cases which raise significant 
legal and policy issues and ensuring that they are brought to the attention of senior DSS and 
Services Australia officers. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.2: Training for DHS legal officers 
Services Australia legal officers whose duties involve the preparation of advices in relation to AAT 
decisions should receive training which emphasises the requirements of the Standing Operational 
Statements in relation to appeal recommendations and referral to DSS; Services Australia’s 
obligations as a model litigant; and the obligation to pay due regard to AAT decisions and 
directions. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.3: Identifying significant AAT decisions 
DSS should establish, or if it is established, maintain, a system for identifying all significant AAT 
decisions and bringing them to the attention of its secretary. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.4: Publication of first instance AAT decisions 
The federal administrative review body which replaces the AAT should devise a system for 
publication on a readily accessible platform of first instance social security decisions which involve 
significant conclusions of law or have implications for social security policy. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.5: Administrative Review Council 
Re-instate the Administrative Review Council or a body with similar membership and similar 
functions, with consideration given to a particular role in review of Commonwealth administrative 
decision-making processes. 
 ACCEPT 
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The Commonwealth 
Ombudsman 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• separations of 


responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 


• law reform  
 


• record keeping  
• independent legal services; 


 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


 
 


Recommendation 21.1: Statutory duty to assist 
A statutory duty be imposed on departmental secretaries and agency chief executive officers to 
ensure that their department or agency use its best endeavours to assist the Ombudsman in any 
investigation concerning it, with a corresponding statutory duty on the part of Commonwealth 
public servants within a department or agency being investigated to use their best endeavours to 
assist the Ombudsman in the investigation. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 21.2: Another power to obtain information 
The Ombudsman Act be amended to confer on the Ombudsman a power in equivalent terms to that 
in s 33(3) of the Auditor-General Act. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 21.3: Oversight of the legal services division 
Departmental and agency responses to own motion investigations by the Ombudsman should be 
overseen by the legal services division of the relevant department or agency. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Recommendation 21.4: Log of communications 
The Ombudsman maintain a log, recording communications with a department or agency for the 
purposes of an own motion investigation. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 21.5: Powers of referral 
The AAT is soon to be replaced by a new administrative review body. S 10A and s 11 of the 
Ombudsman Act should be amended so as to ensure the Ombudsman has the powers of referral 
and recommendation of referral in respect of that new administrative review body. 
 ACCEPT 


Improving the Australian 
Public Service 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 


 


• Structural reform, law 
reform  


Recommendation 23.1: Structure of government departments 
The Australian Government should undertake an immediate and full review to examine whether the 
existing structure of the social services portfolio, and the status of Services Australia as an entity, 
are optimal. 
 


ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 


Recommendation 23.2: Obligations of public servants 
The APSC should, as recommended by the Thodey Review, deliver whole-of-service induction on 
essential knowledge required for public servants. 
 ACCEPT 
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• Training and guidance  


 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people meant 
to serve  
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• adherence to obligations of 


Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 


 
• record keeping  
 


Recommendation 23.3: Fresh focus on ‘customer service’ 
Services Australia and DSS should introduce mechanisms to ensure that all new programs and 
schemes are developed with a customer centric focus, and that specific testing is done to ensure 
that recipients are at the forefront of each new initiative. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.4: Administrative Review Council 
The reinstated Administrative Review Council (or similar body) should provide training and develop 
resources to inform APS members about the Commonwealth administrative law system. (see 
Automated Decision-Making and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal chapters). 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.5: ‘Knowledge College’ 
The Commonwealth should explore the feasibility of establishing an internal college within Services 
Australia to provide training and development to staff linked to the skills and knowledge required to 
undertake their duties. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.6: Front-line Service 
SES staff at Services Australia should spend some time in a front-line service delivery role and with 
other community partnerships. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.7: Agency heads being held to account 
The Public Service Act should be amended to make it clear that the Australian Public Service 
Commissioner can inquire into the conduct of former Agency Heads. Also, the Public Service Act 
should be amended to allow for a disciplinary declaration to be made against former APS 
employees and former Agency Heads. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.8: Documenting decisions and discussions 
The Australian Public Service Commission should develop standards for documenting important 
decisions and discussions, and the delivery of training on those standards. 
 ACCEPT 


 







AGENDA ITEM 2.2 | ATTACHMENT B  OFFICIAL 


Report category Recommendation Actions being undertaken by Chief Counsel 
Portfolio 


Introductory section 


Goes to the lack of: 


• the provision of, frank and
fearless advice;


• adherence to obligations
of Public Servants (roles,
principals, values);


• designing services with
emphasis on people
meant to serve;


• separations of
responsibilities /
accountability; and


• independent legal
services.


Commissioner’s observations 


• The Robodebt scheme failed the public interest in a myriad of ways.


• Remarkable how little interest there was in ensuring the Scheme’s legality,
o how rushed its implementation was,
o how little thought was given to how it would affect welfare


recipients and;
o the lengths to which public servants were prepared to go to oblige


ministers on a quest for savings.


• Dismaying revelation of dishonesty and collusion to prevent the Scheme’s
lack of legal foundation coming to light.


• The ineffectiveness of institutional checks and balances – the
Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office, the Office of Legal Services
Coordination (OLSC), the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner (OAIC) and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) – in
presenting any hindrance to the Scheme’s continuance.


• Effectiveness of the recommended changes depends on:


• Whether a public service can be developed with sufficient robustness will
depend on the will of the government of the day, because culture is set
from the top down.


• Politicians need to lead a change in social attitudes to people receiving
welfare payments.


Effects of Robodebt on 
individuals 


Recommendations go to: 


• obligations of public
servants (roles, principals,
values);


• designing services with
emphasis on people
meant to serve.


Recommendation 10.1: Design policies and processes with emphasis on the 
people they are meant to serve 
Services Australia design its policies and processes with a primary emphasis on the 
recipients it is meant to serve. That should entail: 


• avoiding language and conduct which reinforces feelings of stigma and
shame associated with the receipt of government support when it is
needed


• facilitating easy and efficient engagement with options of online, in person
and telephone communication which is sensitive to the particular
circumstances of the customer cohort, including itinerant lifestyles, lack of
access to technology, lack of digital literacy and the particular difficulties
rural and remote living


• explaining processes in clear terms and plain language in communication
to customers, and acting with sensitivity to financial and other forms of







 
 


stress experienced by the customer cohort and taking all practicable steps 
to avoid the possibility that interactions with the government might 
exacerbate those stresses or introduce new ones. 


 
The concept of vulnerability 
 


Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 
 


• guidance and training; 


 


• obligations of public 
servants (roles, principals, 
values); 
 


• record keeping.  


 


Recommendation 11.1: Clear documentation of exclusion criteria 
Services Australia should ensure that for any cohort of recipients that is intended to 
be excluded from a compliance process or activity, there is clear documentation of 
the exclusion criteria, and, unless there is a technical reason it cannot be, the 
mechanism by which that is to occur should be reflected in the relevant technical 
specification documents. 
 


 


Recommendation 11.2: Identification of circumstances affecting the capacity to 
engage with compliance activity 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the 
identification of potential vulnerabilities extend to the identification of 
circumstances affecting a recipient’s capacity to engage with any form of 
compliance activity. To this end, circumstances likely to affect a recipient’s capacity 
to engage with compliance activities should be recorded on their file regardless of 
whether they are in receipt of a payment that gives rise to mutual obligations. 
 


 


Recommendation 11.3: Engagement prior to removing a vulnerability indicator 
from a file 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the 
identification of potential vulnerabilities require staff to engage with a recipient prior 
to the removal of an indicator on their file. For this purpose, Services Australia 
should remove any feature that would allow for the automatic expiry of a 
vulnerability indicator (or equivalent flagging tool). An indicator should only be 
removed where a recipient, or evidence provided to the Agency in relation to the 
recipient, confirms that they are no longer suffering from the vulnerability to which 
the indicator relates. 


 


Recommendation 11.4: Consideration of vulnerabilities affected by each 
compliance program, including consultation with advocacy bodies 
Services Australia should incorporate a process in the design of compliance 
programs to consider and document the categories of vulnerable recipients who 
may be affected by the program, and how those recipients will be dealt with. 
Services Australia should consult stakeholders (including peak advocacy bodies) as 
part of this process to ensure that adequate provision is made to accommodate 
vulnerable recipients who may encounter particular difficulties engaging with the 
program. 
 


 







The roles of advocacy groups 
and legal services 
 
 


Recommendations go to: 


• frank and fearless advice;  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 
 


• independent legal 
services. 


 


 


Recommendation 12.1: Easier engagement with Centrelink 
Options for easier engagement with Centrelink by advocacy groups – for example, 
through the creation of a national advocates line – should be considered. 
 


 


Recommendation 12.2: Customer experience reference group 
The government should consider establishing a customer experience reference 
group, which would provide streamlined insight to government regarding the 
experiences of people accessing income support.  
 


 


Recommendation 12.3: Consultation 
Peak advocacy bodies should be consulted prior to the implementation of projects 
involving the modification of the social security system. 
 


 


Recommendation 12.4: Regard for funding for legal aid commissions and 
community legal centres 
When it next conducts a review of the National Legal Assistance Partnership, the 
Commonwealth should have regard, in considering funding for legal aid 
commissions and community legal centres, to the importance of the public interest 
role played by those services as exemplified in their work during the Scheme. 
 


 


Experiences of Human 
Services employees 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


• adherence to obligations 
of Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 


 
• training and guidance; 


 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people 
meant to serve. 
 
 


Recommendation 13.1: Consultation process 
Services Australia should put in place processes for genuine and receptive 
consultation with frontline staff when new programs are being designed and 
implemented. 
 


 


Recommendation 13.2: Feedback processes 
Better feedback processes should be put in place so that frontline staff can 
communicate their feedback in an open and consultative environment. Management 
should have constructive processes in place to review and respond to staff 
feedback. 
 


 


Recommendation 13.3: ‘Face-to-face’ support 
More ‘face-to-face’ customer service support options should be available for 
vulnerable recipients needing support. 
 


 


Recommendation 13.4: Increased number of social workers 
Increased social worker support (for both recipients and staff), and better referral 
processes to enable this support, should be implemented. 


 







Failures in the Budget process 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 


 
• separations of 


responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• independent legal 


services; 
 


• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 


 
• record keeping  


 
 


Recommendation 15.1: Legislative change better defined in New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that all New 
Policy Proposals contain a statement as to whether the proposal requires legislative 
change in order to be lawfully implemented, as distinct from legislative change to 
authorise expenditure. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.2: Include legal advices with New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that any legal 
advice (either internal or external) relating to whether the proposal requires 
legislative change in order to be implemented be included with the New Policy 
Proposal in any versions of the Portfolio Budget Submission circulated to other 
agencies or Cabinet ministers. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.3: Australian Government Solicitor statement in the NPP 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that where 
legal advice has been given in relation to whether the proposal requires legislative 
change in order to be implemented, the New Policy Proposal includes a statement 
as to whether the Australian Government Solicitor has reviewed and agreed with the 
advice. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.4: Standard, specific language on legal risks in the NPP 
The standard language used in the NPP Checklist should be sufficiently specific to 
make it obvious on the face of the document what advice is being provided, in 
respect of what legal risks and by whom it is being provided. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.5: Documented assumptions for compliance Budget 
measures 
That in developing compliance Budget measures, Services Australia and DSS 
document the basis for the assumptions and inputs used, including the sources of 
the data relied on. 
 


 


Recommendation 15.6: Documentation on the basis for assumptions provided to 
Finance 
That in seeking agreement from Finance for costings of compliance Budget 
measures, Services Australia and DSS provide Finance with documentation setting 
out the basis for the assumptions and inputs used, including related data sources, to 
allow Finance to properly investigate and test those assumptions and inputs. 
 


 







Data-matching and exchanges 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 


 
• independent legal 


services; 
 


• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 


 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 


 
• training and guidance; 


 
• record keeping. 


 
 


Recommendation 16.1: Legal advice on end-to-end data exchanges 
The Commonwealth should seek legal advice on the end-to-end data exchange 
processes which are currently operating between Services Australia and the ATO to 
ensure they are lawful. 
 


 


Recommendation 16.2: Review and strengthen governance of data-matching 
programs 
The ATO and DHS should take immediate steps to review and strengthen their 
operational governance practices as applied to jointly conducted data-matching 
programs. This should include: 


• reviews to ensure that all steps and operations relating to existing or 
proposed data-matching programs are properly documented 


• a review of all existing framework documents for existing or proposed 
data-matching programs 


• a review of the operations of the ATO/DHS Consultative Forum and the 
ATO/DHS Data Management Forum 


• a review of the existing Head Agreement/s, Memoranda of Understanding 
and Services Schedule 


• a joint review of any existing or proposed data-matching program protocols 
to ensure they are legally compliant in respect of their provision for the 
data exchanges contemplated for the relevant data-matching program. 


 


 


Automated decision making 
 


Recommendations go to: 
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 


 
 


• law reform and reform of 
process and decision 
making; 
 


• record keeping. 
 


 


Recommendation 17.1: Reform of legislation and implementation of regulation 
The Commonwealth should consider legislative reform to introduce a consistent 
legal framework in which automation in government services can operate. Where 
automated decision-making is implemented:  


• there should be a clear path for those affected by decisions to seek review 
• departmental websites should contain information advising that 


automated decision-making is used and explaining in plain language how 
the process works 


• business rules and algorithms should be made available, to enable 
independent expert scrutiny. 


 


 


Recommendation 17.2: Establishment of a body to monitor and audit automated 
decision-making 
The Commonwealth should consider establishing a body, or expanding an existing 
body, with the power to monitor and audit automate decision-making processes 
with regard to their technical aspects and their impact in respect of fairness, the 
avoiding of bias, and client usability. 
 


 







Debt recovery and debt 
collectors 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 


emphasis on people 
meant to serve  
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• law reform 


 
• record keeping  


 
 


Recommendation 18.1: Comprehensive debt recovery policy for Services Australia 
Services Australia should develop a comprehensive debt recovery management 
policy which among other things should incorporate the Guideline for Collectors and 
Creditors’ issued by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC). Examples of 
such documents already exist at both federal and state levels. Any such policy 
should also prescribe how Services Australia undertakes to engage with debtors, 
including that staff must: 


• ensure any debt recovery action is always ethical, proportionate, consistent 
and transparent 


• treat all recipients fairly and with dignity, taking each person’s 
circumstances into account before commencing recovery action 


• subject to any express legal authority to do so, refrain from commencing or 
continuing recovery action while a debt is being reviewed or disputed, and 


• in accordance with legal authority, consider and respond appropriately and 
proportionately to cases of hardship. 


Services Australia should ensure that recipients are given ample and appropriate 
opportunities to challenge, review and seek guidance on any proposed debts before 
they are referred for debt recovery. 
 


 


Recommendation 18.2: Reinstate the limitation of six years on debt recovery 
The Commonwealth should repeal s 1234B of the Social Security Act and reinstate 
the effective limitation period of six years for the bringing of proceedings to recover 
debts under Part 5.2 of the Act formerly contained in s 1232 and s 1236 of that Act, 
before repeal of the relevant sub-sections by the Budget Savings (Omnibus) Act (No 
55) 2016. There is no reason that current and former social security recipients 
should be on any different footing from other debtors. 
 


 


Lawyers and legal services 
 
Recommendations go to: 


 


• independent legal 
services; 


 
• the provision of, frank and 


fearless advice; 
 


 


Recommendation 19.1: Selection of chief counsel 
The selection panel for the appointment of chief counsel of Services Australia or 
DSS (chief counsel being the head of the entity’s legal practice) should include as a 
member of the panel, the Australian Government Solicitor. 
 


 


Recommendation 19.2: Training for lawyers – Services Australia 
Services Australia should provide regular training to its in-house lawyers on the core 
duties and responsibilities set out in the Legal Practice Standards, including: 


• an emphasis on the duty to avoid any compromise to their integrity and 
professional independence and the challenges that may be presented to a 
government lawyer in fulfilling that obligation 


• appropriate statutory and case authority references in advice writing. 


• CCP is working on developing a set of legal 
practice standards which will incorporate 
guidance provided by the Attorney-General’s 
Department.  


• The Legal Practice Standards will deal with a 
range of topics including legal matter 
management, management of legal advices 







• adherence to obligations 
of Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 
 


• training and guidance; 
 


• law reform; 
 
 


• record keeping  


 


 (and dealing with draft advices), the Charter of 
Independence and professional obligations.  


• All lawyers within the CCP hold a practising 
certificate in the jurisdiction in which they 
practice, thus have additional training, 
professional development and integrity 
obligations by virtue of holding the certificate. 
This is in addition to the AFP’s integrity 
standards and framework.  


• Practising certificate holders are required to 
complete at least 10 hours of Continuous 
Professional Development (CPD) each year, 
being a mix of ethics, professional skills and 
practice management.  


• CCP conducts internal Continuous Legal 
Education (CLE) programs, with presentations 
on the topic of ethics and professional 
responsibilities being conducted annually.  


• Both AFP Legal and Criminal Assets Litigation 
(CAL) hold annual conferences focussed on 
training and professional development for the 
internal lawyers and ensure that there are 
sessions on ethics and professional skills.   
 


Recommendation 19.3: Legal practice standards – Social Services 
DSS should develop Legal Practice Standards which set out the core duties and 
responsibilities of all legal officers working at DSS. 
 
Recommendation 19.4: Training for lawyers – Social Services 
DSS should provide regular training on the core duties and responsibilities to be set 
out in the Legal Practice Standards which should include: an emphasis on the duty 
to avoid any compromise to their integrity and professional independence and the 
challenges that may be presented to a government lawyer in fulfilling that obligation 
appropriate statutory and case authority references in advice writing. 
 


Recommendation 19.5: Draft advice – Social Services 
DSS should issue a further direction providing that, if the administering agency 
decides that a draft advice need not be provided in final form, that decision and the 
reasons for it must be documented.  
One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented decision against finalisation – 
should have been taken within three months of the receipt of the draft advice. 
 


• Prior to the Attorney-General’s Department 
issuing guidance on the treatment of legal 
advices in draft format, the CCP undertook an 
audit of advices and found that less than 20 
advices had not been finalised and were still 
draft. Since the audit, CCP has either finalised 
the advices or included a file note explaining 
why the advice was not finalised (eg. litigation 
strategy changed and draft advice no longer 
relevant). 


• The Attorney-General’s initial guidance on ‘use 
of draft legal advice within government’ has 
been distributed to everyone within the CCP 
and will form part of the legal practice 
standards that the portfolio is working on.  


 


Recommendation 19.6: Draft advice – Services Australia 
Services Australia should issue a direction that legal advice is to be left in draft form 
only to the extent that the administrative step of finalising it has not yet been 
undertaken by lawyers or there are remaining questions to be answered in relation 
to the issues under consideration and that, if the administering agency decides that 
a draft advice need not be provided in final form, that decision and the reasons for it 
must be documented. One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented decision 
against finalisation – should have been taken within three months of the receipt of 
the draft advice. 
 







Recommendation 19.7: The Directions 1 
The Legal Services Directions 2017 should be reviewed and simplified. 
 


 


Recommendation 19.8: Office of Legal Services Coordination to assist agencies 
with significant issues reporting 
The OLSC should provide more extensive information and feedback to assist 
agencies with the significant legal issues process. 
 


• The CCP complies with the Legal Services 
Directions and liaises with the Office of Legal 
Services Coordination (OLSC) within the 
Attorney-General’s Department in relation to 
any queries about significant issues reporting 
or potential legal risk.  


• Where OLSC provides significant advice on 
reporting obligations, the advice will be shared 
with the CCP executive and disseminated 
within teams as required.  


• The Chief Counsel is a member of the 
Australian Government Legal Services Legal 
Risk Committee (coordinated by the Attorney-
General’s Department) which meets each 
quarter and ensures that relevant information 
from the meetings is disseminated to the CCP 
executive team. 


Recommendation 19.9: Recording of reporting obligations 
The OLSC should ensure a documentary record is made of substantive inquiries 
made with and responses given by agencies concerning their obligations to report 
significant issues pursuant to para 3.1 of the Directions. 
 


Recommendation 19.10: The Directions 2 
The OLSC should issue guidance material on the obligations to consult on and 
disclose advice in clause 10 of the Legal Services Directions 2017. 
 


 


Recommendation 19.11: Resourcing the Office of Legal Services Coordination 
The OLSC should be properly resourced to deliver these functions. 
 


 


Recommendation 19.12: Chief counsel 
The Australian Government Legal Service’s General Counsel Charter be amended to 
place a positive obligation on chief counsel to ensure that the Legal Services 
Directions 2017 (Cth) are complied with and to document interactions with OLSC 
about inquiries made, and responses given, concerning reporting obligations under 
those Directions. 
 


• The CCP complies with the Legal Services 
Directions and liaises with the Office of Legal 
Services Coordination (OLSC) within the 
Attorney-General’s Department in relation to 
any queries about significant issues reporting 
or potential legal risk.  


• Where OLSC provides significant advice on 
reporting obligations, the advice will be shared 
with the CCP executive and disseminated 
within teams as required.  


 
 


Recommendation 19.13: Review of the Bilateral Management Agreement 
The revised Bilateral Management Agreement should set out the requirement to 
consult on and disclose legal advices between the two agencies where any 
intersection of work is identified. 


 







Administrative Appeals 
Tribunal 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• Training and guidance  


 
• Independent legal services  


 
• record keeping  


 
• law /judicial reform  
 


Recommendation 20.1: AAT cases with significant legal and policy issues 
Services Australia should put in place a system for identifying AAT1 cases which 
raise significant legal and policy issues and ensuring that they are brought to the 
attention of senior DSS and Services Australia officers. 
 


 


Recommendation 20.2: Training for DHS legal officers 
Services Australia legal officers whose duties involve the preparation of advices in 
relation to AAT decisions should receive training which emphasises the 
requirements of the Standing Operational Statements in relation to appeal 
recommendations and referral to DSS; Services Australia’s obligations as a model 
litigant; and the obligation to pay due regard to AAT decisions and directions. 
 


 


Recommendation 20.3: Identifying significant AAT decisions 
DSS should establish, or if it is established, maintain, a system for identifying all 
significant AAT decisions and bringing them to the attention of its secretary. 
 


 


Recommendation 20.4: Publication of first instance AAT decisions 
The federal administrative review body which replaces the AAT should devise a 
system for publication on a readily accessible platform of first instance social 
security decisions which involve significant conclusions of law or have implications 
for social security policy. 
 


 


Recommendation 20.5: Administrative Review Council 
Re-instate the Administrative Review Council or a body with similar membership and 
similar functions, with consideration given to a particular role in review of 
Commonwealth administrative decision-making processes. 
 


 


The Commonwealth 
Ombudsman 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• separations of 


responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 


• law reform  
 


Recommendation 21.1: Statutory duty to assist 
A statutory duty be imposed on departmental secretaries and agency chief 
executive officers to ensure that their department or agency use its best endeavours 
to assist the Ombudsman in any investigation concerning it, with a corresponding 
statutory duty on the part of Commonwealth public servants within a department or 
agency being investigated to use their best endeavours to assist the Ombudsman in 
the investigation. 
 


• The Commonwealth Ombudsman already has 
oversight of the AFP, and the AFP has always 
cooperated fully with any Ombudsman 
investigations, including by providing access to 
relevant systems and sharing of legal advices.  
 


Recommendation 21.2: Another power to obtain information 
The Ombudsman Act be amended to confer on the Ombudsman a power in 
equivalent terms to that in s 33(3) of the Auditor-General Act. 
 


 







• record keeping  
• independent legal 


services; 
 


• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 


 
 


 


Recommendation 21.3: Oversight of the legal services division 
Departmental and agency responses to own motion investigations by the 
Ombudsman should be overseen by the legal services division of the relevant 
department or agency. 
 


 


Recommendation 21.4: Log of communications 
The Ombudsman maintain a log, recording communications with a department or 
agency for the purposes of an own motion investigation. 
 


 


Recommendation 21.5: Powers of referral 
The AAT is soon to be replaced by a new administrative review body. S 10A and s 11 
of the Ombudsman Act should be amended so as to ensure the Ombudsman has 
the powers of referral and recommendation of referral in respect of that new 
administrative review body. 
 


 


Improving the Australian 
Public Service 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 


 


• Structural reform, law 
reform  
 


• Training and guidance  
 


• designing services with 
emphasis on people 
meant to serve  
 


• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  


 
• adherence to obligations 


of Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 


 
• record keeping  
 


Recommendation 23.1: Structure of government departments 
The Australian Government should undertake an immediate and full review to 
examine whether the existing structure of the social services portfolio, and the 
status of Services Australia as an entity, are optimal. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.2: Obligations of public servants 
The APSC should, as recommended by the Thodey Review, deliver whole-of-service 
induction on essential knowledge required for public servants. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.3: Fresh focus on ‘customer service’ 
Services Australia and DSS should introduce mechanisms to ensure that all new 
programs and schemes are developed with a customer centric focus, and that 
specific testing is done to ensure that recipients are at the forefront of each new 
initiative. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.4: Administrative Review Council 
The reinstated Administrative Review Council (or similar body) should provide 
training and develop resources to inform APS members about the Commonwealth 
administrative law system. (see Automated Decision-Making and the Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal chapters). 
 


 


Recommendation 23.5: ‘Knowledge College’ 
The Commonwealth should explore the feasibility of establishing an internal college 
within Services Australia to provide training and development to staff linked to the 
skills and knowledge required to undertake their duties. 
 


 







Recommendation 23.6: Front-line Service 
SES staff at Services Australia should spend some time in a front-line service 
delivery role and with other community partnerships. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.7: Agency heads being held to account 
The Public Service Act should be amended to make it clear that the Australian 
Public Service Commissioner can inquire into the conduct of former Agency Heads. 
Also, the Public Service Act should be amended to allow for a disciplinary 
declaration to be made against former APS employees and former Agency Heads. 
 


 


Recommendation 23.8: Documenting decisions and discussions 
The Australian Public Service Commission should develop standards for 
documenting important decisions and discussions, and the delivery of training on 
those standards. 
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Chief Counsel Portfolio – Charter of Independence and 
Ethical Responsibilities  
The Chief Counsel Portfolio reports to the Chief Counsel (National Manager) and comprises 2 
distinct functions: 


1. AFP Legal (comprised of the Corporate and Operations branches)
2. Criminal Assets Litigation (CAL) (comprised of CAL North and CAL South branches)


AFP Legal is made up of in-house lawyers, established to provide professional legal advice and 
manage the engagement and delivery of external legal services to the AFP.  


Criminal Assets Litigation is a legal function tasked with the conduct of proceeds of crime 
litigation under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002, the Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act 
1987, the International Criminal Court Act 2002 and the International War Crimes Tribunals Act 
1995 and for the provision of legal advice concerning all proceeds of crime related matters 
under these and other laws.  


This Charter affirms that all AFP lawyers, whether working in AFP Legal or in Criminal Assets 
Litigation, have the same ethical obligations and will provide independent legal advice and 
representation to the AFP.  


Statement of Ethical and Professional Responsibilities 


The AFP acknowledges that all AFP lawyers will: 


• Provide professional independent legal advice and assistance, having regard to the law
and legal ethical obligations;


• Ensure that legal advices are finalised in accordance with the guidance issued by the
Office of Legal Services Coordination within the Attorney-General’s Department;


• Maintain integrity, objectivity and confidentiality;
• Avoid conflicts of interest; and
• Develop and maintain excellence in professional skills and legal knowledge particularly


by engaging in Continuing Legal Education and involvement in professional associations.


Independence of Chief Counsel Portfolio 


All AFP lawyers are required to uphold professional and ethical duties to the courts and clients. 
AFP lawyers must maintain independence and objectivity at all times when providing legal 
advice. In particular, AFP lawyers must not be subject to direction or influence from any person 
outside the Chief Counsel Portfolio in relation to the content or substance of legal advice.  


Legal Services Directions and Model Litigant Principles 


The AFP and Chief Counsel Portfolio are bound by the Legal Services Directions 2017 which are 
issued by the Attorney-General under the Judiciary Act 1903 to govern the provision of legal 
services and conduct of litigation by the Commonwealth. In particular, the Commissioner 
requires the Chief Counsel Portfolio to ensure the AFP upholds the model litigant obligations to 
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act honestly and fairly in handling claims and litigation involving the AFP and the 
Commonwealth.  


In this respect, I note that the Attorney-General has approved the use of in-house lawyers to 
conduct court litigation and appear as solicitor on the record in proceeds of crime litigation.  


I expect all AFP personnel to observe this Charter in the performance of their duties and 
functions.  


 


 


………………………………………………………………….. 


Reece Kershaw APM 


Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police 


           November 2023 
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Agenda item number: 2.3 


Agenda topic: Outlook into 2024 – Government engagement and legislative reform priorities  


Sponsor and presenter: Sponsor: a/Chief Operating Officer (a/COO), Katherine Van Gurp 


Presenter: a/National Manager Strategy and Performance (a/NMSP), Michelle Rak 


DESIRED OUTCOME 


It is recommended the board: 


1. Note the AFP Stakeholder Engagement Snapshot and discuss opportunities for enhanced engagement
with the Attorney-General and key Parliamentary stakeholders into 2024.


2. Approve proposed legislative reform priorities for 2024 and note correspondence will be prepared from
the Commissioner to the Attorney-General and Department Secretary.


KEY ISSUES 


2023 in review 


 In 2023, the following themes emerged in the agency’s strategic engagement with Government and the
Parliament:


o Enhanced Parliamentary scrutiny and requests for information on historical investigations.


o Greater Parliamentary scrutiny of AFP processes and governance supporting decision making


o Multiple methodologies used to extract similar information– Senate Estimates, FOI requests,
Parliamentary Questions on Notice (QoNs), Senate Orders for Production of Documents (ODP),
and media enquiries.


o Continued requests for transparency in AFP’s communications with individuals, other agencies
and state and territory law enforcement.


o Increase in requests for private briefings and AFP responses to Parliamentary Committees.


 The Snapshot (Attachment A) provides an overview of effort aligned to the AFP Stakeholder
Engagement Plan during 2023.


 AFP engagement with the Attorney-General’s Office (AGO) is tracking well.


 Regular ‘deep dive’ briefings enhanced AGO’s familiarity with key operational priorities and strategic
issues.


 The Attorney-General remains AFP’s most significant stakeholder in Government. Direct engagement
with other Ministers, as well as elected officials is required to be channelled through the AGO. Early
engagement with the AGO on significant operational matters fosters strong and enduring relationships –
evidenced in Operation TENTERFIELD and Operation AVARUS-NIGHTWOLF.  Conversely, when AFP does
not brief on significant operational matters in a timely manner this can undermine the relationship.


 This year saw the progress and implementation of significant law reform across a range of topics
impacting the AFP, largely due to the ambitious and extensive agenda of the government and Attorney-
General, as well as the operating environment.
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 As a result, 2023 law reform activities were fast-paced and required consultation on new and ongoing 
priorities, including some which the AFP has been advocating for over many years. Some key reforms 
impacting the AFP which saw significant progress were:  


o Modernising amendments to the Witness Protection Act 1944 and Part 1C Crimes Act 1914; 


o Introduction of presumptive legislation provisions for first responders with PTSD; 


o Passage of the AFP Powers Bill which enhances the control order regime; 


o Introduction of enhanced foreign bribery offences (but not Deferred Prosecution Agreements); 


o Introduction of new possession of extremist material offence; 


o Anticipated introduction in late 2023 of digital asset (cryptocurrency) seizure provisions within 
the Crimes Act 1914 and Proceeds of Crimes Act 2002; 


o Engagement on AFP and ACT Policing requirements to support establishment of a National 
Firearms Register; 


o Finalisation of new AFP Categories of Conduct Determination 2023; and 


o Close-to-finalised agreement with the Parliament on the process for use of covert investigative 
powers where parliamentary privilege may be involved.   


 
Key AFP-led legislative priority reforms 


 The AFP continues to seek support from the Attorney-General's Department (and as needed, other policy 
departments) to advance reforms addressing long-standing inefficiencies, gaps in offences or impacting 
investigations and operations.  
 


 Where possible, resources are dedicated to reforms delivering whole-of-agency or multi-Command 
benefit. It is proposed that AFP priority reforms into 2024 include: 


o APS Reforms – providing for section 26 transfers to improve mobility of the AFP and broader 
Commonwealth agencies amongst critical workplace shortages (Bill likely late 2024). 


o Removal of drug purity requirements of a scheduled illicit drug (requires prioritisation by AGD). 


o Establishing a National Convicted Terrorist Offender Scheme to impose consistent long-term 
reporting obligations on all Commonwealth terrorist offenders following the conclusion of their 
custodial sentences (requires prioritisation by AGD and further policy development, noting AFP 
has already received resourcing for this measure). 


o Continued modernisation of core police powers in the Crimes Act 1914 (Cth), including remote 
applications for search warrants (requires prioritisation by AGD).  


o Amendments to the Customs (Prohibited Imports) Regulations 1956 (Cth) to classify gel ball 
blasters as firearms (i.e. require regulation) and the Criminal Code 1995 (Cth) to criminalise the 
possession of blueprints or digital schematics in relation to computer aided manufacture 
produced weapons (i.e. privately manufactured or 3-D printed firearms) (requires prioritisation by 
AGD). 


o Amendments to the Extradition Act 1988 to enable AFP to enact the apprehension of fugitives 
within a premises (requires prioritisation and policy approval by AG). 


o Expanding the existing delayed notification search warrant scheme to enhance the investigation 
of other serious crimes including foreign interference (requires prioritisation by AGD). 


 Any reforms seeking to achieve operational efficiencies through reduced thresholds or safeguards are 
very unlikely to receive traction in the current environment.  
 


 It is expected the Government and Attorney-General portfolio’s law reform priorities for 2024 will also be 
extensive, and will impact on the ability to progress AFP-priority reforms. These include: 
 


o Passage of the Intelligence Services Legislation Amendment Bill 2023 (currently before 
parliament, will require significant implementation by AFP of expanded IGIS oversight) 
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o Raising the Commonwealth minimum age of criminal responsibility to 12 in 2024, with further 
consideration to be given to 14 (Cabinet agreed position in November 2023). 


o Reforms to the Anti-Money Laundering/Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006, to modernise the 
regime and introduce the long-awaited ‘Tranche 2’ (expanding reporting obligations to lawyers, 
accountants, real estate and dealers in precious metals/stones) (AFP strongly supports).  


o Defence reforms, including as part of the Defence Strategic Review and supporting the AUKUS 
agreement, protection from espionage and foreign interference, and others (AFP supports). 


o Establishing the Administrative Review Tribunal (replacing the Administrative Appeals Tribunal) 
(AFP supports). 


o Actioning outstanding review processes, including the AGD-led Targeted Review of Divisions 270 
(slavery and slavery-like conditions) and 271 (trafficking in persons and debt bondage) to 
reframe and streamline the offences, and the Electronic Surveillance Reforms to streamline the 
current electronic surveillance framework and ensure it is fit for purpose (AFP supports and has 
representatives embedded within the AGD ESR Taskforce). 


o Development and introduction of the Digital Identity Bill 2024, which will outlines the 
government’s new digital identity platform (AFP supports in-principle if law enforcement access 
remains). 


BACKGROUND 


 In June 2022, SPB approved the AFP Stakeholder Engagement Plan: Government and 47th Parliament, 
this was followed by a Government Engagement Snapshot progressing to SPB in March 2023. This 
paper provides an update on engagement with Government and Parliament in 2023.  
 


 In November 2023, the IOB endorsed the proposed legislative reform priorities and noted that, following 
SPB consideration, a letter would be provided to the Attorney-General and AGD Secretary.  


FINANCIAL AND STAFFING IMPLICATIONS 


N/A. 


CONSULTATION 


The SES1 cohort was consulted in the development of the legislative reform priorities, which IOB endorsed.  


COMMUNICATION APPROACH 


Following SPB consideration, NMSP will circulate the endorsed snapshot to SES; and SPO will continue to 
work closely with all Commands to strengthen understanding and confidence in engaging with Government. 
SPO will also continue to work closely with Commands on reform items and implementation efforts.  


ENTERPRISE RISK 


Pursuing required legislative reforms positions the AFP to mitigate risks in relation to: E3 Risk: Operational 
Outcomes, E4 Risk: Partnerships and Stakeholder Engagement, E5 Risk: Effectiveness of AFP capabilities 
and E7 Risk: Resourcing. 


ATTACHMENTS 


 Attachment A - AFP Stakeholder Engagement: Government and Parliament Snapshot (January – 
August 2023) 


 Attachment B - AFP Legislative Reform Register 
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Contact (author) Name: Susie Williamson-de Vries, MGEA 


 Portfolio: Strategy and Performance 


 Phone: 274081 


 Email: Susie.Williamson-deVries@afp.gov.au  







Government and 47th Parliament / Stakeholder Engagement Snapshot
1 January – 31 October 2023


1
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE / 
PRODUCTION OF DOCS 


Supplementary Estimates 
(Feb):
• 18 AFP QoNs
• 3 Whole of Portfolio (WoP)


QoNs


Budget Estimates (May):
• 30 AFP QoNs
• 47 WoP QoNs
• 24 AFP QoNs (Spillover)


Additional Estimates (Oct):
• 28 AFP QoNs
• 48 WoP


19 Parliamentary QoNs:
• 11 AFP Led
• 8 AFP contributions


3 Orders for Production of 
Documents (ATO’s PWC 
referral, PWC engagement, 
and SPA guidelines)


MINISTERIAL 
ENGAGEMENTS


93 AFP-led Ministerial 
Submissions:
• 48 related to international


travel (total cost
$2,024,897)


Supported 14 Ministerial 
events 


46 Commissioner weekly 
letters to Attorney-General 


332 Ministerial 
correspondence actioned 


15 AFP Question Time Briefs 
submitted. 


PARLIAMENTARY 
ENGAGEMENTS


5 PJCLE hearings:
• 4 private briefings (International


drug flows and trends, BULWARK,
TENTERFIELD and PAVLOU)


• Illicit drugs public hearing


5 PJCIS hearings (SPA private briefing, 
Prohibited Hate Symbols, AFP 
functions, Temporary Exclusion Orders, 
CT and other Legislation Amendment). 


5 other public hearings (rights of 
women and children, Voice to 
Parliament, Foreign Interference 
through social media, IVS, Prohibited 
Nazi Symbols).


4 Parliamentary Submissions
• PJCLE (illicit drugs, child


exploitation - supplementary, Perth
Mint letter


• PJCCFS Ethics and Professional
Accountability letter


18 formal responses to Parliamentary/ 
Senate reviews and inquiries


HIGHLIGHTS


Close engagement with AGO
Relationship with AGO remains 
strong and the LELO is well 
established.


Weekly AGO adviser ‘deep dives’ 
on key issues including, Cyber, 
CT, CACT, TSOC, foreign 
interference, human source 
intelligence, AFP security, health 
and wellbeing, death penalty and 
protection of AHoH. 


Positive proactive operational 
engagement through 
Operation TENTERFIELD, 
Operation AVARUS-NIGHTWOLF 
and K9 demo.


Security briefings and 
engagements for 
Parliamentarians and their staff.


FUTURE CHALLENGES 
AND OPPORTUNITIES


Ensure continued close and 
coordinated engagement 
between AGO advisers and AFP 
SES – ‘no surprises’ approach.


Private briefings with non-Govt 
parliamentarians and 
committees – balancing AGO 
expectations and improved 
parliamentary understanding of 
AFP’s remit.


Seek opportunities to 
strengthen Parliamentary 
understanding of AFP remit.


Delays in AFP clearances i.e. 
QTBs missing tight deadlines or 
travel Ministerial submissions 
with less than 10 days for AG 
noting
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Passed this Parliament (from 26 July 2022) 


LEGISLATION DESCRIPTION STATUS PRIORITY TOPIC 


Crimes and Other Legislation Amendment (Omnibus) Bill 
2023 


(Omnibus 1.0) 


Delivered key AFP reforms to:  


 Witness Protection Act 1994 to ensure effective administration of the National Witness Protection Program
and address critical gaps in the AFP’s ability to provide protection which could have put participants at risk of
discovery.


 Part IC in the Crimes Act 1914 to address operational and procedural issues arising if a person was arrested by
the AFP and charged for an applied offence in a different jurisdiction to where the offence occurred.


PASSED Critical Witness Protection, 
Aviation  


National Anti-Corruption Commission Bill 2022 


National Anti-Corruption Commission (Consequential and 
Transitional Provisions) Bill 2022  


This Bill established a centralised, specialist centre for the prevention and investigation of corruption in the 
Commonwealth public sector, higher education, and research sectors. 


The Commission subsumed ACLEI's responsibility for law enforcement corruption matters. 


PASSED Important Fraud, Corruption 


Counter-Terrorism Legislation Amendment (AFP Powers and 
Other Matters) Bill 2023 


Extended the sunsetting dates for certain AFP counter terrorism powers from 7 December 2022 to 7 December 2023, 
allowing sufficient time to action the recommendations of the PJCIS Review of police powers in relation to terrorism, 
the control order regime, the preventative detention order regime and the continuing detention order regime (AFP Powers 
Review). 


PASSED Critical Counter Terrorism


Australian Security Intelligence Organisation Bill 2023 Provides ASIO with a new security vetting and security-clearance related function for ASIO and non-ASIO personnel 
seeking to hold, or currently holding, a security clearance.  This enables ASIO to be centrally responsible for the new 
“Top Secret-Privileged Access” (TS-PA) security clearance (which will progressively replace ‘Positive Vetting’). 


The Act also introduces a new review framework for internal and external merits review of ASIO security assessments 
and security clearance decisions (AAT review for existing clearance holder; independent reviewer appointed by the 
Attorney-General for a new applicant).  


PASSED Important Security Vetting 


Categories of Conduct Determination 2023 Sets out the kinds of conduct that constitute Category 1, 2 and 3 conduct, for the purpose of investigation and 
oversight. The updated Determination includes greater detail and provides a number of non-exhaustive examples of 
types of conduct. 


PASSED Important Organisational 
Reform 
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Bills under development and before parliament 


LEGISLATION DESCRIPTION STATUS PRIORITY TOPIC 


Electronic Surveillance Reforms - Surveillance Devices Act 2004 
and Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 


Holistic review and simplification of SD and TI Acts to create a new Electronic 
Surveillance Act following Richardson Review. 
 


Drafting continues but timeframes are likely to expand beyond those committed to 
under the previous government. 


AGD drafting Bill Critical Capability 


Counter-Terrorism and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2023 
(also known as AFP Powers)  


The Bill actions the recommendations of the PJCIS Review of police powers in relation 
to terrorism, the control order regime, the preventative detention order regime and the 
continuing detention order regime (AFP Powers Review). 


 


The Bill contains key amendments modernise the Control Order scheme by aligning the 
conditions available under a control order with the more flexible conditions available 
under an Extended Supervision Order (ESO) scheme. 
 


The Bill also extends the sun-setting date for control orders, preventative detention 
orders, and emergency stop, search and seize powers that assist the AFP in the 
response to counter terrorism. 


Before Parliament Critical Counter Terrorism 


Crimes Legislation Amendment (Combatting Foreign Bribery) Bill 
2023 


Re-introduces Schedule 1 of the former Combatting Corporate Crime Bill 2019 (CLACC). 
The Bill amends the offence of bribery of a foreign public official, to remove undue 
impediments to investigations and prosecutions.  Introduces a new offence for failing 
to prevent foreign bribery (applies to body corporates) associate.  


NB:  the Bill does not include the Deferred Prosecution Agreement (DPA) scheme 
originally included in the CLACC Bill. Government position is that DPAs will only be 
introduced once the amended foreign bribery offence has been successfully 
implemented.  


Before Senate Important Function Specific 


Crimes Legislation Amendment (Ransomware Action Plan) Bill 
2022 


Originally introduced by the former Government, the Bill amends the Criminal Code Act 
1995 (Cth) to: (1) extend the extraterritorial application of cybercrime offences in Part 
10.7 of the Code; (2) increase penalties for four cybercrime offences; (3) introduce new 
offences to address ransomware/cyber extortion and dealing with stolen data.  The Bill 
also amends the Crimes Act 1914 and the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (POCA) to 
modernise search warrant frameworks to better address seizure of digital 
assets/cryptocurrencies.  The definition of ‘financial institution’ in the POCA is also 
amended to expressly capture digital currency exchanges (DCEs), enabling the CACT to 
use POCA information-gathering and freezing orders against DCEs and prevent 
offenders dissipating their criminal proceeds.  


The Attorney-General is not minded to support the Bill re-introduced by the Opposition. 
The cyber reforms will be further considered following development of the Australian 
Cyber Security Strategy 2023-2026.  The digital asset/cryptocurrency changes have 
been split off and will be included in an Omnibus Bill in November 2023.  


Original Government 
Bill lapsed at 
dissolution of 
previous Parliament 
(11 April 2022) 
 
Reintroduced by the 
opposition in October 
2022 as a private 
members bill 


Important Function Specific 


Digital Identity Bill Expands access to digital identity documents from government services to the 
Australian economy and businesses, to allow Australians to verify their identity online 
and reduce administrative burdens. The proposed Digital Identity Bill sets up the 
legislative framework to support this, establishing permanent government structures 
and privacy protections for the Digital Identity scheme, which contributes to the 
Government’s agenda of building a prosperous and resilient digital economy. 


Finance drafting Bill Important Capability 


Intelligence Services Legislation Amendment Bill 2023 (ISLAB) - 
aka “IGIS Bill” 


Expands the oversight jurisdiction of the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security 
(IGIS), and the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security (PJCIS) to 
include the “intelligence function” of the AFP, AUSTRAC and Home Affairs.   The Bill 
also enables the PJCIS to request the IGIS conduct an inquiry into specific operational 
activities of agencies within the IGIS’ remit.   


Before Parliament – 
currently being 
reviewed by the PJCIS 


Important Oversight/ Internal 
arrangements  


Review of the Public Interest Disclosure Act (Part 1) Improvements to the public interest disclosure framework, partially in response to the 
press freedom inquiry and 2016 Moss Review. 


Passed Important Internal Arrangements 
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Counter Terrorism Legislation Amendment (Prohibited Hate 
Symbols and Other Measures) Bill 2023 


Amends the Crimes Act 1914 and Criminal Code Act 1995 to:  
 establish criminal offences for the public display of prohibited Nazi 


(hakenkreuz, double sig rune) and Islamic State (IS flag) symbols,  
 establish offences for the trading of goods that bear a prohibited Nazi or 


Islamic State symbol;  
 establish criminal offences for using a carriage service for violent extremist 


material and possessing or controlling violent extremist material obtained or 
accessed using a carriage service;  


 expand the offence of advocating terrorism to include instructing on the doing 
of a terrorist act and praising the doing of a terrorist act in specified 
circumstances; and  


 increase the maximum penalty for the offence of advocating terrorism from 5 
to 7 years imprisonment. 


 
The Bill also removes the sunsetting requirement for instruments which list terrorist 
organisations. 


Before Parliament Important Counter Terrorism 


Fair Work Legislation Amendment (Closing Loopholes) Bill 2023 Amends the Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988 to establish a 
presumptive liability provision for first responders who suffer from PTSD.  
 
AFP employees (sworn and unsworn) who suffer from a PTSD injury will no longer be 
required to prove that their employment contributed to their PTSD injury to a significant 
degree for the purpose of their workers’ compensation claim. Rather, employment is 
presumed to have contributed to a significant degree to their PTSD injury.  


Before Parliament Important SHIELD, Worker’s 
Compensation 


Crimes and Other Legislation Amendment (Omnibus No. 3) Bill 
2023 


Contains the Crimes Act and Proceeds of Crime Act reforms from the Ransomware 
Action Plan Bill 2022, relating to digital assets/cryptocurrencies, specifically:  


 Crimes Act/POCA - modernises the search warrant frameworks in both Acts, to 
better address the complexities involved in seizing digital 
assets/cryptocurrencies 


 POCA – amends the definition of ‘financial institution’ to expressly include 
digital currency exchanges (DCEs), enabling the CACT to use POCA 
information-gathering powers and freezing orders against DCEs, and prevent 
offenders dissipating their criminal proceeds.  


Bill intended for introduction in the week commencing 27 November 2023.  


AGD drafting Bill Important Function specific 


Identity Verification Services Bill 
 
Identity Verification (Consequential Amendments) Bill 


The Bill provides a lawful basis for the Department of Home Affairs to host facial 
matching services but does not in itself authorise agencies to use those services, this is 
done through participation agreements. The facial matching services include the Facial 
Verification Service (1-to-1 matching) and the Facial Identification Service (1-to-many 
matching). The Bill implements a COAG Agreement. 


The Bill will enable the AFP to carry out their functions under the Crimes Act and 
Witness Protection Act, in relation to the protection of shielded persons. 


Before Senate Important Capability 
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Ongoing inquiries 


TOPIC DESCRIPTION STATUS 


Targeted Review of Division 270 and 271 (AGD) Targeted review of offences for human trafficking, slavery and slavery-like practices as required by the National Action Plan to Combat Modern Slavery 
2020-2025. Report finalised and 2 findings accepted by the Attorney-General. 


Report finalised. Findings being 
ranked for action. 


National Review of Child Sex Abuse Legislation Review of the Australian Institute of Criminology’s draft interim report for the national review of child sexual assault legislation. The Commonwealth 
Attorney-General’s Department commissioned this review to support implementation of the Standing Council of Attorneys-General Work Plan to Strengthen 
Criminal Justice Responses to Sexual Assault 2022-2027, under which all jurisdictions agreed to take collective and individual action. The focus of the review 
is considering criminal offences and legal definitions relating to sexual offending in the context of each jurisdiction’s legislative framework and criminal 
justice system.  


Draft report finalised and out for 
consultation. Currently being 
reviewed by subject matter 
areas.  


Review of sentencing for Commonwealth child sex 
offences (AGD) 


Review as required by Schedule 15 of the Crimes Legislation Amendment (Sexual Crimes Against Children and Community Protection Measures) Act 2020 
(Cth), which amended the Crimes Act 1914 and Criminal Code Act 1995 to strengthen Commonwealth laws against child abuse and ensure sentencing was 
commensurate to the seriousness of the offences and the harm caused. Specific amendments were introduced to impose mandatory minimum sentences 
for the most serious offences and repeat offenders. 


AGD engaging significantly with 
CDPP. To consult AFP further in 
development of report. 


Review of existing Commonwealth child sexual 
abuse offences (AGD) 


Review as required by Measure 13 of the First Commonwealth Action Plan, under the National Strategy to Prevent and Respond to Child Sexual Abuse 2021-
2030. The review will examine and make recommendations on the operating environment, including: the challenges presented by the current framing of the 
offences; the applicability of the offences to contemporary manifestations of abuse; and the appropriateness of existing defences, immunities, and 
penalties. 


AFP assisting AGD in drafting 
report (final document will not be 
publicly released). 


Review of cybercrime offences in Part 10 of the 
Criminal Code (AGD) 


Review of all cybercrime and telecommunications-related offences in Parts 10.6, 10.7 and 10.8 of the Criminal Code (except where offences are already 
being considered by another review – e.g., the child abuse offences in Part 10.6).   This review captures a wide variety of offences, including all cybercrime 
offences, computer offences, telecommunications service offences (e.g., section 474.17 ‘menace, harass or cause offence’), abhorrent violent material and 
dishonestly obtaining or dealing in personal financial information.   


This review is an action item from CJLEF in March 2023, and will consider whether the offences are working in the modern criminal environment.  Outcomes 
from this review will inform AGD’s consideration of any further reforms to cybercrime offences, including those proposed by the Ransomware Action Plan 
Bill 2022.  


AGD review has commenced. 


PJCIS inquiry into Extremist Movements and 
Radicalism in Australia (potentially renamed) 


Re-referral of the December 2020 inquiry by the same name. Consideration of the broader terrorism threat environment, emerging trends, whether laws are 
fit-for-purpose, etc. Anticipating increased interest following escalation in Israel-Palestine conflict. 


Terms of reference being 
developed. 


Review of Commonwealth Non-Disclosure Duties and 
Secrecy Offences (AGD) 


The Review was a key recommendation following the PJCIS’s review of the EFI Bill. The Review considered secrecy offences which may be no longer 
required in light of the introduction of the general secrecy offences in the EFI Act; the suitability and appropriate framing of the offences in and protections 
for Royal Commissions and public interest journalism. 


Report finalised. Findings 
progressing for Cabinet 
consideration.  
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Under Active Policy Development 


LEGISLATION DESCRIPTION STATUS PRIORITY TOPIC 


National Firearms Register Ongoing work to establish a National Firearms Register (NFR), which was referred by the National Cabinet 
to the Police Ministers and the Attorney-General, following the shooting at Wieambilla.  


The NFR will create a single, consistent system to track the lifecycle of licit firearms in Australia. The NFR 
will deliver safety benefits for frontline officers and improve information sharing amongst jurisdictions. The 
scheme will also improve ability to track and trace illegal diversion of firearms out of the licit stream. 


AFP continues to engage with 
AGD and ACIC on the scheme.  


Critical Firearms 


Minimum Age of Criminal Responsibility In August 2022, Attorneys General agreed that the Age of Criminal Responsibility Working Group would 
develop a proposal to increase the minimum age of criminal responsibility. 


The report outlines considerations for jurisdictions in developing supports and services for children under 
the MACR, and progressing reforms that balances the needs of children displaying negative behaviours 
with maintaining community safety and respecting victims’ rights. In recognition of the direction from SCAG 
to pay particular attention to the overrepresentation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children in the 
criminal justice system, the report has a strong focus on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children. 


AGO supports the recommendation to increase the MACR from 10 to 14 in a stagged approach. First to 12 
with no exceptions within the current term of government and subsequently to 14 by 2026 to allow time for 
further work/ considerations to be made regarding implementation.  


AFP continues to engage with 
AGD on the progress of the 
submission and further 
considerations regarding 
implementation.  


Critical  Social Justice 


National Convicted Terrorist Offender 
Register 


Impose long-term reporting obligations on offenders to provide a uniform baseline of information to 
monitor enduring risks, inform decisions on future risk management options, and gain insight into 
circumstances that may represent changes in risk. Initiative of the Commissioner and key focus for the 
Minister. 


Funding approved in 2022-23 
Budget. Engaging with AGD to 
seek progression. 


Critical Counter Terrorism 


Agreement of the AFP’s use of covert 
investigative powers in investigations 
where parliamentary privilege 


AFP and AGD have finalised and progressed an amended MOU, National Guideline which outlines the 
process for the AFP’s use of covert investigative powers in investigations where parliamentary privilege 
may be involved.  


Before the Parliamentary 
Working Group 


Critical Sensitive 
Investigations 


Criminal Listing Framework and review of 
Div 390 offences 


Introduce a Criminal Listing Framework with the aim of removing the ability for TSOC groups to operate 
under a guise of legitimacy and have a disruptive impact on their activities by assisting in proving the 
elements of criminal association offences; providing clear guidance to professional facilitators and 
government agencies that the organisation is engaged in criminal activity; and putting on notice individuals 
on notice that they should not knowingly be engaging with listed organisations.  


Any framework must be accompanied by improvements to the existing criminal association offences at 
Division 390. Division 390 offences currently lack utility, and the elements of the offence are difficult to 
establish.  


Work paused following de-
prioritisation of the 
Combatting TSOC Bill.  


Critical Capability 


Improvements to drug purity framework Seeking to amend the serious drug offences to remove the unnecessary requirements to prove pure drug 
weight; adopt a mixed weight system for determining threshold drug quantities, which incorporates both 
the weight of the pure drug and any mixed substance; remove the requirement to establish chain of custody 
by obtaining separate evidence from every officer who handled the drug; and allow chain of custody to be 
established through evidential certificates.  


 


Policy Paper with AGD for 
consideration. 


Critical Drugs 


Firearms reforms  
(gel ball blasters and 3-D printed 
firearms) 


Amendments to the Customs (Prohibited Imports) Regulations 1956 (Cth) to classify gel ball blasters as 
firearms (i.e. require regulation) and the Criminal Code 1995 (Cth) to criminalise the possession of 
blueprints or digital schematics in relation to computer aided manufacture produced weapons (i.e. privately 
manufactured or 3-D printed firearms)  


Policy Paper being prepared 
for socialisation – AGD are 
aware of intent for further 
discussion. 


Critical  Firearms 
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Improvements to EFI legislation   Extended geographical jurisdiction for Division 92, Subdivision C offences (Foreign Interference 
involving foreign intelligence agencies). 


 Broadening the application of s83.4 (Interference with political rights and duties), Criminal Code 
noting it is limited due to the requirement for a political or democratic right ‘arising under the 
Constitution or other Commonwealth law’ and does not meet the intended purpose. 


 Amend ‘foreign principle’ to address challenges surrounding the definition of conduct ‘on behalf of’ 
of a foreign principal. Potential amendment to address conduct ‘motivated by’ a foreign principal 
(similar to CT offences) or ‘on behalf of’ to address operational barriers. 


 However note amendments to this term is likely to be highly controversial with policy partners. 


Ongoing consideration by 
Foreign Interference 
Legislation Working Group 
(FILWG) with members ASIO, 
AGD, CDPP, Defence, HA and 
AFP. 


AFP to consider raising in 
context of upcoming INSLM 
Review.  


Critical/Important  Espionage and 
foreign 
interference 


Delayed Notification Search Warrants 
(DNSWs), Crimes Act 1914  


Expand the existing Delayed Notification Search Warrant (DNSW) powers to include espionage and foreign 
interference offences, improve the AFP’s ability to investigate groups without ‘tipping’ off potential 
offenders. 


AFP to consider raising in 
context of upcoming INSLM 
Review. 


Important Espionage and 
foreign 
interference 


Notice to produce, Crimes Act 1914 Introduce a notice to produce power placing the onus on the company to retrieve materials within their 
possession custody or control. 


In absence, the AFP faces significant barriers when investigating transnational corporate crime (including 
foreign bribery, sanctions and money laundering offences). Investigations are limited by cooperation 
provided by the company. If they refuse to supply documents the AFP has requested voluntarily, the AFP 
has no effective ability to require that company to force them to do so.  


Warrants are extremely resource intensive to obtain and execute and can be ineffective where critical 
evidence is located offshore or its location is unknown.  


AFP to reinvigorate 
discussions with AGD noting 
the NACC Act includes similar 
powers and were not 
controversial.   


Important Fraud and 
Corruption initially 
– potential for 
further expansion.  


Part 1D amendments to Crimes Act 1914 
(forensic procedures)  


 


A range of amendments for forensic procedures including: 


- the definition of 'intimate' and 'non-intimate' forensic procedure to enable X-rays as 'non-intimate' 
- section 23YDC to include a "Relatives of Missing Persons" 
- Improve opportunities for information sharing of DNA profiles with international LEA.  


Next steps - send paper to 
initiating area for 
consideration 


Important Capability 


Part IC Reforms to the Crimes Act 1914 
(pre-charge detention) 


COAG CT 2017 commitment to reform Crimes Act Part IC to ensure a nationally consistent approach and 
place a clear cap on the maximum period of detention. Reforms to reduce the complexity and 
administrative burden, and ensure scheme responds to operational realities (transition between crime types 
during an investigation, etc).  


Work is ongoing Important Investigative 
Powers 


AFP Act Modernisation reforms Address outstanding HR needs identified by Legal, PS, Org Health. Introduce medical retirement provision, 
immunity from ARR. Modernise acting arrangements, delegations, vicarious liability, disposal of property, 
bare powers, employment provisions, transfer processes, AFP/PSO interoperability, address Crimes Act 
inconsistencies.  


Update AFP’s employment provisions to more closely align with the provisions of the Australian Public 
Service (APS) standards, and those available for ASIO staff.  Under the AFP Act, there is currently no ability 
for AFP employees to transfer from the AFP to an APS agency, resulting in inefficiencies and difficulties in 
AFP employees retaining entitlements. 


Working through policy 
considerations with AGD 


Important Internal 
Arrangements 


Anti-Money Laundering and Counter 
Terrorism Financing Act (and related 
reforms) 


Beneficial Ownership 


AGD is developing reforms to the Anti-Money Laundering/Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006, to 
modernise the regime and improve Australia’s compliance with Financial Action Taskforce (FATF) 
recommendations prior to Australia’s next FATF Mutual Evaluation (in 2026-2027), including:  


  Implementing ‘Tranche 2’ by expanding AML/CTF regulation to designated non-financial 
businesses and professions (lawyers, accountants, real estate and precious metal/stone dealers) 


 Streamlining due diligence/KYC requirements, to lower regulatory burden and make compliance 
easier for regulated entities 


 Improvements to International Funds Transfer Instructions, to make it harder for criminal entities to 
disguise the true source of funds  


 Lowering the reporting threshold for the gambling sector 
 Bringing digital currency exchanges within AML/CTF regulation 


AGD and Treasury developing 
policy proposals and 
conducting public 
consultation.  


Bills to be introduced in mid-
2024.  


Important Financial crime 
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 Amending the ‘tipping off’ offence, and the Chapter 75 exemption for regulated entities who are 
assisting an investigation into a serious offence.  


Concurrently, Treasury is developing reforms to increase transparency of beneficial ownership of 
companies and trusts, to enable regulators and law enforcement to more easily determine who is the true 
legal owner or beneficiary, and create improvements for tax integrity, criminal investigations and asset 
confiscation.  This will involve a phased approach, with the ultimate goal of creating a centralised, 
Commonwealth-operated, public register of beneficial ownership.  The AFP strongly supports a centralised 
public register, but earlier stages of this project are unlikely to provide meaning benefits for AFP.  


Witness Protection Act 1994 Further amendments to the Witness Protection Act 1996. Reforms are needed to (1) ensure effective 
administration of the National Witness Protection Program in line with better practice, (2) ensure AFP 
meets WHS obligations, (3) address gaps in legislation which could put participants at risk of discovery or 
do not provide adequate legal basis for inclusion (or continued inclusion) in the program. 


Transitional provision, suspension provision and various administrative changes to the Act were partially 
drafted under the previous Government. AGD has agree to progress these amendments and proposed 
amendments to s 13 (compelling agencies to assist the AFP in the administration of the NWPP), s 21 
(protection from suit) and the ability for protected witnesses to give evidence via AVL 


Working through policy 
considerations with AGD 


Important Capability 


Extradition Act Reforms Reforms to allow for powers of entry into premises for extradition matters. Parts II and III of the Extradition 
Act allows for Australian police to arrest a fugitive from another country, for the purpose of extraditing them 
to the “country”. Currently the Extradition Act does not allow for police officers to enter a fugitive’s 
premises to effect an arrest. This differs from the Crimes Act 1914, which allows a police officer, executing 
a search warrant on a person, to enter a fugitive’s premises under section 3ZB. 


Policy paper drafted – pending 
AGD progression.  


Important Investigative 
Powers 


Explosive Act Thematic Review Defence is reviewing the entire Explosives Act, and considering establishing an Explosives Regulator 
however this has been deferred until 2025.  


Defence is leading the EATR, and the AFP is being heavily consulted. Members of the Legislative Reform 
team and WTI are undertaking an internal review of current practices to inform the executive of next steps. 


Defence to reinvigorate review.   Important Defence 


Criminal Code Act 1995/ Crimes Act 1914 
Part 1AB (introduce indemnity for AFP 
officers conducting fully substituted 
controlled deliveries) 


Amend the Criminal Code Act 1995 (section 11.2), or the controlled operations provisions of the Crimes Act 
1914, to insert an indemnity that ensures law enforcement do not commit the technical offence of 'aid, abet, 
counsel or procure' when they allow delivery of a fully substituted drug consignment during a controlled 
delivery.  This would remove ambiguity about the AFP's legal position, reduce the risk that evidence could 
be excluded as illegally obtained in any future proceedings, and reduce red tape by removing the need to 
seek a controlled operation authority for each controlled delivery (which is the current practice, due to legal 
uncertainty on this issue).  


Policy paper currently being 
consulted across the agency.  


Important Capability/ 
Investigative 
powers 


POC Act Amendments  Amendments to POCA to: 


 modernise the search warrant provisions consistent with the Crimes Act in relation to digital 
assets. 


 clarify how documents can be given or served on persons.  
 address the Victorian Supreme Court case Australian Federal Police v Ying [2016] VSC 556 and 


reduce significant cost and resource burdens experienced by the AFP in personally serving 
respondents and other interested parties, particularly in cases involving multiple parties located in 
multiple States and Territories, or overseas, and to overcome attempts by persons to avoid service. 


Policy paper to be prepared 
and considered.  


Routine Financial crime 


Policing powers and procedures Further consideration of amendments to : 


 introduce efficiencies across policing powers and procedures, including anomalies in 
Commonwealth legislation and State and Territory authorities and the impact on police with limited 
resources.  


 Modernise powers and procedures in the evolving digital environment which could create better 
efficiencies will also be considered. 


 Consider foreign police power approvals. 


Requires further internal 
consultation and development 
before seeking commitment 
from AGD to achieve 
efficiencies where 
accompanied by appropriate 
safeguards. 


Routine Investigative 
powers 


Foreign Preservation Notices, 
Telecommunications (Interception and 
Access) Act  


Consider extensions to the current 180-day timeframe to submit a formal Mutual Assistance request, to 
enable a further 180-day timeframe to be applied for. 


Being considered within the 
Electronic Surveillance 
Reforms. 


Routine International 
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Agenda item number: 3.1 


Agenda topic: Executive Finance Report 


Sponsor and presenter: Sponsor: Chief Operating Officer (COO), Charlotte Tressler


Presenter: Chief Financial Officer (CFO), Paul Wood 


DESIRED OUTCOME 


It is recommended the board: 


1. Note at the end of October 2023, Commands have overspent their year to date budgets by $5.1m.
Following a technical adjustment for the movement in the 10-year bond rate, the AFP reported a small
surplus of $3.9m.


2. Agree that Commands continue to focus on operating within their budgets and complying with the
Commissioner’s Financial Instructions.


3. Agree that contractor and consultant spend be managed within Command budgets. Agree non-essential
contractors be stood down over the Christmas period (18 December 2023 to 15 January 2024) to
manage expenditure and commitments.


4. Agree that Commands will be held to overtime and penalties budgets.


5. Note the October 2023 the Investment Plan budget is currently underspent by $1.9m and forecasting an
overspend of $2.9m.


6. Note the actual FTE at the end of October 2023 was 7,474, a decrease of 2 since September and an


KEY ISSUES 


The October YTD budget position is overspent by $5.1m and the forecast position is an overspend of 
$22.4m.  Commands contributing to the overspend are shown at Attachment A. 


The main areas contributing to the overspend are; 


 Overtime and penalties (OPAT) is $2.3m over budget year to date. OPAT increased in the month of
October, at the current rate of overspend it is anticipated to be $5.6m overspent by the end of the
financial year. The overspends predominately relate to ACT Policing ($1.0m), Intelligence & Covert
Services ($0.4m), Central Command ($0.3m), SPC ($0.2m) and Northern Command ($0.3m).  Further
detail of overspends by Command is at Attachment B.  To ensure continued focus on OPAT spend
over the year it is recommended the EOB agree that Commands must manage within OPAT budgets.


 Spend on consultants and contractors is $1.2m over budget year to date with the overspend driven
predominately by spend in CIO.  The highest YTD Command overspends are outlined in Attachment
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B. To better manage this cost, it is recommended that Commands manage to their contractor and
consultant budgets.  Additionally, Commands need to stand down contractors over the Christmas
period (18 December 2023 to 15 January 2024).  This is common practice in a number of Agencies
as it is a lower productivity period.  This also aligns to Government Policy on reducing contractor and
consultancy spend.  Exceptions will be made where there are critical business requirements.


 Travel is $0.6m overspent year to date with the largest overspend occurring in Americas Africa
Middle East & Europe ($0.3m), Pacific Asia ($0.2m) Chief Scientist ($0.3m), Northern Command
($0.2m) and Central Command ($0.4m).  At the current rate travel will be overspent by $1.8m by the
end of the year.


 Affordable FTE – a further measure to manage budget is the approval of recruitment to ensure
affordability.  The new process was communicated to staff through the 9th November Pulse article.


CFI Compliance 


Whilst some Commands are forecasting an end of year overspend, the Commissioner’s Financial 
Instructions (CFIs) prevent a commitment being made beyond available funds: 


“A delegate is not able to authorise a spending proposal where either the limit of funds available is 
negative or where the spending proposal will cause the remaining limit of funds available for other 
types of expenses to be negative”. 


The CFO is enforcing compliance with the CFI to manage the financial position.  


Budget Management Taskforce 


Overtime and Penalties 


On 17 November, the OTAP WG are due to discuss on-call and penalties. The average on-call utilisation rate 
is 3% across the organisation, therefore the WG will discuss whether the number of members on call is 
appropriate from a business and risk perspective. 


Work continues on a number of recommendations from the EOB and OTAP WG, including: 


 Following on from the release of the monthly Overtime and Excess hours reporting on SAS and via
email (for Commands wholly on Quintiq), Commands have made a concerted effort to reduce
negative hours balances and consider resting their members. End of November data will highlight
the impact of this reporting on behaviours and decisions.


 A Communications Plan has been developed with the Communications Team, and the first pulse
article was released on 16 November. The full campaign will ramp up in January, with a focus on
compliance, planning/scheduling and staff management.


 Numerous Command specific consultations have been held to discuss data, analysis and initial
findings, including several presentations to the Supervisor cohort within Eastern Command.


 Several Commands have increased the delegation level responsible for approving Overtime.


Contractors and Consultants 


Work continues with Industrial Relations and Recruitment to improve the process of converting existing 
contractors into Technical Specialist and ordinary AFP roles. The BMT is also working with Commands to 
reduce the total hours planned within existing contracts, with consideration of the relevant risks.   


Further detailed analysis of AFP’s contractor expenditure is reported at Attachment D. 
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Administered Results 


Administered year to date spend under the Enhancing Pacific Engagement program is $0.9m, an underspend 
to budget of $0.3m.  Total administered expenditure year to date is $1.5m against a full year budget of 
$29.9m (5.0%). It is highly likely all the Administered funding will not be spent this financial year and the AFP 
needs to look at what activities fit the criteria to utilise this funding. 


Cash forecast 


The CFO is preparing advice to the Attorney General on the cash position and potential corrective action. The 
Finance and Budget Management Branch has also commenced discussions with DoF on the cash issue and 
solutions. Corrective action will be required to address this given we cannot absorb an overspend this year.  


Investment Plan 


The annual AFP Investment Plan (IP) budget is $223.0m, with an operating budget allocation of $21.6m. As at 31 
October 2023, the YTD Investment Plan spend is $60.3m against a YTD budget of $62.2m. 


The full year forecast is an overspend variance of $2.9m. Major capital forecast spends are detailed below: 


 Investigations Management Solution (IMS) – forecast overspend variance of $4.1m relates to the
total investment allocation not yet approved. Pressure was considered by the Board at the out of
session EOB with agreement to defer the funding decision.


 Fighting Crime – TSOC – forecast overspend variance of $3.3m is due to falling interest rates and
increased costs, resulting in the total cost of the aerial capability exceeding the NPP funding
allocation. The project has provided an exception report which presented at the last Specialist
Capability Steering Committee meeting. Reallocation of funding from other projects to be considered
at the next SCSC meeting.


 Airborne Vehicle Vessel Detect and Track Capability – forecast overspend variance of $2.7m because
of delays in Attorney Generals Department approval of the POCA funding rollover. Once the funding is
confirmed, Finance will allocate budget.


 Chief Technology Officer Projects – forecast overspend relates to Skyhigh SSE Solution licenses
against a project with no corresponding budget. Finance IP will work with the Command to correct the
YTD spend due to misallocation of prepaid costs and update the forecast accordingly.


 Clouds Act Technical Solutions (CATS) – The CATS NPP is seeking a capital budget increase of
$0.8m for the delivery and enhancement of the Request Management System (RMS). An exception
report is being drafted and will be presented to the Enabling Committee.


Please refer to Attachment C for the October Investment Plan Dashboard. 


October Highest and Lowest Forecast Variances 
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Investment Plan Budget Reductions 


 Addressing the action item from the August Capability Board, Finance have consulted with project
owners on budget adjustments to reduce the current Investment Plan over-allocation. The majority of
the proposed reductions were achieved through delays/deferrals of projects to the 2024-25
Investment Plan. The reductions were presented to the Capability Board in early November. The Board
endorsed total budget reductions of $33.6m and requested that proposed project budget reductions
be re-distributed to Capability Steering Committees for confirmation.


 Once reductions are confirmed, the revised Investment Plan will be presented to the EOB.


FINANCIAL AND STAFFING IMPLICATIONS 


An overview of the October 2023 results compared to the phased budget is provided in the Attachments to 
this paper.  


CONSULTATION 


ACs/NMs on results, People and Culture Command on the Workforce Plan, CFO Portfolio 


COMMUNICATION APPROACH 


Finance will continue collaborating with Commands in 2023-24 regarding financial results, full year forecast  
and to assist Commands in managing to their available budget.  


ENTERPRISE RISK 


The AFP internal budget, management of resources and reporting is associated with: 


E7 Risk: Resourcing 


 Mismanagement or misuse of the resources the AFP needs to meet its operational objectives.
 Effectively managing the AFP’s resources enables the AFP to retain public confidence; recruit, retain,


develop and equip personnel; develop effective capabilities and achieve AFP objectives within its operating
budget.


ATTACHMENTS 


 Attachment A – October 2023 year to date results
 Attachment B – October 2023 spend trends
 Attachment C – October 2023 Investment Plan dashboard
 Attachment D – AFP contractor analysis


Contact (author) Name: Lachlan Funnell 


Command: CFO 


Phone: 263 901 


Email: Lachlan.funnell@afp.gov.au 







OCTOBER 2023 YEAR TO DATE RESULTS AGENDA ITEM 3.1 | ATTACHMENT A


COMMANDS ACTUAL FTE NET  ACTUAL FTE NET  ACTUAL FTE NET  AVG FTE NET  AVG FTE NET  AVG FTE NET


7,474  $5.1 7,586  -$0.0 111   -$5.1 7,545  $22.4 7,562  $0.0 17   -$22.4
Crime Command 170   $9.5 179   $9.8 9  $0.3 176   $31.6 178  $31.6 2  $0.0
Cyber Command 54   $2.9 47  $2.8 (8) -$0.1 47   $8.4 46   $8.4 (1)  $0.0
Criminal Assets Confiscation 31   $2.0 34  $2.1 3  $0.0 34   $6.9 34   $6.9 0  $0.0
Eastern Command 826   $35.6 828   $35.8 2  $0.1 830   $108.5 832  $108.5 2  $0.0
Northern Command 417   $23.3 433   $23.0 15  -$0.3 429   $69.5 425  $69.0 (4)  -$0.5
Office of DC Crime 4  $0.3 4  $0.3 0  $0.0 4  $1.0 4   $1.0 0  $0.0
DC Crime 1,502  $73.7 1,525  $73.7 23  $0.1 1,520  $225.9 1,519  $225.4 (2)  -$0.5
Cntr Terrorism & Spec Investigations 95   $7.1 103   $7.3 8  $0.2 107   $24.7 107  $24.7 0  $0.0
Office of Special Investigations 35   $0.1 34  $0.0 (1) -$0.1 34   $0.0 34   $0.0 (0)  $0.0
Specialist Protective Command 590   $35.3 607   $35.3 17  $0.0 605   $109.0 610  $109.0 5  -$0.0
Security 149   $10.1 159   $10.3 10  $0.3 158   $31.6 163  $32.1 5  $0.5
Central Command 212   $9.7 218   $9.3 6  -$0.4 209   $29.1 221  $28.5 12   -$0.6
Southern Command 603   $28.7 587   $28.6 (16)  -$0.1 599   $86.9 584  $86.9 (15) -$0.0
Western Command 289   $11.7 287   $12.3 (2) $0.6 289   $37.1 287  $37.4 (1)  $0.3
Office of DC National Security 5  $0.6 5  $0.6 0  $0.1 4  $1.8 5   $1.8 1  $0.0
DC National Security 1,978  $103.2 2,001  $103.7 23  $0.5 2,004  $320.1 2,011  $320.3 7  $0.2
Americas Africa Middle East & Europe 151   $16.1 169   $15.7 18  -$0.4 162   $49.7 178  $49.4 16   -$0.3
Pacific Asia 208   $39.8 236   $42.0 28  $2.2 211   $120.9 220  $120.9 9  $0.0
Intelligence & Covert Services 586   $35.4 567   $34.2 (19)  -$1.2 585   $105.9 562  $99.3 (22) -$6.6
Chief Scientist 367   $20.5 373   $20.3 5  -$0.3 369   $62.0 373  $61.5 4  -$0.5
Office of DC Intl & Spec Capabilities 4  $0.3 3  $0.3 (1) -$0.0 3  $1.0 3   $1.0 (0) -$0.0
DC International & Specialist Capabilities 1,317  $112.2 1,348  $112.5 31  $0.3 1,330  $339.6 1,335  $332.1 6  -$7.4
Learning and Development Command 324   $18.8 351   $20.1 27  $1.3 323   $56.3 351  $56.3 27   $0.0
Chief Counsel 129   $11.4 132   $10.1 3  -$1.2 134   $33.3 133  $30.4 (1)  -$2.9
Chief Information Officer 308   $49.5 330   $45.8 23  -$3.7 315   $149.6 332  $138.6 17   -$11.0
People Command 342   $18.0 326   $18.8 (16)  $0.9 335   $53.9 305  $54.7 (30) $0.8
Chief Financial Officer 272   $12.4 276   $11.2 4  -$1.2 275   $31.3 280  $31.3 5  $0.0
Office of Chief Operating Officer 4  $0.2 3  $0.2 (1) -$0.0 3  $0.8 3   $1.9 (0) $1.2
Strategy and Performance 91   $4.9 102   $5.2 10  $0.3 99   $16.3 102  $16.6 3  $0.3
Chief Operating Officer 1,471  $115.2 1,520  $111.4 49  -$3.7 1,486  $341.4 1,506  $329.8 20   -$11.6
Chief of Staff 111   $6.6 104   $6.4 (7) -$0.2 109   $18.2 103  $18.2 (5)  $0.0
National Manager Innovation 26   $1.9 31  $2.1 5  $0.2 30   $7.0 30   $7.0 0  $0.0
Commissioner's Office 1  $0.4 1  $0.4 (0) -$0.0 3  $0.6 3   $0.6 0  $0.0
ACT Deputy CPO 3  $0.2 3  $0.2 0  $0.0 1  $1.1 1   $1.1 (0) $0.0
Commissioner's Direct Reports 141   $9.0 139   $9.1 (2) $0.1 142   $26.8 138  $26.8 (5) $0.0
ACT Policing 984   -$19.5 962   -$19.6 (22)  -$0.1 985   -$65.0 968  -$65.1 (17) -$0.1
External Territories 27   -$0.0 29  $0.3 2 $0.4 24   $0.0 29   $1.0 5 $1.0
Property -  $56.5 -  $54.5 -  -$2.1 -  $164.5 - $163.5 0 -$1.0
AIPM & APG 41   -$2.4 47  -$2.4 7 -$0.1 40   -$0.1 47   -$0.1 7 $0.0
Investment Plan - Opex for Capex -  $5.9 -  $5.9 -  $0.0 -  $10.5 - $10.5 0 $0.0
Centrally controlled 15   -$448.7 15  -$449.1 -  -$0.5 14 -$1,341.4 10 -$1,344.4 (4) -$3.0


FULL YEAR 
BUDGET


FY BUDGET V FY FORECAST
(OVER)/UNDER


YEAR TO DATE 
BUDGET


YTD BUDGET v ACTUALS 
(OVER)/UNDER


YEAR TO DATE 
ACTUALS


 FULL YEAR 
FORECAST
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Financial overspends by month in 2022-23 and 2023-24


* Externally reported result for October 23 is a surplus of $3.9m after adjusting for the 10-year bond rate
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• Supplier spend for the month of October 2023 was $56.1m compared to an average of $57.2m for the first four months of 2023. 


SUPPLIER SPEND
October 2023
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OVERTIME & PENALTIES
October 2023


• Overtime and Penalties was $4.4m in October 2023.
• OPAT spend is currently $2.3m over the year to date budget.
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COMMANDS YTD ACTUAL YTD BUDGET
YTD BUDGET v ACTUALS


(OVER)/UNDER
Crime Command $127,098 $112,967 -$14,131
Cyber Command $20,053 $26,854 $6,801
Criminal Assets Confiscation $17,492 $13,977 -$3,515
Eastern Command $2,725,153 $2,756,997 $31,844
Northern Command $1,617,583 $1,343,137 -$274,446
Office of DC Crime $4,803 $0 -$4,803
DC Crime $4,512,182 $4,253,932 -$258,249
Cntr Terrorism & Spec Investigations $224,690 $243,741 $19,051
Office of Special Investigations $17,444 $3,916 -$13,528
Specialist Protective Command $5,347,313 $5,175,883 -$171,430
Security $41,340 $150,520 $109,180
Central Command $1,128,497 $805,005 -$323,492
Southern Command $834,682 $839,308 $4,626
Western Command $932,679 $980,471 $47,791
Office of DC National Security $1,677 $4,909 $3,232
DC National Security $8,528,322 $8,203,752 -$324,569
Americas Africa Middle East & Europe $29,711 $81,664 $51,953
Pacific Asia $68,829 $0 -$68,829
Intelligence & Covert Services $773,604 $349,511 -$424,093
Chief Scientist $187,048 $114,841 -$72,208
Office of DC Intl & Spec Capabilities $953 $0 -$953
DC International & Specialist Capabilities $1,060,145 $546,016 -$514,129
Learning and Development Command $273,152 $221,676 -$51,476
Chief Counsel $217,593 $125,000 -$92,593
Chief Information Officer $240,564 $276,928 $36,364
People Command $81,538 $47,181 -$34,357
Chief Financial Officer $85,812 $0 -$85,812
COO Direct Reports $0 $0 $0
Office of Chief Operating Officer $0 $0 $0
Strategy and Performance $2,122 $0 -$2,122
Chief Operating Officer $900,782 $670,785 -$229,997
ACT Policing $2,441,907 $1,414,442 -$1,027,465
External Territories $133,662 $191,837 $58,175
Community Policing $2,575,569 $1,606,279 -$969,290
Chief of Staff $89,163 $96,537 $7,374
ACT Deputy CPO $3,903 $0 -$3,903
National Manager Innovation $11,255 $2,524 -$8,730
Commissioner's Office $0 $0 $0
Commissioner's Direct Reports $104,321 $99,061 -$5,260
AIPM $105,880 $93,975 -$11,906
APG $22,794 $22,472 -$322
AIPM & APG $128,674 $116,446 -$12,227
Centrally Controlled $6,319 $0 -$6,319
Total $17,816,312 $15,496,271 -$2,320,041


OVERTIME & PENALTIES
BY COMMAND
October 2023
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CONSULTANTS & CONTRACTORS
October 2023


• Spend on consultants and contractors was $3.3m in October 2023. 
• YTD spend on contractors and consultants is currently $1.2m over the year to date budget.
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CONSULTANTS & CONTRACTORS
HIGHEST OVERSPENDS
October 2023


COMMAND
YTD ACTUALS


($)
YTD BUDGET


($)


YTD BUDGET v 
ACTUALS


(OVER)/UNDER ($)
Chief Information Officer 6,658,416 4,579,099 -2,079,317
Learning and Development Command 199,195 0 -199,195
Eastern Command 110,011 26,720 -83,291
Crime Command 210,889 160,456 -50,433
Security 48,900 0 -48,900
Specialist Protective Command 61,437 25,445 -35,992
Pacific Asia 1,132,402 1,107,433 -24,969
Western Command 21,159 0 -21,159
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TRAVEL
October 2023


• Travel spend was $4.2m in October 2023.
• YTD travel spend is currently $0.6m over the year to date budget.
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AFP – 2023-24 Investment Plan Results


2023-24 Investment Plan Projects


AFP Context – year to date result and full year forecast


ATTACHMENT C – AFP 2023-24 INVESTMENT PLAN OCTOBER YTD RESULTS


Program Name YTD Actual YTD Budget YTD Variance
Annual 
Budget


Budget 
Remaining


Annual 
Forecast


Forecast 
Variance


Forecast 
Variance %


Investigations Management Solution (IMS) $0.6M $0.9M $0.3M $3.2M 80% $7.3M ($4.1M) -128%


Fighting Crime - TSOC $17.3M $17.4M $0.1M $25.4M 32% $29.4M ($4.0M) -16%


Airborne Vehic Vessel Detect & Track Cap $0.2M $0.0M ($0.2M) $0.0M 0% $2.7M ($2.7M) -


Chief Technology Officer Projects $3.6M $3.5M ($0.1M) $14.9M 76% $15.3M ($0.5M) -3%


Dragonfly $0.5M $0.4M ($0.1M) $1.7M 72% $2.1M ($0.4M) -26%


Cyber Resilience Programs $1.3M $1.5M $0.2M $11.0M 89% $7.3M $3.7M 34%


WASO Level 4 $0.4M $0.4M $0.0M $1.6M 77% $0.5M $1.0M 66%


Armoured Fleet Replacement $0.0M $0.0M $0.0M $1.4M 100% $1.0M $0.4M 26%


Information Discovery Application (IDA) $0.0M $0.2M $0.2M $1.0M 95% $0.8M $0.2M 25%


(AIMS) & Human Source (HS) database $0.3M $0.5M $0.2M $2.1M 85% $1.9M $0.2M 10%


$24.5M $24.8M $0.6M $62.3M $68.3M ($6.2M)


Program Name YTD Actual 
('$m)


YTD Budget 
('$m)


YTD 
Variance 


('$m)
Annual 


Budget ('$m)
Budget 


Remaining


Annual 
Forecast 


('$m)


Forecast 
Variance 


('$m)
Forecast 


Variance %


Investigations Management Solution (IMS) 0.92   0.96       0.03           3.18    71% 7.25            (4.08)           -128%
Fighting Crime - TSOC 19.89       19.93           0.04           25.37        22% 28.62      (3.25)           -13%
Airborne Vehic Vessel Detect & Track Cap 0.17            -                 (0.17)             -                2.67            (2.67)           
Chief Technology Officer Projects 5.60            4.05               (1.55)             14.87        62% 16.23      (1.36)           -9%
Clouds Act Technical Solutions (CATS) 0.70            0.70               (0.00)             1.38              49% 2.10            (0.72)           -52%
Cyber Resilience Programs 1.69            2.00               0.31           11.01        85% 6.31            4.70      34%
WASO Level 4 0.35            0.46               0.12           1.57              78% 0.46            1.11      66%
Pinkenba 2.21            2.26               0.04           5.72              61% 4.73            0.99      26%
International Projects 0.63            0.63               0.01           17.04        96% 16.34      0.70      25%
Treasurer Protection - armoured vehicles -              0.52               0.52           0.80              100% 0.28            0.52      10%


32.16            31.51            (0.65)        80.94            85.00            (4.05)            


Highest and Lowest forecast variance
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Whole of AFP – Contractor Analysis


406
Contractors


$187*
Avg. Hourly Rate


  OFFICIAL  


Contractors and Rates Across AFP


*excludes contractors where no
hourly rate data was available


Contractor Categories Across AFP


Type of Contractors Across AFP
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42
PM Contractors


$189*
Avg. Hourly Rate


  OFFICIAL  


*of the 42 PM contractors, 10 are missing an hourly 
rate and have been excluded from this calculation.


Whole of AFP – Project Manager
Contractor Analysis


PM Contractors By Command and AC
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CIO – Project Manager Analysis


29
PM Contractors


$186*
Avg. Hourly Rate


  OFFICIAL  
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CIO – Contractor Analysis


166
Contractors


$211
Avg. Hourly Rate


Top Five Value Contractor Projects FY24 YTD
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CFO – Project Manager Analysis


9
PM Contractors


$197*
Avg. Hourly Rate


  OFFICIAL  


*of the 9 PM contractors, 3 are missing an hourly rate 
and have been excluded from this calculation.
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CFO – Contractor Analysis
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PROTECTED//CABINET 


PRO TECTED//CABINET 


Agenda item number: 3.2 


Agenda topic: External budget / NPP update 


Sponsor and presenter: Chief Operating Officer (COO), Charlotte Tressler 


National Manager Strategy and Performance (NMSP), Katherine van Gurp 


DESIRED OUTCOME 


It is recommended the board: 


• Note the 2023-24 Mid-Year Economic and Fiscal Outlook (MYEFO) Update and 2024-25 Budget Update


KEY ISSUES 


MYEFO update 


PACPOL: Unifying Pacific Policing 


The AFP’s medium cost option was given in-principle approval at ERC on 17 October 2023. This proposal will 
go through the MYEFO process via a hunting licence with a negotiating mandate with regards to the use of 
the Commonwealth Centre for National Resilience (CCNR). Funding will be held in the contingency reserve 
with costs to be agreed within the 2024-25 budget process. 


The medium cost option was for $439.5m over 4.5 years from 2023-24 and 129 ASL. 


Solomon International Assistance Force (SIAF) 


Funding for the AFP’s contribution to SIAF terminates 31 December 2023. A letter from the Attorney General 
to the Prime Minister was sent on 18 October 2023 seeking funding to extend our contribution to SIAF until 
30 June 2024 to support the Solomon Islands General Election. Indicative costs until 30 June 2024 are 
$19.9m and 10.4 FTE, which includes approximately $4.5m to cover costs for the extended Pacific family. 
The AFP is advised this has been supported and will be processed via a hunting licence. 


Cyber Security Strategy 


As part of the Department of Home Affairs led whole-of-government Cyber Security Strategy Submission, 
The AFP has received funding of $52.4 million over 4.5 years to expand Operation AQUILA.  
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NZYQ proposal (operation AEGIS) 


Following the high court’s decision in NZYQ v Minister for Immigration Citizen and Multicultural Affairs & Anon 
(NZYQ), the Government has passed the Migration Amendment (Bridging Visa Conditions) Bill 2023 through 
parliament which adds additional conditions onto bridging visa holders. In response, the AFP, Department of Home 
Affairs and ABF have stood up Operation AEGIS to coordinate across Commonwealth, State and Territory law 
enforcement agencies to ensure the safety and protection of the Australian community.  


An urgent proposal is expected to be brought forward for Government consideration at MYEFO by the Department 
of Home Affairs. While the role of law enforcement is still being determined, the AFP has prepared rough order 
magnitude costs (ROM) of $238.3 million and 199 ASL over four years. The AFP ROM Costs for our contribution to 
Operation AEGIS include: 


• A dedicated, 24/7 intelligence capability to support the Australian Border Force, and to inform the threat
panel providing advice to the Minister;


• A dedicated coordination team to manage coordination between ABF and State and Territory police, legal
support, media and communications, community engagement, and reporting;


• Operational response teams in the regions to manage compliant and enforcement;
• Regional capability uplift including forensics capability and risk assessments;
• investigations team to action referrals received from ABF in regards to criminal breaches of visa conditions;


and
• Critical enabling support for officers (such as SHIELD, AFP college and recruitment).


These ROM costs have been developed based on the scenario that we will be required to monitor and enforce 
compliance through the deployment of specialist surveillance, covert and technical resources and capabilities 
(among others) and the cost to stand up and maintain this capability.  


2024-25 Budget  
Nuclear Powered Submarines 


The Department of Defence is expected to bring forward a submission at MYEFO seeking authority for funding for 
provision of security by agencies including the AFP to be brought forward to Budget 2024-25. Work is underway on 
the design and development of the protection component, and AFP costings to provide protective services to 
defence sites as well as a range of related activities across Commands.  


These costs are being developed through a whole of agency approach led by SPO and SPC, including what 
will be required for enabling areas across the agency. 


A meeting was held in late October with the Australian Submarine Agency to determine the scope of what 
funding will be offset from within the Defence portfolio. It is anticipated that only a portion of the AFP 
proposal will be within scope to be offset by defence. Internally, NMSP is leading a B2 meeting to ensure an 
enterprise approach to the strategy and NPP development.  


Western Sydney Airport 


The Department of Infrastructure are leading development of the Western Sydney International Airport submission. 
The AFP will likely seek resourcing in the 2024-25 Budget update to support operational requirements at the airport 
of approximately 140 FTE. 


Counter Foreign Interference Taskforce 


The AFP have agreed to join the ASIO led comeback NPP for top up funding for the counter foreign interference 
taskforce. The AFP received on-going funding as part of the original proposal, however a number of other agencies 
will have their funding cease on 30 June 2024 when the original NPP terminates.  


Accordingly, the AFP will be seeking additional funding, to increase our efforts as part of the Taskforce. 
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National Firearms Register 
The National Firearms Register (NFR) is progressing as an agenda item at the next Council on Federal Financial 
Relations (CFFR) meeting on 1 December 2023. The focus of CFFR and the preceding meetings will be on resolving 
costs and funding arrangement between the Commonwealth and States and Territories. Following the CFFR 
meeting, the NFR will progress to National Cabinet, likely in mid-December.  


AGD are preparing to bring the NFR to Government for consideration as part of the 2024-25 Federal Budget and are 
leading the process for the Commonwealth (including AFP, ABF, ACIC, AGD, and Defence). The proposal is expected 
to form part of the AGP Portfolio Budget Submission.  


Protection of High Office Holders 
The AFP currently funds the protection of high office holders through a combination of base funding and estimates 
variation funding, which terminates on 30 June 2024. Advice has been received that an estimates variation is no 
longer appropriate to seek funding for the protection of High Office Holders, and a proposal should be considered 
by Government to cover funding from 2024-25.  


Accordingly, the AFP are seeking authority to bring forward a proposal to continue funding for the Protection of 
High office Holders. 


AFP Critical infrastructure 
A letter has been drafted seeking authority to bring forward a bid in the 2024-25 Budget for AFP critical 
infrastructure. This would include a proposal to seek funding to expand the AFP College to Majura Park, funding for 
critical ICT uplift, and potentially funding for additional infrastructure required in Western Australia that is outside of 
the scope of the AUKUS submission.  


BACKGROUND 


N/A 


FINANCIAL AND STAFFING IMPLICATIONS 


Substantial increases to the AFP’s FTE and footprint are anticipated over the forward estimates. This is due 
to large submissions that will be brought forward for Government consideration, including the AUKUS 
submission, Western Sydney Airport and the PACPOL Submission that was considered at MYEFO.  


The AFP must position itself now to meet these targets in the future. This will include a focus on uplifting our 
enabling services in order to position us to deliver against these commitments.   


CONSULTATION 


The AFP is actively consulting with partnering federal agencies and departments in the development of 
submissions to Government for additional funding proposals.   


COMMUNICATION APPROACH 


SPO are working closely with subject matter areas, as well as enabling areas, to develop proposals. 


ENTERPRISE RISK 


The AFP exposes itself several specific vulnerabilities and risks associated with the various proposals that 
have been put forward for consideration to Government.    


ER6 and ER6 are the main enterprise risk for the AFP in relation to these proposals. The proposals put 
forward require substantial increases to our agency’s FTE, and failure to attract, retain and maintain a 
workforce with the skills and capabilities that are aligned to the AFP’s organisational needs will cause 
shortfalls on endorsed proposals.  
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Portfolio: Manager Strategy and Policy Coordination 
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OFFICIAL: Sensitive 


OFFICIAL: Sensitive 


Agenda item number: 4.1 


Agenda topic: Cyber Security Deep Dive Update 


Sponsor and presenter: Sponsor: Chief Operating Officer (COO), Charlotte Tressler 


Presenter: Chief Information Officer (CIO), Nathan Heeney  


DESIRED OUTCOME 


It is recommended the board: 


1. Notes the progress on initiatives outlined in the Cyber Security Deep Dive delivered June 2023.


2. Notes the update on the Cyber Security Resilience Program.


KEY ISSUES 


• In May 2023 the Enterprise Operations Board (EOB) requested a Cyber Deep Dive (the deep dive)
exploring the current threat environment and the cyber uplift occurring across the AFP. The outcome of
the EOB deep dive was provided to the Strategy and Performance Board July 2023.


• The deep dive focused on;


 The operating environment including the threat landscape and vulnerabilities;


 The progress of the Cyber Resilience Program;


 Key findings and progress against the ACSC Cyber Maturity Report; and


 AFP’s status and priorities against the ACSC Essential 8


• Since the deep dive, progress has been made against each of the areas of focus. This includes the
current 6-month sprint uplifting two of the Essential 8 to maturity 1 (ML1) by December 2023 and the
third completed across all applications except 5 third party systems.


• Although this work has lifted the AFPs cyber maturity, it has not decreased the Enterprise Risk 8 from
High to Significant. The residual risk is being monitored through the Cyber Security Risk Control
Framework.


• Due to budget constraints, the requested investment envelope was unable to be provided to the Cyber
Branch. Besides this, the CFO has reallocated $6.1m Opex for Capex from the Cyber Security Resilience
Program to Cyber Security & Risk branch BAU funding for 2023-24 and future years. This has provided
certainty to the branch base budget moving forward.


• The overall pressure within the CIO command remains a risk to the AFPs cyber security posture due to
delayed initiatives to remove legacy IT infrastructure and systems.


• The threat environment continues to be of concern both domestically and internationally. The ASD Cyber Threat
Report 2022-2023 outlines Malicious cyber activity continued to pose a risk to Australia’s security including
State actors focused on critical infrastructure and one in five critical vulnerabilities being exploited within 48
hours.
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BACKGROUND 


The operating environment including the threat landscape and vulnerabilities 
• In November 2023, the ACSC released its Cyber Threat report 2022-2023. This report is an annual report


outlining the threat environment over the last 12 months.


• The report found that ‘range of malicious cyber actors showed the intent and capability needed to compromise
vital systems, and Australian networks were regularly targeted by both opportunistic and more deliberate
malicious cyber activity’.


• Critically for the AFP, the report found;
o Government and critical infrastructure networks were targeted by state cyber actors as part of ongoing


information-gathering campaigns or disruption activities. The AUKUS partnership, with its focus on
nuclear submarines and other advanced military capabilities, is likely a target for state actors looking
to steal intellectual property for their own military programs. Cyber operations are increasingly the
preferred vector for state actors to conduct espionage and foreign interference.


o Operational technology connected to the internet and into corporate networks has provided
opportunities for malicious cyber actors to attack these systems. In 2022–23, ASD responded
to 143 cyber security incidents related to critical infrastructure.


o One in 5 critical vulnerabilities were exploited within 48 hours of it being identified. (e.g. The speed of
patching becomes critical to the AFP).


• These findings reinforce the need for continued investment in AFPs technology environment and the increased
Cyber risk that the AFP will face due to its role in AUKUS and espionage and foreign interference investigations.


Progress of the Cyber Resilience Program 


• The Cyber Security & Risk branch has been working to address the skills shortfall within the market of Cyber
Security practitioners, while reducing the contractor reliance for the AFP. The branch has established a
stainable pipeline for talent in a contracted partnership with CyberCX. The inaugural 14-week cyber academy
has commenced at the start of November to prepare members to operate as cyber practitioners for the AFP in
early 2024.


• The Cyber Security & Risk Branch deployed the second Phriendly Phishing campaign in July 2023. The primary
goal of the phishing campaign was about empowering members to make better decisions. A snap shot of the
results are provided below Attachment A.


o The AFP have ongoing incidents where members click links of real phishing emails, risking AFP
systems. Members can report suspicious emails that make it through our defence systems via the
Phriendly Phishing Outlook plugin, a ServiceNow incident, or a Security Incident Report (SIR). Metrics
are captured, with 4,012 reports made to our dedicated phishing mailbox this calendar year (2023).


• Due to higher visibility of the AFPs technology environment after the ACSC assessment and combined
with shifting metrics the AFP has moved backwards on the PSPF survey results.


• CIO has commenced a ‘Crown Jewels Analysis’ to fully understand and prepare to protect AFP most
sensitive and important data in the event of a cyber-incident.


• In August 2023, CIO successfully onboarded resources to commence the development of Policy Uplift
for Cyber Security. Defined milestones are progressing well with a number of better practice guides
drafted and under final review.


o These policies will provide ‘standards’ for technologists and the broader organisation on key
technology decisions and frameworks. This will ensure secure design of networks, systems and
data analytical tools from inception.
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o CIO command will continue to work with Strategy and Performance office on broader technology
governance that encompasses emerging technology and cyber considerations.


• The Program will continue to focus on standards and polices, workforce and technology uplift in 2024.


Key findings and progress against the ACSC Cyber Maturity Report 
• The ACSC aftercare resources is in progress, with these personnel scheduled to onboard to the AFP in


December 2023


• CIO Command has partnered with Microsoft to deliver an incident response simulation to test and
enhance technical incident response capability.


• Two ACSC critical findings (CF02 and CF07) remain open, pending completion of cyber security risk
assessments originally scheduled for completion in July 2023. Due to complexity of these assessments
and budget constraints, a revised completion date has been set to the end of Q1 2024.


• CIO Command has partnered with global cyber security firm Mandiant to conduct a compromise
assessment of AFPNet. This activity was recommended by the ACSC to provide validation and
confidence to the AFP after remediating critical findings from the ACSC report. Preparation work has
begun to undertake this work in Q2 2024.


AFP’s status and priorities against the ACSC Essential 8 
• In June 2023, CIO Command commenced a 6-month project sprint focused on uplifting our most


significant vulnerabilities to Maturity Level 1 (ML1): 


• The project has made considerable progress, having completed 11 of the 12 sprints, and expects full
compliance with Maturity Level 1 for two of the three Essential Eight Mitigation Strategies by December
2023


o Restricted Admin Privileges - Significant work has been undertaken to meet all ML1 controls for
Restricted Admin Privileges and are expected to have all ML1 controls implemented by
December 2023.


o Application Control is in the final stages of completion to ML1, with full completion expected by
December 2023.


o Multifactor Authentication (MFA) has 3 of the 4 ML1 controls are on target to be implemented
by December 2023. The 4th control relates to MFA with third-party internet-facing services
that process, store or communicate the AFP's sensitive data This control is dependent on
external providers with the CIO Command working with each vendor to implement this control.
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FINANCIAL AND STAFFING IMPLICATIONS 


The CFO has reallocated $6.1m Opex for Capex from the Cyber Security Resilience Program to Cyber 
Security & Risk branch BAU funding for 2023-24 and future years. This has provided certainty to the branch 
base budget moving forward. However, delivery against the Cyber roadmap has slowed due to the expected 
reduction in resourcing. The time to reach the mandatory E8 level of ‘2’ is likely to be extended by at least 12 
months.  


CONSULTATION 


CIO Command. 


COMMUNICATION APPROACH 


Communication and change management remains a key priority of the CIO Command. 


ENTERPRISE RISK 


Enterprise Risk 8 is currently rated at “HIGH”. There is significant risk due to the current and emerging threat 
environment, and the low level of maturity against the ACSC Essential Eight cyber controls, that this will 
move to “Critical”.  


Whilst remediation of the technology environment has removed significant vulnerabilities and weaknesses in 
the AFPNet environment, risk mitigation at the enterprise level will require multi-year delivery of the ACSCs 
short and long-term uplift recommendations through both BAU and Program channels.  


Thirteen business level cyber security risks have been identified that directly relate to Enterprise Risk 8. A risk 
review will be undertaken following delivery of the Essential Eight Remediation Sprint to measure the impact 
on control effectiveness and risk ratings. 


ATTACHMENTS 


Attachment A: Phriendly Phishing results 2023 


Contact (author) Name: Ben Lamont 


Command: CIO Command 


Email: Ben.lamont@afp.gov.au 
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ATTACHMENT A 


PHRIENDLY PHISHING AT A GLANCE 


AGENDA ITEM 4.1 | ATTACHMENT A
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Members who clicked a link: 1285


Members who clicked a link: 21% Members who did not click a link: 79%


Emails reported to Cyber Security: 1422


Opened emails reported to Cyber Security: 23%


Opened emails not reported to Cyber Security: 77%
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Date/time Monday, 4 December 2023, 1000-1200HRS. 

Location 

Chair a/Commissioner, Lesa Gale. 

Facilitator a/NMSP, Michelle Rak. 

Invitees 

Members: a/COO, Katherine Van Gurp; DCNS, Ian McCartney; a/CPO, Doug Boudry; 

a/DCI&SC, Scott Lee; a/DCC, Grant Nicholls. 

Adviser: CoS, Dr Chris Black. 

Presenters: CFO, Paul Wood; NMPC, Brooke Everett; a/CC, Alison McDonald. 

Secretariat: Central Secretariat Unit. 
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Pages 20 through 38 redacted for the following reasons:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Agenda item number: 2.2 

Agenda topic:  Robodebt Recommendations and application to AFP  

Sponsor and presenter: Sponsor: Chief Operating Officer (COO), Charlotte Tressler 

Presenter: a/Chief Counsel, National Manger Legal (a/CC), Alison Macdonald 

 

DESIRED OUTCOME 

It is recommended the board: 

1. Note the key findings and recommendations of the Report of the Royal Commission into the Robodebt 
Scheme (the Report) published 7 July 2023 (Attachment A contains the full list of recommendations and 
the government response). 

2. Note and discuss the recommendations relevant to the AFP and how the AFP is placed with respect to 
these recommendations or is otherwise addressing these recommendations. 

3. Endorse the draft updated Legal Services Charter of Independence and Ethical Responsibilities 
(Attachment C) for progressing to the Commissioner. 

KEY ISSUES 

1. The Royal Commission into the Robodebt Scheme (the Scheme) found “Robodebt was a crude and cruel 
mechanism, neither fair nor legal, and it made many people feel like criminals. In essence, people were 
traumatised on the off-chance they might owe money. It was a costly failure of public administration, in 
both human and economic terms”. 

2. The Commission made a total of 56 recommendations1, which speak to a range of actions from 
strengthening the public service, obtaining legal advice, undertaking data matching and creating policies 
with “emphasis on the people they are meant to serve”. 

3. While many of the recommendations are specific to the subject matter underlying the Scheme and/or 
the Department of Social Services and Human Services, the findings and recommendations from the 
Report provides some valuable lessons learned for Commonwealth government agencies, including the 
AFP.  

 

CULTURE AND LEADERSHIP  

4. The Report identified significant leadership failures within the public service, particularly in relation to the 
design, implementation and oversight of the Scheme. It criticised the lack of accountability and 
responsibility taken by senior officials for the Scheme’s flaws and the harm caused to individuals.  

1 General reporting refers to 57 recommendations. However, the Government considers the Commissioner made 56 recommendations 
and one closing observation. 
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5. The Report highlighted a culture within the public service that prioritised compliance and cost recovery 
over fairness and the rights of the individuals. It noted this culture contributed to the flawed design and 
implementation of the Scheme.  

6. The Report criticised the lack of empathy and understanding displayed by leaders towards the impact of 
the Scheme on vulnerable individuals. It emphasised the need for a more compassionate and human 
centric approach in delivering services to the public.  

7. The Report identified a failure in risk management practices, with insufficient consideration given to the 
potential harm and legal implications of the Scheme.   

8. The Report called for cultural changes, emphasising the importance of ethical decision making, 
accountability, transparency and the development of a strong ethical framework and the establishment 
of a culture that encourages open and honest communication.  

9. The Report found there was a failure to provide frank and fearless advice to government ministers and 
senior officials, highlighting a culture that discouraged the provision of frank and fearless advice 
regarding the legal and ethical issues associated with the Scheme and how the lack of this advice 
contributed to the flawed design and implementation.  

10. Ultimately, the Report concluded the effectiveness of the recommended changes and whether a public 
service can be developed with sufficient robustness, will depend on the government of the day, because 
culture is set from the top down.  

AFP Culture and leadership 

11. The AFP has previously recognised improvements to better address key people risks and support us to 
meet our future workforce aspirations are 
key drivers and influences in a positive AFP culture.  

12.

13. 

14. 

15. There is an opportunity for AFP to explicitly address and highlight the outcomes of the Report and the 
lessons learned from the failure of the Scheme, in the work on culture and leadership referenced above 
and currently being done by the AFP and, to note and align with the broader reform program of work 
underway across the APS. 

16. The AFP has recently reviewed and updated the SES Performance Framework to emphasise the 
importance of modelling and promoting values–driven, ethical leadership. 

Lessons learnt from the Scheme and 
the Report may be best fed into the accountability aspects of the SES Performance and Remuneration 
Framework as it is currently being reviewed. 

17. 
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OBLIGATIONS OF PUBLIC SERVANTS (ROLES, PRINCIPLES, VALUES) 

18. The Report emphasises the fundamental duty of public servants to act in the best interests of the public 
and to uphold the principles of integrity, accountability and transparency. It highlighted the need for 
public servants to prioritise the wellbeing and rights of the individual over compliance and cost recovery.  

19. The Report called for a stronger focus on ethical decision making. The Report recommended the 
development of a strong ethical framework that guides the actions and behaviours of public servants, 
ensuring decisions are made with integrity, fairness and respect for human rights.  

20. The Report highlighted the importance of public servants taking responsibility for the consequences of 
their actions. The Report criticised the lack of accountability and responsibility taken by senior officials 
for the flaws in, and the harm caused by, the Scheme.  

21. The Report emphasised the importance of establishing clear professional standards for public servants 
and providing ongoing training to ensure they have the necessary skills and knowledge to fulfil their 
obligations. The Report recommended investing in professional development programs that promote 
ethical conduct, legal compliance and a human-centred approach.  

22. The Report called for establishing a culture of integrity, within the public service, where public servants 
are encouraged and supported to act ethically and in the public interest. It recommends leaders promote 
a culture that values honesty, transparency and accountability and encourages open communication.  

23. Of particular concern for the senior executive service is the Report’s overview of the role of departmental 
secretaries and deputy secretaries and their impartiality. The Report stated evidence from secretaries 
and other senior leaders were “excessively responsive to government, undermining the concept of 
impartiality and frank and fearless advice”. 

24. A core skill for senior public servants is managing the balance between serving the demands of elected 
governments and those of the public, while maintaining personal and organisational integrity. 

Roles, Principles and Values in the AFP 

25. The AFP is a values-driven organisation and the AFP Core Values of integrity, commitment, excellence, 
accountability, fairness, trust and respect, represent the organisations’ principles and standards.  

26. These values must be must be demonstrated every day, discussed with colleagues, modelled, 
championed and recognised. These values are, and should be, the basis on which our performance as 
public servants is assessed and rewarded. 

Serving the Public – how we treat the people we serve  

27. In a scathing overview of the scheme, the Commissioner stated Robodebt exemplifies a view of welfare 
recipients “as a drag on the national economy, an entry on the debit side of the Budget to be reduced by 
any means available”. The Report states “the environment in which the development of what would 
become the Scheme occurred was fraught,” and “It was not an environment which was conducive to 
instances of careful consideration, well-reasoned decision making, and proper scrutiny and supervision.” 

28. Recommendations in the Report propose greater consideration of individual circumstances when 
developing policy, along with the strengthening of advocacy groups and legal services for vulnerable 
groups.  

29. The AFP mission and values statement ‘policing for a safer Australia’ clearly defines and aligns our 
purpose and our effort with the public interest and the people we serve. This is used to guide behaviours 
and decision making. Our mission and values drive a culture of public service, integrity and 
accountability.  

30. One of the AFPs key operating principles is a clear and focused effort on enhancing partnerships 
through collaboration with other Commonwealth entities, state and territory police, international 
partners, non-government partners, universities and the especially the community. Strong and 
meaningful partnerships with the community and people we serve enhances the AFPs ability to 
successfully access, build and sustain trust and capabilities. Within the AFP community partner network, 
the AFP works with community to provide crime prevention and victim support services including 
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information sessions, the ThinkUKnow online safety education program and community liaison for 
vulnerable groups.   

31. The AFP has taken steps to enhance engagement and build trust with the community. In 2023, the AFP 
launched our Integrated Complaints Management Model to provide a victim-centred and trauma-
informed avenue for members of the public to provide feedback (both complaints and compliments). 
ACT Policing has also recently progressed a pilot cultural awareness training for its members, to support 
the provision of culturally competent policing services to the community.  

 

32. ACCOUNTABILITY, OVERSIGHT AND INDEPENDENCE 

33. The Report concluded the institutional checks and balances – the Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office, 
the Office of Legal Services Coordination (OLSC), the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner 
(OAIC) and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) – were ineffective in presenting any hindrance to 
the Scheme’s continuance. 

34. The Report highlighted the need for stronger oversight mechanisms to prevent similar failures in the 
future. The Report makes a number of recommendations in relation to the Commonwealth Ombudsman 
and imposing a statutory obligation on agencies to assist the Ombudsman.  

35. The Report recommended the establishment of clearer lines of accountability within the public service to 
ensure individuals and agencies are held responsible for their decisions and actions and for failure to 
provide frank and fearless advice.  

36. The Report emphasised the importance of independence in decision making. It recommended decisions 
regarding the design and implementation of government programs be made based on evidence, expert 
advice and the best interests of the public, rather than political considerations. 

Accountability and Independence of the AFP 

37. As an independent statutory agency the functions and duties of the AFP, and the obligations of the 
Commissioner and Deputy Commissioners, are set out in Australian Federal Police Act 1979 (the AFP 
Act). The powers and duties of AFP members, the agency’s broader law enforcement roles and 
responsibilities, and the overarching accountability of the AFP Commissioner are also contained in the 
AFP Act. 

38. The AFP has a well-developed and robust Governance Framework, outlining AFP appointees’ obligations 
and responsibility for compliance with relevant laws, policies and procedures, as well as the 
accountability framework for ethical and transparent decision making and conduct.  

39. These measures are supported by a strong Professional Standards regime in the AFP Act and supported 
by the Commissioner’s Order on Professional Standards (CO2), which outlines the AFP Code of Conduct 
and imposes mandatory reporting obligations on AFP Appointees.  

40. The AFP organisational structure allocates responsibility and accountability for AFP performance, 
strategic, corporate and operational results across key portfolios aligned with AFP budget outcomes. 

Oversight in the AFP 

41. A robust oversight framework is critical to supporting public trust and confidence in police. Oversight 
bodies also play an important role in identifying and bringing to light deficiencies and risks in agency 
operating systems and legal frameworks. 

42. The Commonwealth Ombudsman already has oversight of the AFP, and the AFP has always cooperated 
fully with any Ombudsman investigations, including by providing access to relevant systems and sharing 
of legal advices.  

43. Further, the AFP has an extensive oversight framework. There is an abundance of external oversight 
agencies, independent reviewers and parliamentary bodies with various (and sometimes overlapping) 
responsibility for the AFP and its appointees, including: 

a) The courts review the legality and propriety of AFP’s operations and powers in criminal prosecutions.  
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b) The Commonwealth Ombudsman oversees the AFP’s use of certain statutory powers including, 
coercive and intrusive powers as well as a general complaints function. 

c) The National Anti-Corruption Commission monitors and investigates alleged corruption within the 
AFP. 

d) The OAIC investigates issues relating to privacy, conducts privacy assessments and oversights the 
operation of the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (FOI Act) in relation to the AFP. 

e) The Parliamentary Joint Committee on Law Enforcement monitors the performance by the AFP of its 
functions, including the AFP’s powers and procedures. 

f) The Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security monitors the AFP’s performance of 
its functions under Part 5.3 of the Criminal Code and Division 3A of Part IAA of the Crimes Act 1914 
(terrorism powers and offences). 

g) The AFP appears before the Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee at Senate Estimates to 
account for its performance and expenditure against the AFP’s functions and budget.  

h) The Attorney-General is responsible for the administration of the AFP as a portfolio agency and 
accountable to Parliament for its overall operation.  

 

RECORD KEEPING  

44. The Report found there were significant deficiencies in the record keeping practices of the relevant 
agencies. The Commission found important information and documentation were not properly recorded 
or retained making it difficult to understand the decision making process and/or hold individuals 
accountable.  

45. The Report emphasised the importance of accurate and complete record keeping in the public service. 
Comprehensive records are essential for transparency and accountability and the ability to review and 
evaluate government programs. 

Record Keeping in the AFP  

46. The AFP is required to comply with Archives Act 1983 (Cth) and National Archives of Australia’s 
guidelines in relation to record keeping. This includes: requirements to describe records properly; 
correctly managing retention requirements; applying the appropriate security classifications; and not 
deleting, destroying or otherwise removing records without following proper process. 

47.

48. 

49. AFP Appointees must comply with the AFP National Guideline on Information Management. The AFP 
Information Management Handbook provides practical guidance on information management for 
functional areas across the AFP and complements the National Guideline.    

 
  

2 Appendix 3 – AFP record keeping processes and practices – ANAO AUDIT: AFP’S Use of Statutory Powers No 43 
2020- 2021. 

3 Recommendation 2 – paragraph 2.92 - ANAO AUDIT: AFP’S Use of Statutory Powers No 43 2020-2021. 
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LEGAL SERVICES AND ADVICE  
50. The Report found there was a failure to seek and follow appropriate legal advice in the design and 

implementation of the Scheme. The lack of legal advice and expertise contributed to the scheme’s flaws 
and the harm caused to individuals. The Commissioner found there was a “dismaying revelation of 
dishonesty and collusion to prevent the Scheme’s lack of legal foundation coming to light.” 

51. The Report emphasised the importance of seeking legal advice at all stages of policy development and 
implementation. The Report called for the establishment of clear legal frameworks to guide the design 
and implementation of government programs.  

52. In relation to lawyers and legal services, the Report includes recommendations about training for 
lawyers, legal practice standards, treatment of draft advices, the Legal Services Directions 2017 (Cth) and 
associated reporting obligations.  

53. The Report recommends the Legal Services Directions should be reviewed and simplified and further, the 
Australian Government Legal Service’s General Counsel Charter be amended to place a positive 
obligation on Chief Counsels to ensure compliance with the Legal Services Directions. 

Legal Services in the AFP  

54. All legal services in the AFP are delivered independently through the Chief Counsel Portfolio. All lawyers 
within the portfolio are hold relevant and current practicing certificates and have overarching 
professional obligations and duties they owe the Court.  

55. Attachment B contains the list of Report recommendations relating to Commonwealth government legal 
services and how the Chief Counsel Portfolio is addressing those recommendations within the AFP.  

56. The Chief Counsel Portfolio operates under a Charter of Independence, the Legal Services Charter of 
Independence and Ethical Responsibilities (the Charter) issued by the Commissioner of the AFP. 

57. The principles underpinning the Charter remain current and fit for purpose. However, the release of the 
Report presents an opportunity for the AFP to update the Charter to include specific directions from the 
OLSC in the Attorney General’s Department. 

58. Attachment C contains an updated Legal Services Charter of Independence and Ethical Responsibilities 
Charter for endorsement by the Strategy and Performance Board.  

 

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO THE REPORT  

59. The Government published its response to the Report on 13 November 2023 and has accepted or 
accepted in principle all 56 recommendations.   

60. A full list of the recommendations and the Government response is at Attachment A.  

61. In the response, the Government notes the series of reforms already commenced to restore the public’s 
trust and faith in government and its institutions. The Government states these reforms put people at the 
centre and promote integrity.  

BACKGROUND 

1. The Royal Commission into the Scheme was established on 18 August 2022 under the Royal 
Commissions Act 1902 (Cth) to inquire into the Scheme. 

2. The Scheme was a proposal developed by the Department of Human Services (DHS), put forward as a 
budget measure by the Minister for Social Services in 2015. The Scheme begun initially as a pilot in 2015 
and was subsequent expanded. 

3. The Scheme was designed to recover supposed overpayments from welfare recipients going back to the 
financial year 2010-11 and relied heavily on a process known as ‘income averaging’ to assess income 
and entitlement to benefit. Results were not accurate and it did not comply with the income calculation 
provisions of the Social Security Act 1991 (Cth).  
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4. By the end of 2016, the scheme was the subject of heavy public criticism but the Scheme continued until 
November 2019, when it was announced debts would no longer be raised solely on the basis of averaged 
income.  

5. The Report into the Scheme included 56 recommendations and was published 7 July 2023.  

6. The Government formally responded to the Report on 13 November 2023, accepting or accepting in 
principle all 56 recommendations as part of the ongoing work to restore faith, integrity and trust in 
government.  

FINANCIAL AND STAFFING IMPLICATIONS 

Nil. The AFP is able to support and implement any improvements to current AFP process and practices 
within current resources.  

CONSULTATION 

 Strategy and Performance Office and People Strategies Command have been consulted.  

COMMUNICATION APPROACH 

Chief Counsel Portfolio will engage with Strategic Comms to develop a communication strategy on the 
update to the Charter and relevant recommendations and Government response to the Report.  

ENTERPRISE RISK 

1. Enterprise Risk 2 – Culture Standards and Integrity – A risk of failure to comply with the AFP’s 
standards, values regulatory framework and statutory requirements.  A risk the AFP fails to uphold 
standards of accountability, integrity and independence. 

2. Enterprise Risk 8 – Information – A risk the AFP fails to ethically, lawfully and effectively collect use, 
manage and protect information.   

ATTACHMENTS 

The following are attachments to the paper: 

Attachment A – Report recommendations and the government response. 

Attachment B – Report recommendations relating to Commonwealth government legal services  
  including AFP actions in response.  

Attachment C – Updated Legal Services Charter of Independence and Ethical Responsibilities. 

 

Contact (author) Name: Alison Macdonald – Acting Chief Counsel 

 Command: Chief Counsel Portfolio  

 Phone: 

 Email: afp.gov.au 
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REPORT CATEGORY RECOMMENDATION GOVERNMENT 
RESPONSE 

Introductory section 

Goes to the lack of: 

• the provision of, frank and
fearless advice;

• adherence to obligations of
Public Servants (roles,
principals, values);

• designing services with
emphasis on people meant
to serve;

• separations of
responsibilities /
accountability; and

• independent legal services.

Commissioner’s observations 

• The Robodebt scheme failed the public interest in a myriad of ways.
• Remarkable how little interest there was in ensuring the Scheme’s legality,

o how rushed its implementation was,
o how little thought was given to how it would affect welfare recipients and;
o the lengths to which public servants were prepared to go to oblige ministers on a

quest for savings.
• Dismaying revelation of dishonesty and collusion to prevent the Scheme’s lack of legal

foundation coming to light.
• The ineffectiveness of institutional checks and balances – the Commonwealth

Ombudsman’s Office, the Office of Legal Services Coordination (OLSC), the Office of the
Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC) and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal
(AAT) – in presenting any hindrance to the Scheme’s continuance.

• Effectiveness of the recommended changes depends on:
• Whether a public service can be developed with sufficient robustness will depend on the

will of the government of the day, because culture is set from the top down.
• Politicians need to lead a change in social attitudes to people receiving welfare payments.

Effects of Robodebt on 
individuals 

Recommendations go to: 

• obligations of public
servants (roles, principals,
values);

• designing services with
emphasis on people meant
to serve.

Recommendation 10.1: Design policies and processes with emphasis on the people they are 
meant to serve 
Services Australia design its policies and processes with a primary emphasis on the recipients it is 
meant to serve. That should entail: 

• avoiding language and conduct which reinforces feelings of stigma and shame associated
with the receipt of government support when it is needed

• facilitating easy and efficient engagement with options of online, in person and telephone
communication which is sensitive to the particular circumstances of the customer cohort,
including itinerant lifestyles, lack of access to technology, lack of digital literacy and the
particular difficulties rural and remote living

• explaining processes in clear terms and plain language in communication to customers,
and acting with sensitivity to financial and other forms of stress experienced by the

ACCEPT 
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customer cohort and taking all practicable steps to avoid the possibility that interactions 
with the government might exacerbate those stresses or introduce new ones. 

 

The concept of vulnerability 
 

Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 

emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 
 

• guidance and training; 

 

• obligations of public 
servants (roles, principals, 
values); 
 

• record keeping.  

 

Recommendation 11.1: Clear documentation of exclusion criteria 
Services Australia should ensure that for any cohort of recipients that is intended to be excluded 
from a compliance process or activity, there is clear documentation of the exclusion criteria, and, 
unless there is a technical reason it cannot be, the mechanism by which that is to occur should be 
reflected in the relevant technical specification documents. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 11.2: Identification of circumstances affecting the capacity to engage with 
compliance activity 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the identification of 
potential vulnerabilities extend to the identification of circumstances affecting a recipient’s 
capacity to engage with any form of compliance activity. To this end, circumstances likely to affect 
a recipient’s capacity to engage with compliance activities should be recorded on their file 
regardless of whether they are in receipt of a payment that gives rise to mutual obligations. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 11.3: Engagement prior to removing a vulnerability indicator from a file 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the identification of 
potential vulnerabilities require staff to engage with a recipient prior to the removal of an indicator 
on their file. For this purpose, Services Australia should remove any feature that would allow for the 
automatic expiry of a vulnerability indicator (or equivalent flagging tool). An indicator should only be 
removed where a recipient, or evidence provided to the Agency in relation to the recipient, confirms 
that they are no longer suffering from the vulnerability to which the indicator relates. ACCEPT 
Recommendation 11.4: Consideration of vulnerabilities affected by each compliance program, 
including consultation with advocacy bodies 
Services Australia should incorporate a process in the design of compliance programs to consider 
and document the categories of vulnerable recipients who may be affected by the program, and 
how those recipients will be dealt with. Services Australia should consult stakeholders (including 
peak advocacy bodies) as part of this process to ensure that adequate provision is made to 
accommodate vulnerable recipients who may encounter particular difficulties engaging with the 
program. ACCEPT 
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The roles of advocacy groups 
and legal services 
 
 

Recommendations go to: 

• frank and fearless advice;  
 

• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 
 

• independent legal services. 

 

 

Recommendation 12.1: Easier engagement with Centrelink 
Options for easier engagement with Centrelink by advocacy groups – for example, through the 
creation of a national advocates line – should be considered. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 12.2: Customer experience reference group 
The government should consider establishing a customer experience reference group, which would 
provide streamlined insight to government regarding the experiences of people accessing income 
support.  
 

ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 

Recommendation 12.3: Consultation 
Peak advocacy bodies should be consulted prior to the implementation of projects involving the 
modification of the social security system. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 12.4: Regard for funding for legal aid commissions and community legal 
centres 
When it next conducts a review of the National Legal Assistance Partnership, the Commonwealth 
should have regard, in considering funding for legal aid commissions and community legal centres, 
to the importance of the public interest role played by those services as exemplified in their work 
during the Scheme. 
 ACCEPT 

Experiences of Human 
Services employees 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• the provision of, frank and 

fearless advice; 
 

• adherence to obligations of 
Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 

 

Recommendation 13.1: Consultation process 
Services Australia should put in place processes for genuine and receptive consultation with 
frontline staff when new programs are being designed and implemented. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 13.2: Feedback processes 
Better feedback processes should be put in place so that frontline staff can communicate their 
feedback in an open and consultative environment. Management should have constructive 
processes in place to review and respond to staff feedback. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 13.3: ‘Face-to-face’ support 
More ‘face-to-face’ customer service support options should be available for vulnerable recipients 
needing support. 
 

ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 
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• training and guidance; 
 

• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve. 
 
 

Recommendation 13.4: Increased number of social workers 
Increased social worker support (for both recipients and staff), and better referral processes to 
enable this support, should be implemented. 

ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 

Failures in the Budget process 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 

 
• separations of 

responsibilities / 
accountability;  

 
• independent legal services; 

 
• the provision of, frank and 

fearless advice; 
 

• record keeping  
 
 

Recommendation 15.1: Legislative change better defined in New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that all New Policy Proposals 
contain a statement as to whether the proposal requires legislative change in order to be lawfully 
implemented, as distinct from legislative change to authorise expenditure. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 15.2: Include legal advices with New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that any legal advice (either 
internal or external) relating to whether the proposal requires legislative change in order to be 
implemented be included with the New Policy Proposal in any versions of the Portfolio Budget 
Submission circulated to other agencies or Cabinet ministers. 
 

ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 

Recommendation 15.3: Australian Government Solicitor statement in the NPP 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that where legal advice has 
been given in relation to whether the proposal requires legislative change in order to be 
implemented, the New Policy Proposal includes a statement as to whether the Australian 
Government Solicitor has reviewed and agreed with the advice. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 15.4: Standard, specific language on legal risks in the NPP 
The standard language used in the NPP Checklist should be sufficiently specific to make it obvious 
on the face of the document what advice is being provided, in respect of what legal risks and by 
whom it is being provided. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 15.5: Documented assumptions for compliance Budget measures 
That in developing compliance Budget measures, Services Australia and DSS document the basis 
for the assumptions and inputs used, including the sources of the data relied on. ACCEPT 
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Recommendation 15.6: Documentation on the basis for assumptions provided to Finance 
That in seeking agreement from Finance for costings of compliance Budget measures, Services 
Australia and DSS provide Finance with documentation setting out the basis for the assumptions 
and inputs used, including related data sources, to allow Finance to properly investigate and test 
those assumptions and inputs. 
 ACCEPT 

Data-matching and exchanges 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 

 
• independent legal services; 

 
• the provision of, frank and 

fearless advice; 
 

• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 

 
• training and guidance; 

 
• record keeping. 

 
 

Recommendation 16.1: Legal advice on end-to-end data exchanges 
The Commonwealth should seek legal advice on the end-to-end data exchange processes which 
are currently operating between Services Australia and the ATO to ensure they are lawful. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 16.2: Review and strengthen governance of data-matching programs 
The ATO and DHS should take immediate steps to review and strengthen their operational 
governance practices as applied to jointly conducted data-matching programs. This should include: 

• reviews to ensure that all steps and operations relating to existing or proposed data-
matching programs are properly documented 

• a review of all existing framework documents for existing or proposed data-matching 
programs 

• a review of the operations of the ATO/DHS Consultative Forum and the ATO/DHS Data 
Management Forum 

• a review of the existing Head Agreement/s, Memoranda of Understanding and Services 
Schedule 

• a joint review of any existing or proposed data-matching program protocols to ensure they 
are legally compliant in respect of their provision for the data exchanges contemplated for 
the relevant data-matching program. 

 ACCEPT 
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Automated decision making 
 

Recommendations go to: 
 

• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 

• designing services with 
emphasis on people meant 
to serve; 

 
 

• law reform and reform of 
process and decision 
making; 
 

• record keeping. 
 

 

Recommendation 17.1: Reform of legislation and implementation of regulation 
The Commonwealth should consider legislative reform to introduce a consistent legal framework in 
which automation in government services can operate. Where automated decision-making is 
implemented:  

• there should be a clear path for those affected by decisions to seek review 
• departmental websites should contain information advising that automated decision-

making is used and explaining in plain language how the process works 
• business rules and algorithms should be made available, to enable independent expert 

scrutiny. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 17.2: Establishment of a body to monitor and audit automated decision-making 
The Commonwealth should consider establishing a body, or expanding an existing body, with the 
power to monitor and audit automate decision-making processes with regard to their technical 
aspects and their impact in respect of fairness, the avoiding of bias, and client usability. 
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Debt recovery and debt 
collectors 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 

emphasis on people meant 
to serve  
 

• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  

 
• law reform 

 
• record keeping  

 
 

Recommendation 18.1: Comprehensive debt recovery policy for Services Australia 
Services Australia should develop a comprehensive debt recovery management policy which 
among other things should incorporate the Guideline for Collectors and Creditors’ issued by the 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) and the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC). Examples of such documents already exist at both federal and 
state levels. Any such policy should also prescribe how Services Australia undertakes to engage 
with debtors, including that staff must: 

• ensure any debt recovery action is always ethical, proportionate, consistent and transparent 
• treat all recipients fairly and with dignity, taking each person’s circumstances into account 

before commencing recovery action 
• subject to any express legal authority to do so, refrain from commencing or continuing 

recovery action while a debt is being reviewed or disputed, and 
• in accordance with legal authority, consider and respond appropriately and proportionately 

to cases of hardship. 
Services Australia should ensure that recipients are given ample and appropriate opportunities to 
challenge, review and seek guidance on any proposed debts before they are referred for debt 
recovery. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 18.2: Reinstate the limitation of six years on debt recovery 
The Commonwealth should repeal s 1234B of the Social Security Act and reinstate the effective 
limitation period of six years for the bringing of proceedings to recover debts under Part 5.2 of the 
Act formerly contained in s 1232 and s 1236 of that Act, before repeal of the relevant sub-sections 
by the Budget Savings (Omnibus) Act (No 55) 2016. There is no reason that current and former 
social security recipients should be on any different footing from other debtors. 
 

ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 
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Lawyers and legal services 
 
Recommendations go to: 

 

• independent legal services; 
 

• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 

 
 

• adherence to obligations of 
Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 
 

• training and guidance; 
 

• law reform; 
 
 

• record keeping  

 

Recommendation 19.1: Selection of chief counsel 
The selection panel for the appointment of chief counsel of Services Australia or DSS (chief 
counsel being the head of the entity’s legal practice) should include as a member of the panel, the 
Australian Government Solicitor. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.2: Training for lawyers – Services Australia 
Services Australia should provide regular training to its in-house lawyers on the core duties and 
responsibilities set out in the Legal Practice Standards, including: 

• an emphasis on the duty to avoid any compromise to their integrity and professional 
independence and the challenges that may be presented to a government lawyer in fulfilling 
that obligation 

• appropriate statutory and case authority references in advice writing. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.3: Legal practice standards – Social Services 
DSS should develop Legal Practice Standards which set out the core duties and responsibilities of 
all legal officers working at DSS. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.4: Training for lawyers – Social Services 
DSS should provide regular training on the core duties and responsibilities to be set out in the Legal 
Practice Standards which should include: an emphasis on the duty to avoid any compromise to 
their integrity and professional independence and the challenges that may be presented to a 
government lawyer in fulfilling that obligation appropriate statutory and case authority references in 
advice writing. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.5: Draft advice – Social Services 
DSS should issue a further direction providing that, if the administering agency decides that a draft 
advice need not be provided in final form, that decision and the reasons for it must be documented.  
One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented decision against finalisation – should have been 
taken within three months of the receipt of the draft advice. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.6: Draft advice – Services Australia 
Services Australia should issue a direction that legal advice is to be left in draft form only to the 
extent that the administrative step of finalising it has not yet been undertaken by lawyers or there ACCEPT 
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are remaining questions to be answered in relation to the issues under consideration and that, if the 
administering agency decides that a draft advice need not be provided in final form, that decision 
and the reasons for it must be documented. One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented 
decision against finalisation – should have been taken within three months of the receipt of the 
draft advice. 
 
Recommendation 19.7: The Directions 1 
The Legal Services Directions 2017 should be reviewed and simplified. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.8: Office of Legal Services Coordination to assist agencies with significant 
issues reporting 
The OLSC should provide more extensive information and feedback to assist agencies with the 
significant legal issues process. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.9: Recording of reporting obligations 
The OLSC should ensure a documentary record is made of substantive inquiries made with and 
responses given by agencies concerning their obligations to report significant issues pursuant to 
para 3.1 of the Directions. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.10: The Directions 2 
The OLSC should issue guidance material on the obligations to consult on and disclose advice in 
clause 10 of the Legal Services Directions 2017. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.11: Resourcing the Office of Legal Services Coordination 
The OLSC should be properly resourced to deliver these functions. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 19.12: Chief counsel 
The Australian Government Legal Service’s General Counsel Charter be amended to place a positive 
obligation on chief counsel to ensure that the Legal Services Directions 2017 (Cth) are complied 
with and to document interactions with OLSC about inquiries made, and responses given, 
concerning reporting obligations under those Directions. 
 ACCEPT 
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Recommendation 19.13: Review of the Bilateral Management Agreement 
The revised Bilateral Management Agreement should set out the requirement to consult on and 
disclose legal advices between the two agencies where any intersection of work is identified. ACCEPT 

Administrative Appeals 
Tribunal 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• Training and guidance  

 
• Independent legal services  

 
• record keeping  

 
• law /judicial reform  
 

Recommendation 20.1: AAT cases with significant legal and policy issues 
Services Australia should put in place a system for identifying AAT1 cases which raise significant 
legal and policy issues and ensuring that they are brought to the attention of senior DSS and 
Services Australia officers. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.2: Training for DHS legal officers 
Services Australia legal officers whose duties involve the preparation of advices in relation to AAT 
decisions should receive training which emphasises the requirements of the Standing Operational 
Statements in relation to appeal recommendations and referral to DSS; Services Australia’s 
obligations as a model litigant; and the obligation to pay due regard to AAT decisions and 
directions. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.3: Identifying significant AAT decisions 
DSS should establish, or if it is established, maintain, a system for identifying all significant AAT 
decisions and bringing them to the attention of its secretary. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.4: Publication of first instance AAT decisions 
The federal administrative review body which replaces the AAT should devise a system for 
publication on a readily accessible platform of first instance social security decisions which involve 
significant conclusions of law or have implications for social security policy. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 20.5: Administrative Review Council 
Re-instate the Administrative Review Council or a body with similar membership and similar 
functions, with consideration given to a particular role in review of Commonwealth administrative 
decision-making processes. 
 ACCEPT 
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The Commonwealth 
Ombudsman 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• separations of 

responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 

• law reform  
 

• record keeping  
• independent legal services; 

 
• the provision of, frank and 

fearless advice; 
 

 
 

Recommendation 21.1: Statutory duty to assist 
A statutory duty be imposed on departmental secretaries and agency chief executive officers to 
ensure that their department or agency use its best endeavours to assist the Ombudsman in any 
investigation concerning it, with a corresponding statutory duty on the part of Commonwealth 
public servants within a department or agency being investigated to use their best endeavours to 
assist the Ombudsman in the investigation. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 21.2: Another power to obtain information 
The Ombudsman Act be amended to confer on the Ombudsman a power in equivalent terms to that 
in s 33(3) of the Auditor-General Act. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 21.3: Oversight of the legal services division 
Departmental and agency responses to own motion investigations by the Ombudsman should be 
overseen by the legal services division of the relevant department or agency. 
 

ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 

Recommendation 21.4: Log of communications 
The Ombudsman maintain a log, recording communications with a department or agency for the 
purposes of an own motion investigation. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 21.5: Powers of referral 
The AAT is soon to be replaced by a new administrative review body. S 10A and s 11 of the 
Ombudsman Act should be amended so as to ensure the Ombudsman has the powers of referral 
and recommendation of referral in respect of that new administrative review body. 
 ACCEPT 

Improving the Australian 
Public Service 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 

 

• Structural reform, law 
reform  

Recommendation 23.1: Structure of government departments 
The Australian Government should undertake an immediate and full review to examine whether the 
existing structure of the social services portfolio, and the status of Services Australia as an entity, 
are optimal. 
 

ACCEPT IN 
PRINCIPLE 

Recommendation 23.2: Obligations of public servants 
The APSC should, as recommended by the Thodey Review, deliver whole-of-service induction on 
essential knowledge required for public servants. 
 ACCEPT 
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• Training and guidance  

 
• designing services with 

emphasis on people meant 
to serve  
 

• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  

 
• adherence to obligations of 

Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 

 
• record keeping  
 

Recommendation 23.3: Fresh focus on ‘customer service’ 
Services Australia and DSS should introduce mechanisms to ensure that all new programs and 
schemes are developed with a customer centric focus, and that specific testing is done to ensure 
that recipients are at the forefront of each new initiative. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.4: Administrative Review Council 
The reinstated Administrative Review Council (or similar body) should provide training and develop 
resources to inform APS members about the Commonwealth administrative law system. (see 
Automated Decision-Making and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal chapters). 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.5: ‘Knowledge College’ 
The Commonwealth should explore the feasibility of establishing an internal college within Services 
Australia to provide training and development to staff linked to the skills and knowledge required to 
undertake their duties. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.6: Front-line Service 
SES staff at Services Australia should spend some time in a front-line service delivery role and with 
other community partnerships. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.7: Agency heads being held to account 
The Public Service Act should be amended to make it clear that the Australian Public Service 
Commissioner can inquire into the conduct of former Agency Heads. Also, the Public Service Act 
should be amended to allow for a disciplinary declaration to be made against former APS 
employees and former Agency Heads. 
 ACCEPT 
Recommendation 23.8: Documenting decisions and discussions 
The Australian Public Service Commission should develop standards for documenting important 
decisions and discussions, and the delivery of training on those standards. 
 ACCEPT 
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Report category Recommendation Actions being undertaken by Chief Counsel 
Portfolio 

Introductory section 

Goes to the lack of: 

• the provision of, frank and
fearless advice;

• adherence to obligations
of Public Servants (roles,
principals, values);

• designing services with
emphasis on people
meant to serve;

• separations of
responsibilities /
accountability; and

• independent legal
services.

Commissioner’s observations 

• The Robodebt scheme failed the public interest in a myriad of ways.

• Remarkable how little interest there was in ensuring the Scheme’s legality,
o how rushed its implementation was,
o how little thought was given to how it would affect welfare

recipients and;
o the lengths to which public servants were prepared to go to oblige

ministers on a quest for savings.

• Dismaying revelation of dishonesty and collusion to prevent the Scheme’s
lack of legal foundation coming to light.

• The ineffectiveness of institutional checks and balances – the
Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office, the Office of Legal Services
Coordination (OLSC), the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner (OAIC) and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) – in
presenting any hindrance to the Scheme’s continuance.

• Effectiveness of the recommended changes depends on:

• Whether a public service can be developed with sufficient robustness will
depend on the will of the government of the day, because culture is set
from the top down.

• Politicians need to lead a change in social attitudes to people receiving
welfare payments.

Effects of Robodebt on 
individuals 

Recommendations go to: 

• obligations of public
servants (roles, principals,
values);

• designing services with
emphasis on people
meant to serve.

Recommendation 10.1: Design policies and processes with emphasis on the 
people they are meant to serve 
Services Australia design its policies and processes with a primary emphasis on the 
recipients it is meant to serve. That should entail: 

• avoiding language and conduct which reinforces feelings of stigma and
shame associated with the receipt of government support when it is
needed

• facilitating easy and efficient engagement with options of online, in person
and telephone communication which is sensitive to the particular
circumstances of the customer cohort, including itinerant lifestyles, lack of
access to technology, lack of digital literacy and the particular difficulties
rural and remote living

• explaining processes in clear terms and plain language in communication
to customers, and acting with sensitivity to financial and other forms of
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stress experienced by the customer cohort and taking all practicable steps 
to avoid the possibility that interactions with the government might 
exacerbate those stresses or introduce new ones. 

 
The concept of vulnerability 
 

Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 

emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 
 

• guidance and training; 

 

• obligations of public 
servants (roles, principals, 
values); 
 

• record keeping.  

 

Recommendation 11.1: Clear documentation of exclusion criteria 
Services Australia should ensure that for any cohort of recipients that is intended to 
be excluded from a compliance process or activity, there is clear documentation of 
the exclusion criteria, and, unless there is a technical reason it cannot be, the 
mechanism by which that is to occur should be reflected in the relevant technical 
specification documents. 
 

 

Recommendation 11.2: Identification of circumstances affecting the capacity to 
engage with compliance activity 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the 
identification of potential vulnerabilities extend to the identification of 
circumstances affecting a recipient’s capacity to engage with any form of 
compliance activity. To this end, circumstances likely to affect a recipient’s capacity 
to engage with compliance activities should be recorded on their file regardless of 
whether they are in receipt of a payment that gives rise to mutual obligations. 
 

 

Recommendation 11.3: Engagement prior to removing a vulnerability indicator 
from a file 
Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in relation to the 
identification of potential vulnerabilities require staff to engage with a recipient prior 
to the removal of an indicator on their file. For this purpose, Services Australia 
should remove any feature that would allow for the automatic expiry of a 
vulnerability indicator (or equivalent flagging tool). An indicator should only be 
removed where a recipient, or evidence provided to the Agency in relation to the 
recipient, confirms that they are no longer suffering from the vulnerability to which 
the indicator relates. 

 

Recommendation 11.4: Consideration of vulnerabilities affected by each 
compliance program, including consultation with advocacy bodies 
Services Australia should incorporate a process in the design of compliance 
programs to consider and document the categories of vulnerable recipients who 
may be affected by the program, and how those recipients will be dealt with. 
Services Australia should consult stakeholders (including peak advocacy bodies) as 
part of this process to ensure that adequate provision is made to accommodate 
vulnerable recipients who may encounter particular difficulties engaging with the 
program. 
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The roles of advocacy groups 
and legal services 
 
 

Recommendations go to: 

• frank and fearless advice;  
 

• designing services with 
emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 
 

• independent legal 
services. 

 

 

Recommendation 12.1: Easier engagement with Centrelink 
Options for easier engagement with Centrelink by advocacy groups – for example, 
through the creation of a national advocates line – should be considered. 
 

 

Recommendation 12.2: Customer experience reference group 
The government should consider establishing a customer experience reference 
group, which would provide streamlined insight to government regarding the 
experiences of people accessing income support.  
 

 

Recommendation 12.3: Consultation 
Peak advocacy bodies should be consulted prior to the implementation of projects 
involving the modification of the social security system. 
 

 

Recommendation 12.4: Regard for funding for legal aid commissions and 
community legal centres 
When it next conducts a review of the National Legal Assistance Partnership, the 
Commonwealth should have regard, in considering funding for legal aid 
commissions and community legal centres, to the importance of the public interest 
role played by those services as exemplified in their work during the Scheme. 
 

 

Experiences of Human 
Services employees 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• the provision of, frank and 

fearless advice; 
 

• adherence to obligations 
of Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 

 
• training and guidance; 

 
• designing services with 

emphasis on people 
meant to serve. 
 
 

Recommendation 13.1: Consultation process 
Services Australia should put in place processes for genuine and receptive 
consultation with frontline staff when new programs are being designed and 
implemented. 
 

 

Recommendation 13.2: Feedback processes 
Better feedback processes should be put in place so that frontline staff can 
communicate their feedback in an open and consultative environment. Management 
should have constructive processes in place to review and respond to staff 
feedback. 
 

 

Recommendation 13.3: ‘Face-to-face’ support 
More ‘face-to-face’ customer service support options should be available for 
vulnerable recipients needing support. 
 

 

Recommendation 13.4: Increased number of social workers 
Increased social worker support (for both recipients and staff), and better referral 
processes to enable this support, should be implemented. 
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Failures in the Budget process 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 

 
• separations of 

responsibilities / 
accountability;  

 
• independent legal 

services; 
 

• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 

 
• record keeping  

 
 

Recommendation 15.1: Legislative change better defined in New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that all New 
Policy Proposals contain a statement as to whether the proposal requires legislative 
change in order to be lawfully implemented, as distinct from legislative change to 
authorise expenditure. 
 

 

Recommendation 15.2: Include legal advices with New Policy Proposals 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that any legal 
advice (either internal or external) relating to whether the proposal requires 
legislative change in order to be implemented be included with the New Policy 
Proposal in any versions of the Portfolio Budget Submission circulated to other 
agencies or Cabinet ministers. 
 

 

Recommendation 15.3: Australian Government Solicitor statement in the NPP 
The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement that where 
legal advice has been given in relation to whether the proposal requires legislative 
change in order to be implemented, the New Policy Proposal includes a statement 
as to whether the Australian Government Solicitor has reviewed and agreed with the 
advice. 
 

 

Recommendation 15.4: Standard, specific language on legal risks in the NPP 
The standard language used in the NPP Checklist should be sufficiently specific to 
make it obvious on the face of the document what advice is being provided, in 
respect of what legal risks and by whom it is being provided. 
 

 

Recommendation 15.5: Documented assumptions for compliance Budget 
measures 
That in developing compliance Budget measures, Services Australia and DSS 
document the basis for the assumptions and inputs used, including the sources of 
the data relied on. 
 

 

Recommendation 15.6: Documentation on the basis for assumptions provided to 
Finance 
That in seeking agreement from Finance for costings of compliance Budget 
measures, Services Australia and DSS provide Finance with documentation setting 
out the basis for the assumptions and inputs used, including related data sources, to 
allow Finance to properly investigate and test those assumptions and inputs. 
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Data-matching and exchanges 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 

 
• independent legal 

services; 
 

• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 

 
• designing services with 

emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 

 
• training and guidance; 

 
• record keeping. 

 
 

Recommendation 16.1: Legal advice on end-to-end data exchanges 
The Commonwealth should seek legal advice on the end-to-end data exchange 
processes which are currently operating between Services Australia and the ATO to 
ensure they are lawful. 
 

 

Recommendation 16.2: Review and strengthen governance of data-matching 
programs 
The ATO and DHS should take immediate steps to review and strengthen their 
operational governance practices as applied to jointly conducted data-matching 
programs. This should include: 

• reviews to ensure that all steps and operations relating to existing or 
proposed data-matching programs are properly documented 

• a review of all existing framework documents for existing or proposed 
data-matching programs 

• a review of the operations of the ATO/DHS Consultative Forum and the 
ATO/DHS Data Management Forum 

• a review of the existing Head Agreement/s, Memoranda of Understanding 
and Services Schedule 

• a joint review of any existing or proposed data-matching program protocols 
to ensure they are legally compliant in respect of their provision for the 
data exchanges contemplated for the relevant data-matching program. 

 

 

Automated decision making 
 

Recommendations go to: 
 

• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 

• designing services with 
emphasis on people 
meant to serve; 

 
 

• law reform and reform of 
process and decision 
making; 
 

• record keeping. 
 

 

Recommendation 17.1: Reform of legislation and implementation of regulation 
The Commonwealth should consider legislative reform to introduce a consistent 
legal framework in which automation in government services can operate. Where 
automated decision-making is implemented:  

• there should be a clear path for those affected by decisions to seek review 
• departmental websites should contain information advising that 

automated decision-making is used and explaining in plain language how 
the process works 

• business rules and algorithms should be made available, to enable 
independent expert scrutiny. 

 

 

Recommendation 17.2: Establishment of a body to monitor and audit automated 
decision-making 
The Commonwealth should consider establishing a body, or expanding an existing 
body, with the power to monitor and audit automate decision-making processes 
with regard to their technical aspects and their impact in respect of fairness, the 
avoiding of bias, and client usability. 
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Debt recovery and debt 
collectors 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services with 

emphasis on people 
meant to serve  
 

• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  

 
• law reform 

 
• record keeping  

 
 

Recommendation 18.1: Comprehensive debt recovery policy for Services Australia 
Services Australia should develop a comprehensive debt recovery management 
policy which among other things should incorporate the Guideline for Collectors and 
Creditors’ issued by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC). Examples of 
such documents already exist at both federal and state levels. Any such policy 
should also prescribe how Services Australia undertakes to engage with debtors, 
including that staff must: 

• ensure any debt recovery action is always ethical, proportionate, consistent 
and transparent 

• treat all recipients fairly and with dignity, taking each person’s 
circumstances into account before commencing recovery action 

• subject to any express legal authority to do so, refrain from commencing or 
continuing recovery action while a debt is being reviewed or disputed, and 

• in accordance with legal authority, consider and respond appropriately and 
proportionately to cases of hardship. 

Services Australia should ensure that recipients are given ample and appropriate 
opportunities to challenge, review and seek guidance on any proposed debts before 
they are referred for debt recovery. 
 

 

Recommendation 18.2: Reinstate the limitation of six years on debt recovery 
The Commonwealth should repeal s 1234B of the Social Security Act and reinstate 
the effective limitation period of six years for the bringing of proceedings to recover 
debts under Part 5.2 of the Act formerly contained in s 1232 and s 1236 of that Act, 
before repeal of the relevant sub-sections by the Budget Savings (Omnibus) Act (No 
55) 2016. There is no reason that current and former social security recipients 
should be on any different footing from other debtors. 
 

 

Lawyers and legal services 
 
Recommendations go to: 

 

• independent legal 
services; 

 
• the provision of, frank and 

fearless advice; 
 

 

Recommendation 19.1: Selection of chief counsel 
The selection panel for the appointment of chief counsel of Services Australia or 
DSS (chief counsel being the head of the entity’s legal practice) should include as a 
member of the panel, the Australian Government Solicitor. 
 

 

Recommendation 19.2: Training for lawyers – Services Australia 
Services Australia should provide regular training to its in-house lawyers on the core 
duties and responsibilities set out in the Legal Practice Standards, including: 

• an emphasis on the duty to avoid any compromise to their integrity and 
professional independence and the challenges that may be presented to a 
government lawyer in fulfilling that obligation 

• appropriate statutory and case authority references in advice writing. 

• CCP is working on developing a set of legal 
practice standards which will incorporate 
guidance provided by the Attorney-General’s 
Department.  

• The Legal Practice Standards will deal with a 
range of topics including legal matter 
management, management of legal advices 
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• adherence to obligations 
of Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 
 

• training and guidance; 
 

• law reform; 
 
 

• record keeping  

 

 (and dealing with draft advices), the Charter of 
Independence and professional obligations.  

• All lawyers within the CCP hold a practising 
certificate in the jurisdiction in which they 
practice, thus have additional training, 
professional development and integrity 
obligations by virtue of holding the certificate. 
This is in addition to the AFP’s integrity 
standards and framework.  

• Practising certificate holders are required to 
complete at least 10 hours of Continuous 
Professional Development (CPD) each year, 
being a mix of ethics, professional skills and 
practice management.  

• CCP conducts internal Continuous Legal 
Education (CLE) programs, with presentations 
on the topic of ethics and professional 
responsibilities being conducted annually.  

• Both AFP Legal and Criminal Assets Litigation 
(CAL) hold annual conferences focussed on 
training and professional development for the 
internal lawyers and ensure that there are 
sessions on ethics and professional skills.   
 

Recommendation 19.3: Legal practice standards – Social Services 
DSS should develop Legal Practice Standards which set out the core duties and 
responsibilities of all legal officers working at DSS. 
 
Recommendation 19.4: Training for lawyers – Social Services 
DSS should provide regular training on the core duties and responsibilities to be set 
out in the Legal Practice Standards which should include: an emphasis on the duty 
to avoid any compromise to their integrity and professional independence and the 
challenges that may be presented to a government lawyer in fulfilling that obligation 
appropriate statutory and case authority references in advice writing. 
 

Recommendation 19.5: Draft advice – Social Services 
DSS should issue a further direction providing that, if the administering agency 
decides that a draft advice need not be provided in final form, that decision and the 
reasons for it must be documented.  
One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented decision against finalisation – 
should have been taken within three months of the receipt of the draft advice. 
 

• Prior to the Attorney-General’s Department 
issuing guidance on the treatment of legal 
advices in draft format, the CCP undertook an 
audit of advices and found that less than 20 
advices had not been finalised and were still 
draft. Since the audit, CCP has either finalised 
the advices or included a file note explaining 
why the advice was not finalised (eg. litigation 
strategy changed and draft advice no longer 
relevant). 

• The Attorney-General’s initial guidance on ‘use 
of draft legal advice within government’ has 
been distributed to everyone within the CCP 
and will form part of the legal practice 
standards that the portfolio is working on.  

 

Recommendation 19.6: Draft advice – Services Australia 
Services Australia should issue a direction that legal advice is to be left in draft form 
only to the extent that the administrative step of finalising it has not yet been 
undertaken by lawyers or there are remaining questions to be answered in relation 
to the issues under consideration and that, if the administering agency decides that 
a draft advice need not be provided in final form, that decision and the reasons for it 
must be documented. One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented decision 
against finalisation – should have been taken within three months of the receipt of 
the draft advice. 
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Recommendation 19.7: The Directions 1 
The Legal Services Directions 2017 should be reviewed and simplified. 
 

 

Recommendation 19.8: Office of Legal Services Coordination to assist agencies 
with significant issues reporting 
The OLSC should provide more extensive information and feedback to assist 
agencies with the significant legal issues process. 
 

• The CCP complies with the Legal Services 
Directions and liaises with the Office of Legal 
Services Coordination (OLSC) within the 
Attorney-General’s Department in relation to 
any queries about significant issues reporting 
or potential legal risk.  

• Where OLSC provides significant advice on 
reporting obligations, the advice will be shared 
with the CCP executive and disseminated 
within teams as required.  

• The Chief Counsel is a member of the 
Australian Government Legal Services Legal 
Risk Committee (coordinated by the Attorney-
General’s Department) which meets each 
quarter and ensures that relevant information 
from the meetings is disseminated to the CCP 
executive team. 

Recommendation 19.9: Recording of reporting obligations 
The OLSC should ensure a documentary record is made of substantive inquiries 
made with and responses given by agencies concerning their obligations to report 
significant issues pursuant to para 3.1 of the Directions. 
 

Recommendation 19.10: The Directions 2 
The OLSC should issue guidance material on the obligations to consult on and 
disclose advice in clause 10 of the Legal Services Directions 2017. 
 

 

Recommendation 19.11: Resourcing the Office of Legal Services Coordination 
The OLSC should be properly resourced to deliver these functions. 
 

 

Recommendation 19.12: Chief counsel 
The Australian Government Legal Service’s General Counsel Charter be amended to 
place a positive obligation on chief counsel to ensure that the Legal Services 
Directions 2017 (Cth) are complied with and to document interactions with OLSC 
about inquiries made, and responses given, concerning reporting obligations under 
those Directions. 
 

• The CCP complies with the Legal Services 
Directions and liaises with the Office of Legal 
Services Coordination (OLSC) within the 
Attorney-General’s Department in relation to 
any queries about significant issues reporting 
or potential legal risk.  

• Where OLSC provides significant advice on 
reporting obligations, the advice will be shared 
with the CCP executive and disseminated 
within teams as required.  

 
 

Recommendation 19.13: Review of the Bilateral Management Agreement 
The revised Bilateral Management Agreement should set out the requirement to 
consult on and disclose legal advices between the two agencies where any 
intersection of work is identified. 
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Administrative Appeals 
Tribunal 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• Training and guidance  

 
• Independent legal services  

 
• record keeping  

 
• law /judicial reform  
 

Recommendation 20.1: AAT cases with significant legal and policy issues 
Services Australia should put in place a system for identifying AAT1 cases which 
raise significant legal and policy issues and ensuring that they are brought to the 
attention of senior DSS and Services Australia officers. 
 

 

Recommendation 20.2: Training for DHS legal officers 
Services Australia legal officers whose duties involve the preparation of advices in 
relation to AAT decisions should receive training which emphasises the 
requirements of the Standing Operational Statements in relation to appeal 
recommendations and referral to DSS; Services Australia’s obligations as a model 
litigant; and the obligation to pay due regard to AAT decisions and directions. 
 

 

Recommendation 20.3: Identifying significant AAT decisions 
DSS should establish, or if it is established, maintain, a system for identifying all 
significant AAT decisions and bringing them to the attention of its secretary. 
 

 

Recommendation 20.4: Publication of first instance AAT decisions 
The federal administrative review body which replaces the AAT should devise a 
system for publication on a readily accessible platform of first instance social 
security decisions which involve significant conclusions of law or have implications 
for social security policy. 
 

 

Recommendation 20.5: Administrative Review Council 
Re-instate the Administrative Review Council or a body with similar membership and 
similar functions, with consideration given to a particular role in review of 
Commonwealth administrative decision-making processes. 
 

 

The Commonwealth 
Ombudsman 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• separations of 

responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 

• law reform  
 

Recommendation 21.1: Statutory duty to assist 
A statutory duty be imposed on departmental secretaries and agency chief 
executive officers to ensure that their department or agency use its best endeavours 
to assist the Ombudsman in any investigation concerning it, with a corresponding 
statutory duty on the part of Commonwealth public servants within a department or 
agency being investigated to use their best endeavours to assist the Ombudsman in 
the investigation. 
 

• The Commonwealth Ombudsman already has 
oversight of the AFP, and the AFP has always 
cooperated fully with any Ombudsman 
investigations, including by providing access to 
relevant systems and sharing of legal advices.  
 

Recommendation 21.2: Another power to obtain information 
The Ombudsman Act be amended to confer on the Ombudsman a power in 
equivalent terms to that in s 33(3) of the Auditor-General Act. 
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• record keeping  
• independent legal 

services; 
 

• the provision of, frank and 
fearless advice; 

 
 

 

Recommendation 21.3: Oversight of the legal services division 
Departmental and agency responses to own motion investigations by the 
Ombudsman should be overseen by the legal services division of the relevant 
department or agency. 
 

 

Recommendation 21.4: Log of communications 
The Ombudsman maintain a log, recording communications with a department or 
agency for the purposes of an own motion investigation. 
 

 

Recommendation 21.5: Powers of referral 
The AAT is soon to be replaced by a new administrative review body. S 10A and s 11 
of the Ombudsman Act should be amended so as to ensure the Ombudsman has 
the powers of referral and recommendation of referral in respect of that new 
administrative review body. 
 

 

Improving the Australian 
Public Service 
 
 
Recommendations go to: 

 

• Structural reform, law 
reform  
 

• Training and guidance  
 

• designing services with 
emphasis on people 
meant to serve  
 

• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  

 
• adherence to obligations 

of Public Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 

 
• record keeping  
 

Recommendation 23.1: Structure of government departments 
The Australian Government should undertake an immediate and full review to 
examine whether the existing structure of the social services portfolio, and the 
status of Services Australia as an entity, are optimal. 
 

 

Recommendation 23.2: Obligations of public servants 
The APSC should, as recommended by the Thodey Review, deliver whole-of-service 
induction on essential knowledge required for public servants. 
 

 

Recommendation 23.3: Fresh focus on ‘customer service’ 
Services Australia and DSS should introduce mechanisms to ensure that all new 
programs and schemes are developed with a customer centric focus, and that 
specific testing is done to ensure that recipients are at the forefront of each new 
initiative. 
 

 

Recommendation 23.4: Administrative Review Council 
The reinstated Administrative Review Council (or similar body) should provide 
training and develop resources to inform APS members about the Commonwealth 
administrative law system. (see Automated Decision-Making and the Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal chapters). 
 

 

Recommendation 23.5: ‘Knowledge College’ 
The Commonwealth should explore the feasibility of establishing an internal college 
within Services Australia to provide training and development to staff linked to the 
skills and knowledge required to undertake their duties. 
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Recommendation 23.6: Front-line Service 
SES staff at Services Australia should spend some time in a front-line service 
delivery role and with other community partnerships. 
 

 

Recommendation 23.7: Agency heads being held to account 
The Public Service Act should be amended to make it clear that the Australian 
Public Service Commissioner can inquire into the conduct of former Agency Heads. 
Also, the Public Service Act should be amended to allow for a disciplinary 
declaration to be made against former APS employees and former Agency Heads. 
 

 

Recommendation 23.8: Documenting decisions and discussions 
The Australian Public Service Commission should develop standards for 
documenting important decisions and discussions, and the delivery of training on 
those standards. 
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Pages 69 through 111 redacted for the following reasons:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
s22(1)(a)(ii)
s47C
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, 22 November 2023 3:34 PM
To: Macdonald, Alison
Cc:  Everett, Brooke
Subject: FW: SPB Paper- Robodebt Draft for consultation [SEC=OFFICIAL]
Attachments: SPB Paper- Robodebt Draft for consultation (003).docx

OFFICIAL 
Hi Alison, 
 
NMPC has cleared the attached paper for COO with a few track changes with our input, noting with more time we 
would look to provide more robust feedback.  
 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
 
Thanks 

PERFORMING DUTIES OF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
PEOPLE COMMAND 
Tel: 

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country 
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay 
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging. 

 

From: Everett, Brooke @afp.gov.au>  
Sent: Wednesday, 22 November 2023 1:01 PM 
To: Everett, Brooke @afp.gov.au> 
Subject: SPB Paper- Robodebt Draft for consultation [SEC=OFFICIAL] 
 

OFFICIAL 
 

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 47E(d)

s 47E(d)

s 47E(d)

s 47E(d)
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From: Macdonald, Alison
Sent: Thursday, 7 December 2023 2:30 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: FYI AND PAPER FOR AC/NM FORUM -  7/12/23 - ROBODEBT PAPER - : Strategy and 

Performance Board [SEC=OFFICIAL]
Attachments: 2.2a SPB_20231204_ATTACH A_ Robodebt Report and Government 

Response_OFFICIAL.pdf; 2.2b SPB_20231204_ATTACH B_Robodebt Report - 
Recommendations Legal.pdf; 2.2c SPB_20231204_ATTACH C_DRAFT - revised Charter 
of Independence_OFFICIAL.pdf; 2.2 SPB_20231204_Robodebt_OFFICIAL.pdf

OFFICIAL 
Dear All,  
 
Ahead of the AC /NM forum this afternoon and Item #2, please find attached the paper on Robodebt (plus 
attachments) as presented to the Strategy and Performance Board earlier this week.  
 
Look forward to answering any questions,  
 
Regards 
Alison 
 

ALISON MACDONALD 
ACTING CHIEF COUNSEL  
CHIEF COUNSEL PORTFOLIO 
Tel:  

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country 
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay 
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging. 

 

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 47E(d)
s 47E(d)
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From: Macdonald, Alison
Sent: Friday, 14 July 2023 8:39 PM
To: Tressler, Charlotte
Cc: Caldwell, Emily;

Subject: RE:  Robodebt Royal Commission - brief note [SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive] [AFP-
L.FID33861]

Attachments: 'Draft Advice'  Audit May 2023 final.docx

OFFICIAL: Sensitive 
Dear COO (Charlotte),  
 
Further to your email below and as briefly discussed this afternoon, the Chief Counsel Portfolio is in a strong position 
relative to the recommendations regarding legal matters arising from the Royal Commission ‘Robodebt’ report.  
 
Septically with respect to draft advices, both CAL and AFP Legal undertook a review and audit of their respective LEX 
matter management system in May 2023, to identify any advices either prepared by, or received by AFP Legal or CAL 
that had not been finalised.    
 
The results were: 

 CAL identified two (2) advices on LEX which had not been finalised.   
o Both matters contain notes on the file provide sound reasons for the advices to remain in draft form.  

 
 AFP Legal identified eleven (11) advices on LEX which had not been finalised.  Please find attached the audit 

report prepared for the General Counsels.    
o Two (2) advices were from external providers which have since been finalised.  
o Seven (7) were advices prepared internally: 

 Five (5) of which have since been finalised.  
 Two (2) have been updated with notes providing sound reasons for not finalising the 

advices.  
o Two (2) are being reviewed by Coordinators (as the lawyer authoring the advices is on long term 

leave) for finalisation.  
 
Happy to discuss further as required,  
 
Regards 
Alison 

ALISON MACDONALD 
ACTING CHIEF COUNSEL  
CHIEF COUNSEL PORTFOLIO 

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country 
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay 
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging. 

 
 

From: Tressler, Charlotte < afp.gov.au>  
Sent: Sunday, 9 July 2023 4:18 PM 
To: Macdonald, Alison afp.gov.au> 
Cc: Caldwell, Emily afp.gov.au>

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 47E(d)

s 47E(d)

s 47E(d)
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Subject: Re: Robodebt Royal Commission - brief note [SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive] 
 
Hi Alison  
 
Thanks for sending this through. I am interested in how AFP practices hold up against the below - particularly around 
draft advice. Look forward to discussing in 1:1 
 
Regards 
Charlotte  

 
From: Macdonald, Alison @afp.gov.au> 
Date: 9 July 2023 at 3:16:39 pm AEST 
To: Tressler, Charlotte afp.gov.au> 
Cc: Caldwell, Emily afp.gov.au>,

Subject: FW: Robodebt Royal Commission - brief note [SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive] 
 

OFFICIAL: Sensitive 
Dear COO (Charlotte),  
  
Please see below a brief and preliminary summary of prepared by AFP Legal  a/ Coordinator 
Employment and Dispute Resolution)  in relation to the Robodebt Royal Commission, in so far as any of the 
recommendations may affect the AFP or Chief Counsel Portfolio.  
  
The Robodebt Royal Commission Report, is available here - 
https://robodebt.royalcommission.gov.au/system/files/2023-07/report-of-the-royal-commission-into-the-robodebt-
scheme.pdf. 
  
The report is extremely large (and the publically available report is not the full report), so it will likely be necessary to 
provide more detailed consideration at a later date. 
  
The report is scathing about the government and public sector cultures which led to Robodebt, and notes that the 
institutional checks and balances – Ombudsman, OLSC, OAIC, AAT – presented no real hindrance to it occurring. 
  
A number of recommendations are made regarding legal matters which are notable for AFP Legal’s purposes: 
  

1.     In-house lawyers should have regular training about their core duties and responsibilities, including with 
reference to duty to avoid compromising their integrity and professional independence, and the challenges 
that may be presented in fulfilling that obligation; 

2.     There should be a direction that any draft advices be finalised, or failing that the decision and reasons for not 
finalising it must be documented; 

3.     In recruiting or appointing a chief counsel, the Australian Government Solicitor should form part of any panel 
in order to ensure an element of independence in the process; 

4.     The Legal Services Directions should be reviewed and simplified; 
5.     OLSC should provide more extensive information and feedback to assist agencies with the significant legal 

issues process; 
6.     OLSC should ensure a documentary record is made of substantive inquiries made with agencies, and their 

responses, concerning their obligations to report significant issues; 
7.     OLSC should be properly resourced to deliver its functions; 
8.     The Australian Government Legal Service’s General Counsel Charter be amended to place a positive 

obligation on chief counsel to ensure the Legal Services Directions are complied with, and to document 
interactions with OLSC about concerns about compliance; 

9.     That section 34 of the Commonwealth FOI Act (which relates to Cabinet documents) should be repealed, and 
that the Cabinet handbook be amended to make clear that a document being a Cabinet document is no 
longer justification for maintaining confidentiality, absent an identifiable public interest reason. 

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 47E(d)

s 47E(d)

s 47E(d) s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)
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The chapter specifically about legal services, which commences at page 518 at the above link, made some specific 
observations about the role and duties of chief counsel. It criticises the view that a chief counsel essentially responds 
to instructions, and notes that the role must include the capacity to recommend that the agency obtain legal advice, 
particularly if a significant legal issue has been identified. 
  
There are recommendations (16.1 and 16.2) that the Commonwealth seek legal advice about end-to-end data 
exchange processes currently operating between Services Australia and the ATO to ensure that they are lawful, and 
that the ATO and DHS should take steps to strengthen their governance regarding data-matching programs.  
  

 
We will update you on any developments, or further insights as we digest the report.   
  
Otherwise, Emily, Patrick and I are available to discuss, 
  
Regards, 
Alison 
  
  

ALISON MACDONALD 
ACTING CHIEF COUNSEL  
CHIEF COUNSEL PORTFOLIO 

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country 
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay 
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging. 

  
  

  
  

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 47E(d)
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Pages 117 through 121 redacted for the following reasons:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
s47E(d)
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From: Macdonald, Alison
Sent: Friday, 24 November 2023 4:43 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: RE: FOR INFO - SPB papers due to COO by Tues. 21 Nov 2023 

[SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive]
Attachments: SPB Paper- Robodebt - following consultatation (adm).docx; SPB Paper- Robodebt - 

FINAL.docx; Attachment A - Recommendations - Robodebt Report.docx; Attachment B - 
Recommendations - Robodebt Report - Legal.docx; Attachment C DRAFT - revised 
Charter of Independence.docx

OFFICIAL: Sensitive 
Dear
 
Please find attached the updated SPB paper addressing COO’s comments.  
 
The paper is attached with the amendments marked up in ‘track changes’ for ease of reference.    
 
Presuming the COO is comfortable with the updated wording, a ‘clean copy’ is also attached for progressing to the 
Secretariat.  
 
I have also attached the Attachments to the paper.  
 
Please advise if I /we need to take any action to progress these papers to the Secretariat.  
 
Regards 
Alison 
 

 
 
ALISON MACDONALD 
ACTING CHIEF COUNSEL  
CHIEF COUNSEL PORTFOLIO 

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country 
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay 
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging. 

 
 

From: @afp.gov.au>  
Sent: Friday, 24 November 2023 1:16 PM 
To: Macdonald, Alison afp.gov.au> 
Cc: 

Subject: RE: FOR INFO - SPB papers due to COO by Tues. 21 Nov 2023 [SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive] 
 

OFFICIAL: Sensitive 
Afternoon Alison,  
 
Do you have an ETA on the updates? 

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 33(a)(i)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 47E(d)
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Thank you 
 
Regards,  
 

 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER TO CHARLOTTE TRESSLER 
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER 
Tel: +61 (0)2

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country 
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay 
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging. 

 

From
Sent: Thursday, 23 November 2023 10:46 AM 
To: Macdonald, Alison afp.gov.au> 
Cc: 

 
Subject: RE: FOR INFO - SPB papers due to COO by Tues. 21 Nov 2023 [SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive] 
 

OFFICIAL: Sensitive 
Minor comments from COO, please see attached. 
 
Thank you 
 
Regards,  
 

EXECUTIVE OFFICER TO CHARLOTTE TRESSLER 
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER 

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country 
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay 
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging. 

 

From: Macdonald, Alison afp.gov.au>  
Sent: Wednesday, 22 November 2023 6:19 PM 
To:
Cc

Subject: RE: FOR INFO - SPB papers due to COO by Tues. 21 Nov 2023 [SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive] 
 

OFFICIAL: Sensitive 
Dear Laura,  
 

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 47E(d)

s 47E(d)

s 47E(d)
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Please find attached the draft SPB Paper on the outcomes of the Robodebt Royal Commission and lessons for the 
AFP – Agenda Item 2.2. for the COO’s review and consideration.  
 
I appreciate the paper is longer than the preferred length, but noting the purpose of the paper is to discuss the Report, 
and the Report itself is 566 pages long, it was difficult make any shorter and still be meaningful.  
 
Very happy to discuss and /or amend as required,  
 
Regards 
Alison 
 

ALISON MACDONALD 
ACTING CHIEF COUNSEL  
CHIEF COUNSEL PORTFOLIO 

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country 
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay 
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging. 

 

From
Sent: Thursday, November 16, 2023 11:33 AM 
To: 

 
Cc: 
Subject: SPB papers [SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive] 
 

OFFICIAL: Sensitive 
Good morning all,  
 
As you would all be aware the next Strategy and Performance Board meeting is on Monday 4 December (agenda 
attached for reference). 
 
All papers for the SPB will need to be finalised before COO goes on leave from Monday 27 November, this date aligns 
with the Office of the Commissioner’s strict deadline of paper distribution 7 days before the meeting.  
 
Grateful or your AC/NM cleared papers by not later than COB Tuesday 21 November. 
 
Thank you and please let me know if you have any questions. 
 
Regards,  
 

 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER TO CHARLOTTE TRESSLER 
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER 

1 

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 47E(d)
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The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country 
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay 
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging. 
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Pages 126 through 127 redacted for the following reasons:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- s47C
s47C
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Robodebt Royal Commission 

 
SUMMARY 

• The Report of the Royal Commission into the Robodebt Scheme (the Report) included 57 
recommendations, of which 24 related to legal services.  

• As a Commonwealth Agency we take these recommendations very seriously and are proactively 
reviewing the recommendations and findings to identify any improvements the AFP can make.  

• Ahead of the Government’s formal response to the Report our Chief Counsel Portfolio has already 
undertaken number of steps in anticipation of, or in response to the Report including: 

o an audit of legal advices and taken steps to finalise the small number (less than 15 over 
three years) of advices that were still in draft form.  

o developing a revised and updated set of legal practice standards which will incorporate 
any additional guidance provided by the Attorney-General’s Department. 

• Chief Counsel Portfolio have a Charter of Independence, and will review the Charter this year, to 
be signed by the current Commissioner, to reinforce the importance of this document to the AFP 
more broadly. 

• We are also reviewing the AFP’s record keeping and processes for documenting decisions and 
discussions. Once the APSC updates their recommended standards, we will ensure the AFP’s 
procedures align with those recommendations.  

 

AFP current practices and position in relation to Recommendations  
Recommendations relating to lawyers and legal services  

• The Report includes recommendations about training for lawyers, legal practice standards, 
treatment of draft advices, the Legal Services Directions 2017 and associated reporting 
obligations. 

• While none of the recommendations were targeted at the AFP, and the AFP will wait the 
Government’s formal response to the recommendations, the AFP considers there are some 
valuable recommendations for all Commonwealth government legal practices. 

AFP Charter of Independence 
• The AFP implemented a Charter of Independence in relation to the provision of legal services in 

2004.  

• The Charter was signed by the then Commissioner (Mick Keelty) and has been adopted by 
subsequent Commissioners.  The current Charter was signed by (then) Commissioner (Andrew 
Colvin) in 2016.  

• The Charter outlines the ethical and professional responsibilities of AFP lawyers, and confirms the 
independence of AFP lawyers and the legal services they provide the AFP.  
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Draft Advices  
• The Attorney-General’s initial guidance on ‘use of draft legal advice within government’ has been 

distributed to everyone within the Chief Counsel Portfolio (CCP) and will form part of the AFP CCP 
legal practice standards. 

• Prior to the Attorney-General’s Department issuing guidance on the treatment of legal advices in 
draft format, the CCP (within the AFP) undertook an audit of legal advices and found that less 
than 20 legal advices (over a three-year period) had not been finalised and/or were still draft form.  

• Since this audit, the CCP has either finalised these legal advices or included a file note explaining 
why the advice was not finalised (e.g. matter settled or proceedings not commenced and advice 
no longer relevant).  

• The CCP is developing a revised and updated set of legal practice standards which will 
incorporate any additional guidance provided by the Attorney-General’s Department.  

Practising Certificates and training  
• All lawyers within the CCP hold a practising certificate in the jurisdiction in which they practice. As 

such, they have additional training, professional development and integrity obligations in 
accordance with the rules imposed by the law society in the relevant jurisdiction.   

• The AFP conducts internal Continuous Legal Education (CLE) programs, with presentations on the 
topic of ethics and professional responsibilities conducted (at least) annually. Both AFP Legal and 
Criminal Assets Litigation (CAL) hold annual conferences focussed on training and professional 
development for the internal lawyers and ensure there are sessions on ethics and professional 
skills.   

• AFP and the CCP comply with the Legal Services Directions and liaise with the Office of Legal 
Services Coordination (OLSC) within the Attorney-General’s Department in relation to any queries 
about significant issues reporting or potential legal risk.  

• The Chief Counsel is a member of the Australian Government Legal Services Legal Risk 
Committee (coordinated by the Attorney-General’s Department) which meets each quarter.  The 
Chief Counsel ensures relevant information from the meetings is disseminated to lawyers within 
the AFP. 

Recommendations relating to the Commonwealth Ombudsman  
• The Report makes a number of recommendations in relation to the Commonwealth Ombudsman 

and imposing a statutory obligation on agencies to assist the Ombudsman.  

• The Commonwealth Ombudsman has oversight of the AFP and the AFP has always cooperated 
fully with any Ombudsman investigations, including by providing access to relevant systems and 
sharing of legal advices.  

Recommendations relating to documenting decisions and discussions, and record 
keeping 
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• The Report makes a recommendation the Australian Public Service Commission develop 
standards for documenting important decisions and discussions, and the delivery of training on 
those standards. The AFP will look to implement any changes to align with these standards. 

• The Royal Commission noted, amongst other things, that there were issues with record-keeping. 
This related both to record-keeping of the basis on which decisions were made, as well as the 
absence of file notes from OLSC when they enquired and raised concerns with, Services Australia. 
Ombudsman record-keeping was also criticised. Accordingly, recommendations were made that 
records of communications and decisions be made and maintained. 

• 

• 

• 

 

Background 

• 

• The Report of the Royal Commission into the Robodebt Scheme (the Report) included 57 
recommendations.  

• A taskforce led by the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, the Attorney-General's 
Department, and the Australian Public Service Commission has been established to inform and 
support the Government's response to the Report. 

 

 
 

ACTION OFFICER 

Name:  Emily Caldwell – General Counsel Operations Phone: s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 47E(d)

s 47E(d)
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From:  on behalf of 
Sent: Wednesday, 6 December 2023 8:20 AM
To: Macdonald, Alison
Cc:
Subject: Strategy and Performance Board | December 2023 Action Item | Circulation of Board 

Paper [SEC=OFFICIAL]
Attachments: 2.2a SPB_20231204_ATTACH A_ Robodebt Report and Government 

Response_OFFICIAL.pdf; 2.2b SPB_20231204_ATTACH B_Robodebt Report - 
Recommendations Legal.pdf; 2.2c SPB_20231204_ATTACH C_DRAFT - revised Charter 
of Independence_OFFICIAL.pdf; 2.2 SPB_20231204_Robodebt_OFFICIAL.pdf

Categories: CC -EXECUTIVE, ACL

OFFICIAL 
a/CC 
 
Good Morning Alison,  
 
Following yesterday’s Strategy and Performance Board Meeting, please find attached the Final (PDF’d) version of the 
Robodebt Recommendations Paper you presented to the Board. 
 
As agreed by the Board, the Secretariat would be most grateful if you could circulate the attached paper to the SES 
Band 2 (ACNM cohort) for their visibility and information – noting the key matters and learnings for the AFP 
leadership to consider. 
 
We would appreciate our team inbox being copied on this email for visibility and to enable us to maintain a record of 
the completion of the Action Item.  
 
Please do not hesitate to contact the hould you have queries. 
 
Kind regards 
 

A/COORDINATOR | CENTRAL SECRETARIAT UNIT 
STRATEGY & PERFORMANCE OFFICE 
AUSTRALIAN FEDERAL POLICE 

www.afp.gov.au 

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay 
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging. 

 
 

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 47E(d)

s 47E(d)

s 47E(d)
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From: Macdonald, Alison
Sent: Thursday, 3 August 2023 9:20 PM
To: Tressler, Charlotte;
Cc:  Williamson-de Vries, Susie; 
Subject: UPDATED BP BRIEF - ROBODEBT RECOMMENDATIONS [SEC=OFFICIAL]
Attachments: SB23-000117 updated.docx; SB23-000117 (adm).docx

OFFICIAL 
Dear COO (Charlotte) and
 
Please find attached the updated Back Pocket Brief on the Robodebt Royal Commission Recommendations now with 
additional points in relation to record keeping, at the end of the brief and with a table at Attachment A, summarising 
the recommendations, and the issues they go to in the following broad categories:  
 

 the provision of, frank and fearless advice; 
 adherence to obligations of Public Servants (roles, principals, values); 
 designing services with emphasis on people meant to serve; 
 separations of responsibilities / accountability;  
 guidance and training; 
 law reform  
 process and structural reform  
 record keeping.  

 
I have also attached a ‘marked up’ version of the brief for ease of identifying amendments.  
 

 Susie and team – copied you in for your updates etc.  
 
Regard 
Alison 
 

ALISON MACDONALD 
ACTING CHIEF COUNSEL  
CHIEF COUNSEL PORTFOLIO 

The Australian Federal Police acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of Country 
throughout Australia, and their continuing connection to land, sea and community. We pay 
our respects to First Nations people, culture and Elders past, present and emerging. 

 
 

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii) s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 22(1)(a)(ii)

s 47E(d)
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Robodebt Royal Commission  
 
Background  

• A summary of the recommendations of the Royal Commission into the Robodebt Scheme is 
set out in the table at Attachment A.   

• The AFP Commissioner received a sealed submission from the Royal Commissioner for the 
Robodebt Scheme (Catherine Holmes AC SC) in relation to possible criminal 
investigations/prosecutions.  

o  DCNS (Deputy Commissioner McCartney) can provide limited information on the 
AFP investigation.  

• A taskforce led by the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, the Attorney-
General's Department, and the Australian Public Service Commission has been established 
to inform and support the Government's response to the Report. 

• The Report of the Royal Commission into the Robodebt Scheme (the Report) included 57 
recommendations.  

• While none of the recommendations were targeted at the AFP, and the AFP will wait the 
Government’s formal response to the recommendations, the AFP considers there are some 
valuable recommendations for all Commonwealth government agencies. 

 
AFP current practices and position in relation to Recommendations  
Recommendations relating to lawyers and legal services  

• The Report includes recommendations about training for lawyers, legal practice standards, 
treatment of draft advices, the Legal Services Directions 2017 and associated reporting 
obligations. 

AFP Charter of Independence 

• The AFP implemented a Charter of Independence in relation to the provision of legal 
services in 2004.  

• The Charter was signed by the then Commissioner (Mick Keelty) and has been adopted by 
subsequent Commissioners.  The current Charter was signed by (then) Commissioner 
(Andrew Colvin) in 2016.  

• The Charter outlines the ethical and professional responsibilities of AFP lawyers, and 
confirms the independence of AFP lawyers and the legal services they provide the AFP.  
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Draft Advices  

• The Attorney-General’s initial guidance on ‘use of draft legal advice within government’ has 
been distributed to everyone within the Chief Counsel Portfolio (CCP) and when finalised 
will form part of the AFP CCP legal practice standards. 

• Prior to the Attorney-General’s Department issuing guidance on the treatment of legal 
advices in draft format, the Chief Counsel Portfolio (within the AFP) undertook an audit of 
legal advices and found that less than 20 legal advices (over a three-year period) had not 
been finalised and/or were still draft form.  

• Since this audit, the Chief Counsel Portfolio has either finalised these legal advices or 
included a file note explaining why the advice was not finalised (eg. matter settled or 
proceedings not commenced and advice no longer relevant).  

• The Chief Counsel Portfolio is developing a revised and updated set of legal practice 
standards which will incorporate any additional guidance provided by the Attorney-
General’s Department.  

Practising Certificates and training  

• All lawyers within the Chief Counsel Portfolio hold a practising certificate in the jurisdiction 
in which they practice. As such, they have additional training, professional development and 
integrity obligations in accordance with the rules imposed by the law society in the relevant 
jurisdiction.   

• The AFP conducts internal Continuous Legal Education (CLE) programs, with the 
presentations on the topic of ethics and professional responsibilities conducted (at least) 
annually. Both AFP Legal and Criminal Assets Litigation (CAL) hold annual conferences 
focussed on training and professional development for the internal lawyers and ensure 
there are sessions on ethics and professional skills.   

• AFP and the Chief Counsel Portfolio comply with the Legal Services Directions and liaise with 
the Office of Legal Services Coordination (OLSC) within the Attorney-General’s Department 
in relation to any queries about significant issues reporting or potential legal risk.  

• The Chief Counsel is a member of the Australian Government Legal Services Legal Risk 
Committee (coordinated by the Attorney-General’s Department) which meets each quarter.  
The Chief Counsel ensures relevant information from the meetings is disseminated to 
lawyers within the AFP. 

Recommendations relating to the Commonwealth Ombudsman  

• The Report makes a number of recommendations in relation to the Commonwealth 
Ombudsman and imposing a statutory obligation on agencies to assist the Ombudsman.  
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• The Commonwealth Ombudsman already has oversight of the AFP and the AFP has always 
cooperated fully with any Ombudsman investigations, including by providing access to 
relevant systems and sharing of legal advices.  

 

Record Keeping  

• The AFP and Chief Counsel Portfolio have robust record keeping and matter management 
systems, in accordance with the Archives Act 1983.  

o The Archives Act 1983 creates obligations for Commonwealth agencies to create, 
capture, manage and preserve Commonwealth records which document information 
about the business activities and processes of government. 

• The AFP is committed to best practice record keeping in line with the International 
Management Standard AS ISO 15489-2022 and the Government framework for an 
accountable agency.  

o A record is created to support a business activity and is kept as evidence of that 
activity. 

o The AFP retains the ownership of all records created by all employees in the course 
of conducting business. 

• All AFP employees are required to understand their record-keeping responsibilities, and to 
keep records of daily work and create records that document: 

o information relating to projects or activities being undertaken, 

o formal business communications with external and internal recipients, 

o guidance, advice or direction, 

o evidence, and 

o approval or authorisation. 

• All AFP Appointees are required to manage and deal with information and record keeping in 
accordance with the AFP National Guideline on Information Management. 

• This guideline outlines the obligations for AFP personnel for effective management of data, 
information and knowledge and is supported by the AFP Information Management 
Handbook.  

• The Handbook provides practical and functional guidance on (among other matters) the AFP 
procedures and processes for creating, handling, keeping and proper destruction of AFP 
records, in accordance with relevant AFP governance and legislation. 
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Attachment A 

 

Report category Recommendation  Actions being undertaken by Chief 
Counsel Portfolio 

Introductory section 

 

 

Goes to the lack of: 

 

• the provision of, frank 
and fearless advice; 
 

• adherence to 
obligations of Public 
Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 
 

• designing services 
with emphasis on 
people meant to 
serve; 

Commissioner’s observations 

• The Robodebt scheme failed the public interest in a myriad 
of ways. 

• Remarkable how little interest there was in ensuring the 
Scheme’s legality, 

o how rushed its implementation was, 
o how little thought was given to how it would affect 

welfare recipients and; 
o the lengths to which public servants were prepared to 

go to oblige ministers on a quest for savings.  
• Dismaying revelation of dishonesty and collusion to prevent 

the Scheme’s lack of legal foundation coming to light.  
• The ineffectiveness of institutional checks and balances – the 

Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office, the Office of Legal 
Services Coordination (OLSC), the Office of the Australian 
Information Commissioner (OAIC) and the Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal (AAT) – in presenting any hindrance to the 
Scheme’s continuance.  

• Effectiveness of the recommended changes depends on:  
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• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability; and 

 

• independent legal 
services. 

• Whether a public service can be developed with sufficient 
robustness will depend on the will of the government of the 
day, because culture is set from the top down. 

• Politicians need to lead a change in social attitudes to people 
receiving welfare payments.  

Effects of Robodebt on 
individuals 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• obligations of public 

servants (roles, 
principals, values); 
 

• designing services 
with emphasis on 
people meant to 
serve. 

 

 

 
 

Recommendation 10.1: Design policies and processes with emphasis on the people they are 
meant to serve 

Services Australia design its policies and processes with a primary 
emphasis on the recipients it is meant to serve. That should entail: 

• avoiding language and conduct which reinforces feelings of 
stigma and shame associated with the receipt of government 
support when it is needed 

• facilitating easy and efficient engagement with options of 
online, in person and telephone communication which is 
sensitive to the particular circumstances of the customer 
cohort, including itinerant lifestyles, lack of access to 
technology, lack of digital literacy and the particular 
difficulties rural and remote living 

• explaining processes in clear terms and plain language in 
communication to customers, and acting with sensitivity to 
financial and other forms of stress experienced by the 
customer cohort and taking all practicable steps to avoid the 
possibility that interactions with the government might 
exacerbate those stresses or introduce new ones. 
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The concept of vulnerability 

 

Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services 

with emphasis on 
people meant to 
serve; 
 

• guidance and training; 

 

• obligations of public 
servants (roles, 
principals, values); 
 

• record keeping.  

 

Recommendation 11.1: Clear documentation of exclusion criteria 

Services Australia should ensure that for any cohort of recipients that 
is intended to be excluded from a compliance process or activity, 
there is clear documentation of the exclusion criteria, and, unless 
there is a technical reason it cannot be, the mechanism by which that 
is to occur should be reflected in the relevant technical specification 
documents. 
 

 

Recommendation 11.2: Identification of circumstances affecting the capacity to engage with 
compliance activity 

Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in 
relation to the identification of potential vulnerabilities extend to the 
identification of circumstances affecting a recipient’s capacity to 
engage with any form of compliance activity. To this end, 
circumstances likely to affect a recipient’s capacity to engage with 
compliance activities should be recorded on their file regardless of 
whether they are in receipt of a payment that gives rise to mutual 
obligations. 
 

 

Recommendation 11.3: Engagement prior to removing a vulnerability indicator from a file 

Services Australia should ensure that its processes and policies in 
relation to the identification of potential vulnerabilities require staff 
to engage with a recipient prior to the removal of an indicator on 
their file. For this purpose, Services Australia should remove any 
feature that would allow for the automatic expiry of a vulnerability 
indicator (or equivalent flagging tool). An indicator should only be 
removed where a recipient, or evidence provided to the Agency in 
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relation to the recipient, confirms that they are no longer suffering 
from the vulnerability to which the indicator relates. 
Recommendation 11.4: Consideration of vulnerabilities affected by each compliance 
program, including consultation with advocacy bodies 

Services Australia should incorporate a process in the design of 
compliance programs to consider and document the categories of 
vulnerable recipients who may be affected by the program, and how 
those recipients will be dealt with. Services Australia should consult 
stakeholders (including peak advocacy bodies) as part of this process 
to ensure that adequate provision is made to accommodate 
vulnerable recipients who may encounter particular difficulties 
engaging with the program. 
 

 

The roles of advocacy groups and 
legal services 

 

 

Recommendations go to: 

• frank and fearless 
advice;  

 

• designing services 
with emphasis on 
people meant to 
serve; 

Recommendation 12.1: Easier engagement with Centrelink 

Options for easier engagement with Centrelink by advocacy groups – 
for example, through the creation of a national advocates line – 
should be considered. 
 

 

Recommendation 12.2: Customer experience reference group 

The government should consider establishing a customer experience 
reference group, which would provide streamlined insight to 
government regarding the experiences of people accessing income 
support.  
 

 

Recommendation 12.3: Consultation 

Peak advocacy bodies should be consulted prior to the 
implementation of projects involving the modification of the social 
security system. 
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• independent legal 
services. 

 

 

Recommendation 12.4: Regard for funding for legal aid commissions and community legal 
centres 

When it next conducts a review of the National Legal Assistance 
Partnership, the Commonwealth should have regard, in considering 
funding for legal aid commissions and community legal centres, to 
the importance of the public interest role played by those services as 
exemplified in their work during the Scheme. 
 

 

Experiences of Human Services 
employees 

 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• the provision of, frank 

and fearless advice; 
 

• adherence to 
obligations of Public 
Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 

 

• training and guidance; 
 

• designing services 
with emphasis on 
people meant to 
serve. 

Recommendation 13.1: Consultation process 

Services Australia should put in place processes for genuine and 
receptive consultation with frontline staff when new programs are 
being designed and implemented. 
 

 

Recommendation 13.2: Feedback processes 

Better feedback processes should be put in place so that frontline 
staff can communicate their feedback in an open and consultative 
environment. Management should have constructive processes in 
place to review and respond to staff feedback. 
 

 

Recommendation 13.3: ‘Face-to-face’ support 

More ‘face-to-face’ customer service support options should be 
available for vulnerable recipients needing support. 
 

 

Recommendation 13.4: Increased number of social workers 

Increased social worker support (for both recipients and staff), and 
better referral processes to enable this support, should be 
implemented. 
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Failures in the Budget process 

 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 

 

• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  

 

• independent legal 
services; 

 

• the provision of, frank 
and fearless advice; 

 

• record keeping  
 

 

Recommendation 15.1: Legislative change better defined in New Policy Proposals 

The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement 
that all New Policy Proposals contain a statement as to whether the 
proposal requires legislative change in order to be lawfully 
implemented, as distinct from legislative change to authorise 
expenditure. 
 

 

Recommendation 15.2: Include legal advices with New Policy Proposals 

The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement 
that any legal advice (either internal or external) relating to whether 
the proposal requires legislative change in order to be implemented 
be included with the New Policy Proposal in any versions of the 
Portfolio Budget Submission circulated to other agencies or Cabinet 
ministers. 
 

 

Recommendation 15.3: Australian Government Solicitor statement in the NPP 

The Budget Process Operational Rules should include a requirement 
that where legal advice has been given in relation to whether the 
proposal requires legislative change in order to be implemented, the 
New Policy Proposal includes a statement as to whether the 
Australian Government Solicitor has reviewed and agreed with the 
advice. 
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Recommendation 15.4: Standard, specific language on legal risks in the NPP 

The standard language used in the NPP Checklist should be 
sufficiently specific to make it obvious on the face of the document 
what advice is being provided, in respect of what legal risks and by 
whom it is being provided. 
 

 

Recommendation 15.5: Documented assumptions for compliance Budget measures 

That in developing compliance Budget measures, Services Australia 
and DSS document the basis for the assumptions and inputs used, 
including the sources of the data relied on. 
 

 

Recommendation 15.6: Documentation on the basis for assumptions provided to Finance 

That in seeking agreement from Finance for costings of compliance 
Budget measures, Services Australia and DSS provide Finance with 
documentation setting out the basis for the assumptions and inputs 
used, including related data sources, to allow Finance to properly 
investigate and test those assumptions and inputs. 
 

 

Data-matching and exchanges 

 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 

 

• independent legal 
services; 

 

Recommendation 16.1: Legal advice on end-to-end data exchanges 

The Commonwealth should seek legal advice on the end-to-end data 
exchange processes which are currently operating between Services 
Australia and the ATO to ensure they are lawful. 
 

 

Recommendation 16.2: Review and strengthen governance of data-matching programs 

The ATO and DHS should take immediate steps to review and 
strengthen their operational governance practices as applied to 
jointly conducted data-matching programs. This should include: 
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• the provision of, frank 
and fearless advice; 

 

• designing services 
with emphasis on 
people meant to 
serve; 

 

• training and guidance; 
 

• record keeping. 
 

 

• reviews to ensure that all steps and operations relating to 
existing or proposed data-matching programs are properly 
documented 

• a review of all existing framework documents for existing or 
proposed data-matching programs 

• a review of the operations of the ATO/DHS Consultative 
Forum and the ATO/DHS Data Management Forum 

• a review of the existing Head Agreement/s, Memoranda of 
Understanding and Services Schedule 

• a joint review of any existing or proposed data-matching 
program protocols to ensure they are legally compliant in 
respect of their provision for the data exchanges 
contemplated for the relevant data-matching program. 
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Automated decision making 

 

Recommendations go to: 

 

• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 

• designing services 
with emphasis on 
people meant to 
serve; 

 

 

• law reform and 
reform of process and 
decision making; 
 

• record keeping. 
 

 

Recommendation 17.1: Reform of legislation and implementation of regulation 

The Commonwealth should consider legislative reform to introduce a 
consistent legal framework in which automation in government 
services can operate. Where automated decision-making is 
implemented:  

• there should be a clear path for those affected by decisions to 
seek review 

• departmental websites should contain information advising 
that automated decision-making is used and explaining in 
plain language how the process works 

• business rules and algorithms should be made available, to 
enable independent expert scrutiny. 

 

 

Recommendation 17.2: Establishment of a body to monitor and audit automated decision-
making 

The Commonwealth should consider establishing a body, or 
expanding an existing body, with the power to monitor and audit 
automate decision-making processes with regard to their technical 
aspects and their impact in respect of fairness, the avoiding of bias, 
and client usability. 
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Debt recovery and debt collectors 

 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• designing services 

with emphasis on 
people meant to 
serve  
 

• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  

 

• law reform 
 

• record keeping  
 

 

Recommendation 18.1: Comprehensive debt recovery policy for Services Australia 

Services Australia should develop a comprehensive debt recovery 
management policy which among other things should incorporate 
the Guideline for Collectors and Creditors’ issued by the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) and the Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC). Examples of such 
documents already exist at both federal and state levels. Any such 
policy should also prescribe how Services Australia undertakes to 
engage with debtors, including that staff must: 

• ensure any debt recovery action is always ethical, 
proportionate, consistent and transparent 

• treat all recipients fairly and with dignity, taking each person’s 
circumstances into account before commencing recovery 
action 

• subject to any express legal authority to do so, refrain from 
commencing or continuing recovery action while a debt is 
being reviewed or disputed, and 

• in accordance with legal authority, consider and respond 
appropriately and proportionately to cases of hardship. 

Services Australia should ensure that recipients are given ample and 
appropriate opportunities to challenge, review and seek guidance on 
any proposed debts before they are referred for debt recovery. 
 

 

Recommendation 18.2: Reinstate the limitation of six years on debt recovery 

The Commonwealth should repeal s 1234B of the Social Security Act 
and reinstate the effective limitation period of six years for the 
bringing of proceedings to recover debts under Part 5.2 of the Act 
formerly contained in s 1232 and s 1236 of that Act, before repeal of 
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the relevant sub-sections by the Budget Savings (Omnibus) Act (No 
55) 2016. There is no reason that current and former social security 
recipients should be on any different footing from other debtors. 
 

Lawyers and legal services 

 
Recommendations go to: 

 

• independent legal 
services; 

 

• the provision of, frank 
and fearless advice; 

 

 

• adherence to 
obligations of Public 
Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 
 

• training and guidance; 
 

• law reform; 
 

Recommendation 19.1: Selection of chief counsel 

The selection panel for the appointment of chief counsel of Services 
Australia or DSS (chief counsel being the head of the entity’s legal 
practice) should include as a member of the panel, the Australian 
Government Solicitor. 
 

 

Recommendation 19.2: Training for lawyers – Services Australia 

Services Australia should provide regular training to its in-house 
lawyers on the core duties and responsibilities set out in the Legal 
Practice Standards, including: 

• an emphasis on the duty to avoid any compromise to their 
integrity and professional independence and the challenges 
that may be presented to a government lawyer in fulfilling 
that obligation 

• appropriate statutory and case authority references in advice 
writing. 

 

• CCP is working on developing a set of 
legal practice standards which will 
incorporate guidance provided by the 
Attorney-General’s Department.  

• The Legal Practice Standards will deal 
with a range of topics including legal 
matter management, management of 
legal advices (and dealing with draft 
advices), the Charter of Independence 
and professional obligations.  

• All lawyers within the CCP hold a 
practising certificate in the jurisdiction 
in which they practice, thus have 
additional training, professional 
development and integrity obligations 
by virtue of holding the certificate. 
This is in addition to the AFP’s integrity 
standards and framework.  

Recommendation 19.3: Legal practice standards – Social Services 

DSS should develop Legal Practice Standards which set out the core 
duties and responsibilities of all legal officers working at DSS. 
 
Recommendation 19.4: Training for lawyers – Social Services 

DSS should provide regular training on the core duties and 
responsibilities to be set out in the Legal Practice Standards which 
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• record keeping  

 

should include: an emphasis on the duty to avoid any compromise to 
their integrity and professional independence and the challenges that 
may be presented to a government lawyer in fulfilling that obligation 
appropriate statutory and case authority references in advice writing. 
 

• Practising certificate holders are 
required to complete at least 10 hours 
of Continuous Professional 
Development (CPD) each year, being a 
mix of ethics, professional skills and 
practice management.  

• CCP conducts internal Continuous 
Legal Education (CLE) programs, with 
presentations on the topic of ethics 
and professional responsibilities being 
conducted annually.  

• Both AFP Legal and Criminal Assets 
Litigation (CAL) hold annual 
conferences focussed on training and 
professional development for the 
internal lawyers and ensure that there 
are sessions on ethics and professional 
skills.   
 

Recommendation 19.5: Draft advice – Social Services 

DSS should issue a further direction providing that, if the 
administering agency decides that a draft advice need not be 
provided in final form, that decision and the reasons for it must be 
documented.  
One of those steps – finalisation, or a documented decision against 
finalisation – should have been taken within three months of the 
receipt of the draft advice. 
 

• Prior to the Attorney-General’s 
Department issuing guidance on the 
treatment of legal advices in draft 
format, the CCP undertook an audit of 
advices and found that less than 20 
advices had not been finalised and 
were still draft. Since the audit, CCP 
has either finalised the advices or 
included a file note explaining why the 
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Recommendation 19.6: Draft advice – Services Australia 

Services Australia should issue a direction that legal advice is to be 
left in draft form only to the extent that the administrative step of 
finalising it has not yet been undertaken by lawyers or there are 
remaining questions to be answered in relation to the issues under 
consideration and that, if the administering agency decides that a 
draft advice need not be provided in final form, that decision and the 
reasons for it must be documented. One of those steps – finalisation, 
or a documented decision against finalisation – should have been 
taken within three months of the receipt of the draft advice. 
 

advice was not finalised (eg. litigation 
strategy changed and draft advice no 
longer relevant). 

• The Attorney-General’s initial guidance 
on ‘use of draft legal advice within 
government’ has been distributed to 
everyone within the CCP and will form 
part of the legal practice standards 
that the portfolio is working on.  

 

Recommendation 19.7: The Directions 1 

The Legal Services Directions 2017 should be reviewed and simplified. 
 

 

Recommendation 19.8: Office of Legal Services Coordination to assist agencies with 
significant issues reporting 

The OLSC should provide more extensive information and feedback 
to assist agencies with the significant legal issues process. 
 

• The CCP complies with the Legal 
Services Directions and liaises with the 
Office of Legal Services Coordination 
(OLSC) within the Attorney-General’s 
Department in relation to any queries 
about significant issues reporting or 
potential legal risk.  

• Where OLSC provides significant 
advice on reporting obligations, the 
advice will be shared with the CCP 
executive and disseminated within 
teams as required.  

• The Chief Counsel is a member of the 
Australian Government Legal Services 
Legal Risk Committee (coordinated by 

Recommendation 19.9: Recording of reporting obligations 

The OLSC should ensure a documentary record is made of 
substantive inquiries made with and responses given by agencies 
concerning their obligations to report significant issues pursuant to 
para 3.1 of the Directions. 
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the Attorney-General’s Department) 
which meets each quarter and ensures 
that relevant information from the 
meetings is disseminated to the CCP 
executive team. 

Recommendation 19.10: The Directions 2 

The OLSC should issue guidance material on the obligations to 
consult on and disclose advice in clause 10 of the Legal Services 
Directions 2017. 
 

 

Recommendation 19.11: Resourcing the Office of Legal Services Coordination 

The OLSC should be properly resourced to deliver these functions. 
 

 

Recommendation 19.12: Chief counsel 

The Australian Government Legal Service’s General Counsel Charter 
be amended to place a positive obligation on chief counsel to ensure 
that the Legal Services Directions 2017 (Cth) are complied with and to 
document interactions with OLSC about inquiries made, and 
responses given, concerning reporting obligations under those 
Directions. 
 

• The CCP complies with the Legal 
Services Directions and liaises with the 
Office of Legal Services Coordination 
(OLSC) within the Attorney-General’s 
Department in relation to any queries 
about significant issues reporting or 
potential legal risk.  

• Where OLSC provides significant advice 
on reporting obligations, the advice will 
be shared with the CCP executive and 
disseminated within teams as required.  
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Recommendation 19.13: Review of the Bilateral Management Agreement 

The revised Bilateral Management Agreement should set out the 
requirement to consult on and disclose legal advices between the 
two agencies where any intersection of work is identified. 

 

Administrative Appeals Tribunal 

 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• Training and guidance  

 

• Independent legal 
services  
 

• record keeping  
 

• law /judicial reform  
 

Recommendation 20.1: AAT cases with significant legal and policy issues 

Services Australia should put in place a system for identifying AAT1 
cases which raise significant legal and policy issues and ensuring that 
they are brought to the attention of senior DSS and Services Australia 
officers. 
 

 

Recommendation 20.2: Training for DHS legal officers 

Services Australia legal officers whose duties involve the preparation 
of advices in relation to AAT decisions should receive training which 
emphasises the requirements of the Standing Operational 
Statements in relation to appeal recommendations and referral to 
DSS; Services Australia’s obligations as a model litigant; and the 
obligation to pay due regard to AAT decisions and directions. 
 

 

Recommendation 20.3: Identifying significant AAT decisions 

DSS should establish, or if it is established, maintain, a system for 
identifying all significant AAT decisions and bringing them to the 
attention of its secretary. 
 

 

Recommendation 20.4: Publication of first instance AAT decisions 

The federal administrative review body which replaces the AAT 
should devise a system for publication on a readily accessible 
platform of first instance social security decisions which involve 
significant conclusions of law or have implications for social security 
policy. 
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Recommendation 20.5: Administrative Review Council 

Re-instate the Administrative Review Council or a body with similar 
membership and similar functions, with consideration given to a 
particular role in review of Commonwealth administrative decision-
making processes. 
 

 

The Commonwealth Ombudsman 

 
 
Recommendations go to: 
 
• separations of 

responsibilities / 
accountability;  
 

• law reform  
 

• record keeping  
• independent legal 

services; 
 

• the provision of, frank 
and fearless advice; 

Recommendation 21.1: Statutory duty to assist 

A statutory duty be imposed on departmental secretaries and agency 
chief executive officers to ensure that their department or agency 
use its best endeavours to assist the Ombudsman in any investigation 
concerning it, with a corresponding statutory duty on the part of 
Commonwealth public servants within a department or agency being 
investigated to use their best endeavours to assist the Ombudsman in 
the investigation. 
 

The Commonwealth Ombudsman already 
has oversight of the AFP, and the AFP has 
always cooperated fully with any 
Ombudsman investigations, including by 
providing access to relevant systems and 
sharing of legal advices.  

 

Recommendation 21.2: Another power to obtain information 

The Ombudsman Act be amended to confer on the Ombudsman a 
power in equivalent terms to that in s 33(3) of the Auditor-General 
Act. 
 

 

Recommendation 21.3: Oversight of the legal services division 

Departmental and agency responses to own motion investigations by 
the Ombudsman should be overseen by the legal services division of 
the relevant department or agency. 
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Recommendation 21.4: Log of communications 

The Ombudsman maintain a log, recording communications with a 
department or agency for the purposes of an own motion 
investigation. 
 

 

Recommendation 21.5: Powers of referral 

The AAT is soon to be replaced by a new administrative review body. 
S 10A and s 11 of the Ombudsman Act should be amended so as to 
ensure the Ombudsman has the powers of referral and 
recommendation of referral in respect of that new administrative 
review body. 
 

 

Improving the Australian Public 
Service 

 
 
Recommendations go to: 

 

• Structural reform, law 
reform  
 

• Training and guidance  
 

• designing services 
with emphasis on 
people meant to 
serve  

Recommendation 23.1: Structure of government departments 

The Australian Government should undertake an immediate and full 
review to examine whether the existing structure of the social 
services portfolio, and the status of Services Australia as an entity, are 
optimal. 
 

 

Recommendation 23.2: Obligations of public servants 

The APSC should, as recommended by the Thodey Review, deliver 
whole-of-service induction on essential knowledge required for 
public servants. 
 

 

Recommendation 23.3: Fresh focus on ‘customer service’ 

Services Australia and DSS should introduce mechanisms to ensure 
that all new programs and schemes are developed with a customer 
centric focus, and that specific testing is done to ensure that 
recipients are at the forefront of each new initiative. 
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• separations of 
responsibilities / 
accountability;  

 

• adherence to 
obligations of Public 
Servants (roles, 
principals, values); 

 

• record keeping  
 

Recommendation 23.4: Administrative Review Council 

The reinstated Administrative Review Council (or similar body) should 
provide training and develop resources to inform APS members 
about the Commonwealth administrative law system. (see 
Automated Decision-Making and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal 
chapters). 
 

 

Recommendation 23.5: ‘Knowledge College’ 

The Commonwealth should explore the feasibility of establishing an 
internal college within Services Australia to provide training and 
development to staff linked to the skills and knowledge required to 
undertake their duties. 
 

 

Recommendation 23.6: Front-line Service 

SES staff at Services Australia should spend some time in a front-line 
service delivery role and with other community partnerships. 
 

 

Recommendation 23.7: Agency heads being held to account 

The Public Service Act should be amended to make it clear that the 
Australian Public Service Commissioner can inquire into the conduct 
of former Agency Heads. Also, the Public Service Act should be 
amended to allow for a disciplinary declaration to be made against 
former APS employees and former Agency Heads. 
 

 

Recommendation 23.8: Documenting decisions and discussions 

The Australian Public Service Commission should develop standards 
for documenting important decisions and discussions, and the 
delivery of training on those standards. 
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